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Introduction

In the last few years, websites and mobile applications permitting the rental of goods and the provision of services have attracted hundreds of millions of users and have had an enormous economic impact. The best-known examples of this phenomenon include Airbnb (short-term accommodations) and Uber (short car rides). These websites and mobile applications (often referred to as “platforms”) rely on their users to offer their own physical and human resources to clients. Many of those who offer rentals and services through these sites (often referred to as “providers”) do so on a part-time or casual basis. Many providers seek to generate revenue on the basis of existing household assets, such as spare rooms or personal vehicles. Because these platforms allow for the more widespread use of such assets, they are often collectively identified as parts of the “sharing economy.” However, as we shall explain below, there is considerable debate as to the appropriateness of this label.

In general, sharing economy platforms provide users with a forum for interaction, a standard set of contractual terms, and a secure method of payment. They do not themselves own the physical capital, nor do they directly employ the labour required to provide the services in question. They typically provide a platform to facilitate exchanges and charge a commission on each transaction in
return. This online marketplace model is not unique: eBay pioneered it in the 1990s for sales of goods. However, the provision of services is more complex than the sale of goods; there are more things that can go wrong, and higher levels of security and trust are required. Sharing economy platforms therefore ask providers and clients to rate one another’s performance and rely on these rating systems as trust systems and as a form of quality control. Nevertheless, the rapid expansion of platforms like Airbnb and Uber has generated enormous controversy. Well-publicized cases of vandalism, assault, and even murder among platform users suggest that the platforms’ screening and trust mechanisms will never be perfect. Controversies have also arisen from the platforms’ economic impact. This impact is felt most acutely in certain sectors: Uber drivers compete with taxi drivers; Airbnb hosts compete with hotels. But the platforms are also understood to have broader impacts: Uber is associated with a trend toward low-paying, precarious work, whereas Airbnb is accused of exacerbating real estate speculation and adversely affecting the availability and cost of long-term rental housing. While governments in some jurisdictions have attempted to rein in the platforms, these companies’ technological infrastructure has in some cases allowed them to bypass conventional regulatory frameworks, generating accusations of unfair competition as well as debates about the merits of existing regulatory regimes. Indeed, the platforms blur a number of familiar distinctions, including personal versus commercial activity; infrastructure versus content; contractual autonomy versus hierarchical control. These ambiguities can stymie legal regimes that rely on these distinctions as organizing principles, including those relating to labour, competition, tax, insurance, information, the prohibition of discrimination, as well as specialized sectoral regulation.

It was with a view to exploring these challenges—and potential responses to them—that we brought together scholars from across Canada and elsewhere for a workshop held at the Université de Sherbrooke (accompanied by a public panel discussion at the Grande Bibliothèque in Montreal) in January of 2017. The scholars offered a rich variety of insights, both in terms of the traditional areas of law they brought to bear on the sharing economy and the theoretical perspectives that informed their analysis. The workshop papers comprise the present volume, and contribute to the ongoing discussions on legal regulation of the sharing economy.
At the time we launched this project, early in 2016, legal scholars were only just beginning to publish research on the sharing economy. As this book goes to press, in 2018, the volume of research has substantially increased. Hundreds of articles on the topic have now appeared in academic law journals, especially in the United States. After an initial period of exuberance, it appears that the debate has now matured. The practical and conceptual challenges presented by sharing economy platforms are now well recognized. At the same time, it is recognized that different platforms present different challenges, and that different jurisdictions might legitimately respond to these challenges in different ways. From a singular phenomenon, understanding of the sharing economy has expanded to a multifaceted inquiry that defies easy categorization.

The Object of Regulation: Is There Such Thing as the “Sharing Economy”?

Platforms like Airbnb and Uber have come to be associated with the idea of a sharing economy. We have chosen to use this term in the volume’s title because of its widespread recognition. However, we enclose it in quotation marks in the title to acknowledge that this is an imperfect label. Indeed, there seems to be a general consensus that platforms like Airbnb and Uber have little to do with sharing. Nevertheless, due to divergent interpretations of the underlying economic phenomenon, no consensus has emerged around an alternative label.

The term “sharing economy” evokes values of altruism or solidarity. Indeed, some authors use this terminology to describe a very different phenomenon, that is, attempts to develop more egalitarian, communitarian, and ecologically sustainable forms of economic organization. A related use of this phrase can be found in Yochai Benkler’s descriptions of carpooling and distributed computing as economic activities organized through sharing. Benkler emphasized the fact that these forms of economic organization helped to make use of underused resources. However, Benkler identified sharing as an alternative to the market; an essential feature of his case studies was that no money was exchanged.

The association of platforms like Airbnb and Uber with sharing stems from the fact that individuals use the platforms to give others access to personal assets that might otherwise sit idle. In
this light, the platforms may seem to echo Benkler’s case studies. However, Airbnb and Uber clearly fall outside Benkler’s definition of sharing. The platforms are explicitly commercial, market-driven undertakings. Providers are commercially oriented as well; while their activities may generate social connections, they also have financial goals. Moreover, it has become clear that such platforms are not only used to share idle capacity, but that they are used to bring new resources to market, as when providers buy secondary apartments in order to rent them on Airbnb, or buy new cars in order to drive for Uber. Indeed, Uber encourages such investment by financing car purchases, and Airbnb does little to discourage it. And while physical assets like apartments and cars are an important part of the story, human resources—labour—may be just as, if not more, important.

Given the explicitly commercial nature of many platform enterprises, the altruism or solidarity associated with the label “sharing economy” may be misleading. Some authors attempt to reconcile the different uses of this label and to think about how to encourage genuine sharing in a digitally mediated environment. Others have abandoned the label when writing about platforms like Airbnb and Uber. Some authors have proposed expressions that are arguably more accurate, such as the “platform economy,” “peer platform markets,” or “crowd-based capitalism.” However, the latter labels may make it difficult to circumscribe the phenomenon at issue. Platforms have arguably become a defining feature of twenty-first-century economic organization, including not only rental- and service-oriented platforms such as Airbnb and Uber, but also others such as Google, Facebook, and Amazon. Other authors prefer terms that frame the platforms’ activities from the perspective of workers (“crowdwork” and “the gig economy”). Such terms emphasize the role of labour rather than that of physical assets. They imply that Uber belongs in a category with platforms like Instacart and TaskRabbit that focus on pure service delivery. However, the issue of low-paid, precarious work is not unique to the digital environment, so a focus on workers may shift the focus away from platforms. Finally, others have rejected attempts at generalization, insisting instead on the particularities of different platforms and the economic sectors in which they operate. It goes without saying that one’s views on the legal issues generated by the platforms are likely to be influenced by one’s answers to these conceptual questions, and vice versa.
The contributors to this volume are similarly troubled by the “sharing economy” label. Several contributors also explicitly problematize the notion of sharing (Arthurs), pointing out that platforms rely upon the “fundamental falsehood” (Gautrais) that they are involved in sharing to do rhetorical “heavy lifting” in policy debates (Valverde). While most of the contributors agree that the sharing economy has little or nothing to do with genuine sharing, we have not sought agreement on a definite concept to which the label attaches. Several workshop participants insisted on the specificity of individual platforms and warned against using them synecdochically to stand in for a more general phenomenon. This approach is reflected in contributions that concentrate on one or the other of the two most well-known platforms: Uber (Kaplinsky, Tucker, Valverde) and Airbnb (Sheffi, Tremblay-Huet). Other contributors chose to focus on regulators and their techniques (Gautrais, Geist, McKee) or on objects of regulation (Ducci, Scassa), using different platforms to provide examples of how policy goals are formulated, frustrated, achieved, or betrayed.

These approaches support the view that while specific aspects of the sharing economy may pose particular challenges for legal regulation and may even incite us to rethink traditional categories, it is unlikely that the platforms’ activities are shaping the emergence of a new and unified area of law. Indeed, there is no more reason to believe that the twenty-first century will be characterized by a “law of the sharing economy” than to believe that the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were characterized by a “law of the horse.”

What we have instead, in this volume, is a set of diverse lenses through which we can examine both the sharing economy and its broader social impacts, and from which certain key themes emerge.

**Technologies of Regulation**

Thinking about regulating the sharing economy requires us to consider the various ways in which policy objectives can be achieved through regulation. Traditional approaches to this appeal to the notion of a toolbox of policy instruments, that is, to different *technologies of regulation*.

One such technology is the state licence. Derek McKee’s contribution uses the cases of Uber and Airbnb to explore the contours of licensing regimes more generally. Both the taxi and hotel industries
have typically been regulated, at least in part, through licensing, and platforms that operate in these areas provide an opportunity to re-evaluate these regimes and their pathologies. One conclusion that flows from this re-evaluation is that licensing is not a single technique that responds to a predetermined set of problems. Rather, the state uses licences for myriad ends with varying degrees of success. Furthermore, a licensing regime is not a static solution; over time, it generates new problems, some of which may have been unforeseen by regulators. Finally, attention to the internal logic of licensing allows us to see how platforms themselves act as private licensors; a perspective that challenges the view that regulation is the exclusive purview of the state.

A licence, according to the definition adopted by McKee, constitutes the conditional permission to engage in activity that would otherwise be prohibited. A licensee thus benefits from immunity in exchange for complying with the terms of the licence. However, licences do not grant third parties rights opposable either to the licensor or the licensee; the distribution and enforcement of rights (and correlative duties) obey a different logic. In this case, adjudication can operate as a mode of regulation. Here again, sharing economy platforms provide an occasion to confront our preconceptions. As Nofar Sheffi’s contribution documents, platforms may use the adjudicative form to avoid state regulation. Airbnb sets up a private mechanism of adjudication and enforcement whereby it situates itself as the umpire of the competing claims of “hosts” and “guests.” This shifts attention from any claims that users may have against the platform itself, which—combined with an arbitration clause that makes pursuing a claim against Airbnb unrealistic if not impossible for most users—insulates it from potential liability. Sheffi questions whether such private adjudication (disguised as a form of customer service) is necessarily problematic, despite the fact that it provides neither the procedural safeguards nor the transparency that characterize state law. On the one hand, her chapter poses the implicit question: If the private “court of Airbnb” is cheaper, faster, and more accessible than a traditional rental board and if the “litigants” are generally more satisfied with the outcomes it generates, then why should it be considered any less legitimate? On the other hand, given the obvious shortcomings of “Airbnb law,” her chapter incites us to interrogate the basis on which we would attribute legitimacy to any given legal order.
Whereas adjudication determines the winners and losers of individual disputes, sudden and significant changes in technology, political economy, and law can generate entire categories of winners and losers. This is the subject of Harry Arthurs' contribution. Using examples from labour market regulation and consumer protection, Arthurs shows how sharing economy platforms pose “category problems” for aspiring regulators. Despite claims to innovation, platforms did not create these problems, but exacerbate them, revealing both continuity with historical regulatory challenges and the limits of traditional approaches. Although “pop-up” or “flash” regulation that treats specific pathologies of the sharing economy may provide a promising avenue for addressing these problems, their success would depend on the capacity of citizens to organize and formulate coherent demands and on the state to be responsive to them. Ultimately then, for Arthurs, regulating the sharing economy is not a technical problem, but a political one.

Regulating Technology

The ubiquity of digital communications systems, smartphones in particular, was a precondition for the emergence of sharing economy platforms. Indeed, Uber has consistently sought to avoid regulation by claiming that it is neither a taxi company nor an employer, but a technology company. Asking how the sharing economy might be regulated thus necessarily raises questions about how to regulate the technologies upon which they are based.

Vincent Gautrais' contribution argues that though the technology used by sharing economy platforms may be disruptive of traditional legal concepts, it does not operate in a vacuum. Rather, state law contains many resources that may be applied to the platforms' activities. Thus statutes—supplemented by traditional rules of interpretation and by the development of case law—do not cease to have effects simply because the technologies we seek to regulate were not specifically envisioned by the drafters. On the other hand, statutes and case law are not the only sources of law; they interact with other sources of normativity, including not only contracts, but also industry standards and—since technology is never neutral—even algorithms, in a “normative ecology” that bears little resemblance to the Kelsenian pyramid of validity. Regulating digital technology thus may require new tools of oversight to be mobilized by multiple
actors. For instance, documentation and reporting allow for supervision by contracting parties and consumers, and data retention allows for supervision by auditors. These mechanisms and institutions need not replace courts and administrative agencies; just as technology multiplies sources of normativity, regulatory responses should multiply opportunities for their oversight.

In order to exercise oversight, one must have access; this is especially true of data. By virtue of the very information technology that has enabled their meteoric rise, platforms generate vast amounts of data in which others may have an interest. When it comes to their data, platforms may find themselves in a different position vis-à-vis regulation: rather than seeking to avoid it, they may want to mobilize it to protect what they consider to be a strategic business asset. Ironically, sharing economy platforms decidedly do not want to share their data. As Teresa Scassa explains in her contribution, platforms may seek to prevent “opportunistic businesses” from scraping their data and using it either to provide tailored services to users of the platform or information to competitors. They may also want to deprive potential regulators of the information needed to effectively regulate. A patchwork of laws is leveraged by platforms to protect their data. Although the most obviously applicable legal regime is that of intellectual property, notably copyright, Scassa argues that exclusively framing the platforms’ data as property risks occluding the public interest.

The Site of Regulation: Local to Global

Recognizing the dual nature of sharing economy platforms foregrounds the question of the site of regulation. Considering platforms as new vectors for providing traditional services invites the application of local law and, in particular, municipal bylaws and regulations. Conversely, understanding platforms as primarily technology companies entails the possibility that their activities may be subject to global regulatory regimes. The contributions that focus on the opposite ends of this spectrum do more than simply argue for the applicability of global or local regimes. Rather, they see sharing economy platforms as opportunities to reflect on the possibilities and limits of the regimes themselves.

Taking the local perspective, Mariana Valverde’s contribution shows how Uber’s “cowboy capitalism” approach to regulation takes
advantage of historical attributes of municipal governance that make it particularly vulnerable to industry capture. Valverde situates taxi licensing within the context of municipal business licensing, which has its roots in pre-modern governance structures that generally target marginal economic activities and have not evolved to adequately regulate large transnational business enterprises. Thus, despite the inherently local nature of the services offered through Uber, we ought to be skeptical of the possibility of effective municipal regulation of platforms.

Perhaps, then, global regulation offers a more promising alternative. Since many sharing economy platforms operate across national borders, one might think that multinational trade regimes may contribute to the regulation of their activities. But, here too, we may have reason to doubt, as Michael Geist’s contribution demonstrates. On one hand, the development of bilateral and multilateral trade treaties has shown that the global trade regime is also vulnerable to industry capture. Due to their market and political power, incumbent players may be able to influence rules governing new technology in ways that disadvantage sharing economy upstarts. On the other hand, the increasing focus in global agreements on reducing non-tariff barriers to trade may hamstring national governments in their efforts to regulate technology companies. In both cases, Geist argues, global regulation may hinder, rather than enable, national regulation of sharing economy platforms in the public interest.

Regulating Markets

Despite their appeal to the concept of sharing, sharing economy platforms are clearly engaged in market behaviour. In some sense then, any attempt to regulate such platforms is an attempt to regulate markets. Yet, it is not always evident what market is the object of regulation. Are platforms new entrants in already existing markets for services with established players, such as taxis and hotels, or have they created entirely new markets? What other conceptions of a market could contribute to the regulation of sharing economy platforms?

Eran Kaplinsky’s contribution shows how regulation may not only apply to markets, but create them. Though taxi licensing regimes were initially conceived of as mechanisms for countering market failures such as destructive competition and negative externalities, the licences (often called “medallions” or “plates”) themselves acquired
many of the characteristics of property, creating a secondary market with its own problems. New regulations would thus not only affect the primary market but could potentially destroy the secondary market, with disastrous consequences for licensees who are significantly invested therein. Any attempt to reform the licensing regime must therefore address the question of compensation for what may amount to a regulatory expropriation. As Kaplinksy points out, there are good arguments both for compensation and for “letting the chips fall where they may.” Furthermore, if compensation is pursued, a coherent approach would require a nuanced understanding of both the legal forms of different categories of licences, and of their economic effects.

Regulating sharing economy platforms using competition law also requires a definition of the relevant market. In his contribution, Francesco Ducci explains how sharing economy platforms may be understood not only as actors within a market to be regulated but as the private regulators of a market. However, whereas states regulate markets in pursuit (presumably) of the public interest, sharing economy platforms regulate prices—often via algorithms—in order to internalize indirect network externalities; that is, to capture the value generated by their matchmaking. Platforms thus raise different questions for competition law than the traditional service providers with whom they are often seen to be in competition (for example, taxis and hotels). Yet, despite this difference, Ducci argues that existing doctrine and case law on so-called two-sided markets address the relevant attributes of “sharing economy” platforms and thus provide the tools necessary for their regulation.

**Regulating Labour**

One market in which sharing economy platforms intervene massively is the labour market, though their business model depends on obfuscating this fact. Rather, platforms hold themselves out to be in the business of matching excess capacity with unmet demand. According to this story, the Uber “partner” monetizes her vehicle when it is not being used for personal transport and the Airbnb “host” does likewise with an unused spare room. Capital, not labour, is what is ostensibly being “shared” via platforms.

Despite platforms’ claims to innovation, firms have a long history of externalizing labour costs by situating workers outside of their boundaries. In legal terms, this is done by classifying workers
as independent contractors rather than employees, a (mis)classification that is at the heart of the category problem identified by Harry Arthurs. In her contribution to this volume, Marie-Cécile Escande-Varniol documents the French experience in trying to address the difficulties caused by the category problem without calling into question the fundamental distinctions upon which it is based. The French solution was to adopt an intermediate category, specifically designed to apply to “self-employed workers using electronic remote connection platforms.” Escande-Varniol argues that the result is ambivalent: on one hand, the new category imposes some obligations on platforms vis-à-vis workers, while on the other hand, it confirms their exclusion from the employee category and from the robust protections that it entails.

Legal categories are clearly important, but restricting one’s attention to them risks concealing important facets of the political economy of production. Eric Tucker’s detailed history of the taxi industry in Toronto allows us to see that not all workers are simply “employees in disguise.” On the contrary, capturing the value generated by petty commodity production (or, in the case at hand, petty service production) is a distinct mode of labour exploitation. Though this mode has often been described as pre-capitalist, it has continued to exist alongside the wage relationship in capitalist economies and may even become a defining characteristic of the twenty-first-century gig economy. Insofar as the traditional categories of employment law are the consequence rather than the cause of the wage relationship, we ought to be careful about using them as lenses through which to apprehend the relations of production. Tucker’s contribution is an example of how historical analysis rooted in political economy can help us understand how sharing economy platforms function in a given industry, which is an important precondition for their effective regulation.

Notwithstanding their attempts to obscure it, platforms that connect users with service providers, like Uber, Deliveroo, and TaskRabbit, are clearly in the business of providing labour. This is less obvious in the case of Airbnb. Nonetheless, Sabrina Tremblay-Huet’s contribution shows that behind the appearance of the rental of property lies the reality of labour. Like the commodity, the Airbnb rental unit is thus “in reality, a very queer thing, abounding in metaphysical subtleties and theological niceties.”18 The Airbnb rental economy is dependent on labour in two different ways. First, many
“hosts” in fact operate as businesses and use workers to clean rooms and communicate with “guests.” This shifts employment away from the heavily unionized hotel industry to precarious grey-market employment. Second—and this is the dominant theme in Tremblay-Huet’s contribution—even when hosts do the work themselves, it is not perceived of as work, since the neoliberal discourse of empowerment casts it as entrepreneurship or investment. Thus the “host’s” freedom from accountability to a boss who schedules work translates into the platform’s freedom from accountability for sick days, overtime pay, pension contributions and so forth.

Conclusion

Just as there is no distinct phenomenon that is entirely and exclusively captured by the notion of a sharing economy, the contributions to this volume demonstrate, by their variety, that there is no single regulatory response to the social and economic disruption caused by online market platforms. As with any large-scale change, the advent of the sharing economy not only raises questions about the objects of regulation but invites us to rethink our hypotheses about what regulation can accomplish, how, and for whom.

Notes

4. The statistics that we have used to define the size and scope of Airbnb and Uber are proof of the rapid growth and acceptance of these platform technologies by consumers around the world. The figures used by the authors were accurate at the time of writing.


15. See e.g. Wyman, supra note 3.

16. But see Lobel, supra note 2 at 142–44 (arguing that “there is something new and unique about the law of the platform” at 144).
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PART I

TECHNOLOGIES OF REGULATION
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I. Introduction

Recent debates about Airbnb, Uber, and similar “sharing” platforms have generated an apparent consensus. According to policy reports published by governmental and intergovernmental organizations, the platforms have benefits, but they also pose risks. The platforms give consumers access to a wider variety of services at lower costs; they also provide a flexible source of income for providers. However, peer-to-peer rentals and services threaten consumers’ safety and privacy; they may also give rise to contractual unfairness. Most commentators agree that these problems would be appropriately addressed through some form of regulation.

What form of regulation? This is where the consensus breaks down. Some government authorities have tried to subject platform-mediated services to rules designed for their analog counterparts, such as hotels and taxis. However, proponents of the platforms are generally critical of these rules. They claim that “self-regulation” by the platforms would be more appropriate.

This debate over the appropriate form of regulation is complicated by the presence of public licensing regimes. In many places around the world, it is illegal to drive a taxi without some form of prior authorization. Some jurisdictions also require licences for operators of hotels. The platforms achieved their initial success by
ignoring such licensing regimes, claiming (more or less plausibly) to be exempt from them.

Debates over the “sharing economy” have therefore brought to the fore a set of debates about the merits and demerits of licensing as a form of governance. While licensing provides regulators with a powerful instrument, licences have also been seen as an overly blunt tool—and one that can fall into the wrong hands. Many scholars have argued that licensing regimes are likely to generate economic inefficiencies, political conflicts of interest, and arbitrary exercises of power. In view of these pathologies, some scholars have argued that licences would be better replaced with other policy instruments.

While acknowledging these critiques, this chapter emphasizes that much depends on the details of licensing regimes. Such regimes are highly variable. They can concentrate control in government hands, or delegate it to private actors. They can impose major or only minor barriers to entry, and they can do so formally or informally. In short, the presence or absence of licensing is never an all-or-nothing question.

The recent experience of regulatory responses to sharing economy platforms bears witness to this need for nuance. In response to the market disruptions generated by “sharing economy” platforms, few governments have dispensed with licensing entirely. Instead, they have made adjustments to existing licensing regimes; they have also created new licences for platforms and providers. Moreover, even if governments eliminate public licensing regimes, the platforms’ regulation of service providers who operate through their platforms is akin to privately managed licensing. There is no guarantee that such a regime will operate in the public interest; indeed, there are reasons to suspect it will mainly serve the platforms’ private interests. The alternative of platform “self-regulation” therefore provides no escape from the dilemmas associated with licensing.

The argument proceeds as follows. In section II of the chapter, I summarize recent policy discussions undertaken by governments and international organizations. These discussions have produced an apparent consensus around certain issues, especially the need to protect consumers from possible harms. However, they have also revealed disagreement around other issues, including the application of labour or employment law as well as the potential application of competition law. Moreover, policy makers disagree over the proper mechanisms for implementing consumer protection goals, especially where licensing regimes are present.
In section III of the chapter, I take a closer look at licences as a legal technology. Licences have a long history; they are also a ubiquitous feature of contemporary legal systems. Governments use licences to pursue various forms of social and economic regulation. Licences are useful to regulators because they provide an effective means of enforcing standards. Nevertheless, licensing regimes have often been the object of critiques, stemming from economic concerns, political concerns, or various combinations of the two.

In section IV, I examine how these issues have been manifested in the context of debates over “sharing economy” platforms, using the licensing of hotels and taxis in Quebec as a case study. These platforms have encroached on economic sectors historically subject to licensing. In response, many jurisdictions have undertaken legislative reforms; to clarify the applicability of the older licensing regimes, to adapt them to the realities of new, digitally mediated services; or to create new, bespoke licensing regimes for the platforms and their users. Many governments have effectively implemented some kind of compromise, treating incumbents and newcomers differently, recognizing each as occupying a certain niche in the market. In doing so, not only have governments not abolished older licensing regimes, they have often created new, separate licensing regimes for the platforms or for providers. These regimes impose barriers to entry and they often contain some form of supply management.

In section V, I consider the fact that, in functional terms, the platforms operate more or less like private licensing regimes. Even without state-imposed licensing, then, the platforms may be perfectly capable of replicating the pathologies historically associated with licensing regimes: there are tensions between the public interest goals that platforms are expected to fulfill and the platforms’ private interests; platforms are likely to engage in rent-seeking behaviour, and they often behave arbitrarily. The superimposition of a public licensing regime for platforms or providers may counter some of these tendencies, but it may also reinforce them.

II. Policy Consensus and Conflict

In the last few years, national and local governments around the world have tried to respond to the policy challenges posed by peer platform markets, such as Airbnb and Uber. Although responses vary from one jurisdiction to another, it is also possible to identify
an emerging consensus. This consensus focuses on consumer protection, understood to include issues of safety, privacy, and contractual fairness. It also includes taxation. However, the consensus does not extend to the labour issues arising from platform-mediated services, nor does it extend to the application of competition law. Finally, despite agreement on consumer protection objectives, there is no consensus as to how these goals should be achieved. This last disagreement is partly due to the presence of licensing regimes.

This consensus is on display in a number of policy documents published by national governments and international organizations in 2016. I will review three of these documents in particular: a report published by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) in June 2016; a communication by the European Commission (EC), also published in June 2016; and finally a report by the staff of the United States Federal Trade Commission (FTC), published in November 2016. Of these three reports, the EC’s is the only one that purports to represent the official views of the organization that published it. Nevertheless, all three reports attempt to stake out common ground among a diverse range of participants, and all have received some kind of official endorsement.

The OECD report in question was prepared by a consultant, Professor Natali Helberger of the University of Amsterdam, and provided as a “background report” for the OECD’s “Ministerial Meeting on the Digital Economy: Innovation, Growth and Social Prosperity” in Cancun in June 2016. The declassified document is entitled “Protecting Consumers in Peer Platform Markets: Exploring the Issues.” As the title suggests, the report deals exclusively with consumer protection issues; it excludes issues of taxation, labour, sectoral regulation, and competition. The report proposes that, in general, consumer protection laws (such as prohibitions on fraud and other deceptive practices) should apply to peer platform markets. It identifies a number of issues for discussion, including the reliability of the platforms’ own trust mechanisms (such as pre-screening and user ratings) and how these interact with more formal kinds of regulation and self-regulation, as well as to what extent platforms should be responsible (and legally liable) for the behaviour of their users.

In June 2016, the EC issued a communication entitled “A European Agenda for the Collaborative Economy,” outlining its views on the issues. In this document, the Commission highlights the economic opportunities associated with the new platforms and argues
that Europe should not miss out. It also acknowledges a number of problems with the platform model, however, including uncertainty surrounding application of existing laws (and possible exploitation of these ambiguities, to the detriment of the public interest), as well as divergent and fragmented regulatory approaches. It notes that under European Union (EU) law, market access requirements for providers (in effect, licensing requirements) must be non-discriminatory, minimally restrictive, justified, and proportionate. It also notes that under the EU’s e-Commerce Directive, platforms that are merely offering an intermediation service (and not themselves providing the underlying service) cannot be subject to prior authorization requirements. It also notes issues related to protection of consumers and workers, although it mainly focuses on legal ambiguities surrounding these issues, without taking a particular stance.

The last report I will discuss is the FTC staff report, published in November 2016, on the basis of a workshop that brought together a series of experts in June 2015. In this report, the FTC staff deals with a wide range of policy issues, although it explicitly excludes questions of labour as well as questions of discrimination, finding that these issues fall under the jurisdiction of other government agencies. It calls for a “balanced” approach to regulation, taking into account a number of policy priorities such as innovation, competition, and consumer protection.

These policy reports bear witness to a consensus surrounding the protection of consumers (and users more generally) in peer-to-peer marketplaces. There is general agreement that consumer protection is an important regulatory goal. In a world of peer-to-peer rentals and services, consumers need protection from accidents and assaults. They also need protection against fraud and other deceptive practices. Finally, they need protection against misuse of their personal information. In the context of the “sharing economy,” consumer protection thus refers to the protection of platform users’ safety and privacy as well as protection against fraud and other contractual abuses. In many cases these concerns apply to users on both sides of the transaction—to providers as well as consumers. In some cases, as with regard to safety, it is a question of protecting users from other users. In other cases, as with privacy, it is a question of protecting users from the platforms.

The emerging policy consensus also addresses the question of taxes. When the platforms first appeared, taxes were a controversial
issue. The platforms initially took the position that, as mere technological intermediaries, they were not responsible for any tax obligations that might arise from the transactions. But under pressure from tax authorities, the platforms have largely conceded this point; in many jurisdictions, they have begun to collect and remit taxes directly on behalf of providers, and to cooperate with tax authorities in other ways.9 In the United States context, Shu-Yi Oei and Diane Ring have noted that “sharing economy” services raise enforcement challenges, but that they do not really challenge the basic concepts of tax law.10 This consensus is reflected in the reports I have summarized. The OECD report does not address the issue of taxes. However, the EU Commission’s communication concludes that platform economy services should be subject to the same taxes as other services. The FTC staff report notes a consensus that Airbnb hosts should be subject to local hotel taxes, but also notes disagreement over the adequacy of Airbnb’s tax collection efforts.11 The policy consensus surrounding taxation can be seen as reflecting the maturity of “sharing economy” economic activities. Governments recognize that platform-based services are playing a big role in the economy, and have concluded that these services should contribute to public revenue.

However, there are three notable places where the policy consensus surrounding peer platform markets breaks down. The first area of disagreement has to do with labour. The platforms mobilize millions of individual service providers. The platforms consider these providers to be independent contractors, and they have fought hard against legal challenges aimed at characterizing them as employees. Indeed, the independent-contractor designation is central to the platforms’ business model. Some commentators argue that peer platform markets thus herald “the end of employment” and the transition to a new age of entrepreneurship.12 However, as a number of commentators have noted, including Harry Arthurs and Marie-Cécile Escande-Varniol in this volume, there are significant policy concerns surrounding the platforms’ treatment of service providers. Providers often work long hours for limited revenue. Moreover, their characterization as independent contractors rather than as employees brings various disadvantages. It generally means that they lack job security; they are precariously employed in the “gig economy.” In many jurisdictions, the independent-contractor designation also serves to exclude providers from protections, such
as minimum wages, workplace accident insurance, and the right to bargaining collectively.13

The second disputed issue concerns competition. The platforms are essentially networks, and they generate network effects. As with a telephone network, or Facebook, the platforms’ interest for any given user depends on who else joins the network. At the early stages of development, platforms face the chicken-or-egg problem of attracting a critical mass of users.14 Once the platforms have attained critical mass, however, network effects may suffice to pull in everyone else. Indeed, the major platforms’ business strategies (and their investors’ behaviour) are consistent with a winner-take-all competition for market share. There are signs that network effects have enabled certain platforms to dominate their respective markets.15 This dominance may enable these platforms to hold off competitors and to collect rents.

However, it is not clear how competition law might respond to this situation. In competition law, before one can reach a conclusion about market power, it is necessary to define the relevant market. Even in conventional industries, market definition is a notoriously difficult exercise. Competition authorities typically use economic tests to determine to what extent similar products are substitutable, and within what geographic area, either on the demand side or on the supply side. But there is no neutral criterion for determining at what point a partially substitutable product constitutes a separate market. This is inevitably a value-laden line-drawing exercise.16

In the context of “sharing economy” platforms, market definition raises particularly difficult questions. To what extent do the services offered through the platforms compete with those of incumbent industries? Do taxi drivers and Uber drivers offer basically the same service? Or is the different process for obtaining a ride sufficient to place them in a separate market? Do Airbnb hosts compete with hotels, or are they offering something new? Market definition in the “sharing economy” is further complicated by the distinction between the platforms’ intermediation services and the services provided through the platforms, such as rides and accommodations.17 Are these part of a single integrated service, or are they two different kinds of services, existing in two different markets? To the extent that they can be separated, platforms may be intermediating “two-sided markets.” The application of competition law to such markets is unclear.18
As Francesco Ducci notes in his contribution to this volume, competition law has previously faced similar problems—but that doesn’t mean that such problems are easily resolved. Of the reports I have discussed, the FTC staff report is the only one to devote significant attention to competition issues. The report acknowledges the possibility that certain platforms have achieved market dominance. However, it avoids taking any particular stance on this issue.

The third area of conflict concerns the means for achieving consumer protection objectives. While there is a consensus as to these objectives, opinions diverge as to the appropriate mechanism for achieving them: whether the platforms can effectively protect consumers through their own business practices, or whether state regulation is required. The platform companies have often argued for the effectiveness of their own bespoke systems of background checks, inspections, peer ratings and reviews, insurance, and arbitration. Some commentators have championed platform self-regulation, arguing that the state should only regulate where self-regulation is inadequate.19

The reports I have summarized show no signs of a consensus on this issue. The FTC staff report notes disagreement as to what standards should apply, or who should set them. It endorses calls for a “level playing field,” arguing that the same rules should apply to new platforms as to traditional suppliers, although it notes a debate over whether rules should be strengthened or relaxed. It devotes considerable attention to user ratings and the debate over whether these function as an effective mechanism for consumer protection. The OECD report identifies a number of issues for discussion, including the reliability of the platforms’ own trust mechanisms (such as pre-screening and user ratings) and how these interact with more formal kinds of regulation and self-regulation, as well as to what extent platforms should be responsible (and legally liable) for the behaviour of their users.

The debate over the means for achieving consumer protection objectives is related to the debate over competition. This linkage is due to the fact that the major platforms have encroached on industries that have historically been subject to licensing regimes: taxis and, to a lesser extent, hotels. In these and other industries, consensus policy objectives such as safety and contractual fairness have often been pursued through the mechanism of licensing. But licences, even if merely intended to protect consumers, also have an
impact on competition. Indeed, without exploring the issue in depth, the OECD noted this relationship in its report:

 […] some consumer protection issues in peer platforms are inextricably linked with competition concerns. For example, providers of goods and services in regulated sectors of the economy often argue that failure to apply existing laws and regulations to peer platform markets creates an unfair competitive advantage, favouring market entrants at the expense of incumbents who may be subject to regulatory structures that often are decades old. Conversely, outdated regulations can entrench the status quo and protect incumbents from competition by, for example, maintaining overly restrictive measures that discourage entry by innovative new providers. In addition, peer platform markets tend to feature “network effects” that may lead to market concentration and potential competition issues.20

The presence of licensing regimes therefore drives another set of cracks through the consumer protection consensus. If they are going to protect consumers, governments and legislators must decide whether to do this within the framework of existing licensing regimes or through some other mechanism. In order to understand what is at stake in these choices, it is worth taking a closer look at licences as a policy instrument.

III. Public Licensing Regimes

Licences are a ubiquitous yet poorly understood feature of contemporary law and governance. Governments use licences to pursue an enormous variety of policy objectives. The details of licensing regimes are just as varied. Nevertheless, licensing regimes have also been the object of strident critiques. Critics have alleged that such regimes give rise to arbitrary exercises of power, that they are economically inefficient, and that they serve the private interests of particular groups rather than the public interest.

A number of authors have noted the ubiquity of licensing regimes and their application to a wide range of subject matters, ranging from drilling for oil to keeping a dog.21 Typical objects of licensing regimes include professions, other occupations and commercial activities, the marketing of certain products, and certain uses
of land. Official terminology varies, with some licences labelled as permits, approvals, authorizations, and so on (or, in the case of taxis, plates or medallions); in this paper, I use “licence” as a generic category.

A licence is best defined in functional terms. Issalys and Lemieux describe a licence as “a permission, often subject to conditions, given by a government authority to a natural or legal person, to carry out an act or to exercise an activity that would otherwise be illegal” [author’s translation]. In this chapter, I have chosen to adopt Issalys and Lemieux’s definition because it succinctly expresses common-sense understandings of licences in Canada and in related legal systems.

This definition specifies that the underlying activity would be illegal without authorization. This requirement serves to distinguish licences from other legal forms, such as contracts or corporate organization, in which the state recognizes (and agrees to enforce) certain private arrangements that would nevertheless be legal even in the absence of state approval. Marriage belongs to the same category: although many jurisdictions retain the formality of a “marriage licence,” one can enter into a conjugal relationship without one. The fact that licences are mandatory also serves to distinguish licences from certification schemes, which may confer advantages on those who comply with their terms, but are legally optional.

The definition I have adopted is largely functional. However, it also contains a formal element in its reference to government authority. This term links licences to the exercise of public power. Although the concept of a “licence” plays a prominent role in private law (and by extension, in intellectual property law), the “licence” granted by a possessor of property is excluded from the definition. Moreover, this definition excludes private certification schemes that operate without a formal grant of state authority, even when they effectively serve to control access to a particular activity, as is the case with many sports associations. However, as I shall argue in section V, below, such private arrangements may closely resemble public licensing regimes in functional terms.

The power to issue public licences may nevertheless be conferred upon various kinds of authorities. Licences may be issued by government departments or by arm’s-length agencies. As Mariana Valverde has noted, licensing may be a preferred technique of local authorities in Canada and in other countries where municipal powers have
evolved from pre-modern modes of governance. Licensing powers may also be delegated to private organizations, as occurs most typically when professional associations act as self-governing bodies.

When licensing is delegated to private entities, it may operate as a form of co-regulation or self-regulation, with a governmental authority setting general objectives, and a private body authorized to develop these goals into detailed requirements. Such self-regulatory arrangements may be seen as more efficient than top-down, governmental command-and-control arrangements. In principle, they allow regulated entities to make use of their knowledge and expertise in order to determine the most cost-effective way of complying with public standards. In addition, under such self-regulatory arrangements, the costs of running the regime may be borne by the regulated industry or profession, through the payment of fees, rather than imposed on taxpayers.

Not only the identity of the issuer but also the design features of licensing regimes may vary considerably. Licences may be issued for an indeterminate period, or they may be subject to periodic renewal. Licences may be free, or they may be subject to fees. The fees may be calculated to cover the costs of running the licensing regime. Licences may attach to particular individuals (as with driver’s licences or with professional qualifications), or they may be transferable. Licences may be issued to anyone who asks, or they may require the applicant to prove compliance with certain standards. Licensees may or may not be subject to ongoing testing or inspection to ensure that they continue to meet these standards. The licensing regime may also be coupled with a system for price regulation, in which licensees agree to market their services only at prescribed rates. The licensing regime may or may not set a limit on the total number of licences issued, or delimit geographic areas in which licensees can exercise their activities; to the extent that it does so, it may come to resemble a public franchise or a quota system. In practice, high standards for licensing may also implicitly function as quantitative restrictions, as with London’s “knowledge” requirement for cab drivers.

In addition to these variable design features, licences can also have various formal legal characterizations. In some cases, especially where licences are transferable, they may be treated as a form of property. In other cases, especially with regard to public franchises, the relation between the issuing authority and the licensee may take the form of a contract.
Licensing regimes nevertheless have certain features in common. By definition, licences involve authorization for some activity, often subject to conditions. A standard feature of licences, then, is the possibility of suspension or revocation should the licensee fail to respect the conditions. Performance of the activity without the licence may be punishable with more directly coercive sanctions, including fines or imprisonment. Licences therefore provide regulators with a “big stick”: even if licences are rarely revoked, the mere threat of such a severe sanction may induce licensees to cooperate. Authors such as Ayres and Braithwaite have therefore endorsed the use of licensing as part of a “pyramid of enforcement strategies.”

Licensing may serve multiple purposes. Licences are typically associated with the enforcement of standards for quality or safety. The prior verifications required to obtain or renew a licence may be seen as a way of preventing accidents or frauds. All kinds of licences, from professional qualifications to aircraft safety certificates, are typically justified on such public interest grounds. As I have noted, the standards associated with licensing may be coupled with implicit or explicit quantitative restrictions. Such restrictions are usually justified as ways of limiting negative externalities (such as pollution) or forestalling wasteful competition (in situations that approximate natural monopolies). In addition, licensing regimes may have other primary or secondary purposes. In some cases, the licence mechanism mainly serves to raise revenue: it is an indirect tax. In other cases, the information gathering and surveillance associated with licences may become ends in themselves, contributing to techniques of social control.

It is important to note that licences are only one possible way of enforcing standards, and that other policy instruments might be more or less able to achieve the same goals. Alternatives include prohibitions backed by penalties (perhaps backed by powers of investigation); tort liability; taxes; subsidies; government contracting; information and propaganda; or public ownership and management. Indeed, in many circumstances, licences are used in combination with some of these other instruments. For example, the goal of road safety is achieved not only through the licensing of drivers but also through speed limits, criminal prohibitions on drunk driving, manufacturing standards for cars, public ownership and maintenance of highways, awareness campaigns that warn of risks, and so on.

Given the power of licences and their application to so many areas of governance, licences have attracted certain critiques. Four
major strands of critique can be identified. The first strand, associated with liberal values of individual freedom and the rule of law, stresses the enormous power associated with licensing and its potential for abuse. In his 1964 article “The New Property,” Charles Reich identified licensing (alongside grants, benefits, services, employment, procurement contracts, and so on) as a form of “government largess” that was playing an ever greater role in modern society. Reich highlighted the fact that licences could often be refused or revoked arbitrarily, on the basis of prejudices or political biases, and that those subject to such decisions often had little access to procedural protections. In Canada, similar concerns emerged from the case of Roncarelli v Duplessis, after the premier of Quebec had a restaurateur’s liquor licence revoked in retaliation for the latter’s support for the distribution of “seditious” literature by Jehovah’s Witnesses.

In order to overcome official arbitrariness in licensing decisions, critics such as Reich have looked to administrative law, arguing for substantive limits on refusals and revocations, procedural protections, such as the right to a hearing, and an obligation for licensing authorities to offer reasons for their decisions. Indeed, since the 1970s, administrative law in some jurisdictions has evolved in such a way as to respond to these critiques. In Canada, relevant developments include the sidelining of the distinction between administrative and quasi-judicial decisions and the recognition of a generalized duty of fairness in administrative decision-making. Relevant developments also include judicial review of the reasonableness of discretionary decisions and the recognition that administrative authorities may (under some circumstances) have a duty to provide reasons for their decisions. In Quebec, the legislature has codified licence holders’ and applicants’ rights to be heard as well as licensing authorities’ duty to give reasons. Nevertheless, the procedural protections associated with licensing regimes are nowhere near as strong as those associated, for example, with criminal law. Although the common law provides a default set of procedural principles, it is generally open to legislatures to derogate from these requirements.

A second strand of critique is closely related to this first strand, but focuses on licences that restrict the use of private property, such as building permits and pollution controls. For libertarian critics of the administrative state like Richard Epstein, such licences constitute another form of government overreach, and should be severely curtailed.
The third strand of criticism comes from economists, who are wary of the inefficiencies associated with licensing. Where licensing regimes restrict the use of private property, they may be seen as hindrances to development, diminishing the general welfare. Alternatively, where licences restrict particular economic activities, they may be seen as imposing barriers to market entry, limiting supply. Depending on the dynamics of the market, such regimes may generate higher prices for consumers and corresponding rents for licence-holding producers. These effects are most likely exacerbated when authorities place explicit quantitative restrictions on the number of licences. Some economic analysts argue that (voluntary) certification schemes could substitute for licensing regimes in many circumstances. Such regimes could arguably be used to uphold standards, providing consumers with reliable information about quality and safety, while lowering barriers to market entry.

A fourth strand of critique, associated with public choice theory, focuses on the politics as well as the distributive effects of licensing. This fourth strand of critique is often coupled with the third strand—the critique of economic inefficiency. Noting the cartel-like effects of licensing regimes, public choice critics have argued that such regimes serve the private interests of licence holders more than they serve the public interest. Such critics argue that licensing regimes have a regressive impact on distribution, by limiting the supply available to consumers and enabling licence holders to extract rents. These critics also argue that the existence of many licensing regimes can best be explained in terms of regulatory capture: the regulated industry manages to exert a disproportionate influence over the authority meant to regulate it. The exercise of licensing powers by private entities, such as professional bodies, may be seen as the ultimate form of regulatory capture.

These four strands of critique are not mutually exclusive. Indeed, the fourth strand combines elements of the third strand, and may borrow from the first and second strands as well. In the worst-case scenario, licensing regimes may be seen as the exercise of coercive state powers, serving private or bureaucratic interests at the expense of the general welfare, and often exercised in an arbitrary or capricious manner. To the extent that these charges are accurate, licensing regimes have a lot to answer for.

Nevertheless, even those who are critical of licensing regimes acknowledge that they may serve legitimate public purposes. Epstein
admits that “we cannot (and should not) strive for a permit-free society.”\textsuperscript{47} From an economic standpoint, Anthony Ogus identifies cases where licensing helps to provide private actors with relevant information, to reduce externalities, to paternalistically protect individuals from the poor choices they might otherwise make, or to implement a distributive policy.\textsuperscript{48} The persistence of licensing regimes therefore cannot be wholly explained in terms of interest group politics. In economic terms, whether the benefits of licensing regimes outweigh their costs is likely to depend on the circumstances. Moreover, when undertaking such a cost-benefit analysis, one must consider the fact that alternative policy instruments would also have costs as well as benefits.\textsuperscript{49} In addition, where tradable licences are already in place and have acquired a significant value, the dilution or elimination of these licences raises important distributive concerns—as Eran Kaplinsky highlights in his contribution to this volume.

Finally, it is important to recall that licensing regimes often serve multiple purposes, which may not be easily separated. If a licensing regime is dismantled, it may not be easy to find an appropriate substitute. Moreover, even if one can conceive of an alternative, this does not mean that it will be easy to implement: one must keep in mind that there are limits to human beings’ capacity for collective organization.\textsuperscript{50} In particular, policy makers never start with a blank slate; they often face the challenge of creating new systems of governance out of old ones that have outlived their usefulness. However, these older systems of governance may also help define the ends that are deemed to be worth pursuing.\textsuperscript{51} Licences are therefore destined to remain part of the regulatory apparatus of the administrative state, at least for the foreseeable future.

\textbf{IV. Public Licensing Regimes and the Arrival of “Sharing Economy” Platforms}

The arrival of “sharing economy” platforms has created dilemmas for policy makers, especially with regard to licensing regimes. Many such platforms encourage individuals to undertake economic activities that have historically been subject to licensing. How should legislators and governments respond? In this section, I illustrate the complexity of these dilemmas through a study of hotel and taxi licensing in the province of Quebec. These examples demonstrate
that when licensing regimes are challenged, legislators may respond in a number of ways. These responses include modifying existing regimes or creating new ones. These solutions may help mitigate the problems associated with older licensing regimes, but they may also create new problems, including new barriers to entry and new concentrations of market power.

In Quebec, “establishments providing accommodation to tourists in return for payment” are subject to a mandatory classification system. Anyone operating such an establishment must first obtain a classification certificate, which means that the system is, in effect, a licensing regime. Although legislation empowers the minister of tourism to issue certificates, the minister has delegated the management of the system to an industry association, the Corporation de l’industrie touristique du Québec (CITQ). To obtain a classification certificate, one must apply to the CITQ. If the CITQ approves, it issues the certificate, with a rating from zero to five stars, along with a physical sign, which must be prominently displayed at the main entrance to the establishment. The CITQ also conducts inspections to verify that certificate holders maintain quality standards appropriate to their classification. Certificate holders must pay an annual fee to the CITQ (starting at $2,477.80 in 2017). The Act establishes significant fines (starting at $2,500) for anyone operating a tourist accommodation establishment without a certificate.

Taxis, in Quebec, are subject to three different kinds of licences: owners’ permits, drivers’ permits, and intermediaries’ permits. Owners’ permits are issued by a provincial arm’s-length agency, the Commission des transports (which also sets taxi fares). The Commission also issues intermediaries’ permits for places outside Montreal. Drivers’ permits, outside Montreal, are issued by the Société de l’assurance automobile du Québec (SAAQ), the provincial motor vehicle regulator and insurer. In Montreal, a municipal arm’s-length agency, the Bureau du taxi, is responsible for issuing drivers’ permits as well as intermediaries’ permits. Four out of eleven seats on this agency’s board are reserved for industry representatives. It is an offence to offer taxi transportation services without an owner’s and a driver’s permit, and it is an offence to provide taxi advertising, dispatching, or similar services in certain areas without an intermediary’s permit.

The licensing regime for taxis clearly establishes barriers to market entry for would-be providers. Owner’s permits (equivalent to other jurisdictions’ plates or medallions), are subject to quantitative
restrictions. Although the Commission stopped issuing transferable owner’s permits in 2000, permits issued before November 15, 2000, are fully transferable; they can be bought, sold, and leased. According to media reports, some owner’s permits for Montreal were traded for over $200,000, prior to the arrival of Uber. The high cost of owner’s permits means that many drivers must either lease these from permit owners or borrow heavily in order to purchase one for themselves. Driver’s permits, for their part, are subject to examinations and police background checks. Drivers must also be sufficiently fluent in French. In some locations, a prospective driver must also complete a training course.

With regard to hotels, the CITQ’s classification certificates are not subject to such quantitative restrictions. Nevertheless, fees and bureaucratic processes are likely to discourage those who might have entered the short-term rental market on a casual basis.

It is important to recognize that barriers to entry are not just a product of these licensing regimes themselves, but also of the way these regimes interact with other systems of public and private regulation. For example, under the CITQ’s classification scheme, municipalities may veto applications for tourist accommodation establishments located in their territory if they consider that the proposal would be inconsistent with their zoning bylaws. Such bylaws may restrict tourist accommodation establishments to commercial areas or impose separation distances between such establishments.

In addition, the CITQ’s classification scheme intersects with the legal regime for rental property. Quebec tenants must obtain their landlord’s approval before subleasing. In 2016, Quebec’s rental housing tribunal, the Régie du logement, made it clear that this provision applies to short-term Airbnb rentals. Shortly thereafter, the same tribunal authorized a number of landlords to evict tenants who had been subleasing their apartments on Airbnb without permission.

In the case of taxis, the sectoral licensing regime intersects with the general licensing regime for drivers and vehicles. In Quebec, the SAAQ is responsible for testing all drivers, registering all vehicles, and managing a public system of insurance for driving-related injuries. Taxi drivers in Quebec must not only have regular drivers’ licences, they must have higher, commercial-grade licences, known as “Class 4C.” In order to obtain such a licence, the driver must undergo a medical examination, have his or her vision checked, and pass a written test.
When “sharing economy” platforms like Airbnb and Uber arrive on the scene, lawmakers in jurisdictions with licensing regimes like Quebec’s have faced a set of interconnected normative questions. First, should platform-based service providers be subject to the existing licensing regimes, or should they be exempt? Second, should existing licensing regimes be preserved, or does the arrival of the platforms mean that they should be modified or even dismantled?

In Quebec, the government’s initial response (beginning in 2014) was that the existing regimes should apply to these new services. In 2015, the Quebec legislature reformed the Act Respecting Tourist Accommodation Establishments and its accompanying regulations in order to provide for more inspectors and to toughen the penalties for unlicensed establishments. The minister of tourism explained the reform as part of a crackdown on “illegal hotels.” The Quebec government took a similar line in response to Uber. The minister of transport emphasized that Uber drivers’ activities were illegal. In 2015 and 2016, the Bureau du taxi of Montreal seized hundreds of vehicles from Uber drivers. Defenders of the existing licensing regimes, especially those in the conventional taxi industry, accused Uber and its drivers of unfair competition and launched a class action against Uber. Tax authorities also targeted Uber’s Quebec offices for investigation, leading to protracted litigation.

The new platforms and their defenders generally responded to these attacks in two ways. On one hand, they dodged the legal questions, claiming that the informal, digitally mediated nature of the activities undertaken by their providers somehow fell outside the existing licensing regimes. On the other hand, they mounted a full-throated critique of existing licensing regimes. In the case of Uber, they argued that taxi licensing was a thing of the past, and that Uber represented the future. They described the taxi industry as a legalized cartel, extracting rents and providing mediocre services to the public. In effect, these arguments turned the “unfair competition” argument on its head: the platforms and their allies presented themselves as the true champions of a competitive marketplace.

In fact, the government’s defence of the existing licensing regimes was not absolute. The government showed a willingness to compromise. With regard to tourist accommodations, the government issued a regulation specifying that the classification scheme only applies to spaces that are offered for rent, for periods of thirty-one days or less, “on a regular basis.” The Ministry of Tourism
subsequently issued an interpretation bulletin stipulating that “a regular basis” means anything more than once per year.\textsuperscript{85}

In the case of taxis, the government sent mixed political signals. In January 2016, the minister of transport, who had taken a hard line against Uber, was replaced with a minister who was seen as more conciliatory.\textsuperscript{86} Taxi authorities continued to seize vehicles, and the new minister was loudly critical of Uber. Nevertheless, the government stopped short of shutting down Uber altogether. The government discussed measures that would truly have prevented Uber from functioning—such as suspending the driver’s licences of Uber drivers—but never undertook such measures.\textsuperscript{87} Uber continued to operate in Quebec, and remained popular.

Such mitigated responses show that the initial questions I have identified—whether or not to subject the new platforms and providers to existing regimes, and whether or not to dismantle the existing regimes—are not in fact all-or-nothing questions. Regulators may decide to compromise with regard to one, the other, or both. Such compromises may be achieved on a somewhat improvised basis, as in Quebec, or they may be more carefully planned. For example, regulators may decide to retain the existing licensing regime, but nevertheless set a threshold that allows some platform-based providers to legally operate without a licence. Alternatively, regulators may apply the same licensing requirements to everyone, but nevertheless lighten these requirements to accommodate platform-based providers. Finally, regulators may simultaneously lighten the licensing requirements and exempt some providers from their application. These possibilities suggest that the initial questions I identified might be reformulated as follows: first, to what extent should platform-based service providers be subject to the existing licensing regimes, and to what extent should they be exempt? Second, to what extent should existing licensing regimes be preserved, and to what extent should they be modified?

The answers to these questions will help to define the boundaries between different markets (or market segments) and to determine respective barriers to entry. They will inevitably have an impact on competition and market power. If a low threshold is established for the applicability of the licensing regime, or if the requirements associated with licensing remain high, this will work to the advantage of incumbents and may hinder the market entry of platforms and platform-based providers. If a high threshold is established for
applicability or if the requirements associated with licensing are significantly lowered, this will weaken incumbents and make it easier for the platforms to launch.

The approaches I have discussed so far involve either subjecting incumbents and newcomers to the prevailing regime or exempting at least some newcomers from such a regime. However, legislators in some other jurisdictions have taken another track, creating new kinds of licences for platform-based service providers. Legislators in some jurisdictions have begun to regulate Airbnb hosts using the mechanism of licences, as with San Francisco’s Short-Term Rental Registry and Amsterdam’s “Private Holiday Rental” law. Some jurisdictions have required Uber drivers to obtain special licences, distinct from taxi licences. The creation of separate licensing regimes for platform-based providers involves a departure from the “level playing field” idea, invoked both in defence of and as an attack on existing licensing regimes. It means treating platform-based services differently. Such licensing regimes also impose a degree of formality on platform-based services, in tension with the casual ethos the platforms have promoted. Nevertheless, under considerable public pressure, the platforms have accepted such requirements in many jurisdictions.

In the design of these new licensing regimes for platform-based providers, governments have generally eschewed quantity-limited, tradable licences, recognizing how such licences have the potential to disproportionately serve private interests. Nevertheless, the new licensing regimes still impose barriers to entry. Indeed, in some cases, these regimes contain measures that seem designed to limit supply. One example of supply management can be seen in expensive licensing fees for platform-based providers. Another example is found in the placing of limits, or ceilings, on providers’ activity, such as weekly limits on Uber drivers’ hours, or annual limits on short-term rentals.

Whether or not the effort to restrict supply is intentional, separate licensing regimes for platform-based providers have the effect of drawing boundaries between different market segments. As with thresholds that exempt some providers from licensing requirements, the impact on competition and market power will depend on the details. Lax licensing regimes for providers will work to the advantage of the platforms. Restrictive licensing regimes, if enforced, may amount to bans.
Not only have some jurisdictions established separate licensing regimes for providers, some have established such regimes for the platforms themselves. California was a pioneer in this regard, with its 2013 certification of Uber and Lyft as “transportation network companies” (TNCs). Such licensing regimes allow the state to control entry into the market for intermediation services. They also enable the state to delegate certain regulatory tasks to platforms, making the platforms responsible for ensuring that their drivers respect certain standards. As Katrina Wyman argues, there is little indication that such licensing regimes reflect evidence-based consideration of optimal regulatory design. In many cases, such regimes are the outcomes of negotiations between governments and platform companies, and there is evidence of regulatory capture: for example, through the requirement that the platforms pay significant licensing fees (sometimes in the hundreds of thousands of dollars), which will make it more difficult for new platforms to compete.

In Quebec, the government has yet to create any novel licensing category for platforms or for providers in either the hotel or the taxi sectors. Instead, in each sector, it has nominally attempted to retain the notion of a level playing field and a single regulatory regime. Nevertheless, in the case of Uber drivers, it has created something akin to a separate licensing regime, at least on a temporary basis. In September 2016, the government agreed that, on an experimental basis for one year, Uber drivers could operate without traditional taxi owners’ permits. In exchange, Uber would pay the government a per-ride fee, to be funnelled towards the modernization of the taxi industry. This fee starts at 90 cents per ride, if Uber drivers in the province are collectively on the road for less than 50,000 hours in a given week; over 50,000 hours, the fee is $1.10 per ride; it goes up to $1.26 per ride if Uber drivers in the province are on the road for more than 100,000 hours in a given week. Uber must also pay the government an additional 7 cents per ride “to take into account the insurance costs incurred in the taxi industry.” The agreement also requires Uber to set its minimum fare at $3.45, the same base fare established for taxis by the Commission des transports. Uber must also apply for a taxi intermediary’s permit. In some respects, the agreement is akin to granting Uber a certain number of taxi owner’s permits, albeit on per-hour rather than a per-vehicle basis. However, Uber drivers can only solicit passengers through the Uber smartphone application; unlike incumbent taxis, they may not pick up passengers who simply hail them on the street.
The agreement between the government and Uber also imposes certain conditions on Uber drivers. Uber is responsible for carrying out background checks on its drivers and making sure that vehicles are properly registered, inspected, and insured. Uber drivers must hold commercial-grade drivers’ licences. The *entente* between the government and Uber clearly provides some advantages to Uber drivers: it sets aside the greatest barrier to entry in the taxi market—the requirement of an owner’s permit—and allows drivers to operate legally. But it also subjects them to new licensing requirements, negotiated between Uber and the government behind closed doors. And the enforcement of these requirements is in the hands of Uber, rather than those of a government agency.

The arrival of “sharing economy” platforms has therefore not necessarily led to the dismantling of licensing regimes. Nor, in their responses to these platforms, have policy makers necessarily established a “level playing field” for incumbents and newcomers. Instead, many government authorities have, through their design of licensing regimes, effectively, carved up the market between incumbents and newcomers. And in doing so, they have in some cases delegated a certain amount of regulatory authority to the platforms.

**V. The Platforms as Private Licensing Regimes**

For some commentators on the “sharing economy,” peer platform markets provide an alternative to state licensing as a way of ensuring safety, privacy, and contractual fairness. The platforms are in a position to supervise the conduct of providers and to discipline them if they fail to meet certain standards. However, in carrying out these functions, platforms may function more or less like private licensing regimes. And as private licensing regimes, the platforms may reproduce the pathologies associated with publicly mandated licensing. They may place providers in a precarious position, and they are unlikely to operate in the public interest. These pathologies are only reinforced when the state formally delegates regulatory authority to the platforms through a public system of platform licensing.

Platforms such as Airbnb and Uber are generally considered private actors. In their original form, such platforms did not purport to exercise any regulatory authority delegated by the state. Instead, they developed software programs (protected by copyright law) and they used private law—contract law—to grant access to
this intellectual property. Providers and consumers who use these platforms’ software enter into licensing agreements, consenting to use the software according to the stipulated terms and conditions. However, the word “licence” is used here in a sense borrowed from property law, distinguishable from the administrative licensing regimes I have described. Because they rely on the mechanisms of private law, the platforms do not qualify as licensing regimes under the definition I have employed.

Nevertheless, such platforms operate in ways that mirror the operation of licensing regimes. In order to provide services through a platform, one must obtain the prior authorization of the platform company. Such authorization may be granted lightly, or it may be subject to tests, inspections, and background checks. Moreover, those who obtain this authorization are subject to ongoing monitoring. The platform collects data on every transaction; in the case of Uber, it can monitor the geographic location of its users. In some cases, providers may be subject to periodic inspections. In other cases, user ratings, reviews, and complaint mechanisms may perform a similar function. The platforms retain the discretion to banish providers who fail to meet their expectations.

In many respects, then, the platforms resemble private regulatory systems. Verifications and monitoring are used to ensure compliance with quality and safety standards. Uber sets a maximum age for its vehicles, and requires vehicles to undergo regular inspections. Uber once boasted that its drivers were subject to an “industry leading” system of background checks (a claim that it later renounced under the pressure of a class-action lawsuit). Even more fundamentally, elements of the platforms’ software make certain deceptive business practices less likely. These elements include the fact that payment must pass through the platform. In the case of Uber, they also include the standardization of fares (and the regulation of routes taken by drivers). Such mechanisms are praised by certain business authors for fostering the trust that encourages consumers to enter into online transactions.

Of course, it is generally acknowledged that the platforms’ regulatory regimes are not self-contained systems, and that they operate in tandem with state regulatory regimes. For example, the safety of an Airbnb rental depends in part on the application of building safety standards, which are not monitored by Airbnb but rather by other public and private actors. Uber requires its drivers to
hold drivers’ licences, issued by public authorities. Although Uber conducts its own driver background checks in some cities, in other places, public authorities have insisted on carrying out their own background checks on Uber drivers. In some places, Uber has even agreed to make access to its platform conditional on the obtaining of a sector-specific licence issued by a state authority. For example, Uber initially operated with licensed limousines or other luxury vehicles, and this is still the case in some jurisdictions. Moreover, as discussed in the previous section, the platforms have sometimes accepted the imposition of a distinct licensing regime for platform-based providers.

Of course, the platforms differ from public licensing regimes in certain respects as well. Most importantly, while the platforms control access to their own software, they do not necessarily control access to the industry or the economic sector in question. In principle, they may face competition from other platforms. One might therefore argue that it is possible for providers to enter the market without having access to the platforms.

However, the competition faced by the platforms may be more apparent than real. In practice, network effects may bar competing platforms from entering the market. Other factors may reinforce these dynamics as well. A platform’s possession of data generated by millions of repeated uses may enable it to refine its algorithms in such a way that competitors will not be able to replicate. Together, these effects may provide some platforms with an effective monopoly on intermediation services in a given sector, controlling entry for would-be providers—and functioning as an all but mandatory licensing regime.

In fact, with their recent legislative changes, some jurisdictions have formalized the platforms’ role as licensing regimes, officially delegating to the platforms the power to issue a public licence. This is the case notably in the state of Massachusetts, where a statute legalizing TNCs was enacted in 2016. The statute establishes a mandatory system of “transportation network driver certificates.” The statute specifies the requirements for the issuance of these certificates (for example, the driver must be at least twenty-one years of age, have an appropriately registered vehicle and insurance, satisfy requirements related to criminal background and driving records, and so on). However, the TNC is responsible for issuing the certificate. In Massachusetts, public authorities have effectively taken control
of the private licensing regime, but then formally delegated control of this regime back to the platform, in a manner that parallels older systems of professional licensing.

But even in the absence of such formalization, the platforms, as private licensing regimes, may exhibit many of the pathologies typically associated with publicly mandated licensing regimes—and in some cases, they may be worse. Publicly mandated licensing regimes must at least maintain a pretence of operating in the public interest. The platforms have no such pressure.

The clearest way in which platforms may serve their own private interests at the expense of the public interest is through the extraction of rents—the exercise of market power. Extraction of rents by the platforms may be masked by the fact that the platforms often provide low prices for consumers. However, such low prices do not necessarily mean that the platforms lack market power. It seems likely that, in keeping with a two-sided market strategy, the platforms are extracting rents from one group in order to subsidize participation by another group. Acting as intermediaries, the platforms may charge high prices on one side of the market in order to offer low prices on the other side. While passengers may find Uber relatively cheap, Uber extracts a large portion of the fare—as high as 30 per cent in some places. In effect, Uber extracts rents by charging drivers a high price for its intermediation service. To the extent that Uber faces competition (from taxis, or from other platform companies such as Lyft), it may have to keep fares low in order to attract passengers. But this dynamic certainly works to the detriment of drivers, and therefore raises distributive concerns.

The two-sided market dynamic also implies that rent-seeking need not be coupled with limits on supply. In effect, if platforms are competing for market share on one side of the market (passengers), it may be in their interest to increase supply on the other side of the market as much as possible (drivers). It is in Uber’s interest to have more drivers on the road at any given time in order to reduce passenger wait times, whereas for drivers, such increased supply means more downtime spent waiting for rides. Moreover, Uber’s optimal number of drivers on the road may not correspond to the social optimum, when one takes into account externalities such as traffic congestion, accidents, and pollution. In short, supply management by platforms may be inefficient.
The tension between the platforms’ private interests and the public interest has also been revealed through subtler issues in regulatory design. For example, should Uber drivers be required to submit to background checks by a public authority, or can Uber be relied upon to carry out its own background checks? Such background checks serve Uber’s interests as well as the public interest. However, Uber may have an interest in carrying out such checks more strictly or more leniently than the public interest would warrant, depending on its profit-making objectives.\textsuperscript{111}

The platforms’ control of a private licensing regime may give rise to arbitrary exercises of power. The platforms retain the discretion to banish providers who fail to meet their standards. They may exercise this discretion fairly or unfairly. In the case of Uber drivers, there has been considerable scrutiny of the fact that drivers are banished when their star rating falls below a certain level.\textsuperscript{112} Continued access to the platform therefore depends on customer satisfaction; however, it may also depend on customers’ whims and prejudices. Just as importantly, providers have raised concerns about the platform companies’ unilateral modifications of their terms and conditions, which can have an enormous impact on providers’ work.\textsuperscript{113}

Finally, the shift from public to private licensing regimes does not obviate concerns about regulatory capture. Indeed, by displacing public licensing regimes and purporting to exercise licensing functions themselves, the platforms may be understood as having devised a more effective form of regulatory capture. The fact that TNCs have accepted for themselves public licensing arrangements that will serve as bars to potential competitors add to these suspicions of regulatory capture.\textsuperscript{114} The platforms must cooperate with public officials when necessary to head off political opposition. But the day-to-day operation of the system is entirely under their control.

In short, the platforms should not be seen as easy deregulatory substitutes for ossified licensing regimes. Instead, it must be recognized that the platforms operate as private licensing regimes. The platforms are able to reproduce some of the advantages of public licensing regimes, but they are also perfectly capable of reproducing these regimes’ disadvantages. If state-imposed barriers to entry are eliminated, platform-imposed barriers may take their place. Eliminating or weakening existing licensing regimes so as to reduce barriers to entry does not necessarily eliminate the problem
of barriers to entry. It may simply amount to a delegation of barriers to entry, shifting them from public into private hands.

The recognition that platforms may function as private licensing regimes makes it necessary to revisit the analysis, set out earlier, of the new public licensing regimes that have been designed for these platforms and their providers. It must be acknowledged that such arrangements effectively establish mixed public-private licensing regimes, in which private actors (the platforms) are asked to implement public interest goals, but in which these public requirements will conflict to some extent with their private interests. If providers are subject to distinct licensing regimes, this means that their entry into the market is subject to both public and private controls (those of the platform). If the platforms themselves are subject to licensing, this amounts to a formal delegation of regulatory authority to these platforms, albeit subject to public oversight.

But just as importantly, this recognition makes it clear that the absence of a public licensing regime for platforms or providers does not make it possible to avoid such issues as barriers to entry, market power, or arbitrariness. If the state eschews licensing, platform “self-regulation” may reproduce these same dynamics. The question is not whether to address these issues, but who should address them, when, where, and how.

VI. Conclusion

The arrival of peer platform markets has placed a harsh spotlight on publicly enacted licensing regimes. In this stark glare, the advantages as well as the disadvantages of such regimes have become even more apparent. Nevertheless, governments have found it impossible to dispense with licensing. Although some governments have modified licensing regimes in order to make way for the platforms, others have toughened or even multiplied these regimes, creating new licences for platform-based services. In addition, where governments have accepted the platforms’ claims to be exempt from licensing, they have often done so because of the platforms’ ability to mimic the functions of public licensing regimes. As private licensing regimes, however, the platforms not only reproduce the successes of public licensing regimes but also their many failures.

Licensing regimes need to be carefully examined, not only in order to determine whether they provide effective means of
protecting consumers, but also to determine whether they respond effectively to concerns about efficiency, distribution, and power. As the foregoing analysis makes clear, however, the distinction between formal public licensing and ostensibly private, contractual arrangements will provide little guidance in this regard. Private entities are perfectly capable of generating modes of governance that resemble licensing regimes. Moreover, public regulation may end up modifying or simply reinforcing these arrangements. Regulatory responses to the “sharing economy” must take into account such interactions between public and private arrangements.
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CHAPTER II

The False Promise of the Sharing Economy

Harry Arthurs

I. Introduction: A Historical Perspective on the Sharing Economy

Automation ended the drudgery of industrial production and heralded the advent of the “leisure society”; deregulation liberated us from markets distorted by entrenched, rent-seeking “special interests”; globalization freed us from the drag of protectionism and set in motion the beneficial forces of “natural advantage”; the shareholder society gave us all a stake in the success of finance capital; our Charter of Rights and Freedoms entrenched the principles of equality; the new public administration taught slimmed-down governments to govern “smarter”; and widespread adoption of social media enabled the “spontaneous” mobilization of grassroots social movements. But workers are working longer hours in less secure and less well-paid jobs; corporate economic and political power grows apace; offshore competition has stripped many jobs out of the economy; social and economic inequality are on the rise; businesses large and small violate financial, labour, and environmental regulations frequently and with apparent impunity; and citizens are subject to intrusive surveillance and sporadic abuse by spammers, scammers, and state security organizations. And now the sharing economy, which—we are told—will “empower” consumers, challenge corporate concentration, diminish the wasteful use of resources, and enable us to integrate our working and non-working lives, however, suits us best.
Will we never learn to look beyond the attractive packaging in which transformative or disruptive change often comes wrapped? To make a sensible calculation of whether such change can or will deliver the benefits its proponents and popularizers promise? To assess whether those benefits will likely outweigh the harms transformation and disruption are sure to cause?

The contemporary experiences briefly referenced above remind us that far-reaching changes in political economy, legal-institutional arrangements, and technology are almost certain to create losers as well as winners. Historical evidence points in the same direction. There was once a “sharing economy” worthy of the name, an economy in which resources actually were widely held and used in common. The result—inevitably, many economists and environmentalists contend—was “the tragedy of the commons,” the depletion of communally owned resources because no one owner was specifically responsible for their conservation. But the evidence points in a different direction. The actual experience of resource-based communities around the world demonstrates that common ownership does not lead to economic or environmental catastrophe. Moreover, the “tragedy of the commons” thesis is wrenched out of its political context. As E. P. Thompson convincingly demonstrated, the rural economy of early-modern England was destroyed not because communities failed to take proper measures to conserve their shared resources, but because those resources were snatched away by the Whig magnates. These powerful political operators seized common lands under cover of acts of Parliament, physically enclosed them to exclude the peasants who for generations had worked them, suppressed the “natural” or customary law that regulated the use of communal lands, and enlisted the criminal law and the state judiciary to effectively expunge “sharing” from the lexicon of England’s eighteenth-century peasantry.

Nor is the tragedy of the commons, as described by Thompson, a long-ago wrong done to people in a faraway country of which we know nothing. It bears an uncanny resemblance to the sad history of Canada’s Aboriginal peoples who were stripped of their communal lands and resources by the deployment of state law and state coercive power in aid of the private interests of non-Aboriginal settlers. And it is a cautionary tale for our own time, recently rehearsed by the rapacious post-Communist oligarchs who, aided by a corrupt state, appropriated what was once (at least in theory) “the people’s common property.”
This is not to say that sharing is impossible in an advanced capitalist economy. The postwar corporatist welfare state was the sharing economy writ large: workers were implicitly offered a significant increase in employment benefits, social goods, and political power, in exchange for which they implicitly agreed to participate in the development of a mixed market economy. Alas, the postwar welfare state reached its high-water mark in the 1960s and 1970s, and seems almost everywhere to be receding. By contrast, the highly successful worker-owned Mondragón cooperatives offer a model of the sharing economy writ small. So too do other experiments in shared market organization and enterprise governance: credit unions, producer-run agricultural marketing schemes, and housing co-ops, and so too does employee representation on corporate boards. But these experiments are becoming less popular and less numerous, while those that survive are increasingly pressured to abandon their founding principles. None of them, ironically, has a place in the new sharing economy.

Of course, it would be impossible to persuade people of the attractions of our current sharing economy, if that economy never delivered on its promises, and if it produced no winners, only losers. Indeed, the sharing economy can boast of many successes. New communications technologies and business strategies do actually—as promised—help people who need expensive tools or appliances to acquire them cheaply second-hand, facilitate the rental of holiday accommodation, enable cars and bicycles to be hired conveniently by sequential short-term users and, notoriously, permit urban travellers to book private automobile transportation between any two points online on short notice and at attractive rates.

So who wins and who loses in the sharing economy? The winners are largely the proprietors of the new technologies and architects of the new service models that characterize the sharing economy. However, consumers have often gained as well, to the extent that they are provided with goods and services at lower prices as well as greater choice and convenience. The losers are those whose interests are imbricated in long-established markets which have been destabilized by the advent of the sharing economy: participants in the supply chains that support those markets; consumers who, though benefiting from lower prices, are often unsuspectingly exposed to new risks; workers whose employment prospects in traditional enterprises have been radically diminished; and a new cohort of
operatives enrolled in the legally ambiguous and economically risky work relationships that make possible the consumer choice and lower prices delivered by the sharing economy.

Thus, the sharing economy presents problems in many markets, many domains of public policy, and many juridical fields. Attempts have been made, and others proposed, to resolve these problems by the creative interpretation, tweaking, or extension of existing laws or the enactment of new ones. These attempts, I will argue, may provide some relief to some “losers” some of the time; but they are unlikely to generate the breadth, depth, or durability of systemic reforms needed to ensure that our political economy is one in which fair “sharing” occurs, not the “shearing” of some of its members for the enrichment of others.

II. Labour Market Regulation in the Sharing Economy

Workers are often identified as one of the major “loser” groups under the new “sharing” dispensation. The usual riposte of labour lawyers is to categorize their plight as a “category problem,” a mis-characterization of subordinate or dependent workers as independent contractors rather than as the employees of so-called platform providers of work opportunities who are in fact, and should be in law, employers. In a closely linked approach, some have proposed the creation of a new designation that deems dependent contractors or autonomous workers to be employees or endows them with rights similar to those enjoyed by employees. In either case, the new legal category would effectively provide most workers in the sharing economy with the right to bargain collectively, with protection under labour standards legislation and employment-based benefit schemes, and with access to the state-provided social safety net. Presumably, this category correction would also bring most sharing economy workers—though not technically employees at common law—within the protection of recent Supreme Court decisions requiring employers to adhere to standards of good faith and procedural fairness in their workplace relations. Finally, it would also ensure that putative employers will be bound by the contractual undertakings of the workers who bear these new designations, made vicariously liable for their torts and held accountable for their regulatory transgressions.
Moreover, there are undoubted attractions to resolving workplace disputes and labour market controversies by characterizing them as a category problem. An authoritative court ruling that expanded the statutory or common law definition of “employment” to include the typically attenuated workplace relations of the sharing economy would resolve a difficult political controversy quickly and definitively. Indeed, a British employment tribunal has recently made such a ruling, although it has yet to undergo scrutiny by a higher court. A legislative amendment could accomplish the same result, albeit with a greater expenditure of political capital and undiminished exposure to judicial revisionism. This latter approach has been used in Canada since the 1970s, when many jurisdictions amended their labour relations acts to provide access to collective bargaining for dependent contractors who would otherwise have been denied it. If “dependent contractor” has acquired too settled and narrow a meaning, it might be replaced by a new term, such as “autonomous worker” or “operative,” to be defined as “anyone providing services to a client, customer or consumer directly or pursuant to a contract, custom or understanding with a labour market intermediary, or with the intervention or assistance of a labour market intermediary.” A definition of “labour market intermediary” would clearly be necessary as well, but it would include the platform providers that play a central role in the sharing economy. However, my aim is not to advocate for any particular form of words but rather to demonstrate that it may be preferable (and technically possible) to create new categories of protected workers, rather than try to hammer the square peg of employment into the round hole of the sharing economy.

Both the judicial and the legislative resolution of the category problem have their advantages. Both would, in principle, not only benefit workers currently denied the protection of labour statutes but also relieve pressure on “true employees” whose rights and entitlements have been undercut by the “dis-employed” victims of the sharing economy. But both have their limitations as well. It is by no means clear that restoring dis-employed workers to employee status or its functional equivalent would have the desired effects in the long term. Employment in general is not what it used to be. The standard employment relationship—and the edifice of protections and entitlements built upon it—is available to fewer and fewer workers. Precarious, non-standard and self-employment are growing apace. The workplace has been “fissured” (“fracked”
would be a better descriptor). Large segments of the workforce can look forward only to gigs or zero-hour contracts, not to regularly scheduled work assignments around which they can organize their personal lives, and their financial and civic commitments. Nor does even constitutionally guaranteed access to collective bargaining automatically empower either employees or dis-employed workers. Unionization has fallen to historically low levels for many reasons, including globalization, technological change, employer resistance, and antipathy or indifference to unions by the general public and/or workers themselves. Nor does access to something approximating employment status ensure that workers will actually be protected by labour standards, workers’ compensation, or unemployment insurance legislation: in some jurisdictions, coverage is contracting even for conventional employees, benefits are being reduced, and enforcement is faltering. Nor, finally, does the one-size-fits-all nature of most labour legislation necessarily provide the kind of flexibility needed to respond to the myriad forms of workplace relations thrown up by the sharing economy.

### III. Non-Labour Market Regulation

Workers are not the only potential losers in the sharing economy. Uber passengers may be at risk because drivers are poorly trained, insufficiently insured, or of bad character; tourists may experience loss because Airbnb accommodations are falsely advertised, harbour unsuspected health hazards, or facilitate antisocial behaviour by hosts; purchasers of tools acquired through an online sharing facility may find that they are stolen or not fit for purpose; Zipcar users may find that vehicles are less readily available than they are supposed to be. Of course, consumers confront similar risks in more conventional, non-sharing transactions, but at least they can seek recourse under well-established common law and statutory rules, in almost all cases against the real, ultimate and deep-pocketed corporate provider of defective goods or services. Moreover, in many sectors of the economy, regulators pre-empt threats to consumer interests by establishing detailed standards to which vendors and service providers must conform, by restricting access to the market to licensed providers, by promoting fair, safe, and honest trade practices through educational programs and proactive audits, and by terminating the right of dishonest or incompetent providers to participate in the market.
In technical terms, the issue for consumers may resemble that confronting workers: Are the new sharing economy abuses captured by the obsolete language of statutes or common law doctrines designed to protect consumers in more conventional, pre-sharing markets? If the answer is negative—if, say, renters of Airbnb accommodation are not eligible to recover from their host under existing legislation governing damage to the goods or person of hotel guests, or if Airbnb itself has no financial responsibility for such loss—an intense debate is likely to ensue. Should consumers be deprived of the benefits they admittedly enjoy in the sharing economy so that they can be protected by legislation that imposes costs on vendors and suppliers?

Nor are workers and consumers the only victims of predation. The well-documented Uber controversy reminds us that the sharing economy puts at risk conventional businesses and the investment and work opportunities they provide. Taxi companies have heavy capital investments in the vehicles they own or lease. They must maintain their fleet, ensure that it meets municipal licensing standards, purchase licences, train, oversee and insure their drivers and meet other costs that Uber shifts onto its “non-employee” operatives. In some cities, worse yet, individual drivers (many of whom come from immigrant communities) own their own cars and licences, and operate through dispatch services provided by the major taxi companies. While arrangements for these owner-operator/micro-investors in many respects resemble those that subsist between Uber and its drivers, the latter do not have to bear the significant cost of a taxi licence, they do not have to comply with onerous municipal regulations, and they enjoy the benefits of Uber’s innovative marketing strategies. In short, the interests of all participants in the conventional taxi industry—and in the communities dependent on it for sustenance or service—are put at risk by Uber. Similarly, Airbnb seems to be disrupting the hospitality industry, to the prejudice of established stakeholders including hotel owners and operators, hotel employees (some of whom are unionized), and suppliers of ancillary goods and services. There is some suggestion that it is also affecting the real estate market, as investors turn vacant apartments and houses into year-round “sharing” accommodation, with noticeable consequences for the neighbourhoods in which they are located.

And finally, the emergence of the sharing economy may undermine important public policies. I cite two examples. First, there is a
real possibility (and some evidence)\textsuperscript{40} that once organizations like Uber destroy their competitors and achieve dominance or monopoly in a particular market, they will lower the compensation paid to their operatives, raise their prices to consumers, and cease to provide innovative services. In short, they may engage in the kind of anti-social behaviour that competition laws are designed to prevent. However, it is by no means clear that competition laws, as presently drafted and administered, will prevent such behaviour. And second, a significant part of government revenue comes from conventional payroll and sales taxes that are efficiently levied at source; however, the altered character of many transactions in the sharing economy may mean that those transactions will have to be taxed by less efficient means, or that they will escape taxation altogether.

IV. Regulating the Sharing Economy

I have suggested several approaches to the resolution of the category problem, which would bring workers, consumers and others within the purview of existing regulatory schemes. However it is doubtful that this will suffice to counter the powerful array of technological, market, cultural, legal, and political strategies that are currently disempowering workers and putting consumers, businesses, and public interests at risk. To cite one example, the forms of relationship between autonomous workers or operatives and market intermediaries are as varied as the technology that functionally enables them, and are likely to have a similarly brief shelf life. Consequently, regulatory policies and the instruments designed to implement them should be not only custom-built but also easily reconfigured. Enabling the banking and portability of benefits, for example, becomes a policy priority given that many workers cannot expect to be employed in any given enterprise for extended periods of time. Employers who provide undertime as well as overtime premium pay to gig workers might be allowed to buy themselves flexibility under working time regulations. Fixing all labour market intermediaries with primary or exclusive responsibility for wages and working conditions may be a better strategy in some circumstances than designating temporary employment agencies as joint employers. Such a situation-, sector-, or enterprise-specific approach to labour standards would require effective vehicles for worker voice and regulatory oversight, neither of which currently exist in a format likely to work
well in the sharing economy. Consequently, a flexible system would have to be constructed from the ground up.

History reminds us that such a project is technically feasible. The U.S. National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA) of 1933— the centrepiece of Roosevelt’s New Deal— provided for consultative processes leading to the adoption of detailed industry-specific codes of conduct, which were to be given legal force and effect through executive orders, regulations, or binding agreements, all of which can be adopted initially and updated more rapidly than conventional legislation. True, the NIRA was declared unconstitutional on the grounds that it violated the division and separation of powers, a fate that might be avoided by more careful drafting and/or a shift in judicial thinking. Nonetheless, the NIRA’s legacy has survived in the form of statutes that, eight decades later, continue to regulate work relations in America (Canada adopted its own version of the NIRA with approximately similar consequences.) And not just work relations: the NIRA, and companion statutes, applied as well to a wide range of business practices, consumer transactions, agricultural markets, pipelines and public works, and provided a means of generating rapid, context-specific responses to perceived market failures and abuses. Conceivably, some such approach could be employed to deal with non-labour instantiations of the sharing economy. Indeed, there is a certain policy logic in treating work-related and non-work relationships in similar fashion, to the extent that they involve similar asymmetries of wealth and power.

In sum, it is technically possible not only to solve the category problem but also to design flexible “pop-up” or “flash” regulatory regimes suitable for rapid deployment in the sharing economy. But what is technically feasible is unlikely to be politically achievable. The architects of the sharing economy own not only innovative software and efficient delivery systems, but financial capital, legal technology, and, especially, political influence. Or to put the matter differently, workers and consumers in the sharing economy have been stripped of their protections and entitlements intentionally, not by accident. Regulation in the sharing economy is thus ultimately a political issue, not a category issue or an issue of regulatory design.
V. Conclusion: The Political Economy of “Sharing”

What are the legitimate goals of public policy in structuring the market for goods and services, and what are the appropriate instruments by which to achieve them? Does the state have a responsibility to maintain existing market structures and the regulatory regimes that constitute them in order to protect the sunk investments and future prospects of existing market participants? Does the state have a responsibility to shape the emergence of new market institutions and processes, or to suppress them altogether, in order to ensure that those institutions do not subvert some higher-order version of the public good? If the state does have such responsibilities, does it have the capacity to discharge them? And if it has that capacity, what price are we prepared to pay in terms of foregone benefits or delayed “progress” in order to ensure that the new sharing economy serves society’s values rather than undermines them?

These questions, I acknowledge, have an anachronistic ring to them. They assume that the aspirations of a polity may amount to something more than and different from the sum of the individual interests and desires of its citizens; and they imply that markets are neither decreed by nature nor the default instrument by which the public interest can be reliably addressed. Those assumptions—my assumptions—are less widely accepted than they used to be. Nonetheless, the questions that I have identified must be taken seriously.

Of course, they will be answered in different ways by people of different persuasions. Even ardent neoliberals generally accept that the state has a legitimate interest in suppressing practices that endanger capitalism itself or threaten the integrity of markets. Neoliberals of a somewhat more pragmatic inclination concede as well that governments must intervene in markets from time to time in order to regain or retain the confidence of outraged consumers (who are also potential outraged voters). Neoliberals of both persuasions, however, prefer that such interventions should be symbolic or at most reflexive, so that the state at best merely admonishes market actors or at worst mandates them to regulate themselves. Advocates of a more robust approach once favoured the deployment of regulatory strategies that were first introduced by states during the early years of the Industrial Revolution, that were famously adopted by administrative agencies during the New Deal and World War II eras,
and that have been used more recently with good effect to enforce public safety, human rights, and environmental policies. Confidence in these strategies, however, has waned in the face of evidence that they often not only fail to deliver their promised outcomes, but sometimes turn out to be both costly and counterproductive. Alas, new approaches to regulation—“the renew deal,” “smart regulation,” “the new public administration,” or “reflexive law”47—have turned out to be no more effective than the old regulatory technologies (and possibly less so), and the state’s capacity to protect the public interest remains at a low ebb.48 And there it is likely to remain for the near future for complex reasons.

The paradigmatic social structures and economic relationships on which existing regulatory schemes are based have been dissolving. The end of the “standard employment contract,”49 the “fissuring” of workplaces,50 the rise of the “precariat”,51 all of these are steps along the way to the so-called sharing or gig economy in which work relations are so fleeting, clouded in ambiguity, and often poorly paid that workers find it difficult to develop their skills, sustain family life, save for retirement, or find time or energy for civic or cultural activities. This transformation in work relations is clearly related—as both cause and effect—to the demise of labour as an industrial and political force, as a sociological descriptor, and as an important focus of public policy.52 In place of labour (or workers) at the centre of our political economy, we now find consumers whose demand for cheap and easily accessible goods and services drives public policy decisions in fields as diverse as trade, fiscal policy, and transportation.

Further, this shift has produced a new political dynamic. Working-class voters have drifted away from progressive or social democratic parties to parties of the populist right that emphasize national, ethno-cultural, or taxpayer (rather than class) solidarity, such as the Front National and Alternative für Deutschland, the Trumpistas, and the UK Independence Party. Corporations have learned to pose as friends of the working class, or to persuade its erstwhile members that their primary identity is as consumers, rather than as producers. An astonishing example of this can be seen in a Walmart advertisement that ran in the progressive New York Review of Books, in 2005, claiming that the company’s lower retail prices (made possible, the advertisement all but boasts, by keeping Walmart wages below union rates) demonstrate that it “acts as a bargaining agent for [middle- and lower-class] families—achieving on their behalf
a negotiating power they would never have on their own.”

Even authentic consumer advocates have largely succumbed to “globalization of the mind,” a transnational consensus that free markets offer consumers better outcomes than well-regulated markets or public enterprise.

Finally, a widespread conviction has developed—even among many who would rather think otherwise—that resistance to the sharing economy is futile, that technology will always trump regulation. Indeed, technology seems to generate its own imperatives. New techniques of production and service delivery, new modalities of communication and transportation, new means of data collection and decision-making by algorithm have transformed contemporary capitalism in many ways from the creation of global value chains to formulaic trading in capital markets to everyday tasks of human resources management. In principle, human agents still make decisions about whether and how to deploy new technologies; in principle, human agents are still subject to social controls; but in practice it seems to be the case that if technology can be harnessed to displace human agents or disrupt social controls, it will.

In short, there is at present neither an aroused political constituency nor a coherent intellectual movement that might mobilize support for the New Deal model of pop-up regulation that I have proposed as an antidote to the dislocation and distress being caused to workers and others by the sharing economy. What is likely to happen?

One possibility is that capitalism itself will falter or fail and with it the geo-political, financial, sociological and technological architecture that makes the sharing economy possible or (some say) inevitable. If so, if we find ourselves in what Daniel Rogers calls “the intellectual economy of catastrophe,” we will be experiencing something like the profound social disjuncture that gave rise to the New Deal, the NIRA and other institutional innovations of the time. In such circumstances, it may become possible to convince experts, policy-makers, voters, and governments that intensive regulation of labour and/or consumer markets is needed to save capitalism from itself. Or, in the alternative, after a period of uncertainty and experimentation, the sharing economy may deliver on its promises to both workers and consumers without being forced to do so by the state. Resilient new forms of work relations may emerge to replace those that have become sclerotic; new institutional architecture and industrial technologies may facilitate a better equilibrium between
production and consumption such that people will somehow be able to maintain a decent standard of living even without standard jobs as we came to know them in the mid-twentieth century. In both cases, the catalyst is likely to be mobilization by the sharing economy’s “losers”: local Luddite-type workplace disruptions, appeals to public opinion and the forging of alliances with community groups, sporadic recourse to hard law remedies, soft law experiments in the democratization of workplace governance, as well as demands for state regulation of working conditions and for a renewed safety net for vulnerable workers and the unemployed. And in both scenarios, hopefully, the ultimate outcome will be the forging of a new social contract, formal in the first scenario, amorphous in the second, but fragile in both. There may be other scenarios, but no sensible person would wish to contemplate them.
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This is the story of my dear friend Jeanne, an ordinary traveller who was transformed overnight from an Airbnb guest into a bedbug host. Human beings, after all, are not the only creatures seeking accommodation. Fresh off the boat, after having spent only one night in the dream New York apartment she had booked through Airbnb, Jeanne woke up to a nightmare. Dreams, it dawned on her, can be fantastically good but also frighteningly bad. What would you have done in her place? Waking up in a foreign country, with what seems like an allergic reaction, no local phone number, neither family nor friends. Are these bed bug bites or not? Are such bites potentially dangerous? Are you experiencing an allergic reaction? Should you seek medical attention? Should you take any medication? Who else should you contact? How do you get rid of bed bugs? Should you confront your Airbnb host? Should you leave the property? What are the potential consequences of doing so? What are your options, and how much will each cost? Should you temporarily book a hotel room? Should you try to locate alternative accommodation for the duration of your planned stay? Would that even be possible on such short notice? Could you recover the cost of alternative accommodation? Could you recover the expense of dry cleaning all your belongings? Could you recover the cost of any new luggage you need to buy? Just put yourself in Jeanne’s bedbug-infested shoes.
I. Law in Scrolls, Law in Emails

Our story takes place in a heteroglot universe governed by a multiplicity of jurisdictions. Yet, legal scholars would most likely make sense of, or ascribe legal meaning to our case, from an empire state of mind, from the vantage point of state jurisdiction, or by identifying—using traditional, state-centered legal principles and doctrines—the controlling law and appropriate fora. They would likely begin by studying the terms of the bilateral agreement signed between Jeanne and her “host,” terms that were largely dictated by the home sharing platform. They would proceed to scroll down the lengthy Terms of Service agreement (the “ToS agreement” or “the Terms”) that Jeanne (a resident of France) had entered with Airbnb Ireland. Pursuant to section 21.3 of this contract of adhesion, they would likely note that all of the Terms should be interpreted in accordance with Irish law and the consumer protection regulations of France, Jeanne’s country of residence, and that Jeanne agreed to submit any dispute between her and Airbnb to “the non-exclusive jurisdiction” of the Irish courts. Referring to section 16, they may caution that Airbnb’s service is provided without warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied. Referencing section 17, they would perhaps point out that, as Jeanne is a resident of the European Union, Airbnb is liable only under statutory provisions for intent and gross negligence, and for any negligent breaches of essential contractual obligations by the company, its “legal representatives, directors, or other vicarious agents.” Citing section 17, they would note that “the same applies […] in case of a culpable injury to life, limb, or health.”

Few legal “scrollers” would pay attention to the large but almost invisible dispute resolution mechanisms operated by Airbnb. Certainly, many would instruct Jeanne to contact Airbnb’s Customer Service. However, how many of those who would recommend this course of action would conceive of this service as a mechanism of dispute resolution? Airbnb’s role as a dispute processor has received very little legal or media attention. Instead, citing the company’s deafness or mishandling of a specific complaint as a ground for filing a claim with the relevant state institution, or sharing the story on social media, critics have rather focused on Airbnb’s obligations as a service provider. Although much attention has been directed at the alleged mass-circumvention of business-licensing regulation; bypassing of planning law; and tax evasion, avoidance, and shifting,
very little consideration, if any, has been given to private law issues arising between Airbnb users. In more recent years, following the increasing allegations of discrimination by Airbnb hosts, and the filing of a putative class-action suit against Airbnb under the Civil Rights Act and the Fair Housing Act, the arbitration clause, and class-action waiver, which are included in all agreements signed between Airbnb and residents of the United States, have received some attention. In late 2016, the United States District Court for the District of Columbia granted Airbnb’s motion to compel arbitration and stay litigation, holding that the arbitration clause is applicable to discrimination suits and is enforceable. This holding has opened the door to further debates over a variety of issues, such as the inclusion of arbitration provisions in online adhesion contracts and the submission of discrimination and civil rights claims to arbitration.

Indeed, only a handful of private disputes (between Airbnb users and between Airbnb and its users) ever become public, let alone reach the courts. Moreover, hard data on the size and inner workings of the internal dispute resolution mechanisms operated by the private company are difficult to obtain. As of August 2017, on any given night, an average of two million people stayed in an Airbnb listing. The platform currently has nearly five million listings, which span 81,000 cities across 191 countries. Most recently valued at $31 billion, the platform serviced around 100 million guests in 2017. It is, however, worth considering how many of these interactions end on a sour note. How many disagreements or disputes arise between users? How many dissatisfied users turn to Airbnb for help? What kind of complaints do they lodge? How are complaints handled and by whom? In a 2016 interview, the global head of the Airbnb Customer Experience (CX) Department reported that, in any given week, her department alone deals with over 180,000 “customer interactions,” and that during the summer months her agents’ workload doubles in volume. Despite the large share of “customer interactions” and “unmatched expectations,” Airbnb continues to grow and, as recent surveys indicate, has strong favourability ratings by travelers. More concretely, the Airbnb Engineering Department reports in its blog that intervention through customer support reduces the likelihood that guests who have encountered a “negative experience” will not use the service again from 26 per cent to less than 6 per cent.

Yet where is the gate of Airbnb’s domain? How can it be accessed? Which law governs the dispute between Jeanne and her
host, and the way in which it would be processed? Only intrepid scrollers, who would scroll down the lengthy ToS agreement, would identify its most pertinent stipulations: section 9.5. “In certain circumstances,” the section stipulates, “Airbnb may decide, in its sole discretion, that it is necessary to cancel a confirmed booking and make appropriate refund and payout decisions. This may be,” it specifies, “for reasons set forth in Airbnb’s Extenuating Circumstances Policy or (i) where Airbnb believes in good faith, while taking the legitimate interests of both parties into account, this is necessary to avoid significant harm to Airbnb, other Members, third parties or property, or (ii) for any of the reasons set out in these Terms.” Section 9.6 further establishes that “[i]f a Guest suffers a Travel Issue pursuant to the Guest Refund Policy, Airbnb may determine, in its sole discretion, to refund the Guest part or all of the Total Fees in accordance with the Guest Refund Policy.” Do any of these sections apply to Jeanne’s case, our dedicated scrollers would likely wonder? What are the “Extenuating Circumstances Policy” and “Guest Refund Policy”? Where can they be found and what are their provisions? What is a “Travel Issue”? Would Jeanne be considered as “suffering” one? What is the procedure for submitting a request for a refund? Does Airbnb offer Jeanne any remedy other than a refund? A quick search would reveal that at least twelve additional terms and policies are “incorporated by reference” into the ToS agreement: the Payments Terms of Service (the “Payments Terms”), the Privacy Policy, the Copyright Policy, the Host Guarantee Terms and Conditions (the “Host Guarantee Terms”), the Gift Card Terms and Conditions, the Airbnb Experiences: Guest Release and Waiver, the Cookie Policy, the Nondiscrimination Policy, the Content Policy, the Extenuating Circumstances Policy, the Extortion Policy, and the most relevant—the Guest Refund Policy. A careful web search would additionally reveal that, only recently, Airbnb further announced the publication of its Standards and Expectations, a “single framework” gathering together the principles that guide the making of “enforcement decisions.” Reflecting what Airbnb hosts and guests “view as acceptable conduct and behavior,” Airbnb explains, these “guidelines are an expression of the shared values of the Airbnb community.” Their publication is intended to help users, such as Jeanne’s host, better understand what are Airbnb’s expectations “from the people who are part of the Airbnb community.”
Overall, Airbnb’s terms and policies provide users seeking redress with six types of recourse. A first type of procedure is initiated when a host or guest cancels a confirmed booking. When listing their property, hosts choose among three standardized cancellation policies (Flexible, Moderate, and Strict). The selected policy will apply to all reservations for less than twenty-eight nights; to all reservations of twenty-eight nights or more a fourth, fixed cancellation policy applies (Long Term). In accordance with section 9.2 of the ToS agreement and in conjunction with section 10.2.1 of the Payments Terms, if a guest cancels a confirmed booking either prior to, or after arriving at the accommodation, Airbnb will immediately refund the guest the sums specified in the applicable cancellation policy (sums that are withheld by Airbnb for the first twenty-four hours after check-in) and initiate a “Payout” of any portion of the fees due to the host under it. Pursuant to section 9.3 of the Terms and section 10.2.2 of the Payments Terms, if a host cancels a confirmed booking, Airbnb Payments will refund the total fees to the guest “within a commercially reasonable time of the cancellation.” It is important to clarify that, after a booking is cancelled, neither guests nor hosts are required to take any further actions; acting on behalf of both the host and the guest, Airbnb Payments immediately steps in, automatically initiating and effectuating all refunds and payouts due pursuant to the selected cancellation policy and the Terms. In case of host cancellation, Airbnb will also offer alternative accommodation suggestions to the guest. Hosts that cancel a confirmed booking may be subject to additional sanctions, including a cancellation fee, publication of an automated review on their listing informing other Airbnb users that they have withdrawn from a confirmed booking, and blocking their calendar for the dates of the cancelled booking, which prevents them from offering their space to other Airbnb users during this time.

To hosts who suffer damage to their property, Airbnb offers two types of recourse. The first procedure is outlined in section 11 of the ToS agreement and section 12 of the Payments Terms. In accordance with section 7.2.2 of the Terms, Airbnb allows hosts to add a security deposit to their listing. Hosts can then claim all or part of the deposit to compensate for any damage done to their property. According to the Airbnb Help Center, such a claim must be submitted within fourteen days of a guest’s check-out date or before the next guest checks in, whichever is earlier. To submit a “Damage Claim,” hosts
must first contact their guest through the Airbnb Resolution Center. If the guest agrees to pay the requested amount, Airbnb Payments will collect the agreed-upon sum and send it to the host. According to the Airbnb Help Center, this takes between five to seven business days. If the guest declines or does not respond within seventy-two hours, the host is given the opportunity to “escalate” the Damage Claim to Airbnb. After giving the guest an opportunity to respond, Airbnb will decide if the guest is responsible for the alleged damage, a decision made at Airbnb’s sole discretion. If the guest is found liable, Airbnb will collect the sum and transfer it to the host. According to Airbnb, the majority of security deposit claims are resolved within one week. Another mode of redress for property damage is provided in the Host Guarantee Terms, which cover damage that exceeds the security deposit or when no security deposit is in place. Before directly involving Airbnb, but via Airbnb’s Resolution Center, a host must contact the guest with their complaint. If the parties are unable to reach an agreement within seventy-two hours, the host may file an “Airbnb Host Guarantee Payment Request Form” (the “Form”). The process must be initiated either within fourteen days from the check-out date or before the next guest checks in, whichever is earlier, and the Form must be filed within thirty days after the loss was incurred. Airbnb “strive[s] to resolve most cases within a week of submission,” and “will use commercially reasonable efforts to complete processing” of a Host Guarantee Payment Request Form within three months after receipt of all required documents and information.

A fourth procedure is outlined in section 9.7 of the ToS agreement and section 9 of the Payments Terms. By facilitating the transfer of agreed-upon sums through its Resolution Center, Airbnb encourages users to “resolve issues on their own.” According to the Airbnb Help Center, the possibility of submitting a “Resolution Center Request” is available only in the first sixty days following a checkout, with the agreement of both parties. In these cases, as established in section 9 of the Payments Terms, Airbnb acts merely as a “limited payment collection agent,” transferring agreed-upon amounts. The section further establishes that, by agreeing to use the Center, both parties acknowledge that they, and not Airbnb, are responsible for performing their respective obligations, that Airbnb is not party to their agreements, and that Airbnb is immune from all liability arising from or related to use of its services.
A fifth approach is outlined in section 9.5 of the Terms, permitting Airbnb to cancel any reservation, override the cancellation policy selected by the host, make refund decisions, and waive the host cancellation penalties. “In certain circumstances,” the section reads, “Airbnb may decide, in its sole discretion, that it is necessary to cancel a confirmed booking and make appropriate refund and payout decisions.” “This may be,” the section details, “for reasons set forth in Airbnb’s Extenuating Circumstances Policy or (i) where Airbnb believes in good faith, while taking the legitimate interests of both parties into account, this is necessary to avoid significant harm to Airbnb, other Members, third parties or property, or (ii) for any of the reasons set out in these Terms.” “Incorporated by reference” into the ToS agreement, the terms of Airbnb’s Extenuating Circumstances Policy are not published alongside it. Anchoring Airbnb’s sole discretion to override other policies (in cases of unexpected death, serious illness, significant natural disasters or weather incidents, urgent travel restrictions or severe security advisories, endemic diseases declared by a credible national or international authority, severe property damage or unforeseen maintenance issues, and the like), they are rather published in the Airbnb Help Center. Claims under the Extenuating Circumstances Policy can only be considered after a reservation has been cancelled, and should “generally” be submitted no later than fourteen days from the original check-in date.

Lastly, the Guest Refund Policy, which ostensibly covers Jeanne’s situation, “help[s] protect guests from things like last-minute host cancellations, lock-outs, and listings that are misrepresented, unsanitary, or lacking in promised amenities or items.” The Policy’s core provisions read as follows:

1. **Travel Issue**

A “Travel Issue” means any one of the following:

(a) the Host of the Accommodation (i) cancels a booking shortly before the scheduled start of the booking, or (ii) fails to provide the Guest with the reasonable ability to access the Accommodation (e.g. does not provide the keys and/or a security code).

(b) the Listing’s description or depiction of the Accommodation is materially inaccurate with respect to:
• the size of the Accommodation (e.g., number and size of the bedroom, bathroom and/or kitchen or other rooms),

• whether the booking for the Accommodation is for an entire home, private room or shared room, and whether another party, including the Host, is staying at the Accommodation during the booking,

• special amenities or features represented in the Listing are not provided or do not function, such as decks, pools, hot tubs, bathrooms (toilet/shower/bathtub), kitchen (sink/stove/refrigerator or major other appliances), and electrical, heating or air condition systems, or

• the physical location of the Accommodation (proximity).

(c) at the start of the Guest’s booking, the Accommodation: (i) is not generally clean and sanitary (ii) contains safety or health hazards that would be reasonably expected to adversely affect the Guest’s stay at the Accommodation in Airbnb’s judgment, (iii) does not contain clean bedding and bathroom towels available for the Guest’s use, or (iv) has vermin or contains pets not disclosed in the Listing.

2. The Guest Refund Policy

If you are a Guest and suffer a Travel Issue, we agree, at our discretion, to either (i) reimburse you up to the amount paid by you through the Airbnb Platform (“Total Fees”) depending on the nature of the Travel Issue suffered, or (ii) use our reasonable efforts to find and book you another Accommodation for any unused nights left in your booking which is reasonably comparable to the Accommodation described in your original booking in terms of size, rooms, features and quality. All determinations of Airbnb with respect to the Guest Refund Policy, including without limitation the size of any refund and the comparability of alternate Accommodations, shall be in Airbnb’s discretion, and final and binding on the Guests and Hosts.

3. Conditions to Claim a Travel Issue

To submit a valid claim for a Travel Issue and receive the benefits with respect to your booking, you are required to meet each of the following conditions:
(a) you must be the Guest that booked the Accommodation;
(b) you must bring the Travel Issue to our attention in writing or via telephone and provide us with information (including photographs or other evidence) about the Accommodation and the circumstances of the Travel Issue within 24 hours after the later of (i) the start of your booking or (ii) you discover the existence of the Travel Issue, and must respond to any requests by us for additional information or cooperation on the Travel Issue;
(c) you must not have directly or indirectly caused the Travel Issue (through your action, omission or negligence); and
(d) unless Airbnb advises you that the Travel Issue cannot be remediated, you must have used reasonable efforts to try to remedy the circumstances of the Travel Issue with the Host prior to making a claim for a Travel Issue.

4. Minimum Quality Standards, Host Responsibilities and Reimbursement to Guest

4.1 If you are a Host, you are responsible for ensuring that the Accommodations you list on the Airbnb Platform meet minimum quality standards regarding access, adequacy of the Listing description, safety, cleanliness, and do not present a Guest with Travel Issues. During a Guest’s stay at an Accommodation, Hosts should be available, or make a third party available, in order to try, in good faith, to resolve any Guest issues.

4.2 If you are a Host, and if (i) Airbnb determines that a Guest has suffered a Travel Issue related to an Accommodation listed by you and (ii) Airbnb either reimburses that Guest (up to their Total Fees) or provides an alternative Accommodation to the Guest, you agree to reimburse Airbnb up to the amount paid by Airbnb within 30 days of Airbnb’s request. If the Guest is relocated to an alternative Accommodation, you also agree to reimburse Airbnb for reasonable additional costs incurred to relocate the Guest. You authorize Airbnb Payments to collect any amounts owed to Airbnb by reducing your Payout or as otherwise permitted pursuant to the Payments Terms.

4.3 As a Host, you understand that the rights of Guests under this Guest Refund Policy will supersede your selected
cancellation policy. If you dispute the Travel Issue, you may notify us in writing or via telephone and provide us with information (including photographs or other evidence) disputing the claims regarding the Travel Issue, provided you must have used reasonable and good faith efforts to try to remedy the Travel Issue with the Guest prior to disputing the Travel Issue claim.37

From the perspective of the traditional private law scrollership, Jeanne’s experience likely presents her with a “Travel Issue,” as defined in section 1(c)(iv) of the Policy. Pursuant to sections 2 and 3 of the Policy, Jeanne could submit, within twenty-four hours from the start of her reservation, or after discovering that the accommodation is infested with bed bugs, a claim for a “Travel Issue” in writing or via telephone. This must, however, be only after using “reasonable efforts” to try to remedy the circumstances with her host. In her claim, Jeanne could request the service to refund the amount she paid her host through the platform, and to use its “reasonable efforts” to find and book her “reasonably comparable” accommodation for the remainder of her three-month stay.

Alas, which “reasonable efforts” to “try to remedy the circumstances” is Jeanne obliged to take prior to calling Airbnb? What efforts would Airbnb deem to be “reasonable”? What would constitute “reasonably comparable” “in terms of size, rooms, features and quality”? And for which of the “additional costs” incurred by Airbnb at its sole discretion to relocate Jeanne to the alternative accommodation could her host be found responsible? Scrolling the Airbnb terms and policies, the Airbnb law “in books” would nonetheless only send us on a search for a more powerful system of laws by reference to which their meaning can be decoded. But where should our quest to reach this earlier, higher, universal, or more specific law, to discover the meaning of these texts, lead us? To the gate of which jurisdiction should we come praying for admittance? In accordance with which “controlling law,” to put the question in doctrinal terms, should our Policy be interpreted? In accordance with “Irish Law,” as section 21.3 of the Policy directs us, or the Airbnb law “in action,” as socio-legal scholars do? Taking a different path, this chapter considers a singular story as doorway to the law. It tells the story of one ordinary Airbnb user, who like Franz Kafka’s “man from the country,” found herself before the gates of the law.41
Why stories, you may ask, why a story? Airbnb’s domain is heavily guarded, and very little concrete information about its architecture, policies, protocols and processes is accessible. The only opening, the only opportunity to catch a glimpse into the interior of the massive dispute-processing mechanisms operated by Airbnb is afforded momentarily to those for whom a gate was especially made, to ordinary end-users who, like our Jeanne, arrive before it to submit a claim or be judged. Even those singular users who appear before Airbnb, as will soon be revealed, are being barred from entering Airbnb’s domain, are being made to wait at its gate for a decision, a decision that is to be made behind closed doors at Airbnb’s sole discretion. My telling of Jeanne’s story, however, is intended not to merely reveal the invisibility of Airbnb’s immense apparatus, its secretiveness and its inaccessibility. Just like Franz Kafka’s “Before the Law,” I would like to suggest, Jeanne’s story imposes on us, the guardians of the law, an interpretive imperative to process and judge. Like Kafka’s parable, Jeanne’s story summons us before the same law by reference to which we seek to judge it, adjuring us to reflect on that which we so reverently represent.

II. JusToS Accused

The domain of Airbnb is unintelligible, inaccessible, and secretive. Its architecture is enacted using incomprehensible programming languages, jargons that an ordinary end-user cannot possibly grasp, a secret that “a cast pretends to possess by delegation,” a “secret that has to be kept well, nothing either present or presentable.” Airbnb users do not even have the “right to touch” this cryptic text, a well-kept trade secret to which very few, if any, have full or even limited access to. In accordance with section 14 of the ToS agreement, “Members” agree not to “avoid, bypass, remove, deactivate, impair, descramble, or otherwise attempt to circumvent any technological measure” implemented by Airbnb to protect the platform. “Members” further undertake the obligation not to “take any action that damages or adversely affects, or could damage or adversely affect the performance or proper functioning of the Airbnb Platform,” as well as not to use “any robots, spider, crawler, scraper or other automated means or processes to access, collect data or other content from or otherwise interact with the Airbnb Platform.”

To continue my invocation of Derrida’s reading of Kafka’s “Before the Law,” Airbnb’s coded architecture, terms and policies,
and all other texts contained in the website are “original texts.” Despite their essential unreadability, their “form presents itself as a kind of personal identity entitled to absolute respect,” and it is forbidden to change, disfigure, or touch them. Pursuant to section 14, Airbnb has the “right to investigate and prosecute” violations of any of the Terms, including any infringement upon, violation of, or disfiguring of these texts, and “may take a range of actions” against any user who changes even one word or alters even one sentence of them. Section 14 prohibits any mirroring or framing of the source code forming the platform and any of the content published in the site. As part of it, users also undertake the contractual obligation not to “dilute, tarnish or otherwise harm the Airbnb brand in any way,” as well as not to “attempt to decipher, decompile, disassemble or reverse engineer any of the software used to provide the Airbnb Platform.”

The structure of the Airbnb apparatus, the architecture of its palaces, the design of its internal processes, and grounds for decision are all similarly inaccessible. Data on the internal structure of the organization is scarce, and the limited information that does exist must be painstakingly gathered from a multiplicity of non-traditional sources—LinkedIn profiles, technology blogs and podcasts, interviews, the Airbnb blog, and others. All interactions between “Members” and the law governing disputes between them are mediated via one of the over two hundred and fifty agents, “manning the phones and doing Chat and email,” a member of the Airbnb Trust and Safety team or the CX department. Called “crewbies,” members of the former are responsible “for all online and offline fraud and safety concerns, including but not limited to account security, property damage, safety concerns, and user trust.” Known as the “Aircorps,” the latter is “responsible for escalated customer cases that begin online, but exist in the offline world,” including “monetary and personality disputes, last minute cancellations, VIP rebookings, and ‘outside the box’ mediation for violations in Airbnb Terms of Use.” Airbnb “Members,” to rephrase, are never in the presence of the law governing their disputes with others, and are never immediately before it, rather, they enter into relations “only with the law’s representatives, its examples, its guardians.” All decisions are reached behind closed doors, and are transmitted to users in cryptic language by Airbnb representatives guarding the gate that the law made only for them. Dan Weber, the founder of AirbnbHell.com, a
website dedicated to warning “potential hosts and guests about the dangers and risks associated with using the Airbnb service,” recalls the story of his trial and judgment, the Kafkaesque experience that led him to launch the website:

I had been a successful and enthusiastic Airbnb Host for almost a year when a young European couple in their mid 20’s booked one of my rooms for a 6-month reservation, a very long stay by Airbnb standards. I welcomed them into my rental unit, and spent time with them socially on a few occasions during their stay as they were trying to learn their way around Los Angeles. My wife even sold them her used car well below blue-book value, just to help them out as they seemed like a nice young couple and they clearly didn’t have a lot of money. Everything was going fine... until the couple left in the middle of the night without saying a word two nights before their 6-month reservation was scheduled to come to an end. I was surprised by that fact alone, but I was even more shocked when I received a notice from Airbnb saying that the couple had filed a complaint about me and they claimed there were mice in the condo! It should be noted that I had over 40 perfect reviews from previous guests at this point, and there most certainly were no mice anywhere on my property. According to Airbnb, their ‘standard policy’ when a guest claimed rodents were in the house was to refund 50 percent of the entire reservation, in this case almost $3,000 USD for 3 months of renting one of my bedrooms in Los Angeles, California.

I immediately tried to contact Airbnb to dispute this obviously fraudulent claim, but I was passed around from one customer service agent to another, none of them able to give me any explanation better than ‘this is our policy’. I was furious. After about 2 weeks of calling and emailing various Airbnb reps, I finally reached a ‘manager’ who provided me with a copy of the scammers’ complaint including a photo of a mouse they had sent. My rebuttal included written testimony from another guest who was staying in the condo at the same time, stating that there were no mice or signs of any other pests in the house. Thanks to the wonders of google image search, I was even able to find the exact same mouse photo that the couple had used to file their complaint... it was originally posted on a blog TWO
YEARS EARLIER! I sent all of this documentation to Airbnb and asked them to consider my many positive reviews, and that their ‘policy’ to refund 50% of a guest’s entire reservation for a simple (obviously fraudulent) claim was crazy. Another week went by without my claim being addressed. Airbnb kept my last payment from the European scammers’ reservation, as well as money from my next few guests, so in total I had lost almost $3,000. After about 3 weeks of this frustration I finally had enough. My last message to the manager at Airbnb was ‘Go ahead and keep my money. I’m going to cost your company more money than you have cost me!’ That was when I launched AirbnbHell.com – I felt that others needed to be warned.

The law is silent, and of it nothing but its common name is said to our very own Joseph K. Guardian after guardian nevertheless assures him that there is some “standard policy,” which is not there but which exists. The singular and unique gate that Airbnb made only for him remains open throughout and is never closed on him; however, a final judgment never arrives. The doorkeepers that watch over this “theater of the invisible” adjourn, defer, evade, and divert him. “What is delayed,” as Derrida observes, “is not this or that experience, the access to some enjoyment or to some supreme good, the possession or penetration of something or somebody. What is deferred forever till death is entry into the law itself, which is nothing other than that which dictates the delay.” What is deferred till death is knowledge of the “standard policy”—deferred till social and economic death. The story of our very own Joseph K ends with an act of social and economic suicide, the deletion of his Airbnb account, with a self-imposed exile from the lucrative “sharing economy.”

The inaccessibility of Airbnb’s domain, of its terms, policies, palaces, codes, and processes is, to conclude, yet another instantiation of what Derrida calls “the essentially inaccessible character of the law, [... of] the fact that a ‘first sight’ of it is always refused.” The law purports to apply universally and impartially to all, to be readily accessible at all times and to everyone, to be known by everyone, to be readable. Nevertheless, as Derrida suggests, to protect and preserve its autonomy and authority, the law must precisely frustrate any narrated attempt to capture its meaning, to gain insight into its essence, to tell its story; it must deny access to its domain, knowledge of it and participation in it. Doomed to be denied entrance, to be
discounted as “concerning only circumstances, events external to the law and, at best, the modes of its revelation,” stories like those of Jeanne and AirbnbHell.com’s founder (just as Kafka’s parable) instead enact or expose the law’s essential inaccessibility and structure of referentiality, the paradoxical logic of boundaries. The framing of each story creates an opening, an opportunity to access the law’s essence, a portal into its domain. But, at the same time that it creates an opening, the unique door made by each story also serves as a barrier, drawing a line that cannot be crossed, protecting an essence that cannot be accessed. The framing of the door turns the law hidden behind it into a secret, something that remains inaccessible, an insight that cannot be gained. By insisting that the law “should be accessible at all times and to everyone,” on the law’s generality and universality, it is the story itself that transforms the law into a secret, into that which will forever be obscured and inaccessible. It is the story itself that, by placing us in front of a portal that it itself comports, an internal boundary opening on nothing, reveals the law’s essential structure of referentiality.

In one of his lesser-known articles, socio-legal scholar Gunther Teubner invites us to imagine that Kafka’s protagonist “is not the human individual who has been delivered up to the force of institutionalised legalism, [... rather] the individual legal procedure itself, or more generally the decision-making practice of the legal process, in all the confusion of life, that stands before its own law.” Modern law’s claim of autonomy and universality, constant deployment of abstract categories, and inexorable compulsion to juridify all problems of the world are precisely, Teubner suggests, what sends it on a desperate search for an earlier, universal, higher or more specific law by which it can make its decisions. The legal discourse that seeks to assure itself of its law is tormented by nightmares that are different from those experienced by an individual who, appearing before the judicial system, is exposed to its arbitrariness. Precisely because it can only reflect on itself with the aid of the categories which it itself declared universal, the law becomes subjected to the torment of self-examination, and thus caught up in the paradoxes of self-reference. This, Teubner concludes, “is the fundamental paradox of the Law, which in response to the question as to its foundation does not get a clear yes or a clear no, but an almost mocking interchange between positive and negative value of a viable justification.”
It is the paradox inherent in the law’s sense of “justice,” of what makes a dispute resolution mechanism “just” or “fair,” of what makes one institutional design better or worse than others, that this chapter attempts to gain insight into. Would Jeanne’s situation be any different had she woken up with bed bugs in a traditional hotel room? If so, how? Would she have benefited from a procedurally and more substantively “just” institutional design had she lodged elsewhere, outside of Airbnb’s domain? Would that alternative jurisdiction have offered her a “fairer” legal procedure? Would that procedure have produced a “better” outcome? What makes the Airbnb dispute resolution mechanism either “superior” or “inferior” to the mechanisms offered by the “controlling law”? What would allow us to judge that Jeanne’s “Before the Law” is a story of either “justice” or “injustice”?

Before returning to Jeanne’s story, it is important to note that this chapter leaves aside the eternal question: What is law? It goes beyond investigating the legal quality of this invisible and inaccessible dispute resolution mechanism, searching for that which makes laws of its terms, policies, and decisions, the being-law of these. It is further important to highlight that the goal of this chapter transcends merely exposing Airbnb’s “law in action,” the inner workings of the sophisticated dispositif operated by the home sharing service, its ideological dimensions, and the distributive implications of the various decisions conveyed by the guardians stationed before it. Furthermore, the aim is neither to evaluate by reference to one or another pre-existing private law system or a certain ideal Airbnb dispute resolution mechanism, nor place it on one or another point along some spectrum. Any such endeavour would, necessarily, require a subscription to, or focus on, a specific idea or ideal by reference to which a binary distinction—between “fair” and “unfair,” “legitimate” and “illegitimate,” “just” and “unjust,” “good” and “bad,” “better” or “worse,” or “more” or “less”—could be drawn. In this respect, this chapter also avoids arguing for institutional reforms, making any policy recommendation, or producing a definitive conclusion as to who should process private disputes, and how such mechanisms should be designed. It neither commends nor condemns Airbnb’s mechanism of dispute processing. It does not call upon traditional jurisdictions—state, municipalities, or transnational bodies—to intervene or regulate. It does not suggest the introduction of a new transnational regulator. Rather, the following telling of Jeanne’s story
is intended to incite a reflection on the intuitions and assumptions with which we approach “law stories” and the principles by which we judge mechanisms of dispute processing.

III. Before the Law

Before the law, “on the front lines,” stands Jason from the Airbnb Trust and Safety department. To this “crisis manager” there comes an end-user praying for admittance to the law. “Hello!” she cries on the other side of the phone line. “Is there anybody in there?” “Come on now,” he replies soothingly. “I hear you’re feeling down.” And after listening to her plea, he assures her, “Well, I can ease your pain and get you on your feet again.” “Relax,” he continues, “I’ll need some information first.” “Just the basic facts,” he reassures her. “Can you show me where it hurts?” After receiving pictures of the alleged bedbug bites, he writes her with a medical diagnosis, a written confirmation of his promise to reimburse her for up to $30 for a meal, and a short explanation of the crux of their phone conversation—his ruling.

Hello [Jeanne],
This is Jason from Airbnb again.
This email is just a quick follow up from our phone conversation earlier.
I have received the photos of […] your bites and I can confirm that these are from bed bugs. I will be canceling this reservation on the hosts behalf and will be refunding you in full. As we discussed the original payment will be held in Airbnb’s system initially and will be transferred directly to a new reservation. As the original reservation was for 3 months I will be looking for a shorter reservation at first and then we can attempt to rebook you for the rest of the reservation later.
For now I have promised to reimburse you for up to $30 USD for a meal while I begin to reach out to other hosts in NYC.
Thank you for your call and I will be in touch.
Best regards,
Jason

Throughout their phone conversations, Jason gives Jeanne advice on how to get rid of bed bugs. Not only is the first time that she has ever
had to deal with an infestation, nor does she know of anyone who ever has. Hell, up until that very morning, she was not even aware that she is allergic to bed bugs. In shock, she follows Jason’s instructions, one after the other. Two hours pass by and Jason, who is still searching for alternative accommodation for the next three months, books Jeanne a hotel room for the night. “Hello Jeanne,” he writes with an update, “This is Jason from Airbnb again.” “I have booked you for one night into The Aloft Harlem as the Astor unfortunately no longer had availability by the time I actually tried to book you into it. As I said previously if you need to take a cab to the Hotel I will gladly reimburse for the cost.”

After giving her the hotel’s address and phone number, he again reassures her: “I will continue to reach out to other hosts in the area tonight, so just rest easy Jeanne!” After settling into the hotel room he booked for her, she sends him an email, just to update him and to thank him for being there for her during her long and trying day.

Dear Jason,
You are great. I am in the hotel, so I am fine. I threw to the garbage all my belongings that have been in contact with the bed of bedbugs. I will go tomorrow to the laundry for all my other clothes, that I packed for now in a new bag (I also threw my suitcase). Do you have other advices? I hope my clothes will not be contaminated by bedbugs. Maybe we should wait a bit more and keep me in the hotel before risking to contaminate another place? This is really terrible, in only one night my body is covered with bites. Hopefully I took my medicines against my allergies and it’s a bit better now, but still, I am all red.  
Again, you have been extremely helpful and reactive, I am very, very grateful.
Best,
[Jeanne]

It is 1:00 a.m. in New York, 10:00 p.m. in San Francisco. Jason’s shift is coming to an end, and he sends Jeanne an email, in English and French, just to let her know, “I want to make sure you feel supported here,” he explains. “[P]lease know,” he reassures her, “that a colleague will be in touch very shortly!” “In the meantime, if there’s any other information you’d like to make sure we have, you can reply here and let us know.”
Five hours pass. It is slightly after 6:00 a.m. in New York, and 3:00 a.m. in San Francisco. Jeanne receives a long message; it’s in French and from Hakima, a member of the Airbnb CX department, the “keepers of a magical customer experience.”

Bonjour [Jeanne],

J’espère que vous allez bien. Je m’appelle Hakima et je suis une responsable faisant partie de l’équipe Trip Experience à Airbnb. Je viens de prendre connaissance de votre dossier et je suis sincèrement désolée de la situation que vous avez rencontrée après avoir passée une première nuit chez [Lily]. J’imagine qu’avoir un réveil de la sorte n’a pas du [sic] être agréable.”

After expressing her sympathy, Hakima proceeds to explain to Jeanne that her three-month reservation has been modified to last only the one night.

“[En effet,” she notes, “je constate que vous avez quitté le logement la nuit après votre arrivée et il était bien sure [sic] hors de question que vous y restiez dans ces conditions.””

“Même si officiellement maintenant la réservation ne dure qu’une nuit,” she clarifies, “nous vous avons entièrement remboursé [sic], même pour la nuit passé [sic] dans le logement.””

* The cited message was sent in French. On the necessity and impossibility of translation, see Jacques Derrida, “Des tours de Babel” in Peggy Kamuf & Elizabeth Rottenberg, eds, *Psyche: Inventions of the Other Volume I* (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2007) 191. [Hello Jeanne, I hope you are doing well. My name is Hakima and I am a member of the Trip Experience team at Airbnb. I have just reviewed your file and I am truly sorry for the situation that you encountered after your first night at [Lily’s]. I imagine that it was an unpleasant way to wake up.] All the translations are from the author.

** [Indeed, I see that you left the night after your arrival and it was evidently out of the question for you to stay under such conditions.]

*** [Though the reservation is now officially for just one night, we fully reimbursed you, even for the night that you spent in the accommodation.]
After providing Jeanne with the details of the reimbursement already in place by Airbnb, she proceeds to explain why, for the time being, Jeanne cannot be relocated to alternative accommodation. “[N]’aurons [sic] pas confirmation que vos affaires ayant pu être en contact avec les punaises de lit soit nettoyées,” she apologizes. “After you receive the invoice for the dry cleaning,” she requests, “please send it to me by email, and I will take care of your reimbursement.” Hakima concludes her long message with an adjournment, a cryptic prolongation of Jeanne’s forced stay in a hotel, a deferral of her relocation to an alternative accommodation:

Concernant le séjour à l’hôtel, il semble que le paiement est [sic] été validé par Airbnb pour la nuit passée, si vous décidez de rester à l’hôtel ce soir ou les jours suivants, nous ne pourrons malheureusement prendre en charge le coup [sic] de la réservation à l’hôtel.

Jeanne wakes up to find Hakima’s message in her email inbox. Although slightly confused by the vague wording of the last paragraph, she understands that Airbnb will neither book her accommodation nor reimburse her for her prolonged stay in the hotel, a stay that was booked by Airbnb only the day before, and that cannot end until Airbnb itself decides so. In desperate search of a lifeline, she attempts to contact the only person she can think of, the guardian with the human, friendly face, the person that “had her back” the day before, the doorkeeper to whom she has already formed an attachment. Replying to the only email address she has, response@airbnb.com, she writes:

Dear Jason,

Thank you for your answer. Again, you’ve been amazing, you are the best crisis-manager ever!

I had a rather worrying answer from Hakima France. She said that Airbnb cannot find me a solution/a place to stay for tonight.

**** [Until we have confirmation that any belongings that may have been in contact with the bedbugs have been cleaned.

***** With regard to your stay at the hotel, it looks like the payment has been validated by Airbnb for last night. If you decide to stay at the hotel tonight or the following days, unfortunately, we won’t be able to take care of the costs of the hotel reservation.
I will go to the laundry today to wash my stuff and buy new clothes, I can send you the receipt. Is it possible to stay another night in the hotel, or to find a airbnb?
I have to stress that I just arrived in New York and I don’t know anybody here. Plus I am a student, so I don’t have a lot of money. I cannot afford to pay by myself another night to the hotel. I already had to pay to buy new clothes as I threw up all clothes that have been in contact with the infected bed.
I also have to stress that it is a very disturbing situation for me: I am allergic, so I am covered by red bites, even in my face!!!!!!!!!
I couldn’t sleep last night because I was so stressed, and because all the bites were itching. Hopefully I had my medicines from France, but still. I really need you to help me find a sustainable and durable solution to my problem: I need a place to sleep for tonight!
Thanks again for your help,
[Jeanne]

The phone-a-friend lifeline, Jeanne soon realizes, can be used only once. These are the rules of the game. How naïve of her to think that Jason was real, a friend, a human friend. For although he was the face of Airbnb, Jason had no human face; his voice and words touched her, but it was not a human touch. He is but one of many, and for him she was only one of many. Jason was stationed on the border between her and the law, but it was not her that he was there to guard. Even though he too was standing outside the domain of the law, he was not on her side. Even though he stood with his back to the law, facing her, it was the law that he had guarded all along, it is from her that he guarded it.

One short hour after Jeanne had written to Jason, she received an email from Hakima, “the case manager on this case for now,” writing to teach her this valuable lesson, explaining to her “the way it’s going to work.” “I’m going to write you in English as this seems to be your preferred way of written communication,” she sarcastically begins, as if in acknowledgement of the limits of language, of its self-referentiality. “I’m sorry that Jason promised you something we couldn’t guarantee,” she continues, stepping into her role as an empathetic guardian, the new “Jason.” Her message not only delays Jeanne’s relocation to a reasonably comparable accommodation, but once again obstructs entry to the law itself:
Hello [Jeanne],
I’m going to write you in English as this seems to be your preferred way of written communication.
I’m sorry that Jason promised you something we couldn’t guarantee.
Because it’s bed bugs we can’t risk any contamination for safety reason, that is why for the moment we can’t assist you to rebook a listing on Airbnb, however when you are able to provide clear documentation that all your belongings have been treated for bed bugs we can start the process to assist you, and I’ll be more than happy to assist you myself as I’m the case manager on this case for now.
So right now, I want to confirm that exceptionally, I’ll offer a refund of an hotel stay of up to 150$ for tonight.
The way it’s going to work is that you can book the hotel of your choosing on your own, and then send me the receipt by replying to this email.
As soon as I receive it, I’ll refund you of up to 150$, as mentioned above.
To process to this hotel refund, you will need to add a payout method, you can add it by clicking on the link: https://www.airbnb.com/users/payout_preferences/3029474.
Then as soon as I received documentation from you confirming that all your belongings have been cleaned, I’ll refund you up to 100$ on the laundry cost.
As for the rebooking, just to clarify, we are more than willing to assist you, but we have to receive documentation confirming your belongings are free of bed bugs.
I know and understand that you don’t have a lot of money on your that is why I’m offering you those courtesy refund on Airbnb’s behalf and that those refund will be sent to you as soon as we have documentation and that you have added a payout method.
Also I want to confirm once again that the payment of the reservation with […] Lily was fully refunded to you.
I hope this is more clear, but if I wasn’t feel free to let me know and I’ll be getting back to you as soon as possible.
Thanks [sic] you.
Hakima
After receiving a much-needed clarification and a much more detailed explanation, Jeanne replies to Hakima that she will stay in the same hotel. Otherwise, she explains, she will not have time to get her remaining belongings dry-cleaned, buy new clothes and luggage, and go to the university to meet professors and complete all administrative requirements. “I am waiting for the dry cleaner to be open, and I get back to you as soon as I have the receipt,” she promises before thanking Hakima “again” for her help. Hakima replies promptly. “Hi Jeanne, I’ll keep an eye on your case and will be awaiting for your documentation,” she reassures her. “I wish you well this afternoon for your trip to your new University. :)”

Before long, Jeanne realizes that Airbnb probably did not pay the full rate for her hotel room, which is actually $250 per night. Being a student, she obviously cannot afford paying the $100 difference. It also dawns on her that finding a hotel room in New York for under $150 a night is an almost impossible task. In distress, she writes to Hakima again, requesting help finding a hotel room close to her university. Hakima denies her request, without ever citing the basis for her refusal. “I’m sorry for the situation you are in,” she apologizes, “however, we won’t be able to book a night in the hotel for you.” “We did it as a courtesy yesterday,” she explains, “but it won’t be possible again for today.” “As I explained to you earlier,” she reiterates for the third time, “if you book a hotel for tonight I am more than happy to refund you up to 150$ when you send us the receipt.” “I know this is not the best situation and we are here to help,” she concedes, “but in this situation there’s unfortunately a limit to what we can do.”

What precisely is this “situation,” Jeanne is left to figure out. What is this “limit” of which Hakima speaks, how it was defined, and by whom, she will never know. Which law dictated the decision conveyed by Hakima? Jeanne is left to wonder. “Let me know if you have any question,” Hakima defers almost mockingly, leaving our distressed and mystified Jeanne with more questions than answers, sending her, and us as the readers of her story, on a journey to the origin of the law by which Hakima made her decision.

Hours pass by—how time flies when you are having a hell of a time! Eventually, Jeanne has all the documentation to send to Hakima, proof that she no longer poses a health and safety threat to the Airbnb community. She, like the bed bugs that failed to make her their home, relocates to an alternative accommodation, to the home of a new and, hopefully, more accommodating host.
IV. Revolving Doors

How would jurists react to and evaluate Jeanne’s story? With which common intuitions would the members of the epistemic community of the law approach it? How quick would they be to judge? Would they take the side of the stodgy civil justice system, or would they be dazzled by the swiftness, efficiency, and responsiveness of this alternative to state institutions? Would they resort to the idea of “access to justice,” the notion of “procedural transparency,” or the “law of standing”? Would they frame the story through the lens of civil procedure, or as a market regulation issue? What would be their ruling?

The most striking aspect of Airbnb’s processing of Jeanne’s dispute with her host is its swiftness. How would jurists consider it? Is time on Airbnb’s side, or is it on the side of the traditional state court system? Is it of the essence, or is the administration of justice through law—just as the abstract norms that purport to guide the law’s ostensibly autonomous and objective processes—largely unaffected by it? To what extent is time of the essence, and of what essence is it? “Justice delayed is justice denied” goes the common legal adage, whose originator is a secret of the past. The contradiction inherent in this recited maxim is exposed through Jeanne’s story. Contemplating the role of time in the context of her story, it must be considered whether it is even possible to deliver immediate justice, and what constitutes a “delay”? Can justice through law be obtained without delay? Is some degree of delay therefore desirable? The paradoxicality of this celebrated maxim is beautifully exposed through Martin Luther King’s inspiring and inciting “Letter from a Birmingham Jail.” In response to claims that his actions were “untimely,” and suggestions that he should have given the new city administration of Birmingham time to act, he writes:

“[f]or years now I have heard the word “Wait!” It rings in the ear of every Negro with piercing familiarity. This “Wait” has almost always meant “Never.” We must come to see, with one of our distinguished jurists, that “justice too long delayed is justice denied.”

The last two sentences of King’s reply confront two opposing positions on the relation between justice and time. In the first, King restates the
conventional formulation of the adage, which suggests that to delay is to deny access to justice. The ensuing sentence positions itself as opposition to the previous: “[w]e must come to see,” King subtly reformulates the maxim, that “justice too long delayed is justice denied.” Writing from jail the story of his trial and judgment by the law, by his adversaries and by his friends, King does not turn his back on this revered principle; rather, he insists on its universality and precisely on its timelessness. However, while writing on its timelessness, his narrative works to penetrate justice’s atemporal realm, to introduce a dimension of time into it. Justice should be considered denied, King’s letter suggests, only when it is served with excessive delay. The accessibility of the Airbnb dispute resolution processes and of the state civil justice system should be assessed not by reference to time alone, but by reference to the reasonable or optimal length of a dispute resolution procedure. Was the swiftness of Jeanne’s process reasonable? Is speed necessarily optimal? Would state courts have processed Jeanne’s dispute within a (more) reasonable period of time, had she turned to them? Paradoxically, this claim and the questions it elicits are themselves a form of an adjournment; they send us on a quest for a higher law, a law of delay, a criterion against which we could judge a “delay” as “excessive” or “reasonable.”

The swiftness with which Airbnb carries out its processes further raises the traditional jurisprudential problem of discretion. What is the scope of Jason and Hakima’s discretionary power? What effect does a tight time limit have on discretion? Does pressure to make a quick decision result in a more mechanical application of rules or overreliance on intuition? Is it more or less likely to produce “accurate” determinations? Is it more or less likely to yield “just” outcomes? What would be an optimal timeframe to exercise judgment? Given the type of disputes processed by Airbnb, is the swiftness of its procedures less of a concern? Given the commercial context, is it more of a concern? The problem of discretion subsequently evokes the question of what makes state-employed judges more impartial or qualified decision-makers than Jason and Hakima? And who are Jason and Hakima, we may ask, and what are their credentials? Who should be given the authority to interpret the law, to determine the meaning of a legal text? Who should be authorized to judge the actions of Jeanne’s host as either “acceptable” or “unacceptable,” “reasonable” or “unreasonable”? Alas, we hit yet another roadblock, delayed once again.
It is not just a question of time, others would likely stress. Other concerns, should also be taken into account when assessing Airbnb’s processes in the context of Jeanne’s story. A quicker procedure, they would caution, is not necessarily a more accessible one. To be considered accessible, a dispute resolution mechanism should provide more than a quick response. It must also produce just results and fair treatment. It must be easily understood by its users, responsive to their needs, adequately resourced, and well-organized. Does the Airbnb dispute resolution apparatus meet these criteria? Do any of the traditional civil justice systems, to which the Airbnb customer support service is being compared, satisfy them? Is it possible to achieve all of these objectives simultaneously? Which of these systems under consideration comes closest to meeting these goals? Do the millstones of the state civil justice system grind more finely, precisely because they turn more slowly? Alas, we arrive before yet another gate, of another law, deferred, struggling to compose a conclusive list of criteria that is additionally prioritized by the relative value of each item.

Time is money, many would likely point out in an attempt to get the discussion back on track. Much like the cases that reach small-claims courts, disputes between Airbnb users are relatively straightforward, and generally do not involve large sums of money. Airbnb users are not given a separate charge for services provided by the Airbnb dispute processing apparatus; rather, as is explained by the Airbnb Help Center, these costs are covered by service fees charged to guests on booking confirmation. As they are not represented, neither do users pay attorneys’ fees. Procedures are simplified, arbiter-led (as opposed to adversarial), and informal. Decisions are reached and enforced quickly, and all communication is in simple language devoid of legal jargon. Moreover, it is not necessary for Airbnb users to wait until the end of their vacation to make a claim. Airbnb’s customer service is available 24/7, providing instant guidance and relief. Speedy and responsive justice, the argument goes, is a more certain justice. In this process, Jeanne was not subjected to the prolonged apprehension typically suffered while anticipating a future court ruling. Airbnb immediately notified her that her booking had been cancelled and instructed her to leave the infested accommodation. Jeanne did not have to assess which of her options a court might find “reasonable” to mitigate her damages, or for which of the expenses she incurred she might later be compensated. She was immediately sent to a hotel, although temporarily, helped to
find comparable alternative accommodation, instructed to throw away all of her belongings that had been in direct contact with bed bugs, requested to have all of her remaining clothing dry cleaned, and encouraged to take a taxi to her hotel. The substantial cost of all each of these actions was borne by Airbnb, and when incurred by Jeanne, she was quickly reimbursed. However, as suggested by both critical evaluations of the relationship between access to justice and small claims courts and critical race theory’s challenge to the assumption that informal dispute resolution mechanisms are more accessible than formal ones, swift, less-costly, simplified, and more informal procedures led by a fact-finding, activist adjudicator do not necessarily enhance access to either courts or “justice.” A conclusion that is reinforced, as some might observe, by Airbnb’s efforts to divert (discrimination) claims from state courts to arbitration, and by recurring claims by hosts that Airbnb’s decisions systematically favour guests over hosts. Alas, we are summoned to appear before another law, sent on a journey to find its origin: What is “justice”? What is meant by “access”? And to what extent does “access” relate to “justice”?

Moreover, as the Ontario Ministry of the Attorney General explains, a favourable judgment does not guarantee payment. “Some people,” the ministry observes, “think that when the trial is over and the judge’s decision is made or a default judgment is obtained, the successful party […] will automatically be paid […] and that is the end of the case. Obtaining a judgment,” they caution, “is sometimes just the beginning for both parties.” Indeed, often costly and time-consuming steps are required to collect a favourable judgment, especially a foreign one. Moreover, in many jurisdictions, to request enforcement of a foreign judgment, a writ of execution or garnishment, an additional legal process is required. Airbnb users are fortunate to bypass this added delay and barrier to justice. Although Jeanne was charged in full the moment her host confirmed her booking, payment was held by Airbnb until twenty-four hours after check-in. This hold, as Airbnb explains, gives both parties “time to make sure that everything is as expected.” Within hours of receiving Jeanne’s claim for a “Travel Issue,” Airbnb accepted her claim and effectuated her refund. Jeanne’s story is not exceptional. The ToS agreement and Payments Terms grant Airbnb extensive authority to enforce its judgments; refunds and reimbursements are effectuated immediately and in many cases automatically.
The relative ease and speed of judgment and enforcement, some would likely remind us, do come at a price. What’s done is done, they might caution, referring to the Kafkaesque experience of AirbnbHell.com’s founder. Once judgments are made and enforced it becomes much more complicated to review, and even more so, reverse them. Given the disincentive to reverse decisions and order the return of sums that have already been paid, does not the passage of time reduce the probability of judicial mistakes, guaranteeing better outcomes? In this context, the “in books” finality of Airbnb’s decisions and the speed of their enforcement further raises concerns about the lack of a formal, internal appellate procedure. In practice, however, as the story of AirbnbHell.com’s founder reveals, Airbnb’s door remains forever open, and its representatives never turn dissatisfied users away, rather inviting them to submit decisions for review or to talk to a “manager.” Moreover, as a resident of France, Jeanne could have challenged any of Airbnb’s decisions in an Irish court or any court of competent jurisdiction. As a resident of the United States, her host could have initiated arbitration, which would have been conducted in the location of her choice; she could have also elected to participate by phone, video conference, or, for claims under $25,000, by the submission of documents. Alas, we arrive before yet another law, appealing for admittance, desiring knowledge of the essence and the scope of the “right of appeal.” Is the possibility of taking one state court’s decision to another state court for review more consistent with the right of appeal than the possibility of referring a dispute to arbitration by a third party? What is the value of that right and how essential is it? The past, some might retort, should be left in the past, and the sooner it is left there the better. Whether favourable or not, a swift and final decision can enable disputants to close the door on their trying episode and start a new chapter. Are the psychological costs of a swift process, experienced as Kafkaesque, necessarily lower than those of a long process with favourable outcomes? Would the founder of AirbnbHell.com have been more satisfied had he been subjected to a lengthier and more formal process, regardless of the outcome?

State law, some would likely conclude, offers disputants like Jeanne too little, too late. Considering the financial costs of obtaining a lawyer, litigating and collecting, considering also Jeanne’s limited resources, the nature of her dispute and the prospects of a lengthy multinational litigation against a wealthier party, and considering the international context, questions of jurisdiction, and the potential
need to prove and litigate under Irish law, would Jeanne have even bothered to ask for legal advice or to take her case to court? Indeed, it should be considered whether the disputes arbitrated by Airbnb are the kinds of disputes that reach state courts, including small-claims courts. How many of the disputes arbitrated by Airbnb might have entered formal legal institutions, had the Airbnb Resolution Center not been available to them? Moreover, as the recent decision to compel arbitration of discrimination claims suggests, what does the state civil justice system even offer disputants such as Jeanne? Are its procedures “fairer” or more “efficient,” and in what sense? Do they produce more “just” or “efficient” outcomes, and in what sense? Does, to conclude, access to courts necessarily enhance access to justice?

Rivalry between the hotel industry and Airbnb is often depicted as a conflict between a stodgy incumbent and a disruptive newcomer. The relation between Airbnb and the state can also be framed in the same way. Would jurists be quick to adopt this neoliberal rhetoric of competition? Are we indeed facing a confrontation between two “competing sovereigns,” an appearance of two laws before each other? If so, in accordance with which law should we resolve the dispute? Before the gate of which jurisdiction should we summon both to make a determination? Alternatively, might the gate to Airbnb’s domain be merely the first of two doors, a passageway towards the gate of another, more powerful law, that of state jurisdiction? By positioning state jurisdiction above that of Airbnb, the juridical rhetoric of hierarchy could give rise to a different set of questions and another series of delays. Taking the perspective of the state and assuming their traditional position as guardians, legal scrollers would likely read Jeanne’s story as a summoning of Airbnb’s legal personality before state law. Some would perhaps examine Airbnb’s compliance with existing regulation, embarking on an impossible quest to determine the controlling law and discover its meaning. Others might adopt a “centrifugal perspective,” setting Jeanne’s story “in the shadow” of state law studying both the “bargaining chips” and “regulatory endowments” that the state had conferred on her and on Airbnb. Highlighting the distributive or economic implications of existing regulations, their likely conclusion would send them on a desperate search for a higher law, a principle of social justice by which the existing economic conditions could be judged, and an argument for reform made. Considering Jeanne’s story from the perspective of the state, it might further be read as a narrative
of accessibility and the growing movement towards alternative dispute resolution (ADR). Providing a quicker, cheaper, flexible and specialized redress for a large number of otherwise unresolved minor disputes, does this alternative to the traditional process render civil justice more accessible? Should the state embrace it for its potential to divert minor cases from overburdened state courts, thus avoiding costly trials at the public’s expense, and ultimately reducing public expenditure? Can, however, existing models of ADR or online dispute resolution (ODR) be used to describe and analyze the immense apparatus operated by Airbnb and similar platform owners? Airbnb’s exclusive jurisdiction as the dispute processor is established not by an agreement between Jeanne and her host, but in the separate agreements that each signed with Airbnb. In accordance with section 22.3 of the Terms, these agreements do not confer rights or remedies on third parties. Can we say that Jeanne’s dispute was resolved through “arbitration” or “mediation”? Should Airbnb’s dispute processing mechanism be conceptualized or recognized as a new method of ADR or ODR? Would such a move enhance or restrict access to “justice?” Is “justice” ever really accessible?

V. Conclusion

It is with many questions that I would like to close the door on this investigation. Although imposing a series of delays upon our attempt to make legal sense of the story of Jeanne, Airbnb and the “sharing economy,” I have hopefully incited deeper reflection on our most basic intuitions and presuppositions on the possibility of “justice through law.” Indeed, as any process of reflective examination, the search for a law by which we can judge Jeanne’s story is bound to impose many delays. From its place of hiding, the law for which we search is destined to obscure, defer, and adjourn, rendering evermore irresistible the attempt to uncover its essence and meaning. What is the value of embarking on a never-ending quest towards the non-existent? Perhaps it is Kafka himself, an insurance clerk, who spent his days as the doorkeeper to the law, protecting the non-existent, who his protagonist, a man from the country, had been observing all along. Perhaps “Before the Law” is not the story of a man from the country, but of the doorkeeper who spends his days with his back to the law, never turning to look through the open gate he himself guards, never seeking admittance to the law. Perhaps it is not the
story of a man delayed entrance, but of a doorkeeper using a man from the country as a mirror, observing a reflection of himself and of what lies hidden behind him. Perhaps it is to us, his fellow guardians of the law, that Kafka was writing to, adjuring us to examine ourselves through the eyes of the man from the country, to reflect ourselves on the questions he frames, on what it is that we so reverently guard, to conclude with a question in place of a statement.
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CHAPTER IV

The Normative Ecology of Disruptive Technology

Vincent Gautrais

I. Introduction

Technology: Hogwash! This brief chapter will not elaborate on the nature of disruptive technology. Neither will it express an opinion on its merits or on issues of disruption that arise when faced with controlled markets, where organized and protected monopolies have been profoundly affected. Instead, it will deal with the normative environment within which this innovation is currently developing—an environment that is necessarily shaped not only by the technology itself, but also by the sheer speed of its evolution. More precisely, it will take for granted that technology has a major impact on our way of operating. Technology—let us make no bones about it—is not neutral. It infiltrates our lives with myriad effects on power relations. Such issues are therefore worthy of consideration and integration into the controls that the law, conceived globally as formal and informal norms, seeks to implement. Thus, law is a tool for the management of power relations. In keeping with the image of scales, the law weighs; it weighs in. But technology, due to the changes that it brings, far too frequently creates an extraordinary opportunity for calling into question the very principles and scales that have taken centuries to crystallize.

Disruptive Technology. Implicit in the notion of the “sharing economy” is a minor anodyne dimension, as well as a major dimension that is just as untrue. As concerns the former, it is anodyne because
sharing is seen as a good thing. Like apple pie, one cannot possibly be against it. And as concerns the latter, there is also a fundamental falsehood that certain of these companies “share,” when, in fact, they operate through a formidable unilateral retention of information. To be precise, they retain the information shared by others, about others. In fact, this notion of sharing as understood in the context of projects of limited size, such as those which happily flourish in municipalities everywhere, is incompatible with megastructures such as Uber and Airbnb. On the contrary, the latter companies are the poster children of retention. Such issues of retention first surface in the contract, which emphasizes the ownership of data and this in spite of the natural suspicion that should arise when faced with such an appropriation of personal information. A lack of transparency is also at play in the manner in which the algorithms are programmed, despite the degree of accountability that is increasingly required in this respect.

Revolution/Evolution. This equilibrium is all the more difficult to attain where technology becomes infused with emotion; when faced with the “technomagic” frequently associated with technology—frequently perceived as either eminently dangerous or highly lifesaving—it is important to take a calm look at the “revolution” that we face. For while we certainly observe a “factual” revolution, with technology creating technological and economic upheaval, it is met by a normative “toolbox” that has both merit and tradition. Strongly creative, the law remains a marvellous means: capable of evolution, of adaptation. When faced with this technological revolution, the law may perhaps simply give rise to an evolution in terms of which traditional tools are considered to be sufficiently effective. This is a debate as old as the law, as old as the Internet itself. Since its very beginnings, the Internet has given rise to questions regarding the best way of managing this new reality.

Normative Porosity. But to return to the sharing economy: many consider that because of its technological upheavals the sharing economy has created a legal vacuum without precedent. This is incorrect. It often is the case that those who invoke the notion of a legal vacuum are the ones who consider that the law only works against them. Quite to the contrary, there is not only a broad variety of applicable laws but also an increased need for them. Hence norms should not be considered through the narrow lens of formal norms that (directly or indirectly) derive from the state; normativity should be grasped pluralistically, with frequent interactions between the various levels
of normativity. Apart from formal texts, this also obviously includes a contractual structure with its own set of particularities, but also that which I like to call individual normativity, namely internal company documentation that details a certain level of requirements. Yet neither contracts nor internal company documentation entail real control. Essentially, few contracts have been analyzed by the courts—and even this jurisprudence has difficulties in assessing such (frequently technical) commercial texts.

**Normative Pervasiveness.** Contrary to popular thought, we therefore have a broad range of normative tools. Among them, four contribute to the development of an ecosystem of norms—an overlapping, intersecting ecology. The Kelsinian pyramid has reached its limits; a more plural, more global, vision is needed. But beyond this so-called ecosystem that needs to be described in quantitative terms, it is also important that it be evaluated, as several of these norms are not truly effective. Indeed, while certain formal norms manage, in spite of their flaws, to harness the activities that are linked to the sharing economy (section II), other contractual or individual norms have some limitations, meaning that they are not always able to control the activities of Uber, Airbnb, and the other platforms that form the subject matter of this study (section III). Accordingly, it is an overview of these legal tools that will be presented below.

**II. Formal Norms under Oversight**

It is a natural reflex: when technology raises new problems, let us pass a law! Paradoxically, issues relating to the sharing economy are quite easily dealt with by judges applying existing law. The law in its traditional guise applies even though specific features are absent.

**i. The Relative Effectiveness of Laws**

Much can be said about the numerous laws that come into play in the regulation of the sharing economy. With regard to the situation in Quebec, there is, of course, the issue relating to the specific and temporal law that was imposed on Uber. A law that is not quite one: this text, called an “agreement,” does not have the generality that is typically associated with the law. Nonetheless, originating from a government institution, this text created quite a stir in September 2016, and was made public, meaning that it could be subjected to analysis. The same goes for the texts relating to short-term accommodation.
1. Law and Technology: Limits

The Law Questioned. Naturally, laws raise questions far beyond the power relations that they introduce, in terms of which some actors receive rights while the rights of others are limited. It is often the case that those who are faced with new laws are not content to see their rights trampled upon nor their prerogatives threatened. This is not where the question arises for present purposes, as it is beyond my field of expertise. Instead, the legal enquiry envisaged relates to the two following elements.

First, governments all too often adopt “communication” laws which have as a core objective to demonstrate to the population that the government acts and that it performs its sovereign role of distributing interests. Thus, as Professor Atias emphasizes, the Act is a communication tool to which “the name of a discoverer might be attached.” As it happens, this objective of the law is manifest in the Quebec agreement relating to Uber where the text establishes general principles with which the company must comply. Thus, in addition to clearly identified obligations, the text also details extremely vague objectives such as transparency, innovation, and privacy. While the Act is prescriptive, it is therefore also somewhat idealistic in that it deems itself able to effect profound changes in power relations. What conceit. The same goes for the Act Respecting Tourist Accommodation Establishments, which, while identifying some specific obligations to be met, does not appear to place great value on the controls exercised by the administrative authorities.

Partial Laws. Second, immense areas are completely left by the wayside. Still speaking of Uber, the text essentially targets two kinds of power relations: on the one hand, the relation “Uber/Quebec State”; on the other, that of “Uber/Taxi Industry.” With regards to the former, the monetary aspects have been developed with great precision. A fiscal agreement is appended to the text, which provides for fees in similar detail. Some public safety and public interest considerations are also present; not much more. Concerning the latter, as far as the relation to the taxi industry is concerned, a dividing up of the respective territories is proposed, with a heavy reliance on technology: telephonic services and the streets are taxis’ domain—Uber is limited to online solicitation. That being said, many shortcomings and issues remain outside the ambit of the text. Admittedly, there are other laws and multiple legal texts that will likely apply to Uber.
Nonetheless, the following matters remain opaque: What about the right to privacy?\textsuperscript{23} What about the risks of discrimination inherent in the choice of clients or of drivers? The law of the platform\textsuperscript{24} asserts itself; individual normativity should not only be envisaged but should above all give rise to real control.\textsuperscript{25} None of these norms are considered in the slightest in the agreement with Uber.

2. Law and Technology: Mastering the Limits

The Law and Its Ability to Act. The above being said, while one may criticize the law, the fact remains that it works. Contrary to many an Internet service, the sharing economy frequently—and specifically in the case of the ones that are best known (UberX; Airbnb)—is very much a physical reality. In the case of these frequent examples, it must be underlined that they amount to a real service of physical transport, and to a real service of physical accommodation. Hence, this is not an instance of the eternal non-application of the law brought about by the international dimensions of relations. In fact, it is indeed Uber Canada that is the contracting party to agreements initiated by the government, both with regards to operating modalities\textsuperscript{26} and fiscal compliance\textsuperscript{27} which enhances the “domestic” nature of the Act. Similarly, insofar as Airbnb in its various forms is concerned, the Act Respecting Tourist Accommodation Establishments\textsuperscript{28} like the Regulations Respecting Tourist Accommodation Establishments\textsuperscript{29} applies to the whole of Quebec. The governmental response is especially specific, constituting proof that the authorities have tackled the “Airbnb issue” head-on, the Ministère du Tourisme having gone so far as to furnish the public with an interpretative guide.\textsuperscript{30} In these two cases the government has elected to authorize. The use of these platforms is accordingly allowed, subject to compliance with conditions that do not appear—when compared to other jurisdictions\textsuperscript{31}—particularly onerous.

ii. The Effectiveness of Jurisprudence

Jurisprudence and Adapting to New Developments. While new laws could apply to new developments, they nevertheless have some shortcomings that I believe are important to identify.\textsuperscript{32} In certain respects the old law is sometimes more effective than the new,\textsuperscript{33} and the legislative reflex is often to hold back in relation to new issues.\textsuperscript{34} As one author puts it, “it is urgent to wait.”\textsuperscript{35} Indeed, this is what the Airbnb
litigation has demonstrated. This balancing, therefore, involves recourse to a judge.

Interpretation. In Canada, the interpretation of legislation is taught as a mandatory course in the majority of law faculties. Far be it for me to try and summarize this complex subject matter in a few lines. Simply put, and beyond the three interpretative approaches that are generally identified (formerly “literal, teleological, contextual” and nowadays, rather, “text, context and subject”), it seems likely that some are by nature more applicable than others, depending on the circumstances. Depending on the situation, and linked to the digital environment, I have previously drawn distinctions based on the hypotheses that, on the one hand, the law under interpretation plays a more “mechanical” role, or, on the other hand, that it carries out a further evaluation of the issues at hand, which requires a higher level of complexity. Divided along these lines, I believe it is possible to identify that the teleological approach is prevalent in the first instance and the contextual approach in the second. By way of illustration, it seems likely that the jurisprudence in the Airbnb dispute has relatively straightforward objectives, the transposition of which into the digital world seems relatively easy to effectuate.

It is impossible to produce a comprehensive account of all the jurisprudence that finds application in this context. This is because the courts already have a sustained response, despite the relative newness of the economic models. Hence this chapter is restricted to two hypotheses. The first is that a local response emerging from the province of Quebec is concerned with the jurisprudential reaction to the phenomenon of Airbnb-type accommodations. The second is more global, as it analyzes the general contractual disqualification by the courts that gives rise to the fact that Uber drivers might fall within the domain of labour law.

1. The Effectiveness of Jurisprudence in the Airbnb Dispute

Airbnb vis-à-vis the Régie de logement. With the emergence of shared accommodation, a series of cases have illustrated the great capacity of jurisprudence to adapt. While it is possible to locate disputes in Quebec regarding the relationship between the state and these “renters,” several, in fact, concern landlords and tenants, since this subletting of short duration effectively changes the deal made in the
original contract. Without entering unduly into this, one realizes that judicial interpretation can easily take place by applying the old texts to these new situations. In essence, the tenant who sublets his apartment through Airbnb is obliged to advise his landlord of this fact and to obtain the landlord’s consent. Hence, a landlord may repudiate the contract when a tenant has contravened article 1870 of the Quebec Civil Code (CCQ) that requires the landlord’s consent to an act of subletting. In addition, the landlord will be able to repudiate on the basis that the tenant has changed the destination of the leased property by subletting it to a third party, and will be entitled to compensation for damages. Once again, in many respects the “old texts” such as the CCQ are easier to interpret than the new ones such as the Act Respecting Tourist Accommodation Establishments, which poses difficulties both in relation to its interpretation and its application.

2. The Effectiveness of Jurisprudence in the Uber Dispute

Uber and the Status of Drivers. A further illustration of the relative effectiveness of the traditional rules is to be found in the application of labour law to this multinational entity. First, an extensive debate has occurred in several jurisdictions over whether the drivers can be considered as employees in spite of contractual stipulations that clearly set out their status as independent contractors. More often than not, the judicial response has been to set aside the contract—as was the case, for instance, in California, London, and in Switzerland. Second, several courts have modified the contractual qualification that the multinational is not considered to be a taxi company but rather a software company. Therefore, contractual attempts to extract themselves from intensely regulated domains have not functioned very well in many instances.

Interpretation. It thus appears that the legal complacency of which some complain, in light of the development of disruptive technology, has by no means been established. Of course, by nature the law is slow to react, and it takes time before the rules will be plainly applicable. Quite simply, whether through qualification or through the creation of new categories of workers, jurisprudence constitutes a marvellous tool for adapting the facts to the law—as indeed the Airbnb example demonstrates.
II. Norms in Search of Oversight

Traditional normative tools work. They have their deficiencies, especially in the case of statutes, but they work. That said, they are often insufficient. For reasons of complexity, laws cannot specify certain types of obligations in too much detail. Being general and impersonal, they cannot always define with the necessary finesse what exactly the parties in question should respect. Among the normative tools that can sometimes go further, there are contracts and what I like to call “individual normativity.” Contracts naturally include those of adhesion (standard form contracts) that the platforms impose on their users. In order to limit the scope of the analysis, the focus here is on contracts between Uber and its drivers and passengers, as well as those between the landlords and tenants of Airbnb. But then there are the norms that the platforms self-proclaim: these establish their level of diligence in relation to privacy rights, security, and the choice of algorithms that occasionally are loaded with discrimination and bias. These rules, much like the contracts, do not give rise to meaningful legal oversight. Due to their technicality, a significant degree of laissez-faire, their newness, and the changing nature of the data, legal interpreters are not very prompt in their analysis of these tools. Here we have a real normative gap—certainly not a vacuum, but a zone that passes under the radar. And yet these norms are quite real, even though they operate in relative autonomy. This autonomy must be subjected to oversight. Each of these categories of (i.) individual norms and contracts (ii.) will now be considered more closely.

i. The Quest to Oversee Individual Normativity

In one of his works, the philosopher Bernard Stiegler advances that, in the digital sphere, data poses at once the problem and the solution, the disease and the remedy. Similar to Pharmakon in Greek thought, this normative production that originates from the actors themselves disposes, on one hand, a real capacity to regulate, but on the other, these rules do not lead in practice to any oversight. Hence, individual normativity is essentially the solution that has almost unanimously been proposed in multiple domains of law and technology, particularly in several legal texts; however, this approach gives rise to very weak legal oversight. It is expected that such oversight will become more rigorous in years to come.
1. Delegated Individual Normativity

Generalization of Individual Normativity. This increase is undoubtedly linked to the fact that contemporary society gives rise to ever more complexity. To put it in ancient law terms: in order to manage this complexity, it is preferable to consider the law as a process, as presented by Plato, rather than a substantial principle, proposed by Aristotle in his writings. Indeed, the quest for legal objectification can no longer simply proceed through general substantive principles such as “adequate” security, “reasonable” management, and so on, but increasingly requires that the law be proceduralized, which may lead to an *a posteriori* assessment. This could be undertaken in isolation by judges who would accordingly evaluate whether the documents in question are based on “rational justifications,” as Jacques Lenoble puts it.60

**Documentation.** When faced with the complexity of factual situations, one often sees laws requiring actors to document their practices. Whether this is in the domain of privacy61 (where the notion of accountability has made incredible strides since the beginning of 2010) or in the domain of security62 (where the same process is evident), it is clear that this is an olive branch for the actors themselves. They accordingly should develop the documentation in question by basing themselves directly on either formal norms (laws or regulations) or (most likely) on “community” norms derived from commercial associations or national and international standardization bodies. Thus, sharing economy companies are expected to demonstrate more transparency when it comes to their use of the data that is at the core of their business model. This calls for management with oversight: a standard should be proposed and an oversight entity identified. Moreover, many of the older digital companies have followed this approach: for instance, in 2011 Facebook negotiated an agreement with the United States Federal Trade Commission under which the company undertook to open up its books.63 This generalized form of oversight is operationalized by the implementation of an audit procedure.

**Audit of Activities.** We are therefore witnessing the generalization of a process-based approach in every shape and form64 and that takes shape in Michael Power’s world-famous book, *The Audit Society: Ritual of Verification*, in which he documents a significant increase of this practice.65 Despite the lack of a definition,66 the models vary
over time; originally conceived of as a means of detecting fraud, in
the twentieth century the audit was focussed more on getting an
overview of the state of play. However, while the public still sees
this role as a protective one, this is not the case in practice, where
auditors are apprehensive that this will give rise to too extensive
liability. Audit therefore has an inherently dark side in spite of the
alleged quest for objectification. Auditors sometimes recognize the
lack of clarity, even the doubts, that arise with regards to effective-
ness, even more so given the fact that big investments are often the
order of the day. They acknowledge being the bearers of “comfort” rather than of evidence. In sum, as Power argues, internal audits
will soon eclipse external audits, and the distinction between them
will become extremely vague. Internal auditors will play a role in
matters of regulation and internal oversight will be outsourced to
external agencies.

Specific Cases in the Sharing Economy. Insofar as the sharing
economy is concerned, there are multiple hypotheses wherein this
normative solution would appear to be unavoidable. First, we know
that companies abuse consumer data that they source ubiquitously.
Admittedly, privacy laws apply, but these only indicate a general
duty of “responsibility,” of accountability. Hence—and this goes
beyond data that is forwarded due to state mandates—we need to
know more about the use to which such data is put by the company
itself, whether the data derives from drivers or clients, landlords or
lodgers. Second, the same goes for the scant oversight that exists in
respect of the calculations effected by algorithms and their impacts
in terms of discrimination. Here, again, there is not a legal vacuum at
play but rather ignorance of the way in which to apply general prin-
ciples as recognized by human rights legislation. In both instances,
the problems appear by accident, because of an inquest, or due to a
leak by a former employee.

2. Individual Normativity in Search of Oversight

Two Kinds of Individual Normativity. In order to address these short-
comings, and to ensure the improved oversight of such activities,
it is important to illustrate how such individual normativity might
occur. Two main hypotheses may be made in this regard. The first
concerns the internal documents with which the company directs in
sufficient detail that which the law cannot do directly. In fact, such
commercial structures are characterized by a plurality of policies and procedures, and there is no doubt that these can bring about a high level of turnaround in the conduct of the actors involved (be they drivers or landlords). Second, and even more insidiously, the increased use of algorithmic calculation methods points to the likelihood of neutrality and of a level of technicality that greatly reduces or eliminates the need for judicial oversight. However, nothing could be further from the truth.

Documentary Normativity. Initially I did not take an *a priori* negative view regarding the drafting of documents based on informal benchmarks, frequently originating either from commercial associations or from associations where the industry has a say. In fact, there undoubtedly is no other way. But the fact remains that it is necessary to press for a thorough thinking-through of both the document’s drafting process and the benchmarks on which it will be based. And a multitude of voices are challenging this firm but very little thought-through tendency of norm imposition. The important observation to be made here is that we are unfortunately at present very far from it, as much due to the “industry of norms” as to the “norms of industry” themselves.

Deficient Normativity. To begin with, deficiencies arise in respect of the financial context within which such norms are drafted. All too often the norms “flourish,” in the words of Thibault Daudigeos, creating a multiplicity that is characterized by confusion. We are faced with a veritable “bazaar” of norms where, on the one hand, it is not known when and why government requires recourse to such norms and, on the other, it is in the interests of certain organizations to “sell” theirs. This excessive profusion that needs to be analyzed is all the more problematic because certification and advice services are directly dependent on the norms in question.

Normativity at a Cost. In the second instance, in addition to this normative multiplicity, there is an openness that is inherent to law, in that there is the need for law to be accessible and available to all who wish to navigate it. This seems very remote to someone who has had to pay 150 Swiss francs for a set of ISO norms. It is problematic, to say the least, that one cannot dispose of such “norms” freely, when legal doctrine acknowledges beyond a shadow of a doubt the “values” that are of importance, and instructs to take them seriously. Such norms are thus “techniques,” but they are not only that; they also constitute norms with a real political reach that are aimed at both
things and persons. This is all the more so in the case of copyright laws, which are completely ridiculous and where the online sale process is very far removed from the best practices that these laws are supposed to uphold.

Algorithmic Normativity. The second hypothesis mentioned above relates to the choices effected by the industry itself, both in terms of complex algorithmic calculations as well as strictly commercial decisions. Thus, by way of example, it has been observed that Uber’s rate-fixing system is flexible and can be adjusted in terms of neighbourhood and the relationship between supply and demand. Hence, there are peak times (surge pricing) that provide drivers with a higher rate of remuneration. On the one hand, the drivers do not always have access to all the information that the company has at its disposal, and, on the other hand, the company sometimes transmits messages to drivers that encourage them to work during specific time periods, while the forecasted traffic volumes are not necessarily very reliable. A real information symmetry is accordingly needed. The same goes for the rating system for drivers whose apparent “neutrality” still needs to be considered. In essence, the calculation methods remain nebulous for the main persons involved.

Zone of Tolerance. In spite of this reflex, which first made its appearance at the beginning of the digital era, the purported “legal vacuum” was soon discarded. To the contrary, we instead see an explosion of law, with new rules being added to the old. Yet, while I consider the use of the “vacuum” expression to be erroneous, it cannot be ignored that some areas of normativity remain under the half-hearted oversight of the law. Of this what I call “individual normativity” is a good example. In fact, whereas this mode of regulation remains fundamentally new, because the mode of regulation has become generalized, I have not yet sufficiently evaluated the extent of the change and jurists have not yet sufficiently considered the domain that needs to be overseen. Although they bear different titles, the same propositions can be found with regards to the quest for improved transparency of algorithmic calculations, for a decrease in informational asymmetry, in the need for more diligent processes, as well as in the notion of “platform loyalty.” While there thus is relative unanimity on the need for greater oversight—in fact, there has been for a long time—what form should such oversight take? What means could be put into place to ensure that lack of transparency loses ground?
Development of Tools for Oversight. Insofar as this issue is concerned, the tools are well known. They are documentary, technological, and legal. First, in managerial contexts, as previously discussed, both an explosion of individual documents and of oversight by skilled persons (via internal or external audits) can be observed. Despite the previous generalization, such solutions are not a cure-all. Documentation certainly contains clearer objectives, thanks to technical norms that detail the obligations to be respected. In fact, audits, aside from their cost, are limited in terms of effectiveness. Documentary deficiencies have been measured in financial security matters, as well as in the particular instance of electronic voting. Second, there is a completely natural reflex towards a more technological solution. In this context, authors propose a range of solutions for purposes of ensuring oversight if desired. One that stands out is software testing, which makes it possible to measure potential biases associated with particular algorithms. Another is cryptologic captures that freeze the informatics tools under analysis in time. In all of these cases such means nevertheless contain deficiencies. One of them, of a politico-economic nature, is that the testing is generally done by an agency, a “certification body.” This means that although the managerial solution rests on the shoulders of the company, the technological approach appears rather to require the intervention of an entity that closes in on a function usually fulfilled by the state. This is no innocent distinction: oversight takes on a different centre of gravity. And this brings us to a third pathway: judicial oversight. In view of the area’s newness and its inherent complexity, there has not yet been a real appropriation of this oversight, if not by the law, then at least by the judiciary. Thus, there still is scope for improvement in the courts’ reception of this normativity. While jurisprudence has the marvellous ability to adapt itself to the circumstances, judges are hindered by the inherent complexity of the subject matter, the references to technical norms, and the frequent interventions by expert witnesses. There is a discrepancy at work. The ties between law and technique need strengthening. We will have no other choice but to promote a new *lex electronica*; a new *lex informatica*.

**ii. The Quest to Control Contractual Normativity**

The contract, a pillar of commerce, is a very flexible legal tool. With a few exceptions, it takes no specific form, with consent sufficing to conclude one. Bolstered by this flexibility, Canadian jurisprudence
has given a generous interpretation to contractual performance in the digital context, and laws—especially those pertaining to consumers—have established procedures that are easy to comply with. This decrease in legal oversight has led industry to adopt contractual practices that would appear to be contestable. These are practices that deserve more stringent legal oversight that is more attuned to the first principles that prevail in contract law.

1. Contractual Normativity as Pervasive and Deficient

Drafting Difficulties. The “standard” contracts that are currently flourishing on Internet platforms, such as those used in the sharing economy, present another example of normative omnipresence in this context. Once again, claims are made of a legal vacuum when, in effect, it is overfull. This is a contractual pathology if ever there was one. A simple look at the Uber and Airbnb contracts induces amazement and hand-wringing because of their undue length, the contracts being respectively sixteen and seventy-five pages in length. In addition to being long, they are vague and too often subject to interpretation. Moreover, the texts are crammed full of hypertext links—which serves to further increase their length. We are therefore witnessing true contractual pathologies, both with regard to the usage conditions and the protection of personal information. This means that there is a “cost” for the members—consumers that largely outweighs the potential advantages. This is a cost that even diligent consumers who read the clauses do not manage to reduce in practice.

Difficulties in Indicating Consent. But that is not all: such deficiencies appear not only in the drafting of the contract but also in the way in which the parties indicate their consent. Various behaviour patterns have been developed, and several among them have been interpreted by the courts. Thus “click wraps” (clicking on an icon) are generally deemed to provide more protection to the member than “browse wrap” (entering into a contract by reason of the mere presence of a contract on the site that engages the user). This certainly is better, but how very little. Indeed, an American author demonstrates that the fact that the user is given the opportunity to click on such an icon basically changes nothing in terms of awareness of the contractual content. The entire process is designed to be quick, and the consumers do not read, nor do they want to read.
General Acknowledgement of the Deficient Form of Electronic Contracts. In spite of the aforementioned pathologies, a fairly lax judicial tendency can be observed when it comes to admitting them. In Canada, the flagship case is undoubtedly *Dell Computer*,\(^\text{112}\) where the Supreme Court, in July 2007, refused to consider a long and verbose contract as being incomprehensible\(^\text{113}\) or otherwise abusive.\(^\text{114}\) More specifically, the judges ruled that such violations had not been demonstrated. Even though the respondents’ reasoning was essentially quite weak, the court did not dare take the leap towards increased oversight of online contracts. The free-for-all approach that globally characterizes contractual practice was therefore condoned. The “old” American case that modified the cases preceding it,\(^\text{115}\) *ProCD v Zeidenberg*,\(^\text{116}\) was followed. Consent in contract, once mythologized, thus became decorative.\(^\text{117}\) And what a pity!\(^\text{118}\) The effect of this condonation has been to extol the status quo. No need to improve contracts; the debate on the notion of “plain English”\(^\text{119}\) that took place in the 1970s was buried, although the jurisprudence occasionally sees rare instances of reminiscence.\(^\text{120}\)

Conceptual Difficulties Relating to the Status of “Consent.” There is thus a jurisprudential tendency to weaken the place of “consent” within contracts. In fact, while the principle of consent remains one of the conditions for entering into a valid contract,\(^\text{121}\) consent is now relatively easy to demonstrate—even if this is known to be completely illusory in practice. In North America, autonomy of will, without being formally challenged, is diluted on two levels. As we have previously seen, this flexible understanding is confirmed both in the communication of the contractual information and in the way in which consent is manifested. Condemning this practice, and this change of an important paradigm, Mark Lemley observes that “[t]oday, by contrast, more and more courts and commentators seem willing to accept the idea that if a business writes a document and calls it a contract, courts will enforce it as a contract even if no one agrees to it.”\(^\text{122}\) An erosion can thus be observed: “The idea of voluntary willingness first decayed into consent, then into assent, then into the mere possibility or opportunity for assent, then to merely fictional assent, then to mere efficient rearrangement of entitlements without any consent or assent.”\(^\text{123}\) This erosion is all the more contradictory when one considers that these contracts continue to repeat that the member has read and understood the incomprehensible provisions.\(^\text{124}\)
2. Contractual Normativity in Search of Oversight

When it comes to potential pathways for increased oversight of the contracts under discussion, they present themselves in two dimensions: form and substance.

Potential Pathways to Overseeing the Contractual Form. In contracts put forward by disruptive technology companies, as is the case with the rest of electronic commerce, it appears imperative that a real “contractual marketing”\(^\text{125}\) be put forward. It is therefore important to draft the contract’s content bearing in mind that it will not be read by the consumer if it keeps being presented in standard format. Drafting efforts that may have been suggested in the past, based on the use of colours or distinct characters,\(^\text{126}\) are poor stopgaps, a Band-Aid on a wooden leg. Rather, a complete redraft needs to be considered. Apart from their length, the contracts should be integrated in the purchase process, meaning that they are part of it in the same way as the choice of product. It is an astonishing fact that on Internet sites it is only contracts that are designed with the objective of not informing. Everywhere else the objective is to retain the customer’s interest; when it comes to online contracts, the position is the opposite. In this informational context, and because of the fact that consent is being reconsidered, the possibility for increasing consumer understanding of contracts is limited only by the creativity of the lawyers. A first step might be to insert images, such as pictograms, each of which represents a different clause.\(^\text{127}\) Next, why not render the contract accessible in audio format? In an era where the number of functional illiterates approaches 50 per cent, it is not inconceivable to vocally “translate” the contract. The digital environment makes this process possible, and there is no doubt that such a solution would of itself affect the length, the majority of current contracts not being capable of being read in a reasonable time. Then, there is scope for categorizing contracts: they could differ on the basis of the products sold, the profile of the purchaser, the consumer’s geographical location, and so on. Finally, and without claiming to be exhaustive, the reinforcement of consent could also manifest itself through the individualization of the contract: the names of the parties could be inserted into the contract. The idea behind this is that the consumer would feel more involved if he or she saw his or her name appear, and would therefore consider the contractual obligations to be more closely associated to his or her person.
Administrative Oversight. That said, we saw that judicial oversight—especially in the *Dell* matter—has been minimalist. This is why alternative solutions in the form of contractual oversight practices have been suggested in the literature. One of the most commonly proposed solutions is to ensure that a dedicated government agency could, at an early stage, sift out “unconscionable” clauses. While this solution works in the United States in other domains, strongly flavoured as being a public policy measure—for instance concerning mortgage loans—I consider it too complex to extend to an economic sector of such a cross-cutting nature as disruptive technology. In fact, digital technology constitutes a tool and the electronic contract cannot be confined to a sector. This renders it difficult to bundle practices. As well, this is a matter of culture, and the integration of state agencies is not a common reflex in North America. Hence, notwithstanding their undeniable benefits and their real achievements, the French or Israeli solutions would not appear to be easily transposable onto other continents.

Potential Pathways to Overseeing Contractual Substance. But beyond the form of these digital contracts, it would seem that salvation is likely to lie in oversight of substance rather than form. Llewellyn, the great architect of the United States codification around 1960, claimed that the judicial system fulfills this contractual oversight function in circumstances where it is practically impossible to consent to clauses:

> Instead of thinking about “assent” to boiler-plate clauses, we can recognize that so far as concerns the specific, *there is no assent at all*. What has in fact been assented to, specifically, are the few dickered terms, and the broad type of the transaction, and but one thing more. *That one thing more is a blanket assent (not a specific assent) to any not unreasonable or indecent terms the seller may have on his form*, which do not alter or eviscerate the reasonable meaning of the dickered terms.

This solution has, moreover, been integrated in certain statutory texts. But beyond the wisdom inherent in this formula, it should be noted that this traditional mode of oversight does not operate in an optimal manner. In fact, as we have seen, there are few decisions that sanction contractual practices. In Canada, the *Dell Computer* decision has served to illustrate the judges’ refusal to perform this oversight role, legal security being given preference over consumer
Neither has this oversight role been emphasized in the new legislative provisions pertaining to electronic consumer contracts that nevertheless aimed to strengthen the need for contractual information.

Jurisprudential Hope? Still, despite this somewhat despondent discourse, the question arises whether there is not perhaps reason for hope. Indeed, on 23 June 2017, the Supreme Court of Canada rendered an important decision that has tempered contractual omnipotence, *Douez v Facebook.* In an admittedly divided decision, the majority went in an unexpected direction in ruling that there were substantial grounds for not upholding a choice of forum clause in favour of Californian law with the District Court of Santa Clara as the court of competent jurisdiction. Thus the majority considered that while such clauses are usually valid, a series of arguments weighed in favour of a reversal. Among them there was first and foremost the fact that this was in a consumer context. This justification is remarkable, for there is no discussion on this point: it is self-evident and the decision notes that a consumer context is involved, even though the Facebook contract is offered free of charge. The lack of discussion is intriguing, although this position appears to be completely justified. It remains novel, in the sense that some older decisions have suggested the converse. The consequence is that this relationship comprises an inherent fragility, one that is emphasized and multiplied by the development of the Internet but also by the fact that the users are not really in a situation where they have the freedom to choose something else. This is therefore a major decision in the sense that it introduces a case with an individualistic approach to contracts, even if this is limited to a specific question pertaining to choice of forum. It is an approach that Justice Abella would undoubtedly be keen to extend beyond the present question.
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CHAPTER V

Information Law in the Platform Economy: Ownership, Control, and Reuse of Platform Data

Teresa Scassa

I. Introduction

The platform (or sharing) economy business model is defined by Katz as having “(A) an online intermediary that (B) acts as a market for P2P services and (C) facilitates exchanges by lowering transaction costs.” Scholars such as Lobel talk about the platforms “transforming the service economy, allowing greater access to offline exchanges for lower prices.” Although the platform economy has already generated considerable scholarly interest, much of the legal literature to this point has focused upon regulatory issues, taxation, and issues relating to employment law, consumer protection, and discrimination.

This chapter considers platform economy companies in terms of the data they collect and generate. The data that are the stock-in-trade of these companies is considered—both by the companies and under current legal regimes, to be proprietary to them. Under a proprietary model, the companies can control who can access and use the data, and for what purposes. As Kitchin notes, companies can also control what subsets of data they make available when they choose to do so. Yet digital data cannot be so easily owned or controlled—nor should it necessarily be. As this chapter will demonstrate, publicly accessible platform data is of significant interest to a broad range of both commercial and non-commercial users, including government, civil-society actors, researchers and other businesses. The data, therefore, have both private and public dimensions.
This chapter uses Airbnb as a case study in order to explore the application of existing information law frameworks to publicly accessible data in the platform economy and to identify areas where courts must take into account its public interest dimensions. Unlike some platform companies, Airbnb must necessarily make a considerable amount of its data accessible on its website in order to facilitate the desired transactions between hosts and guests for short-term rental accommodation. These data are commercially valuable to Airbnb; they are also of use or value to a range of different actors. This chapter begins by developing a legal typology for the kinds of Airbnb data that are contributed by users and generated through use of the platform. In section III, it considers the data “ecosystem” that has evolved around Airbnb data. It looks at different categories of users of both publicly accessible and confidential Airbnb data. While these two sections consider both the data and actors in broad terms, the remainder of the chapter focuses more narrowly on the category of publicly accessible Airbnb data and on the actors who engage in “scraping” this data. Section IV considers Airbnb’s Terms of Service to explore the claims made by the company with respect to ownership, use, and control of its data. Section V examines the legal frameworks that protect data, and that protect the public interest with respect to publicly available private sector data. While the main focus of this section is on copyright law, the law relating to confidential information, contracts, and trespass to chattels is also discussed.

The consideration of these various issues in the context of the platform economy suggests that there is something particular about this context. Many of the issues are not exclusive to the platform economy. Nevertheless, the size of platforms such as Airbnb, their global reach and local dominance make this context of particular interest. Platform companies such as Airbnb can have significant local and public impacts, affecting incumbent industries, municipal regulation, public tax revenues, and even urban quality of life. Their reliance on huge volumes of data and the relevance of this data to understanding and addressing the public impacts of such companies create interesting tensions around access to and control over this data. Thus, while some of the legal issues considered in this chapter arise in other contexts as well, the focus here is upon data ecosystems within the platform economy and the particular public policy challenges they present for the interpretation and application of laws as they pertain to data.
II. A Legal Typology of Airbnb Data

Airbnb is a platform that allows the pairing of those seeking to rent short-term accommodation with those who have available space to rent. It does so on a global level. According to Airbnb, it operates in over 191 countries and over 65,000 cities. It claims to offer over three million listings worldwide, and to having provided accommodation for over 150 million travellers. As Sabrina Tremblay-Huet explains in her chapter in this volume, while the “myth” of Airbnb is that it allows ordinary individuals to monetize extra space in their homes, the reality is that Airbnb’s hosts are increasingly commercially oriented, and a growing number offer whole units instead of shared accommodation.

The large volume of data collected or generated by Airbnb can be categorized in a number of different ways. Such categorizations are useful in that they can point to differences in how data may be treated under law; they are not mutually exclusive. For example, personal information can be either confidential data or public data, depending on how it is treated by the company. Similarly, not all personal information is collected directly from the individual; much personal information can be collected through the tracking of individual activities on the site.

The first dichotomy distinguishes between confidential and public data. As noted earlier, in order to operate its service, Airbnb must make a considerable amount of information publicly accessible via its website. This is its “public data.” Airbnb relies on this data to connect those who have short-term accommodation to rent (hosts) and those who are seeking short-term accommodation (guests). Its platform offers hosts and guests the opportunity to share information about themselves and about available rental units in order to facilitate rental agreements. A host, for example, will provide a description of the property, typically with photographs, as well as availability, location, price, and any relevant features or limitations. Hosts also provide some information about themselves. Guests must create profiles through the Airbnb registration process and can include photographs and other personal information. Profiles may also be linked to Facebook or Google accounts. Guests also provide content in the form of comments and reviews of rented accommodations, and hosts may review guests. These reviews are part of the “trust system” that enables a company like Airbnb to achieve the volume of
business that it does. While a great deal of the public-facing content is provided by users, this information and the manner in which it is shared are shaped by the policies and templates used by Airbnb. In addition, some public-facing content may be provided in conjunction with Airbnb. For example, Airbnb offers a “verified photographs” service through which hosts can have their properties photographed by Airbnb representatives. These photos are then presented in the listings as having been verified by Airbnb. The process is designed to increase user trust that the accommodations offered for rent are as they appear in the photographs.

In addition to its public data, Airbnb also collects and generates a considerable amount of confidential commercial information. This includes some of the data contributed (both directly and indirectly) by Airbnb users, as well as data collected, derived or generated from the company’s operations. For example, at the time of registration, Airbnb asks for scanned identification documents for the purposes of verifying user identities as part of their Verified ID program. It also collects information about users’ activities on the site, including what units they make available to rent as well as the dates and frequency of activities. It collects transaction-related data. Airbnb will also collect data from social networking sites to which a user has provided access. In addition to data provided to Airbnb by its members, Airbnb collects data through the tracking of usage of its site through logs and cookies. It also amasses a variety of personal and other data from users of its mobile app, including location information. Airbnb collects data from its other contacts with users, including service or assistance requests, complaints, and disputes regarding rented accommodations. Where an Airbnb user links his or her account to Facebook or Google Plus, Airbnb will have access to some of the information contained in user accounts on those social networking sites. Any of this information that is not published on the website is treated as confidential information.

The second dichotomy divides the data collected by Airbnb into the categories of personal and non-personal information. The distinction is relevant in the context of privacy or data protection laws. Data protection laws impose obligations on companies to protect that which is defined as “personal information.” Information that is non-personal falls outside of the scope of such laws. Typically, personal information is defined as information about identifiable individuals. This includes specific data such as names and other
unique identifiers. However, information about identifiable individuals includes any information that can lead to their identification, even if no unique identifier makes this connection plain at the outset. An age linked to a postal code, for example, can lead to the identification of a specific individual. In combination, this would constitute information about an identifiable individual.

The Airbnb website collects a significant amount of personal information from individuals, whether directly or indirectly. This includes the type of personal information needed for registration and transaction purposes, as well as information about rental properties, vacation times or preferences, and profile information. It may also include information shared by the user from other linked social media sites, and includes tracking and profiling data. Personal information also includes users’ reviews of properties and ratings for hosts and renters.

Airbnb also deals in aggregate and de-identified data about its users. These latter categories, so long as reidentification is not possible, constitute non-personal information. Non-personal information includes data derived from Airbnb site usage and can include information about markets, prices, occupancy, peak travel periods and destinations, and so on. As Airbnb notes in its privacy policy, it may “share aggregated information (information about our users that we combine together so that it no longer identifies or references an individual user) and non-personally identifiable information for industry and market analysis, demographic profiling, marketing and advertising and other business purposes.”

The third dichotomy distinguishes between raw and processed data. Raw data is simply data that has been collected through some means, and that has yet to be processed. Processed data is that which has been sorted, analyzed, compiled, or categorized in some way. As will be seen in the discussion of the Airbnb data “ecosystem,” a significant proportion of users of Airbnb data are interested in raw data extracted from the site in bulk for the purposes of analytics—whether commercial or non-commercial. The distinction between raw and processed data is important from an intellectual property point of view. Copyright law does not protect raw, unprocessed data. These data are considered to be in the public domain, although copyright law will protect an original compilation of data. There are interesting questions around whether some processed data (especially where the output is not strictly factual, as is the case with predictive or profiling
data) may themselves be considered original works and not simply compilations. The more processed the data, the greater the likelihood that it can be protected under copyright law. The distinction between raw and processed data may therefore also be significant in a copyright fair dealing analysis, since data extracted in bulk for the purposes of analytics will also eventually become processed data—something that may be recognized as a new and independent work.

III. The Airbnb Data Ecosystem

The data collected by Airbnb are enormous in quantity and variety. These data are of interest and value to a significant number of different users. In this part of the chapter, these users, their means of accessing the data, and the uses to which they put the data are described. Table I below provides an overview of what is referred to as the Airbnb data “ecosystem.” The variety of users, uses and means of accessing the data are extremely interesting in an evolving data society. While Airbnb considers its data to be proprietary, the discussion of the ecosystem reveals significant private and public interests in the data.

Table I: Airbnb Data “Ecosystem”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Users</th>
<th>Uses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public Data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airbnb hosts and guests</td>
<td>Sharing/renting short-term accommodations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil-society organizations</td>
<td>Supporting activism through data collection and analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Researchers</td>
<td>Carrying out research on Airbnb, its activities, and impacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journalists</td>
<td>Investigating/reporting on Airbnb, its activities, and its impacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunistic businesses</td>
<td>Performing data analytics services to clients, investigative services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidential Data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulators</td>
<td>Carrying out regulatory activities (taxation, health and safety, urban planning)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law enforcement</td>
<td>Criminal investigations, national security</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
i. Public Data

The public portions of Airbnb’s website contain a trove of data that is of interest to a broad range of users. These users access data from the site in a number of different ways. One of these is simply through browsing the site and examining the information on public display. Others extract data from Airbnb’s website by copying it on a small scale (downloads or printouts of particular pages, or screen shots). Still others use software tools to “scrape” large quantities of data from the site. Scraping has been described as “using computer software to ‘crawl’ an online data source to identify data of interest and then extract data from that source.” Other users may generate new data through research methods that involve interactions with hosts or guests. The categories of users are discussed below, with examples provided of some of the uses to which they put Airbnb data.

Airbnb hosts and guests are the primary audience for the Airbnb platform. In fact, the platform is designed to enable those seeking rentals to find suitable available accommodations at their target destination. Hosts and guests register with the site, and they are permitted to browse the site and to use it to reserve accommodation or to leave feedback. Hosts and guests generally have no particular interest in extracting data from the site. They have accounts, and the data relevant to their renting activities is stored in their accounts or communicated to them by other means as part of the operation of the platform.

Civil-society organizations, particularly those with an interest in affordable housing and shortages in long-term accommodation, have been known to scrape Airbnb data. For example, advocate Tom Slee openly discusses scraping Airbnb data on his website, and provides a link to his code. He scrapes Airbnb data in order to produce reports that he makes available for use in public policy discussions. He also provides visualizations (charts, tables, and maps) of Airbnb listings around the world. Slee also makes his code used for scraping data publicly available. Slee states on his website that “[t]he listings are provided as a contribution to the debates that surround Airbnb and its effects on the places where it operates.” Another civil-society website, InsideAirbnb.com, operated by Murray Cox, offers Airbnb data, commentary, and analysis. Cox states that “[b]y analyzing publicly available information about a city’s Airbnb’s listings, Inside Airbnb provides filters and key metrics so you can see how Airbnb is being used to compete with the residential housing
Issues of interest to civil-society actors include the availability of affordable housing, and the impact on neighborhoods of widespread, extended short-term rentals. Researchers also have an interest in Airbnb data, again for a wide range of reasons, including those that relate to research for urban planning, social justice, and the sharing economy more generally. Researchers may scrape their own data, or they may use data scraped by others. For example, graduate student Iain Majoribanks used scraped Airbnb data from Inside Airbnb to conduct a study of the impact of the service on the Vancouver market for long-term rental accommodation. Another graduate student, Karen Sawatzky, scraped Airbnb data in order to carry out similar research on the Vancouver rental market. Other researchers have used Airbnb data to study the incidence of discrimination in the renting of Airbnb units. In this latter example, the researchers used the website to gather their own data; they signed in as users, researched available properties, and made contact with potential hosts with inquiries about rentals. This is an example of a combination of making use of available Airbnb data about hosts and properties and creating new data (research data) through interactions with hosts using the platform.

Journalists may also scrape data in order to better understand the activities or impacts of Airbnb. For example, the San Francisco Chronicle has used scraped data in a story on Airbnb’s impact. The travel industry news site Skift also used scraped data in a study of the impact of Airbnb in New York City. Journalists may also use data scraped by others, such as the civil-society groups noted above, or data made available in published studies commissioned by others. They may also engage directly in data scraping. Data scraping by journalists is described as a way to gather large amounts of data for newspaper stories. From a journalist’s perspective, the data is already publicly available and thus open for investigation and inquiry. Scraping merely facilitates that process.

“Opportunistic” businesses also make use of data that they extract from Airbnb’s website. These businesses rely upon the existence of Airbnb and offer services that are directly or indirectly related to it. Note that this category does not include any companies that use Airbnb data to compete directly with Airbnb; rather, these companies offer a range of services that are distinct from or complementary to those offered by Airbnb. In some cases, these businesses provide services that may undermine Airbnb (such as services that
detect illegal hosts); in other cases, they may use data in ways that adversely impact Airbnb (such as, for example, demonstrating negative impacts of Airbnb rentals on urban housing situations).

Perhaps the best-known opportunistic company is Airdna. Airdna, which operates through a website at airdna.co, offers a broad range of "data services." According to their site, "Airdna presents market reports and other data products that feature occupancy rates, seasonal demand, and revenue generated by short-term rentals. This information—once only available to corporate hotel chains—is now accessible to the everyday homeowner and real estate investor." The company provides "market summary reports," a "pricing copilot" tool to provide supply and demand data on short-term rental accommodations in particular markets, market intelligence reports, and property performance data. Its clients include lodging analysts, tourism agencies, academics, realtors, Airbnb hosts and potential hosts. The data used by Airdna to drive its analysis is sourced from Airbnb's website. The company states that "Airdna analytics and reports are based on Airbnb data gathered from information publicly available on the Airbnb website." This claim implies that the data is legally obtained, although the terms of use of Airbnb prohibit the scraping of data, its extraction by any technological means, and its use for any commercial purposes. Airdna is also linked to the spinoff company Rentingyourplace.com, which offers consulting services for prospective Airbnb hosts.

Other businesses that draw on Airbnb data include Beyond Pricing. This company offers Airbnb hosts services that assist them in managing the pricing of multiple Airbnb listings. They claim: "Our pricing algorithm updates your rates every day according to real-time demand, so we’ll automatically post the best rate for your weekends." They also make recommendations as to other fees such as cleaning charges and fees for extra guests. The service requires hosts to allow Beyond Pricing to have access to their Airbnb accounts "to collect real-time information about your listing and to automatically update prices on your calendar every day." Beyond Pricing does not state as explicitly as Airdna that it relies upon Airbnb data, but this reliance can be inferred from numerous references to its algorithms on its website. These algorithms, designed to predict periods of peak demand in order to drive pricing, take into account a great deal of data from different sources, but one of these sources is definitely Airbnb. Similar companies include SmartHost (which
provides a range of analytics services to hosts on Airbnb, VRBO, and similar sites), Everbooked\textsuperscript{54} (which offers similar services and explicitly indicates that it uses Airbnb data in its analytics), and PriceLabs\textsuperscript{55} (which also offers data analytics in support of short-term rental pricing, although it is not explicit about whether it relies upon Airbnb data).

A related category of businesses that may use scraped data from Airbnb includes consulting companies that may work for clients with various interests in Airbnb data. For example, in order to better understand the impact of Airbnb in Vancouver, the City of Vancouver hired a consulting company that scraped data in order to produce its report.\textsuperscript{56} Newspapers have commissioned consulting companies to scrape data for their stories on Airbnb.\textsuperscript{57}

Another category of businesses that relies upon Airbnb data are those that offer services to condominium boards or the owners of rental buildings who wish to identify residents or tenants who may be renting their units as short-term accommodation in violation of their condominium agreements or leases. These may be private detectives whose services include determining when units have been illegally rented.\textsuperscript{58} Their data-gathering methods may be as simple as browsing the site for leads on which they follow up. Other businesses are emerging that offer detection services tailored specifically to the sharing economy. These include Building Snitch,\textsuperscript{59} a company that uses automated search tools (robots) to trawl listings to detect illegal rentals.\textsuperscript{60}

\textbf{ii. Confidential Data}

Gaining access to Airbnb’s confidential data or confidential commercial information is much more difficult than accessing public data, and indeed, legal access is limited to those outsiders who are able to obtain a subpoena or court order. Court orders can be used by governments and private litigants to gain access to Airbnb data for a variety of purposes. Court orders may be used to obtain either public or private Airbnb data (or both). For example, if data is needed for the purposes of law enforcement, scraped data may be inadequate as it is necessary to link rental information to individuals and their contact information. The questionable legality of data scraping may also make scraped data unsuitable for law enforcement purposes. Where some or all of the data sought from Airbnb is confidential, a court order is essential to access the data.
In the case of governments, the data may be relevant for purposes that include the enforcement of provincial/national laws or regulations, or the pursuit of criminal or national security investigations involving Airbnb hosts or guests. Following criticism by the Electronic Frontier Foundation for its failure to provide transparency reports, Airbnb released its first such report in September 2016. The report reveals that in the first six months of 2016, Airbnb received 188 law enforcement requests and provided data in response to eighty-two of these.

Government officials and regulators may also be interested in data for the purposes of urban planning, to address or understand housing market issues, to regulate or decide how to regulate short-term accommodation rentals, or to impose or enforce the collection of hotel taxes and income taxes. While the data that is most likely to be of interest to regulators is confidential data that is not part of the public-facing content, scraped public-facing data may also be of some use—particularly for broader planning purposes, and for the purposes of understanding Airbnb impacts. Governments do not necessarily scrape their own data. Some may rely on data scraped by civil-society groups. Others contract with consultants for studies of the local impact of Airbnb. As noted above, these consultants may in turn scrape data from Airbnb’s website. Scraped data may also be useful to governments in attempting to identify where subpoenaed data might be necessary, or as a point of comparison to assess the quality of data obtained under subpoenas or other releases.

Table II: How Airbnb Data Are Accessed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods of Access</th>
<th>Hosts and guests</th>
<th>Civil-society groups</th>
<th>Researchers</th>
<th>Journalists</th>
<th>Opportunistic businesses</th>
<th>Governments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Browsing the site</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scraping</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Court orders</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory requirements</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request to Airbnb</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table II provides an overview of the different ways in which different participants in the Airbnb data ecosystem access the data that they use. The question mark for “regulatory” requirements is used in the case of researchers, journalists, and civil-society groups. These groups would almost certainly access data that are submitted to governments as part of regulatory and permitting requirements if such data were available either through access to information requests or as open data. However, where Airbnb operates outside of the regulatory frameworks for short-term rental accommodation, data are not available through these avenues. For these groups, such data are primarily available through scraping activities.

IV. Airbnb’s Terms of Service

It is commonplace now for commercial websites to provide links to their Terms of Service (TOS). The role of such terms is to set the parameters of what is considered to be acceptable use of the website. Courts have shown considerable deference to these TOS, and increasingly they are found to be binding on users of such sites. This section examines Airbnb’s TOS, while the following section considers some of the legal issues raised by data scraping activities.

Although it is possible to search Airbnb’s listings without registering as a host or guest, it is impossible to book accommodations without having registered. However, anyone who uses the site (not just hosts and guests) is considered by Airbnb to be bound by the TOS. A link to Airbnb’s TOS is found at the bottom right-hand corner of the home page and in the same location on every other page on the site. Hosts and guests are also provided with links to the TOS and other policies at the point of registration, with notice being provided in the following terms: “By signing up, I agree to Airbnb’s Terms of Service, Nondiscrimination Policy, Payments Terms of Service, Privacy Policy, Guest Refund Policy, and Host Guarantee Terms.” Hyperlinks are provided to each of the relevant policies.

The Airbnb user agreement addresses only the publicly accessible data that can be found on its site, and it describes this data as content. Airbnb’s TOS distinguish between three types of content:

5.1 Airbnb may, at its sole discretion, enable Members to (i) create, upload, post, send, receive and store content, such as text, photos, audio, video, or other materials and information
on or through the Airbnb Platform ("Member Content"); and (ii) access and view Member Content and any content that Airbnb itself makes available on or through the Airbnb Platform, including proprietary Airbnb content and any content licensed or authorized for use by or through Airbnb from a third party ("Airbnb Content" and together with Member Content, "Collective Content").

Airbnb asserts copyright in Airbnb content. Although Airbnb does not claim copyright in content contributed by members, nor asks for an assignment of copyright in this material, Airbnb does acquire a perpetual, non-exclusive worldwide licence to use and disseminate this content.

Airbnb offers a limited, non-exclusive, non-transferable licence to its members, and to any other visitors to the site, to access and view Airbnb Content, as well as any Member Content to which a user has been granted access. The licence is solely for personal and non-commercial purposes. Permitted uses of the data are therefore extremely limited. In fact, the TOS specifically deny permission to a broad range of potential uses of the site’s content. For example, users may not “copy, adapt, modify, prepare derivative works of, distribute, license, sell, transfer, publicly display, publicly perform, transmit, broadcast or otherwise exploit the Airbnb Platform or Collective Content [...].”

Airbnb uses its TOS to impose additional restrictions on the extraction of its content. The TOS specifically address (and prohibit) the scraping and harvesting of data from the website. Manual or automated scraping is prohibited. Further, it is prohibited to “use, copy, adapt, modify, prepare derivative works of, distribute, license, sell, transfer, publicly display, publicly perform, transmit, broadcast or otherwise exploit the Airbnb Platform or Collective Content [...].”

In case this is not sufficiently clear, the TOS specifically provide that a user will not “use the Airbnb Platform or Collective Content for any commercial or other purposes that are not expressly permitted by these Terms.” The TOS also provide that there is to be no circumvention of any technological protection measures that are put in place to protect Airbnb or member content. Article 14.1 specifically states that users shall not “avoid, bypass, remove, deactivate, impair, descramble, or otherwise attempt to circumvent any technological measure implemented by Airbnb or any of Airbnb’s providers or any
other third party to protect the Airbnb Platform." Airbnb retains a number of different options for responding to violations of its TOS. For example, breach of the terms entitles Airbnb to deactivate user accounts or to ban users from the site. Airbnb also reserves the right to take legal action against those who engage in unauthorized activities. As will be discussed in section V below, there are a number of different legal recourses that may be available to Airbnb to protect the rights it asserts in its data.

**Table III: Data and Airbnb Terms of Service**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terms of Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Copyright is asserted in Airbnb “collective” content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No scraping or harvesting of data from the site is permitted whether manually or by automated means</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No right to copy, access, or use data for purposes not expressly permitted; permitted purposes are to “access” and “view”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No circumvention of technological protection measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No creation of derivative works, no distribution, licensing, or sale of content</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Airbnb essentially has three versions of its TOS, depending upon the place of residence of the contracting users. The versions are substantively similar, but each includes a choice of law clause, and a forum selection clause. For United States residents, the TOS are to be interpreted according to the laws of California. Airbnb has established a binding arbitration process for any disputes arising out of the TOS and involving United States residents. This would seem to encompass disputes regarding the improper use of data on the site, including copyright infringement actions and actions related to breach of the terms around scraping data, although Airbnb also reserves the right to apply to the courts for injunctions to prevent the infringement of intellectual property (IP) rights. In addition, the parties have the right to seek injunctive relief in the specified courts in order to prevent ongoing or future violations of their IP rights. Disputes governed by Chinese law are subject to mandatory binding arbitration by the China International Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission in Beijing. However, this does not limit the right of Airbnb to apply for injunctive relief to any court of competent jurisdiction. For disputes between Airbnb and residents of countries other than China or the United States, the law governing
the TOS is Irish law, and disputes are subject to the jurisdiction of the Irish courts. Nevertheless, Airbnb, in bringing an action against a user of its site may choose between the Irish courts and the courts of the country in which the defendant is resident. This is pragmatic enough; an Irish court might not wish to take jurisdiction over a defendant located in a foreign country in relation to acts he or she carried out while resident of that country. Further, even though the law of the contract is Irish law, a defendant located in another country who has, for example, allegedly breached Airbnb’s copyright could be sued for breach of contract (governed by Irish law) as well as breach of copyright (governed by the laws of the jurisdiction in which the infringement took place). Disputes relating to other bodies of law including privacy or torts are similarly complex in terms of choice of law issues.

As has been noted above, the scraping of data from Airbnb’s website is carried out by many different actors for many different purposes, both commercial and non-commercial. There is no record of Airbnb’s enforcement of its rights in this regard under its TOS, although this does not mean it does not take place. Article 22.5 of the TOS provides that “[t]he failure of Airbnb to enforce any right or provision of these Terms will not constitute a waiver of future enforcement of that right or provision.”

V. Legal Framework

As the overview of the Airbnb data ecosystem makes clear, there are a broad range of users of Airbnb’s publicly accessible data, and many of the users of these data are either not directly competing or are non-commercial actors. Yet, as seen in section III, Airbnb’s TOS place significant contractual restrictions on the use of its publicly available data, asserting extremely broad rights of control. The result is that private control over publicly accessible data may not serve the public interest. As Kitchin notes, “[t]he fact that socially and culturally rich big data are largely in the hands of private interests means that, at present, computational social science and digital humanities research is not necessarily easy to do in practice.”

In this part of the chapter, we consider the legal frameworks or infrastructure that provides support to the claims asserted in the TOS. We also consider the extent to which the legal framework
is adapted to take into consideration the public interest in access to and use of these data.

Airbnb’s TOS constitute a contract, and breach of the contract is actionable as described in the TOS and outlined above. In addition, copyright law provides independent and/or complementary protection for Airbnb data. Copyright law has also expanded in recent years to provide protection against the circumvention of technological protection measures. These areas of law and the challenges with their application to Airbnb data are discussed below.

As noted earlier, the international nature of the Airbnb platform as well as its complex corporate structure make choice of law issues complex and raise interesting and debatable issues around the appropriate and applicable law. The focus in this chapter is on Canadian law, although many of the legal principles are similar in the United States. Indeed, United States law is also discussed where relevant, as there is often relatively little case law on some of the novel and emerging technology law issues that are relevant here. The goal of this section is to provide an overview of the elements of the legal framework that can be invoked by Airbnb to protect its rights in its data.

i. Contract Law

Airbnb’s TOS constitute a contract that is meant to bind users of its site. In considering the enforceability of Internet TOS, courts have distinguished between so-called browse-wrap contracts (where a user is considered bound where they continue to use a website after being given notice of TOS) and click-wrap contracts (where a user must click to indicate their agreement with the TOS). Not surprisingly, click-wrap contracts are on more solid legal footing, but even browse-wrap contracts have been upheld by the courts.

A key issue for the enforceability of online TOS is whether users have been given appropriate notice of the terms and whether there is clear assent. Users of the Airbnb website who become members (hosts or guests) are presented with specific notice of the TOS and other policies at the point of registration, and are asked to click to indicate their awareness of these and their agreement to be bound. This is almost certainly sufficient notice. While there may be separate issues as to whether particular terms are enforceable in specific jurisdictions, where notice of terms is provided in this way, the contract will bind the parties. Other visitors to the site—for example,
users who have not registered—do not click to agree to the TOS. For this category of users, the TOS are part of a browse-wrap agreement.

Whether a user of the Airbnb website who is not required to click to agree to the TOS is still bound by them may depend on the surrounding circumstances. In *Century 21*, the court summarized the relevant considerations in browse-wrap cases in these terms:

> the law of contract requires that the offer and its terms be brought to the attention of the user, be available for review and be in some manner accepted by the user. Such an analysis turns on the prominence the site gives to the proposed Terms of Use and the notice that the user has respecting what they are agreeing to once they have accepted the offer. To establish a binding contract consideration will also be given to whether the user is an individual consumer or a commercial entity and in addition a one-time user or a frequent user of the site.

On the issue of notice, a relevant consideration is how easy it is for users to locate the TOS. For example, in the United States case of *Cvent v. Eventbrite*, the court dismissed a breach of contract argument regarding the TOS because it found that the TOS for the Cvent site were difficult to find, and did not require users to click their acceptance of the terms at any point, or to indicate that they had read or agreed to the terms. The ease with which the terms may be located, and their presence, for example, at the bottom of each page of the site visited, may be factors that support a finding that the user had effective notice of the terms.

A finding that there has been acceptance of TOS in browse-wrap cases is made more complicated since there is no obvious clicking of a button to indicate agreement. Courts have ruled that assent can be found in a website visitor’s decision to continue past the home page to view the deeper pages within the site. In *Century 21*, the court stated: “The act of browsing past the initial page of the website or searching the site is conduct indicating agreement with the Terms of Use if those terms are provided with sufficient notice, are available for review prior to acceptance, and clearly state that proceeding further is acceptance of the terms.”

Another relevant consideration in terms of the enforceability of particular terms or the enforceability of browse-wrap or even click-wrap contracts is the sophistication, status, or experience of the
A business competitor may be presumed to know that companies in the same field use terms of service, and so may be considered to be aware of not only the existence of the TOS on a competitor's website but of their likely content. If the user is an ordinary consumer, courts may be less inclined to find that a browse-wrap agreement is enforceable if it is not properly brought to the consumer's attention. However, ordinary online consumers are now more experienced than they were in the early days of the Internet, and courts may be prepared to assume that Internet users expect that the websites they visit will have TOS. This may lead courts to consider site website users to be bound by those terms.

Those seeking to scrape Airbnb do not need to become members, and the robots do not scrape behind a login interface. However, scrapers will have needed to visit and browse the site in order to program their robots, raising the issue of whether the browse-wrap agreement is engaged. A court might well consider a web scraper to be both technologically savvy and familiar with the layout of the targeted website. Thus, in such cases, the scraper is more likely to be considered bound by the TOS.

Typically, an action for breach of contract requires damages to be established, although an injunction may also be available where ongoing breaches are possible. Although in cases where non-commercial scraping is at issue, it may seem that the plaintiff will have suffered no commercial losses, but damages may still be available for the costs incurred in trying to prevent the scraping activity, including the costs of staff time. In addition, a court may award nominal damages where other proof of damage is limited. While it is likely that the non-commercial nature of some scraping activities may be a factor in a court’s assessment of damages for breach of TOS, the risk of litigation expenses, an award of costs, and even modest damages may be a sufficient deterrent for those who scrape data for non-commercial purposes that serve the public interest. It is important to remember as well that differences in economic power can make non-commercial users easily deterred by cease-and-desist letters.

The question of whether a user is bound by website TOS is relevant not just to determining whether there is recourse for breach of contract. As will be seen in the discussion in the next section, whether a user is bound by TOS may be a factor in assessing fair dealing as a defence to copyright infringement.
ii. Copyright Law

Copyright law protects original works of authorship. In order to succeed in a claim for copyright infringement, a plaintiff will first have to show that she has a valid copyright in the work. This will involve establishing that the work in question qualifies as a work under the Copyright Act, that it is original, and that the plaintiff holds the rights to the work.\(^\text{106}\) The plaintiff will also have to show that the defendant exercised one of the exclusive rights of the copyright holder without consent or justification.\(^\text{107}\) The exclusive rights include the right to reproduce all or a substantial part of a work, to create adaptations, as well as the right to communicate the work to the public by telecommunications, and the right to authorize these activities, among other rights.\(^\text{108}\)

Copyright law protects literary, dramatic, musical, and artistic works.\(^\text{109}\) Compilations, whether of data or of a combination of other works, are also capable of protection as works in their own right.\(^\text{110}\) The Airbnb website as a whole is likely a multimedia work—a compilation consisting of literary works (text) and artistic works (photos, graphic design, and the like), as well as data. Some of the elements of the compilation are also independently protectable as works. These would include photographs, text, drawings, logos, graphic design, and so on. The Airbnb TOS provide that hosts and guests retain copyright in those works that they upload to the site. However, Airbnb would be the owner of the copyright in the compilation as a whole.

Works must also be “original” for copyright to subsist.\(^\text{111}\) While the threshold for originality may vary slightly from one jurisdiction to another, for the most part it is a relatively low threshold. Originality in copyright law does not have a qualitative dimension—there is no assessment of the work’s original contribution to the state of knowledge or literature.\(^\text{112}\) Originality typically means that the work has not been copied, and that it displays some manifestation of human intellect. In the United States this is referred to as a “spark” of creativity; in Canada this is an “exercise of skill and judgment.”\(^\text{113}\) In either case, the threshold is low. Airbnb’s website as a multimedia work reflects original choices in terms of the selection and arrangement of its elements.

Airbnb asserts intellectual property rights over “Airbnb Content” although its claim is more ambiguous in relation to what it calls “Collective Content.”\(^\text{114}\) The “Collective Content” is a
compilation composed of a variety of elements, some of which are considered proprietary to Airbnb, and some of which may be the intellectual property of their contributors. This Collective Content may also include data that are considered to be in the public domain. The Airbnb Content is similarly a compilation, although it is more likely to be a combination of elements contributed by Airbnb itself.

Some things cannot be protected under copyright law. For example, copyright law does not protect ideas in the abstract, only original expressions of ideas. Copyright law also does not protect facts. As a result, facts are considered to be in the public domain. The rationale for this may vary somewhat. Some courts consider facts to be incapable of authorship, as they are copied from the world around us. Others raise public policy considerations. Copyright law is meant to support and encourage innovation; providing a monopoly to a party over factual material is more likely to hinder than to stimulate innovation. Of course, issues around facts are not straightforward. It has been argued that some facts are authored (for example, facts about characters or events in literary works or television shows). Issues have also been raised regarding the extent to which data that is the output of analytics, such as predictions or profiling data, are authored as well. Nevertheless, even if facts cannot be protected on their own, they can be protected in compiled form. In Geophysical Services Inc. v. Encana Corp., the court found that compilations of both raw and processed data are capable of copyright protection. In the case of processed data, there may be substantial skill and judgment in the processing. The court acknowledged that depending upon the skill and judgment of the person or persons involved in the processing, the processing of the same data or similar purposes might lead to different outputs.

Because the authorship in a compilation consists of selecting and arranging those elements which form part of the compilation, the originality of a compilation is assessed in terms of the skill or judgment that goes into the selection or arrangement, and not the originality of the underlying elements. Thus, in a compilation of data, the data themselves are considered to be in the public domain; what is protected is any original selection or arrangement of the data. Where what is extracted from the Airbnb site is data, there is only an infringement of copyright if what has been extracted is a substantial part of an original selection or arrangement of those data.
As noted above, the concept of originality draws on the notion of authorship, as the spark of creativity or skill and judgment required to create the work must come from a human author. In the case of compilations of data, the spark, or skill and judgment, may be found in the choices around what data to select and include and how to arrange or present it. Where data is scraped, its presentation (or arrangement) is rarely copied (scraping extracts the content rather than creating a visual facsimile). Nevertheless, it might be possible to argue that scraping still extracts a substantial part of the original selection of Airbnb content, to the extent that the presence of those data on the site reflects Airbnb’s choices as to what to include in its compilation.

Where the data extracted through scraping includes other parts of the multimedia compilation that are copyright protected works in their own right, there can be a breach of copyright in the individual works, notwithstanding the outcome of any dispute over infringement of the compilation itself. Thus, for example, scraping that includes photographs from the website might violate individual copyrights in photographs owned by those who uploaded them to the site.

Although copyright law offers some basis for protection for Airbnb’s website and their contents, it is a relatively porous protection. Only a substantial taking is copyright infringement; thus, the extraction of an insignificant quantity of the selection or arrangement of the factual material would not be infringing. Someone who reproduced all of the data on Airbnb’s website would have copied the entire selection of data, but scraping tools are typically configured to scrape only certain categories of data, thus creating their own selections of the underlying data. These selections of data reflect, in their own right, independent exercise of skill and judgment.

The above discussion raises the possibility that a platform company such as Airbnb could argue that its copyright in its original selection of data on its website is infringed by scraping activities. Yet it would be equally possible to find that there is no substantial taking of that selection, particularly where scraping takes only a subset of data. Unfortunately for scrapers, substantial taking generally requires a case-by-case assessment. Thus, while it might be possible to contest either the existence or the scope of Airbnb’s copyright interests in its compiled data/information, this would likely be an uphill battle against a well-resourced and motivated party.
1. Fair Dealing/Fair Use

While copyright law provides a means for Airbnb to assert control over its data, copyright law also contains important users’ rights, such as fair dealing (or, in the United States, fair use). Where the fair dealing or fair use defence applies, uses of the work which would otherwise be infringing are considered justified. The scope of fair dealing or fair use is therefore important here, as such rights may actually permit a variety of different uses of Airbnb data.

In Canada, fair dealing must be for one of the purposes set out in the Copyright Act. These include research or private study, education, parody or satire, news reporting, and criticism or commentary. In the United States, by contrast, fair use purposes are open-ended. In addition to being for a permitted purpose, the dealing must also be “fair.” In CCH Canadian v. Law Society of Upper Canada, the Supreme Court of Canada identified six criteria that can be used in assessing the fairness of any dealing with a work. These are: the purpose of the dealing, the character of the dealing, the amount of the dealing, alternatives to the dealing, the nature of the work, and the effect of the dealing on the work.

In the United States, four criteria for assessing fair use are set out in the legislation: the purpose and character of the use; the nature of the copyrighted work; the amount and substantiality of the portion taken; and the effect of the use upon the potential market for the original. There is therefore a considerable amount of overlap between the concepts of fair use and fair dealing, although United States courts have been more open to recognizing the freedom of expression values embedded in the fair use exception.

Although the purpose of the dealing must fit within one of the statutory categories of fair dealing in Canada, courts will also consider other dimensions of “purpose” in assessing whether the dealing was fair. Thus, for example, it may be relevant to consider whether the dealing with a work was to create a new work or to transform the original. Where this is the case, it may support a finding of fair use in the United States. The situation is less clear in Canada, where the courts have yet to build a strong link between transformative uses and fair dealing. Nevertheless, transformation may still be a relevant consideration. The degree of transformation may also be significant. However, simple repackaging or republication of content from the original work is less likely to be fair. Whether a
use is for commercial or non-commercial purposes is also a relative consideration; non-commercial uses are more likely to be considered fair, although the commercial/non-commercial distinction is not determinative. It is also the case that “a use that generates value for the ‘broader public interest’ weighs in favor of fair use.”

In the United States Meltwater case, data scraped from the plaintiff’s site were essentially repackaged and sold. It was news content that was provided to Meltwater’s subscribers. The fact that the plaintiffs and defendants were in competition—at least to some extent—proved relevant to the analysis. The court noted that Meltwater did not add its own commentary or insight to the material it circulated to its subscribers. It characterized Meltwater as intending “to serve as a substitute for AP’s [Associated Press] news service.” In Meltwater, the content scraped from the AP websites was considered “the fruit of AP’s labor,” which was extracted for Meltwater’s profit and used in a manner that competed directly with AP’s business (which included licensing access to its database to news aggregators).

Unlike the situation in Meltwater, Airbnb’s data is a by-product of its main operations. There is no competition from the scrapers discussed in this chapter with Airbnb’s main business (short-term rental accommodation). Some of the opportunistic businesses that scrape Airbnb data do not compete with Airbnb. Some offer analytic services to their customers that actually support or encourage their customers to continue using Airbnb. However, in some cases, these analytics services may compete with Airbnb’s own analytic services. Further, there is a potential market for Airbnb in licensing its data to analytics companies. Thus, it is not entirely clear that there is no impact from these activities on Airbnb’s ability to economically exploit its compilation of public data. As for the researchers and civil-society groups that scrape Airbnb data, they principally do so for non-commercial purposes, and they may provide value-added analytics or commentary. In some cases, they may also provide scraped data to other users. Such uses are more likely to be considered fair, as they are non-commercial, non-competing, and transformative. They are also a form of critical speech.

The second fair dealing criterion identified by the Supreme Court of Canada is the character of the dealing. This involves considering how the work is dealt with by the defendant. It may take into account how many copies are made, how widely they are disseminated, whether they are destroyed once their purpose has
been served, or whether the dealing is consistent with accepted standards.\textsuperscript{146} In theory, the “character of the dealing” may also take into account whether the access to the work was legitimate or not. For example, whether data is scraped from a website that uses the robot exclusion standard\textsuperscript{147} might be relevant to the character of the dealing. This has been found to be a relevant consideration in the fair use balance in the United States in a few cases.\textsuperscript{148} Nevertheless, making a copyright owner’s consent relevant to a fair dealing analysis is clearly problematic. In the Canadian \textit{Century 21} case, it was argued that the defendant’s refusal to comply with the robot exclusion standard was a relevant consideration in assessing fair dealing. The court cautioned against making a copyright owner’s consent to fair dealing a consideration, noting that it is the nature of fair dealing that it often takes place in contexts where copyright owners might otherwise refuse to permit uses of their works.\textsuperscript{149}

The amount and substantiality of what has been copied is a further consideration in the fair dealing analysis. Courts will consider this from both quantitative and qualitative perspectives.\textsuperscript{150} Essentially, a use will be fair when the defendant takes no more than what they need to take.\textsuperscript{151} There is no magic formula from a quantitative perspective. In some circumstances it may be fair dealing to copy the entire work; in others circumstances taking a relatively small portion may not be fair use, particularly if that small portion is qualitatively central to the work.\textsuperscript{152} In the case of transformative works such as parody, it may be essential to capture a significant portion of the copyright protected work.\textsuperscript{153} Where the work at issue is a compilation of data, it is important to keep the focus on that part which is capable of copyright protection: the expression in such a compilation is found in the selection or arrangement of the data.\textsuperscript{154} Taking a quantitatively significant amount of data may not be infringing at all, if there is no substantial taking of the original selection or arrangement of the data. Even if there is some taking of the original selection or arrangement, it is the substantiality of the taking of the selection or arrangement that must be assessed for the purposes of fair use, and not the volume of data taken. In \textit{Century 21}, in considering the amount of the dealing, the court also took into account the fact that the defendant’s robots made repeat visits to the site to extract updated data.

The fair dealing analysis also requires a consideration of alternatives to the dealing. Thus, for example, it may be relevant to
consider whether there is “a non-copyrighted equivalent of the work that could have been used instead of the copyrighted work.”\textsuperscript{155} If Airbnb made some of its data available—for example, by providing downloadable datasets—it might be argued that data scraping would be much less likely to be considered fair dealing. However, such an approach must be considered with caution. There might still be reasons to scrape data, including to acquire data with different parameters, or to verify the accuracy of the data being provided. In \textit{Century 21}, the court found that since the real-estate companies whose content was scraped by the defendant company already made their content available to the public over the Internet, it was not fair dealing for the defendant to scrape this data in order to produce its competing website. In other words, legitimately visiting the realtor’s website to view the data was a reasonable alternative to scraping. However, where Airbnb data is scraped for the purposes of data analytics, the scrapers are, for the most part, creating content, products, or services that are distinct from those available on the Airbnb website.\textsuperscript{156}

The nature of the copyright protected work is also a key consideration in a fair use analysis. The Supreme Court of Canada has identified whether a work is published or unpublished as a relevant consideration.\textsuperscript{157} The fact that scraped Airbnb data is publicly accessible may therefore be a factor supporting a finding of fair dealing, although such an argument might be counterbalanced by the fact that a human being could not easily reproduce the level of data extraction carried out by technologically assisted scraping. In other words, the data is made publicly accessible to humans, not to machines. This is supported by the site’s TOS, which specifically prohibit scraping. In the United States, in considering the nature of the work, the court may also take into account whether the copyright protected work is expressive or creative, or whether it is predominantly factual. The latter category of works is further from the core of what is meant to be protected under copyright law.\textsuperscript{158} A compilation of data is further from the core of copyright protection, because the data themselves are in the public domain. Their selection and arrangement can be very easily transformed by those who use the data for other purposes. For example, a selection and arrangement that aims to facilitate short-term rentals is different from a selection and arrangement that attempts to understand the impact of Airbnb on the market for long-term accommodation. As a result, the reuse of data in these contexts may be more conducive to a fair dealing defence.
The final criterion in both a fair dealing and a fair use analysis is the effect of the use of the work by the defendant on the potential market for or value of the work. Use of a work to compete with the plaintiff’s work is less likely to be fair. If, for example, Airbnb is in the practice of licensing its data for use by others in analytics or for research, then it becomes much more difficult to argue that scraping data for these purposes is fair dealing. On the other hand, courts in both the United States and Canada have cautioned that the possibility of paying for a licence to access a work does not automatically preclude a fair dealing/fair use argument. In addition, it might be that even if Airbnb provided options to license data or to download some datasets for free, some users might still feel a need to scrape data if they wished to verify or challenge the data being provided. Such a use might still be considered fair. Courts are more likely to find transformative uses to be fair, whereas uses that create a substitute for the original are less likely to be considered fair.

The disclaimers on the Inside Airbnb website state: “This site claims ‘fair use’ of any information compiled in producing a non-commercial derivation to allow public analysis, discussion and community benefit.” If Inside Airbnb is based in the United States, its fair use claims may well be supportable. In any event, in the United States there might be a finding that there is no copyright infringement. Only data is scraped, not other protected copyright expression. It is scraped according to Inside Airbnb’s own selection, and it is processed by Inside Airbnb to produce its own datasets and analyses. Arguably Inside Airbnb has taken nothing that is protected by copyright. Even if the contrary is found, Inside Airbnb’s use of the scraped material is transformative, non-commercial, and in the public interest. This would seem to be an entirely appropriate result.

The situation in Canada might be more precarious, although there is absolutely no public policy reason why it should be. There is relatively little case law on copyright infringement of compilations of facts, but what little there is reveals a tendency to favour the initial compiler. Assuming that a court found that the scraping of Airbnb data was substantial taking from Airbnb’s original compilation, a fair dealing defence would be more challenging to make out. This is because Canadian fair dealing law does not recognize transformative uses as an independent basis for finding fair dealing. While Airbnb’s scraping of data could be considered to be for the purpose of research or private study, there is uncertainty as to whether Canadian courts...
would find that a dealing that required the breach of TOS could be fair. For example, in 1395804 Ontario Ltd. (c.o.b. Blacklock’s Reporter) v. Canadian Vintners’ Association, the court stated: “it is patently clear that unless you have obtained the material legally, you cannot avail yourself of the defence of fair dealing for the purpose of education, criticism or review.” While this is a small claims court decision and should be given relatively little weight, it does reveal a tendency that could be problematic.

These issues highlight a need for a robust and principled approach when it comes to issues of copyright infringement and fair dealing involving the scraping of data from publicly accessible websites. Where the use is non-commercial and serves the public interest—particularly when it engages freedom of expression values such as critical speech—copyright law should not pose a barrier.

What is more challenging is the situation of the so-called opportunistic businesses. This element of the Airbnb data ecosystem is an interesting one. In many cases, the businesses do not compete directly with Airbnb, and they build new business models based on data analytics that combine publicly accessible and open data from a variety of sources. These are arguably transformative uses of the data, and although commercial, they are not directly competing. The question is whether copyright law should accommodate such uses. To do so is arguably to adapt to the emerging dynamics of a big data economy. How and under what terms and conditions companies should be allowed to limit access to and use of their publicly accessible data is an interesting question; it may be that copyright law does not provide the best framework for managing these issues.

2. Technological Protection Measures/Rights Management

Section 41.1(1) of the Canadian Copyright Act, added by amendments in 2012, provides that “No person shall (a) circumvent a technological protection measure within the meaning of paragraph (a) of the definition technological protection measure in section 41.” The definition of a technological protection measure is

any effective technology, device or component that, in the ordinary course of its operation,
(a) controls access to a work, to a performer’s performance fixed in a sound recording or to a sound recording and whose use is authorized by the copyright owner; or
(b) restricts the doing — with respect to a work, to a performer’s performance fixed in a sound recording or to a sound recording — of any act referred to in section 3, 15 or 18 and any act for which remuneration is payable under section 19.

According to this provision technological protection measures (TPMs) may either control access to works or may restrict certain uses of the works. The equivalent provision in the United States Copyright Act states that “[n]o person shall circumvent a technological measure that effectively controls access to a work protected under this title.” While the United States legislation makes some provision to allow for research activities or other forms of fair use to take place with respect to works protected by digital locks, the Canadian Copyright Act contains no such exception, and the definition of an “effective technological protection measure” has recently been given an extremely broad interpretation. In Nintendo of America Inc. v. King, one of the few cases thus far to interpret Canada’s new anti-circumvention provisions, the court stated: “The open-ended language of this definition reflects Parliament’s intention to empower copyright owners to protect their business models with any technological tool at their disposal.” The court found that in the case of TPMs that provide access control, these “do not need to employ any barrier to copying in order to be ‘effective.’” In other words, where there are access controls, it is not necessary for a TPM to “encrypt […], scramble[…] or [accomplish] some ‘other transformation of the work.’” In the United States, courts have interpreted the anti-circumvention provisions with a bit more nuance, perhaps because of the wording of the statute, which expressly addresses concerns over fair use by providing that “Nothing in this section shall affect rights, remedies, limitations, or defenses to copyright infringement, including fair use, under this title.” This is interesting because it suggests that the fact that a TPM has been circumvented would not factor into a fair use analysis. By contrast, in Canada, it might well be that a court would consider the circumvention of a TPM to militate against a finding of fair dealing.

The anti-circumvention provisions are breached where there has been circumvention of an effective technological protection
measure. The concept of “circumvention” is therefore also relevant. In one of the few Canadian cases interpreting the anti-circumvention provisions, the court found that when the defendant asked a subscriber to a paywalled service to send them a copy of an article, this amounted to circumvention of the paywall by the defendant. In *Nintendo*, the court found that the definition of “circumvent” can include “anything else that otherwise avoids, bypasses, removes, deactivates, or impairs the technological protection measure.”

Scraping cases therefore raise the question of whether the robot exclusion standard can constitute an “effective technological protection measure.” If it can, then presumably scraping a website that uses this standard will likely constitute circumvention. Entities that do not wish to have their websites searched by mechanical agents (robots, crawlers, spiders, and the like) can use the “robot exclusion header,” or robots.txt file, to indicate that they do not wish this to take place. In *eBay v. Bidder’s Edge* the court described a “robot exclusion header” as “a message, sent to computers programmed to detect and respond to such headers, that eBay does not permit unauthorized robotic activity.” In *Meltwater*, the court stated:

Robots.txt protocol, also known as the Robot Exclusion Standard, was designed by industry groups to instruct cooperating web crawlers not to access all or part of a website that is publicly viewable. If a website owner uses the robots.txt file to give instructions about its site to web crawlers, and a crawler honors the instruction, then the crawler should not visit any pages on the website.

For the exclusion to work, the programmer of the robot must have coded the robot to read the robots.txt data file, and to comply with its directives.

The actual robots.txt file is described as “a simple text file placed in the root directory of the server that one wants to protect.” The file can be coded so as to stop all robots, or it can be coded to permit certain ones. It can block indexing of all content or only of certain categories of content. It has been described as a method that “offers an opportunity to control access to information and control server load.”

The robots exclusion protocol, although widely used, is not a formal standard.

It is as yet unclear whether the “robot exclusion header” constitutes a TPM the circumvention of which would independently
constitute a violation of copyright law. As noted by Lundblad, if it were considered to be a TPM, “it follows that disobeying the robots. txt file would constitute illegal circumvention.” Lundblad is undecided on the issue. While acknowledging the possibility that it might be considered a TPM, he also notes that “the robots exclusion standard seeks to prevent acts relating not to a specified set of works, but rather to a repository of works (if the Web site is not seen as a unitary work).” Where a website is seen as a unitary work—a multimedia work, or a compilation—the issue of circumvention remains. Lundblad suggests that the robots.txt file is more like a “no trespassing” sign than it is like a lock on a door.

In a rare case considering this issue, a United States court stated:

No court has found that a robots.txt file universally constitutes a “technological measure effectively controlling access” under the DMCA. The protocol by itself is not analogous to digital password protection or encryption. However, in this case, when all systems involved in processing requests via the Wayback Machine are operating properly, the placement of a correct robots.txt file on Healthcare Advocates’ current website does work to block users from accessing archived screenshots of its website. (Pl’s Mot. Partial Summ. J. Ex. F, Expert Report of Edward Felton at 10). The only way to gain access would be for Healthcare Advocates to remove the robots.txt file from its website, and only the website owner can remove the robots. txt file. Thus, in this situation, the robots.txt file qualifies as a technological measure effectively controlling access to the archived copyrighted images of Healthcare Advocates. This finding should not be interpreted as a finding that a robots.txt file universally qualifies as a technological measure that controls access to copyrighted works under the DMCA.

In this case, the files in question were stored in the Wayback Machine. Because the plaintiff’s website was protected by a robots. txt protocol, the policy of the Wayback Machine was to block public access to the archived images. However, at the date of the defendant’s access request, the Wayback Machine systems, which normally checked for the robots.txt file and blocked access, were down, and the defendant was able to gain access to the documents. The facts are
therefore quite specific to this case. In this instance, the presence of the robots.txt protocol combined with the functioning of the Wayback Machine should have operated in combination to effectively block access to the content. This case cannot, therefore, be interpreted as finding that the robots.txt protocol, on its own, is an effective TPM under United States law. However, it does suggest that it is at least arguable that it meets those criteria in some cases.

A secondary question might be whether the robot exclusion standard constitutes an effective TPM. After all, it is easily bypassed. In fact, a programmer has to take affirmative steps to program his or her bots to recognize and read robots.txt file before the measure can be effective. As Jasiewicz notes, the use of the robots exclusion protocol does not physically prevent robots from accessing and crawling a site. The robots.txt file simply serves to “notify the robot of the site owner’s wishes.”

In addition to making the circumvention of TPM actionable, the Copyright Act also provides that it is actionable to make available or to disseminate the means to circumvent TPM. It should be noted that some of those who scrape data in the public interest share their code for scraping data so that others can either learn from this code or use it to scrape their own data. Civil-society actor Tom Slee does this for the code he uses to scrape Airbnb data. There is clearly a public interest in this type of exchange of information and tools to assist in the carrying out of research using publicly accessible data. Overall, the potential ramifications for the public interest of finding that the robots exclusion standard is a TPM are such that courts should steer well away from such a finding.

### iii. Trespass to Chattels

Copyright law addresses data scraping in terms of the protection of rights in the underlying compilation of data. Yet the mechanical extraction of data from a website can also impact the stability and performance of the server on which the data is hosted. This is so whether the data is extracted through an authorized application programming interface or through unauthorized scraping practices. Whether there are such impacts may depend on the number of different robots engaged in extracting data at any given time; the volume of data scraped by these robots; and the capacity of the servers on which the data is hosted.
A few cases, predominantly from the United States, have considered whether data scraping may constitute a form of trespass to chattels. The tort of trespass to chattels involves improperly interfering with the lawful possession of the server, and not the data itself. In this sense, therefore, the trespass to chattels action is not directly linked to protecting the data, and any trespass is not to the data itself. Nevertheless, by making actionable the activity of scraping because of its impact on the server on which the data is stored, the recourse could be used as a means of shielding the data from extraction. Such arguments focus on the impact on the server.

Trespass to chattels requires an interference with the plaintiff’s possession of a chattel, in this case a server or servers. Such actions have had limited success in the United States and even less in Canada. In the first place, for the action to succeed, the plaintiff must demonstrate that they were in possession of the chattel (the server) at the time of the trespass. In Century 21, the court found that the plaintiff paid for hosting space on servers owned by another company. Thus it could not assert trespass to chattels because it lacked physical possession of the servers. The reasoning in this case highlights some of the challenges with relying on this tort action.

In addition to the issue of possession, a court must be willing to find that data scraping is a trespass. In Century 21, the court observed that it was “not at all clear” that electronic access to a computer server was sufficiently “physical” to amount to a trespass. It may be that access without impact will lack the physical element required. Thus, for example, if the scraping activity has no discernible impact on the proper functioning of the servers, it may simply not be actionable.

Early cases in the United States breathed some life into the tort as it applied in the digital context. For example, in eBay v. Bidder’s Edge a United States court found scraping activities to constitute trespass to chattels. In doing so, it rejected the argument that there could be no trespass since the plaintiff’s website was publicly accessible. The court noted that “eBay’s servers are private property, conditional access to which eBay grants the public. eBay does not generally permit the type of automated access made by BE [Bidder’s Edge, Inc.].” The trespass was to the private servers; the publicly accessible character of the data was not material. The decision has had relatively little traction, however, and trespass to chattels has not become mainstream, nor has it been embraced in Canada.
If the digital trespass paradigm is accepted, the use of the robots exclusion standard might reinforce the idea that data scraping is a trespass. In other words, the robots.txt file conveys acceptable use conditions digitally to robots programmed by others and that visit the site. In this sense, it is like a no-trespassing sign—or perhaps more accurately, a set of instructions provided to those who come to the metaphorical gate. If the robot ignores the robots.txt file, it has breached these digital terms of use, and its entry is a trespass.

One of the problems with an action in trespass to chattels is that it relies on a fairly absolutist notion of property rights. If there is a trespass—an interference with the possessory right—then there is liability. It does not depend on the trespass being on such a scale that harm is caused. In a context where the scraping of publicly accessible data can be carried out in the public interest, trespass to chattels risks prioritizing private rights over that public interest. If trespass to chattels is to be accepted as a recourse that offers some protection against excessive use of a server, there must also be exceptions for access to and extraction of publicly accessible data where there is no discernable adverse impact. Alternatively, recourse might only be available for reckless or malicious acts. The public interest dimensions and the competing considerations suggest that if any legal recourse is required, this is an area better left to the legislature.

VI. Conclusion

Platform companies such as Airbnb host a significant amount of data on publicly accessible websites. While this data is necessary for the operation of their service, it has interest and importance for other users as well. Perhaps most importantly, because of the hugely disruptive effects of Airbnb in some cities, the data has significant public interest for those seeking to document, understand, and address these impacts.

While companies often frame data issues in terms of private property rights (whether rights in tangible or intangible property), this chapter has questioned the appropriateness of this paradigm, or, has argued for, at the very least, an approach that creates robust space for uses in the public interest. Thus, the protection afforded to compilations of data under copyright law should not be interpreted so broadly as to overly extend rights in data, and copyright exceptions such as fair dealing should create a robust space for uses in the
public interest broadly defined. At the same time, TPM provisions in copyright law should not be interpreted in such a way as to create unnecessary barriers to using publicly accessible data. Finally, recourses such as trespass to chattels in the digital context should be strictly limited so as not to create unnecessary and even detrimental barriers to access to and use of publicly accessible data.

The public interest is easy to identify in some contexts. For example, the use of data for research or advocacy purposes is generally considered to serve the public interest. However, in our rapidly evolving big data society, the public interest should also be considered broadly. This chapter has shown how there may be a rich array of opportunistic commercial users of publicly accessible data. And, while such uses may raise their own public policy challenges, the fact remains that strict property rights-based approaches to publicly available data might have impacts that adversely affect the public interest in innovation and competition. This is particularly the case in the evolving big data environment.
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PART III

THE SPACE OF REGULATION—LOCAL TO GLOBAL
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I. Introduction

Municipal officials’ struggles to develop workable and fair policies to regulate Airbnb and Uber, in Canada and elsewhere, show that local regulatory systems and, just as important, customary regulatory approaches have been stretched to the breaking point by what I here call “urban cowboy e-capitalism.” That e-capitalism poses regulatory difficulties for many domains and levels of government is well known. But this chapter focuses on the conflicts, and the eventual policies to manage those conflicts, that have arisen in Canada as one particularly aggressive, cowboy-like, e-capitalist firm, Uber, suddenly disrupted a regulatory field traditionally governed by cities under their business licensing powers.

Uber is considered by many as a corporate outlier due to its extreme unwillingness to accept regulation or work collaboratively with governments. But as I will show, even if Uber’s civic behaviour is unusual, cities’ regulatory dilemmas in regard to Uber clearly expose the underlying systemic weaknesses of regulatory approaches that municipalities have long taken for granted. These approaches are not well known or well researched; the fact that the urban is a scale and a jurisdiction with distinct governance traditions and peculiarities, as I have shown in detail elsewhere, is not widely appreciated. An economist might not want to single out e-corporations occupying a traditionally urban regulatory space from those operating...
at other scales. But socio-legal scholarship finds it useful to differentiate companies such as Facebook, which have contributed to the creation of new social and legal spaces, from companies that operate in a venerable jurisdictional space that has plenty of rules and norms, but is characterized by structural weaknesses: the municipal regulatory space. And as Eric Tucker’s contribution in this volume shows, commercial/passenger driving has been central to municipal business regulation for a very long time.

After briefly recounting some highlights of Uber’s defiant law-breaking career, focusing mainly though not exclusively on Canada, I will then describe a range of regulatory regimes—or ongoing regulatory efforts that may or may not evolve into settled regimes. Comparing Toronto, Edmonton, and Ottawa to the situation in British Columbia and Quebec, we will see that if provinces wholly vacate the regulatory space, municipalities face grave difficulties in devising regulatory measures to minimize the risks posed by urban cowboy e-capitalism. In other words, Uber’s story reveals much about the structural fractures and limitations of local governance.

II. Preliminaries: Defining the Object of Regulation

Much confusion has been generated by the phrase “the sharing economy.” Electronic platforms and applications can indeed enable peer-to-peer transactions—horizontal transactions previously confined to newspaper want ads and notes posted on local (physical) bulletin boards. As a recent study by the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives (CCPA) shows, those horizontal, typically one-off transactions, which have always existed but can now benefit from electronic tools, do constitute a “sharing economy,” one that is not new but is expanding in size and visibility due to developments in cyberspace.

Sharing economies, electronically mediated or not, have often operated on the margins of the law, and local as well as provincial authorities have long tolerated activities such as informal handyman work and unlicensed babysitting. Regulators have sometimes tried to draw a legal line above which an activity ought to be regulated and/or taxed, for example, by differentiating babysitting from daycare services, or defining where carpooling ends and where commercial driving for others begins. It is not always possible or advisable to try to provide hard-and-fast legal definitions that separate the legal
from the illegal (or from the perhaps larger category of the a-legal or semi-legal)—as practical experience with any number of municipal policy areas, for example, around basement apartments and rooming houses, shows.

The CCPA cogently argues that it is very important to distinguish the sharing economy that has always existed but is now growing in size and efficiency from a rather different economy whose logic is actually the opposite of sharing—what they call “the on-demand service economy.” In this realm, corporations, often quite large, capitalize on today’s ample pools of precarious labour by developing electronic platforms so that consumers can access on-demand services provided by workers (typically not formal employees) who are linked to customers only through the proprietary business application, not directly, and who usually provide their own capital (for example, an apartment for Airbnb, or a car for Uber). For instance, Kijiji is a platform that enables two people who don’t know one another to engage in peer-to-peer exchanges that do not provide regular employment income; and Kijiji does not set prices for goods, nor does it develop a continuing, hierarchical relationship with people who use the application. By contrast, Uber sets prices in advance, and it exercises extensive and continuous surveillance over both clients and workers, sometimes forcing drivers or customers off the platform. Uber transactions are thus not peer-to-peer (as a number of international court decisions, most recently by an advocate general at the Court of Justice of the European Union, have found). The labour and employment dimensions of this type of corporation are explored in this volume by Harry Arthurs and Eric Tucker; here, I focus on regulatory and especially licensing rules, since my expertise lies in local governance and municipal bylaws.

Focusing on what the Uber story can teach us about municipal governance is best done by drawing comparisons with regulatory efforts at other scales. While Uber’s law-breaking acts across jurisdictions are similar, as explained in the following section, regulatory responses have been rather different, and here jurisdiction plays a key role. Beginning with a brief look at the Canadian provinces that have taken responsibility for the problems caused by Uber (British Columbia and Quebec)—however unsuccessfully at least as of this writing—we will then take a detour through Europe, where nation-states have played a much larger role than in North America. Only then will we return to Canadian cities.
The conclusion will use the Uber legalization story to reflect on the importance of scale and jurisdiction in regulatory policy work, business licensing in particular. In Canada, where unlike in most of Europe the federal government would not and could not wade into any matters traditionally regarded as local and municipal, for constitutional reasons of long standing, it has become crystal clear, I will argue, that only provinces can develop and enforce proper regulations governing Uber and similar transportation companies. Or, in the alternative, provinces need to support municipal governments that want and need policy muscle. The fact that the policy process appears, in mid-2017, to be stalled in both British Columbia and Quebec is perhaps not a great advertisement for provincial jurisdiction in this area; but, in the long run, only provincial governments have the regulatory capacity, the fiscal tools, and the data-gathering resources that are required. Cities are currently sadly lacking in all three departments.

The on-demand service economy poses regulatory challenges at all levels; but cities are peculiarly unsuited to meeting these challenges, especially when urban spaces are suddenly invaded by very large, deep-pocketed transnational corporations wielding sophisticated databases and applications, and enjoying worldwide name recognition and top-notch public relations expertise.

III. Law-Breaking on a Grand Scale

Showing an odd disregard for legality, the majority of scholarly articles on Uber and similar businesses are written as if Uber had found a juridical *terra nullius* and built a business on it, John Locke–like. Law and economics professors who write about “the platform economy” and “the gig economy” tend to assume the point of view of a convenience-seeking consumer—rather than the standpoint of public policy—and proceed to document, for instance, the relative efficiency of Uber versus taxis, waxing enthusiasm about innovation and suggesting regulations that amount to industry capture.9

Neoliberal perspectives, which only consider individual consumer convenience and/or overall market efficiency, excluding not only worker standpoints but also public policy logics, are not limited to law and economics publications. In Toronto, the city staff’s own detailed and thoughtful reports on Uber legalization weighed all perspectives carefully; but instead of relying on these,
an external consultant report was commissioned and produced for the City of Toronto by the MaRS Solutions Lab. That a chapter in the MaRS report is entitled “Sharing in Transportation” is the first clue about its bias; the second clue is the glowing praise lavished on “today’s entrepreneurs.” After listing a variety of regulatory challenges posed by commercial platforms providing services without the use of employment contracts, the authors exclaim, “[e]nterpreneurs!”—as if entrepreneurs were not responsible for the very problems to which solutions are being sought. Remarkably, despite being commissioned by the City of Toronto, the report re-describes Uber’s systematic and defiant law-breaking as “opportunities to reduce unnecessary regulatory burdens.”

In keeping with this pro-business bias, Uber’s notorious cowboy practices have been frequently attributed to the personality of its founder and, until his resignation in June 2017, CEO, Travis Kalanick—rather than to the nature of corporations in general or even this corporation in particular.

On its part, media coverage—which tends to be produced by the largely white, well-educated, younger Canadians who are the heaviest users of Uber and similar applications (as the CCPA report cited above documents)—has occasionally exposed Uber’s exploitation of its drivers and the heavy lobbying of politicians; but Uber’s long career of law-breaking is often presented as an understandable response by entrepreneurs frustrated by an antiquated and inflexible system of taxi licensing. By contrast, taxi drivers, who in Canadian cities are overwhelmingly racialized men, often recent immigrants, have had great difficulty obtaining positive and informed media coverage.

Uber has also managed to generate biased Google search results. Typing “Uber + Vancouver” into Google in early 2017, several times over several days, consistently produced a list headed by five or six Uber websites, including one recruiting drivers—even though the company was banned in Vancouver at that time. To find more neutral information, not to mention blog posts by Uber drivers documenting exploitation, one would have had to scroll down very far. This is replicated for other cities, where Google users see, at the top of the search, not only the usual corporate website, but a number of other items that look as if they are not corporate communications but turn out to be (such as explanations as to how to become an Uber driver, not marked as “sponsored content”).
Uber likes to attribute its success to innovation, although whether its algorithms and applications are in fact technically innovative (compared to similar tools developed by others) cannot be known, given the corporate blanket of secrecy, as described by Teresa Scassa in her contribution to this volume. In any case, technical wizardry, while probably necessary, is not a sufficient condition of corporate success, as the dot.com crash amply showed. The fact is that, in city after city, Uber actually achieved rapid success (and in fact achieved a near-total monopoly) by entering the market without even a nod to the rule of law, openly ignoring all local business licensing rules and municipal as well as provincial and federal tax law, while simultaneously manipulating both prices and driver incentives to drive out any competitors. Lyft provides competition to Uber in many American cities, but Lyft does not operate in Canada. Hailo was an application developed in Toronto in order to speed up and rationalize taxi services, but it seems to have been driven into the ground by Uber. Illegal businesses do exist in most sectors, often persisting for a long period, but achieving monopoly status while remaining wholly illegal is extremely unusual, if not unique.

How was this open and continued law-breaking possible? Comparing Uber with comparable forms of illegality may be helpful. A lone marginal entrepreneur using his vehicle as an illegal taxi might be able to make a living by illegally picking up passengers at airports and train stations, but he has no access to marketing and advertising resources—so he cannot change public perceptions of what he does, even in jurisdictions where the public may well be unhappy with existing taxi provisions (as has long been the case in the Vancouver area). By contrast, by virtue of size, elaborate marketing, and lobbying on an unprecedented scale, Uber’s cowboy e-capitalists worked both social media and mainstream media to develop a fan base that could be quickly mobilized to secure a positive on-line presence. In Toronto, the chief lobbyist for Uber was none other than David Plouffe, who successfully ran Obama’s re-election campaign, and City Hall journalists reported upwards of one hundred Uber lobbyists working during 2014–2016.15

The unusual volume and sophistication of Uber’s lobbying was noted in Toronto and in other cities by City Hall press gallery members and councillors who opposed Uber; but, in Toronto and Edmonton in particular, some councillors, and to an extent Toronto Mayor John Tory, turned a blind eye or even condoned Uber’s
law-breaking. The day Uber obtained legalization in Toronto, on extremely favourable terms, Mayor John Tory, instead of speaking the language of public policy and regulation, declared that “[t]he public wants to have choices, and they should have choices.”

In Toronto and Ottawa, mayors and councillors reported getting hundreds or thousands of emails asking for Uber to be legalized. It is impossible to tell if these were actual emails sent by individual satisfied customers or fake, automated emails—a distinct possibility given Uber’s command of algorithms—but local politicians treated the emails as genuine. Uber then used its marketplace profile to push for either no regulation at all or for extremely favourable regulatory terms.

Against all precedent, Uber continued to operate in breach of the law, even when favourable rules were in the offing. In a story with parallels around the country, Calgary Mayor Naheed Nenshi said: “I’m a bit baffled that they [Uber] launched when the insurance product is just a few months away […]. Our friends at Uber have known for many, many months that they’ve got an insurance problem […].”

Meanwhile, in Ottawa, where the city council showed a bit more backbone, an enforcement blitz aimed at fining unlicensed Uber drivers gave rise to an Uber corporate response—cited by CBC News as a legitimate comment—to the effect that “[c]ostly [municipal] sting operations, […] seek to protect a monopoly […].” This kind of comment underlines the weak legitimacy of traditional city rules about taxis and vehicles for hire. If a booze can had been raided and fined, it is doubtful CBC News would have given the bootlegger’s views on breaking provincial liquor law such respect.

Similarly in Alberta, when after a long period of law-breaking Uber was, without any penalty, rewarded by municipal legalization, on condition Uber drivers obtain commercial driving licences (at their own expense), the Uber representative complained that legalization would result in “less flexible earning opportunities […].” Again, if transposed to a provincially regulated domain, such as beer and wine sales, environmental rules, or drivers licences, the claim that businesses are entitled to the “flexible earning opportunities” associated with an absence of regulation would not go very far.

Uber’s law-breaking has gone far beyond operating commercial vehicles in breach of taxi rules. A group of disgruntled employees revealed to the New York Times that Uber had used its algorithm
expertise to build a special software program specifically designed to fool and foil any municipal inspectors (anywhere) that might be trying to identify and fine illegally operating vehicles. This program, known as “Greyball,” enabled the corporation to send real-looking but actually false data to the Uber application of anyone suspected of being a municipal employee. The very tools of law enforcement (city workers’ smartphones) were thus hacked by the suspect (Uber). Uber’s Greyball program was even able to cancel any ride requests made by such users—“essentially Greyballing them as city officials.”

Claiming that municipal inspectors were the law breakers, not the law enforcers, because they were “misusing” the application in contravention of the private law unilaterally set out in its terms of service, Uber initially said: “[t]his program [Greyball] denies ride requests to users who are violating our terms of service [... by colluding] with officials on secret ‘stings’ meant to entrap drivers.”

More recently, Uber appears to be softening its stance, at least in public; but the corporate belief that a private terms of service agreement trumps public policy rules may remain (especially given parallel developments in private law-making, as Nofar Sheffi’s chapter in this volume documents in regard to Airbnb).

Throughout Uber’s epic law-breaking campaign, the rhetoric of the “sharing economy” had to do heavy lifting, since illegality this blatant, and at such a scale, is unprecedented. As mentioned at the outset, cities in the advanced capitalist world as well as in the Global South have always had an underground, illegal economy, especially in personal or home services. But the illegal informal economy is generally kept within certain boundaries—as in the established distinction between neighbourhood babysitters and daycare centres—or else it is limited in time—as in the bootlegging that came to an abrupt end with the repeal of Prohibition. To my knowledge, Canadian legal history does not furnish any historical equivalent to the ex post facto legalization, without any consequences or sanctions of Uber.

IV. Municipal Jurisdiction in Business Licensing: A Primer

The most important feature of municipal business licensing in Canada, and to a large extent also in the United States and the United Kingdom, is the fact that major corporations are almost completely exempt from local regulation and local taxes. Ontario is perhaps at the extreme in this regard: unlike in the United States and some
parts of Canada, Ontario cities cannot levy a hotel room tax, although this will likely change as an indirect result of Toronto’s rather feeble efforts to put limits on Airbnb short-term rentals. Similarly, Ontario cities cannot in any way tax or regulate the trucking firms whose heavy-duty vehicles wear out their roads and create congestion. Along the same lines, the bank buildings that dominate the downtown Toronto skyline are only counted and regulated as buildings, not as businesses. The height and density of the buildings need municipal permission, as do any illuminated signs placed on them, and the owners do pay property tax; but the banking business provides no direct revenue and is indeed invisible, legally, to the city.

While Ontario cities may be at the low-end of the spectrum of local legal powers, there is no doubt that, in the present as in the past, cities’ business-regulation energies are devoted almost completely to the micromanagement of small entrepreneurs: food-truck operators, shop owners, restaurant owners, street vendors, and last but not least, taxi drivers. And it is taxi drivers—not the taxi plate (medallion) owners or the owners of brokerages and dispatching firms—who bear the brunt of regulation. Until 2017, would-be Toronto taxi drivers had to pay for a seventeen-day training course and had to comply with onerous and expensive rules (for example, frequent vehicle inspections at city garages); and as in other cities, fares were fixed by the city, with no discounts or “surge prices” allowed, and no allowance for changing gasoline prices. About half of Toronto’s drivers own their vehicles, but the other half (about 5,000, though the numbers are probably dropping as a result of Uber) have to work for several hours each day to pay rent on the vehicle, as well as gas and insurance, before they can start to make any money. The situation is similar in other cities: it is common for a handful of people, often ex-drivers, to accumulate a few taxi plates, and live as rentiers on the proceeds of renting the plates to working drivers.22

Limiting the number of taxi plates has long been the centerpiece of municipal taxi licensing systems, in Toronto as in other North American cities. Until the arrival of Uber, the cap on plates meant that the market value of plates could be as high as several hundred thousand dollars—though some cities, including Toronto, were making efforts to encourage owner-driven taxis and discourage rentier taxi capitalism.23 At other scales, businesses are certainly regulated in a variety of ways (zoning restrictions and building codes, for
example), but putting caps on numbers is not a common technique in contemporary economic policy.

The cap on plate numbers suggests that municipal taxi licensing may have more in common with ancient guild regulations, designed to prevent too many labourers and apprentices from becoming masters and business owners, than with contemporary capitalism. While the arrival of Uber made taxi drivers around the country, and indeed the world, suddenly rise to defend municipal licensing against cowboy challenges, the irony is that, prior to Uber, taxi drivers were the most severe critics of the system—one that had long provided them with lower than minimum wage incomes and subjected them to a great deal of surveillance and discipline from municipal inspectors.

To put the Uber question in its proper legal context, it needs to be noted that while taxi licensing may well be the most extreme example of municipal micromanagement of micro-entrepreneurs, it is not completely unique. Food-truck operators and hot-dog vendors have been micromanaged, often right out of business, by the same city officials and in the same manner. In general, one can say that municipal business licensing—which has deep historical roots in the detailed “police regulations” that in pre-capitalist cities sought to control access to trades and limit market exchanges—has never undergone a modernist overhaul. Today, in many sectors and in many cities, consumer demand for variety and for new types of goods and services goes unmet (as Toronto’s minuscule food-truck economy demonstrates); licensing is often seen as a privilege, not a right; onerous conditions are attached to the licence; and municipal inspectors often enforce old-fashioned and not particularly rational rules just because they are there, not because any harm is being done.

In addition, municipal licensing, as a branch of local government, does not draw the well-educated civil servants who populate departments such as economic development, planning, public health, and transit. And at the political level, licensing ranks pretty low on council’s hierarchy. Even in Canada’s largest city, business licensing issues have long been neglected by politicians, with policy often monopolized by a single councillor with deep connections to a particular group of small-time owner/capitalists. Rational risk management and flexible regulation have transformed other areas of municipal jurisdiction (such as public health and, in some instances, planning), but remain largely foreign to municipal licensing and standards departments.
In sum, then: while municipal business licensing is undoubtedly at the pre-modern extreme of the spectrum of modes of governing urban risks, the logics by which such regulations have long functioned are unlikely to be easily reformed, since they are deeply rooted in a long history of local business micromanagement—the governing tradition known in the United States as “the police power of the state.” And while other areas of municipal governance have become more evidence-based and more attuned to governing risks rather than enforcing coercive rules, business licensing generally remains unmodernized.

V. Provincial Interventions: British Columbia and Quebec

The Lower Mainland, British Columbia’s most urbanized area, is not politically organized in a way that would support sensible municipal regulation of commercial driving: the City of Vancouver is a small legal island in a sea of suburban municipalities. Since the 2010 Vancouver Olympics, a few light rail lines—built with federal and provincial funds—have revolutionized life for some localities; but reliance on private cars remains a key feature of life in the Lower Mainland. The conditions were thus ripe for Uber to set up shop there.

Initially, around 2012, the Vancouver City Council banned Uber, on the grounds that it was in breach of city taxi rules. Uber then mounted an expensive public relations campaign. The campaign did not target the Vancouver City Council alone, however, since Uber managers knew that a very large market existed outside city limits, in the vast areas not well served by public transit. Very soon this campaign became part of the larger political battle pitting the then ruling Liberals (more akin to Conservatives elsewhere in Canada) against the opposition social democratic party (the NDP). Transposing the fight about Uber regulation to the provincial arena—in contrast to Ontario, where the province has studiously avoided entering the fray—and doing so in the lead-up to an election campaign, completely changed the stakes.

Aware of the jurisdictional specificity of Canadian provincial governments, Uber was able to hire, as their chief British Columbia lobbyist, well-known Canadian Conservative public relations strategist Dimitri Pantazopoulos, who had previously worked for none other than British Columbia Liberal Premier Christy Clark.
Choosing to make Uber legalization into an election issue, provincial Transport Minister Peter Fassbender took the problem away from municipalities like Vancouver and used the province’s power to override and trump local bylaws and issue a proposed set of rules.\(^2\) The rules imposed a few requirements—but as in the rest of Canada, these requirements mainly fall on Uber drivers, not on the company. It is drivers who (if the rules continue to be implemented) will need to acquire a commercial driving licence, pass a safe driving record check, pay for a criminal record check, and have their vehicles regularly inspected. If these or similar rules prevail in British Columbia’s politically uncertain times, Uber drivers would thus have to incur new costs—but they would not have to turn over a few cents per ride to the city, as is the case in many other cities.

In the Lower Mainland, the number of taxi licences had long been capped despite surging demand—a manoeuvre that taxi drivers felt was designed precisely to create a market for Uber even while it remained banned. During the spring 2017 election campaign, the Liberals promised to “[address] the provincial taxi shortage,”\(^2\) intimating that Uber was the solution.

The NDP has been siding with licensed taxi drivers—mainly racialized men, South Asian for the most part, living in the key suburban ridings around Vancouver. An NDP government, if it succeeds in holding on to provincial power in the wake of a June 2017 election that created no clear majority but did bring the Liberals down (at least temporarily), will likely support existing taxi drivers. However, Uber may ultimately be legalized as well—though there is little doubt it would be subject to regulation, and probably regulations that are more driver-friendly rather than corporate-friendly, and that impose some kind of fee on Uber rides.

Whatever happens in British Columbia, it is important to recall, more generally, that in the Canadian system provinces can always take back any of the powers that are traditionally delegated to municipalities, including business licensing and taxi licensing. Provincial powers have also been used in Quebec, and so it is to this province we now turn.

In Quebec, Uber first appeared as a market player posing regulatory problems in the City of Montreal. But as was the case in British Columbia, the issue was quickly shifted to the scale of the province, in regard to policy, though municipalities remained in control of enforcement—with Montreal setting a Canadian precedent.
by impounding hundreds of Uber cars. Uber’s public relations talent managed to find a silver lining in this rather dire situation. However, as management chose to pay the fees required to release the cars, the corporation then disseminated numerous stories featuring drivers expressing deep gratitude for having been “rescued” by the company. Clearly, Uber had concluded that continuing to provide illegal services was important enough, in terms of sustaining and increasing its market, to justify spending corporate money paying the drivers’ fines. Indeed, at the time, Uber sent messages to all the people who had signed up to drive for it, stating that “[f]or the moment, you can continue driving as an Uber Quebec partner-driver as usual”—even though a provincial law had specifically banned services like Uber.

Eventually Quebec developed province-wide rules to legalize Uber, though only by way of a one-year pilot project. Quebec’s regulatory traditions, which are more social democratic and pro-labour than is the case in other Canadian provinces, were clearly visible in the proposed new rules. Quebec Uber drivers will need to acquire a commercial driving licence; Uber’s surge pricing is controlled in emergency situations; and fees amounting to about a dollar per ride have to be paid, with the proceeds being used to improve the taxi industry. In general, Uber has not been forced to provide accessible vehicles for disabled passengers, unlike taxi companies, so perhaps the funds will be used to transform or buy accessible taxis. Other Canadian cities have also imposed a per-ride fee, but this ranges between six to thirty cents, not around one dollar as in Quebec. However, a key point is that while more onerous than other regimes, what the Quebec pilot project has in common with the rules developed municipally and in British Columbia is that the new regulations are mainly burdens on drivers and would-be drivers—not on the highly profitable company.

However, the regulatory process in Quebec is unsettled in two ways. First, as already mentioned, Quebec’s regulatory scheme was not enacted as permanent rules, as is the case elsewhere, but rather as a pilot project valid only for a year and subject to review. Second, legalizing Uber went hand in hand (as was the case in Toronto, for example) with loosening the rules previously governing taxi drivers and taxi driver licences. But in June 2017, the taxi industry walked out of the ongoing talks to “modernize” the taxi licensing rules. It would be logical to foresee that this boycott of the policy process by the taxi
industry will have an effect on the political scene when the one-year Uber pilot project concludes, but what effect exactly, one cannot say.

Whatever happens, what is clear from events thus far, and from what Canadian political scientists have long documented about provincial jurisdiction generally, is that provinces have more than sufficient legal powers and enforcement tools to exercise considerable pressure on cowboy capitalism in the service sector, whether they choose to use these powers or not.

This means, in my view, that provincial rather than municipal governments are the appropriate site for devising regulations for sectors that present new technical or economic features and that, perhaps most importantly, feature extremely powerful foreign corporations, transnational behemoths that have little or no precedent in the long history of municipal business regulation. It is not a coincidence that in the United States the best example of Uber regulations that are not unfair to taxi drivers is found not in a municipality but in the state of California, where the state-wide utilities commission has taken responsibility for regulating transportation network companies, demanding not only vehicle inspections and driver training but also commercial insurance. The brief discussion of Ottawa, Edmonton, and Toronto that concludes the chapter will provide further evidence for this claim about the right scale/jurisdiction for transnational e-capitalism, especially its cowboy variety. But first we will take a brief detour through legal proceedings that could have a major impact on regulatory strategies across many borders—future policies as well as existing ones.

VI. Defining the Nature of Uber

An appeal by Uber to the European Court of Justice, challenging a Barcelona business tribunal’s decision to the effect that Uber was illegally breaching municipal taxi rules, may have a far-reaching impact. The reason is that this case, instead of being fought on administrative law technicalities, as one might have expected given the forum and the type of law, revolves around a key substantive question. Is Uber, as it claims, merely a platform, an electronic entity that should be allowed to innovate and spread across borders with the help of the European Union’s information technology policy? Or is Uber a transportation company, whose real business is rides provided on a commercial basis?
European Union member states are divided. The Netherlands is siding with Uber—since it is the jurisdiction where Uber has its base for all non-American business (though few Canadian customers appear to have noticed that the terms and conditions they must accept include having to go to Dutch courts if they want to sue Uber). Ireland is on Uber’s side as well, not surprisingly since it is the European home of Google, Twitter, Facebook, and Airbnb. However, the Spanish government (which generally opposes anything that the City of Barcelona does, for ideological reasons) weighed in to support the regulated taxi industry against Uber—as did several other European countries including Italy, France, Belgium, and Denmark. In France, the situation is compounded by the fact that Uber drivers have organized against the company to demand better pay and working hours that more closely resemble the French standard of thirty-five hours per week.

On May 11, 2017, EU Advocate General Maciej Szpunar released a preliminary opinion that represents a major defeat for Uber’s claim to be an electronic platform and not a transportation company. The fact that Uber sets the price for each ride, unlike how prices are set in e-Bay and similar platforms, was highlighted, as was the total dependence of the drivers on the company—a point that may have impact on employment law forums. The key point, however, was that the advocate general concluded that Uber provides transportation services; using privately owned cars to do so rather than its own fleets does not exclude it from the realm of transportation.

Advocate general preliminary decisions are usually confirmed by the actual court; if this is indeed the case, the court decision will likely have an impact even in jurisdictions outside the European Union. As seen earlier in relation to Quebec and British Columbia, the Uber issue has become highly politicized in most, if not all, of the Canadian jurisdictions that are involved, as well as in other countries. If an authoritative judicial body such as the European Court of Justice confirms the advocate general’s conclusion that Uber is in fact mainly a transportation company (because customers pay for rides, not for the application, among other reasons), this will be influential, especially among lawyers. At the level of popular opinion rather than law, the decision may perhaps help to undermine the prestige of the hi-tech, information-society, “innovation” discourse that Uber has so successfully mobilized to justify its blatant law-breaking. And it
is the theme of law-breaking that takes us into the final section of this chapter, covering the situation in three major Canadian cities.

VII. Regulatory Capture at the Municipal Level

As mentioned above, Vancouver and Montreal have seen municipal authorities using strong measures against Uber, from prohibition to impounding vehicles to large fines; but in both cities the regulatory lead has shifted to their respective provincial governments. The major cities that have been left on their own to address the Uber challenge are Ottawa, Toronto, and Edmonton.

Uber started operating illegally in both Edmonton and Calgary between 2012 and 2013. Taking the initial regulatory lead—at that time no Canadian jurisdiction had a policy on Uber—a Calgary City report warned that drivers who regularly drive others for money need to get commercial insurance and should also have a commercial driver's licence. Since Uber drivers had neither, the City of Calgary obtained a court injunction to stop Uber drivers from working. Incidentally, the City of Toronto also tried to get an injunction, in the early days, but the Ontario court refused. Edmonton seems to have followed Calgary’s lead, with commercial driver’s licences and proper insurance being made conditions for granting a special non-taxi licence to Uber. The insurance industry, however, in Alberta as in Ontario, took its time devising an appropriate product, and in the meantime Uber drivers continued to ply their trade in both main Albertan cities.

Edmonton beat other Canadian cities in devising some minimum regulations—rules falling mainly on drivers. A key point here is that, as in other Canadian cities, the Edmonton City Council was officially designing and passing a bylaw governing vehicles for hire in general—though in fact Uber had a monopoly, as far as the news coverage reveals. Throughout, it was Uber spokespeople and lobbyists who were pushing the city and making claims such as the opinion that commercial insurance for their drivers was “unrealistic,” as if the taxi industry had not managed to obtain and pay for such insurance. Whether similar but less cowboy-like corporations, such as Lyft or Hailo, would have made less outrageous comments is of course impossible to tell. But the important point here is that in all Canadian cities, the regulatory process legalizing application-enabled for-hire vehicles took the unusual form of disputes between the city
and a single company, not between the city and an industry or even an oligopoly.35

Be that as it may, the corporation is now obliged to pay a $50,000 annual fee to the city, plus $20,000 to help provide accessible transportation (far less, of course, than it would cost them to comply with the rules about accessible vehicles that have long been imposed on the taxi industry throughout Canada). And the city gets six cents per trip by way of a fee. The rest of the rules fall on drivers: they have to obtain commercial driving licences, pay for criminal record checks, and prove that their vehicles have had annual inspections. Uber customers have to pay a minimum of $3.25, like taxi passengers, but Uber can charge whatever it wants over that minimum. In general, Uber gives a prospective customer a non-negotiable price as they book the ride, and the algorithm by which the price is generated is not shared with drivers. Whether per-ride fees being charged by cities will come out of the drivers’ share or the corporation’s is not specified in the bylaws; one suspects, however, that since Uber has continuously moved to increase its profit margin, by upping their share of the fare from 20 per cent to 25 per cent or 29 per cent, while greatly lowering fares in less competitive markets such as Detroit, it will be drivers who end up paying the city fee.

Foreshadowing what would happen later elsewhere, as the Edmonton City Council moved to legalize “transportation network companies” as a separate, non-taxi category, it simultaneously lowered the regulatory requirements that had long governed the taxi industry. All taxi driver training was eliminated and English proficiency and defensive-driving course requirements were also removed. And Edmonton taxi drivers can now work for less money than the standard fare because brokerages (not individual drivers) are allowed to offer discounts. The harmonization is only in the downward direction, however: neither taxi owners nor drivers can make up for lost revenue during busy times by charging the “surge prices” for which Uber is notorious.

The Alberta insurance uncertainties continued (and as seen above, Uber, in Edmonton as elsewhere, was not interested in either proactively paying for commercial insurance for their drivers or asking drivers to obtain proper insurance themselves). The insurance issue meant that Uber was not operating legally even after the new licensing rules were passed by the city council—thus, Edmonton issued 159 tickets to Uber drivers during a six-month period in 2016.
Eventually a commercial driving insurance product for Uber drivers was developed, and legality ensued. But legalization took place on terms highly favourable to the Uber corporation, as just described. Taxi drivers, for their part, are no longer trained, which saves them time and money but has problematic consequences for the public. And the taxi brokerages were “freed” to race Uber drivers to the bottom during non-peak times, by discounting fares when demand is low.

The Toronto City Council followed a similar approach a short time later, in the wake of extremely heated anti-Uber protests by taxi drivers, similar to those in Edmonton. To make a long and tortuous story short, the rules eventually passed by council in May 2016 are as follows:

- Uber cars’ basic (minimum) fare was raised from $2.50 to $3.25.
- Uber drivers—unlike in Alberta—need only an ordinary, non-commercial driver’s licence, although both drivers and corporations have to obtain a permit from the city.
- Uber drivers have to pay for criminal record checks.
- Each Uber driver must pay for commercial insurance coverage up to $2 million. The company, in comparison, needs only $5 million in insurance coverage.
- The company is to pay the city an application fee of $20,000 (for a business claiming 45,000 rides per year) as well as an annual fee of $15 per driver and 30 cents per ride.

No limits are imposed by the city either on the number of Uber cars or on the prices charged.

As if these conditions did not already presage financial disaster for taxi drivers, not to mention continuing exploitation for Uber’s own drivers, who cannot increase their fares to compensate for new costs such as commercial insurance, the Toronto City Council followed Edmonton’s lead in rolling major changes in taxi licensing rules into the Uber policy process. The changes affecting taxis are as follows:

- Taxi brokerages (not individual drivers) can offer prices that differ from the standard fare if rides are booked through an application—although one of the largest Toronto taxi
brokerages, Beck, has already said they will not attempt surge pricing (no doubt to maintain some semblance of competitive advantage).

- The seventeen-day compulsory training for taxi drivers is eliminated; so are the requirements of a CPR course and knowing English.
- Application and licence fees for accessible taxicabs are to be waived (a change whose financial implications worried city staff, but not council)—with the taxi industry being still compelled to offer accessible vehicles, while Uber is not so obliged.
- The decades-old policy by which the city had fostered owner-driven cars and capped the number of “standard” plates (which allow plate owners to collect rent from drivers) was reversed, eliminating the owner-driven “ambassador” taxi licence category altogether.
- Taxis continue to be subject to semi-annual city vehicle inspections, whereas Uber cars can obtain certification of inspection in any garage, and only once a year.
- Taxis can now stay on the road longer, with maximum vehicle age raised from five to seven years.

Toronto city councillor Gord Perks summarized the city’s policy change as follows: “[y]es, there’s a more level playing field between the millionaires [taxi plate owners] and the billionaires [Uber], but for the consumer, the level playing field goes down. The drivers lose, the public lose, the billionaires and the millionaires win.”

Finally, the City of Ottawa, which had engaged in aggressive bylaw enforcement in the early days of Uber, eventually passed a legalization bylaw that is very similar to the Edmonton and Toronto ones just discussed. A telling detail is that while in Montreal Uber has to pay ninety cents, roughly, to the city per ride, in Ottawa the per-ride fee is less than eleven cents.

And as in the other cities, Ottawa taxi companies, while unsuccessful in their demand that Uber be subject to the same financial and regulatory rules applying to them, obtained some loosening of the rules, including greatly lowered prices for both driver and taxi plate yearly licence fees. Ottawa’s taxi industry is a near monopoly, which no doubt affected the policy process; in Toronto, by contrast, Uber operates as a de facto monopoly, but the taxi industry is not
unified, with several large brokerages operating alongside a few thousand individual operators.

Municipal politicians and staff members who have negative views either about the on-demand service economy in general or about Uber in particular may at some point attempt to change the rules implemented during 2016 in cities including Edmonton, Toronto, and Ottawa, so that they are not such blatant examples of regulatory capture. But given the “unmodernized” state of municipal business licensing in general, mentioned above, what may be a much better option is to question whether trying to incorporate Uber and similar corporate behemoths into the straitjacket of existing rules for municipal business licensing is the best approach. Shifting responsibility for this new type of business regulation to a level of government that has both more legal powers and more research and policy capacity, namely provinces (or even nation-states, as in the European story briefly covered above), is more likely to provide real solutions. The issue of scale and jurisdiction in regulatory work brings us to the conclusions.

VIII. Conclusion: Scale and Jurisdiction in Business Regulation

A comprehensive review of policy options that would not prohibit the platform-enabled “on demand service economy” but would seriously regulate it, authored by the Ontario transit authority, Metrolinx, helpfully points out that municipalities have long had licensing responsibilities in regard to many types of business, but have been unable—both for legal reasons, for organizational behaviour reasons, and for capacity reasons—to engage in proactive, evidence-based policy planning. The report’s careful attention to the difference between the traditional, backward-looking licensing of local businesses, on the one hand, and evidence-based policy covering potential future events on the other hand, notes that while the City of Toronto will now get data from Uber about Uber cars, “the data will be used for licensing purposes; it will not provide the information needed to manage an efficient urban mobility system.” Carefully worded to avoid offending municipal politicians, this remark goes to the heart of the issue. A less diplomatic way of putting the problem would be to note that licensing hot-dog carts and street vendors and taxis has not provided municipalities with the kind of collective experience
that would allow them to now begin regulating transnational giants that operate without brick-and-mortar store fronts and have top tech experts and top public relations experts, paid help that municipal corporations could only dream about.

One original suggestion made in the Metrolinx report is worth mentioning, because instead of merely complaining about city governance habits, it turns the tables and points out that Uber would be most useful where it does not operate, that is, in outlying areas that are close to cities but are not well served either by transit or by taxis. The report suggests that companies such as Uber should be encouraged to start operating not in downtown areas already well served by public transit as well as taxis but rather in low-density and semi-rural areas, where people who do not drive or do not have cars have severe mobility limitations.

But of course, only a provincial government could use its powers to demand, perhaps as a condition of operating in certain preferred markets, that companies also provide service elsewhere—as is routinely done through utilities regulation, which is mainly provincial in Canada and is state-based in the United States. Indeed, the semi-rural municipality of Innisfil, north of Toronto, has apparently already approached Uber, offering an annual subsidy for a certain minimum level of service that would cost the municipality far less than operating a bus service, but would meet citizens’ needs. It is unlikely that given current law, Canadian provinces could redefine Uber (and any future competitors that might arise) as what United States law calls “common carriers,” a classification that would subject them to utilities regulations, including mandatory coverage of a whole geographic area. But some provincial policy tools could no doubt be brought to bear, if there was political will, especially in Ontario and Alberta, to stop leaving city councils and city staffs to fend for themselves, as is now being done with Airbnb as well as Uber.

Provincial governments are of course highly politicized too, and do not always proceed on the basis of evidence. But recent history shows that strong measures to protect farm land, minimize sprawl, and ensure “greenbelts” can only come from the province, for political, legal, and capacity reasons. In general, provinces have not hesitated to seize jurisdiction in regard to urban planning from municipalities, through a variety of measures. Agricultural land cannot be protected by municipalities competing with one another
for development projects and new housing; only by the province. And so too, if the issue of taxi and taxi-like transportation were rescaled at the level of the province, perhaps more creative and fairer policies might evolve.

The policy process is as of this writing stalled in both Quebec and British Columbia, for different reasons; but these two provinces have taken some responsibility for governance in regard to Uber, and so far these provinces have not seen the blatant regulatory capture that Uber legalization has wrought in Edmonton and Toronto. Meanwhile, Ontario’s Metrolinx report reminds us that the people who could really use a service like Uber may be those who have thus far been neglected by the corporation, as well as by politicians, because they do not live within the limits of the big cities that are Uber’s profit centres. Therefore, this is an excellent time for Canadians, in city and provincial governments and outside of them, to begin thinking seriously about which types of businesses, and which types of risk, should still be managed municipally as opposed to provincially.
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CHAPTER VII

The Sharing Economy and Trade Agreements: The Challenge to Domestic Regulation

Michael Geist

I. Introduction

The growth of the sharing economy has attracted increased attention as the disruption of longstanding, well-established market sectors such as transportation and hotel accommodation creates new opportunities and threatens powerful economic interests. In recent years, the sharing economy debate has focused on two companies—Uber and Airbnb—which have both dramatically reshaped their respective business sectors.

The emergence of Uber and Airbnb as significant marketplace competitors is notable not only because they are big businesses, but also because of their impact on local businesses. The development of those companies on a city-by-city, community-by-community basis has ensured that policies and regulation often involve local or regional authorities.

Much like the arrival of Walmart in small towns a generation ago, the arrival of Uber or Airbnb has proven to be controversial and contentious in most communities. Indeed, the perceived threats to small businesses—whether the local stores in the days of Walmart or local taxi drivers today—remain much the same. The existing marketplace—licensed taxi drivers or accredited hotels—typically respond with demands that the services cease operations, noting that they conduct business without the necessary licensing or regulatory
approvals and that despite the consumer benefits, they threaten the viability of longstanding businesses.

In many respects, the response to online competitors is as old as the commercial Internet. For the past two decades, it has been the Internet’s never-ending story. Established, successful businesses face Internet upstarts who leverage the advantages of a global network and new communications technology to offer better prices, more choice, or innovative services.

In the 1990s, it was online retailers such as Amazon who presented more selection at lower prices than most bookstores could offer. In the 2000s, Wikipedia brought the decades-old encyclopedia business to an end, online music services provided greater convenience than conventional record stores, Internet telephony technologies used by companies like Skype changed the rules of international voice and video calls. Today, Netflix has challenged conventional broadcast models, Craigslist and Huffington Post have challenged conventional media, and services such as Uber and Airbnb have upended the taxi and hotel worlds.

In these David-versus-Goliath-type battles, the established businesses rarely fade away without a fight. Using their remaining influence, they often look to laws and regulations that increase costs, prohibit activities, restrict consumers, or regulate pricing to create barriers for the new entrants. There is a danger that the public interest is cast aside in favour of rules that hamstring new competitors and cost consumers. From copyright reforms that blocked online video retransmitter iCraveTV from operating in Canada nearly fifteen years ago to continued calls for local content requirements and fees on online video services such as Netflix, the goal is too often to use law to stop or stall new Internet-enabled competition.

For example, Amazon was initially prohibited from operating in Canada as opponents cited restrictions on the foreign ownership of booksellers. The company proceeded to launch in 2002 without a physical presence (using Canada Post for order fulfillment) and only formally entered the country, over the objection of the Canadian Bookseller Association, in 2010. Similarly, the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission, Canada’s broadcast and telecom regulator, tried to regulate the pricing of Internet telephone services in Canada in 2005 before the Canadian government overruled it on the issue.
Given that history, the current fights against companies such as Uber and Airbnb should come as little surprise. The battles are being waged in city halls around the world as the established businesses lobby for regulations that would either block the services or require price controls to increase costs. While Uber has faced mounting legal challenges involving labour and fair business practice issues which led to dramatic changes among corporate leadership in June 2017, the applicability of sector-specific rules and regulations have remained murky, with Uber and similar sharing economy companies frequently falling through the cracks and avoiding conventional legal requirements.

The question of new regulations is a complex one, but the aim of this paper is not to assess the merits of specific regulations or even address the perceived need to regulate. Beyond debates about the appropriate form of regulation is the question of the right to regulate. Regardless of one’s position on the benefits or harms of the sharing economy, it seems reasonable to conclude that local, regional, and national governments should have the authority to determine for themselves and their citizens whether to implement regulatory frameworks.

Yet that right to regulate has been gradually overtaken by the expansion of trade agreements that have extended their ambit beyond conventional tariff reduction into economic regulation. In fact, the initial shift into issues such as intellectual property protection and trade in services has largely given way to agreements that cover virtually every aspect of a modern economy, including environmental protections, labour rights, and educational standards. This expansion will soon include the sharing economy, with rules that will govern key aspects of sharing economy services as the agreements make inroads into the digital economy, often before a sector is fully developed. In doing so, the regulatory powers currently vested in national, regional, and local governments to establish regulations governing this emerging economic powerhouse will give way to regulation through trade agreements, with legal, policy, and regulatory standards made within the context of global trade flows.

This paper examines the intersection between the sharing economy and international trade agreements. The result of such intersections is likely to restrict the right to regulate, and disputing the wisdom of using closed-door negotiations that typify the negotiating
framework for massive trade deals to address an increasingly challenging policy matter.

Trade agreements and global trade rules have become a critical aspect of the digital economy. Often characterized as “harmonization” of rules for aspects of the economy that operate on a global platform, the resulting rules run the risk of “Americanization,” with the export of standards from the United States (the dominant digital economy) to other markets.

The paper assesses the intersection between the sharing economy and international trade agreements in three parts. Section II focuses on recent efforts to regulate Uber and Airbnb, two of the leading sharing economy companies. While there are many other examples of disruptive sharing economy businesses, the pressure to address Uber and Airbnb upon entry into a local market has been mirrored around the globe. Drawing on examples from North America, Europe, and Asia, the paper highlights how politicians and regulators have sought to block, harness, or embolden sharing economy businesses by relying on an evolving regulatory toolbox.

Section III highlights how global trade rules and treaties have been used to establish legal frameworks for the digital economy, often before the full development of those sectors. The paper focuses on two treaty initiatives—the World Intellectual Property Organization’s Internet treaties in the 1990s and the Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement in the 2000s—to demonstrate how incumbent businesses frequently use their political and market power to establish rules that govern how emerging technologies can be used in the marketplace. The development of rules before new businesses and new business models can fully develop invariably means that the resulting regulations favour the established players, creating significant barriers to entry.

Section IV considers what happens when sharing economy regulation intersects with emerging global trade agreements. The analysis centres on two agreements: the Trans Pacific Partnership (TPP), which was concluded in 2015, and the Trade in Services Agreement (TiSA), which is still the subject of ongoing negotiation. Moreover, it notes that the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), which was embroiled in a contentious renegotiation process that began in the fall of 2017, has identified the digital economy as a key area for discussion. These agreements feature (or are likely to feature) provisions with direct implications for the regulation of
sharing economy services, including restrictions on local regulations, privacy and data transfer rules, and provisions on localization requirements.

II. Growth of the Sharing Economy and Emergence of Regulatory Demands

Companies such as Uber and Airbnb are less than ten years old, yet both (alongside many other sharing economy businesses) have had a remarkable disruptive effect on the economy and longstanding regulatory approaches. Uber, based in San Francisco, currently operates in 662 cities and eighty-two countries around the world. It offers several tiers of service, ranging from upscale town cars with professional drivers (Uber), to low-cost privately owned “regular cars” driven by amateur or part-time drivers (UberX, or UberPOP in Europe). Uber XL (oversized vehicles, used for hauling cargo) is another subdivision of Uber. While the company is losing money, it now generates more than $5 billion in revenue annually.

Uber is not regulated in the vast majority of cities in which it operates, but that is slowly changing. Most regulation occurs at the municipal level, although as detailed below, some states and provinces have regulated it (often in conjunction with supporting municipal legislation). Moreover, the Philippines recently became the first country to legislate Uber at the national level.

The growth of Airbnb is similar to Uber. The company is also based in San Francisco, offering a digital platform for short-term rentals of private accommodation. Airbnb currently features over 2 million listings in 34,000 cities and 191 countries. It is a privately held company, but estimates suggest that its bookings are valued at over $10 billion annually.

Given their popularity and significant revenues, the two companies have been the prime targets for regulation. This part of the paper examines the regulatory challenges faced by governments at all levels in seeking to adapt conventional regulation to the sharing economy environment, highlighting the myriad of legal strategies that have been adopted around the world.

i. Uber

Uber considers itself a digital service connecting drivers and passengers rather than a transport service. The distinction is critical, since
transport services are typically subject to extensive rules on driver qualifications, road rules, and insurance requirements. Uber and similar platforms argue that they are technology companies or platforms that do not themselves provide a transport service but rather facilitate the provision of transport services by individual drivers.

The European Union’s highest court is set to rule on the issue next year. The complexity of the issue is illustrated by the court’s description of the case, which arises from proposed regulations in Spain:

If the service provided by UBER SYSTEMS SPAIN, S.L. were not to be considered to be a transport service and were therefore considered to fall within the cases covered by Directive 2006/123, the question arising is whether Article 15 of the Law on Unfair competition—concerning the infringement of rules governing competitive activity—is contrary to Directive 2006/123, specifically Article 9 on freedom of establishment and authorisation schemes, when the reference to national laws or legal provisions is made without taking into account the fact that the scheme for obtaining licences, authorisations and permits may not be in any way restrictive or disproportionate, that is, it may not unreasonably impede the principle of freedom of establishment.

If it is confirmed that Directive 2000/31/EC is applicable to the service provided by UBER SYSTEMS SPAIN, S.L., the question arising is whether restrictions in one Member State [regarding] the freedom to provide the electronic intermediary service from another Member State, in the form of making the service subject to an authorisation or a licence, or in the form of an injunction prohibiting provision of the electronic intermediary service based on the application of the national legislation on unfair competition, are valid measures that constitute derogations from paragraph 2 in accordance with Article 3(4) of Directive 2000/31/EC.

At the heart of the regulatory debate is whether Uber is, as it claims, operating as a pure technology company, providing a matchmaking service to willing participants, or whether it is operating in effect as an unlicensed taxi service. While the distinction is critical in many jurisdictions, being treated as a technology company does not
guarantee the ability to operate. For example, Uber is registered in Taiwan as a software company and not a taxi service, however the government has still not permitted it to operate within the country.\(^{17}\)

Early indications suggest that the court is likely to rule that Uber should be viewed as a transportation service. In May 2017, the European Court of Justice’s advocate general, Maciej Szpunar, ruled that Uber may be innovative, but it falls within the field of transportation.\(^{18}\) If upheld, the ruling would mean that Uber would fall under national regulations and would be required to obtain the necessary licences and authorizations. The opinion noted the central role of Uber in virtually all aspects of the service, including price setting and establishing conditions on drivers. In light of its active control, the advocate general ruled that it could not be viewed as a mere intermediary.

As Uber has grown, so too have efforts to impose regulation with numerous jurisdictions employing a wide range of measures.\(^{19}\) In the United States, twenty-two states passed comprehensive ride-hailing legislation in 2015 alone.\(^{20}\) Some cities have endeavoured to establish equivalent regulations for traditional taxis and Uber drivers. For example, regulators in Austin, Texas, insisted that Uber drivers (and competitors such as Lyft) be fingerprinted in the same manner as taxi drivers. The issue became particularly urgent after the police investigated at least seven alleged sexual assaults by ride-share drivers in 2015. The companies challenged the city measure, but lost in a public vote, leading both to halt operations in the city.\(^{21}\)

Safety measures are a common regulatory requirement for Uber and similar services.\(^{22}\) The company ceased operations in Kansas after the *Kansas Transportation Network Company Services Act* imposed stricter insurance and driver screening requirements. The bill requires companies to certify that drivers have comprehensive and collision insurance, and requires new drivers to undergo a background check performed by the Kansas Bureau of Investigation.\(^{23}\) The city of Eugene, Oregon, sued Uber in March 2015, and went to court to stop the company from operating until it met what the city described as “minimum safety requirements.”\(^{24}\)

Rather than focusing on operational safety rules, some cities have passed regulations that challenge Uber’s business model. For example, Uber stopped operating in Anchorage, Alaska, after the city demanded its drivers accept cash payments, contrary to its credit-card only approach.\(^{25}\) In 2016, the Indian city of Delhi banned the use
of surge pricing, a controversial practice that increases Uber rider costs during busy periods.\textsuperscript{25}

Another regulatory approach has been to focus on regulating the technology used by Uber, namely smartphone apps. For example, in Texas, the Houston City Council took steps to regulate smartphone apps that connect drivers with passengers, such as Uber and Lyft.\textsuperscript{27}

Canadian cities have frequently focused their regulatory efforts on revenue generation. Uber is active and regulated in five Canadian cities: Toronto, Waterloo, Ottawa, Niagara, and Edmonton.\textsuperscript{31} In Niagara and Ottawa, Uber pays a $7,253 annual licensing fee, plus 11 cents per trip; in Toronto, the company paid a $20,000 upfront one-time fee, a $15 per driver annual fee, and 30 cents per trip; in Edmonton, it pays $50,000 a year and 6 cents a trip; in Waterloo it also pays $50,000 a year, plus 11 cents a trip.

At the provincial level, the Legislative Assembly of Alberta passed Bill 16, the \textit{Traffic Safety Amendment Act, 2016}, which came into force on May 27, 2016.\textsuperscript{29} One of the major effects is the creation of an administrative penalty of a maximum of $50,000 to a transportation network company for each day of non-compliance with the legislation. The province has left the burden of inspection to the companies themselves, and the mechanical inspections to the cities.

In the United States, statewide regulations tend to be more general, while municipal regulations are more focused and specific.\textsuperscript{30} As concerns regarding Uber and antitrust have begun to mount, there has been some consideration to the applicability of federal antitrust rules\textsuperscript{33} The Federal Trade Commission is an independent agency tasked with promoting consumer protection and eliminating and preventing anticompetitive business practices. By law, the FTC’s power to regulate interstate commerce is just as broad as that of Congress. Since the 1980s, the FTC has been critical of taxi and limousine commissions for being anti-competitive, and has brought suits against cities. In 1984, the FTC brought cases against Minneapolis and New Orleans regarding their taxi regulation practices, merely because interstate travellers take taxis to and from the airport when they fly across state lines. The FTC has yet to become active against companies such as Uber, which may be California-based, but operates in multiple states.

American antitrust laws, however, allow states some exceptions to adopt anticompetitive business regulations, but these rights do not extend to cities. Cities are subject to federal antitrust laws unless states pass legislation absolving them. For example, Minneapolis
ended up avoiding the 1984 taxi lawsuit by acceding to the FTC and permitting more competition. New Orleans, on the other hand, succeeded in lobbying the state of Louisiana to authorize its anti-competitive actions, to the detriment of consumers. This raises questions of whether city-based regulations could override national anti-trust rules.

The city of Philadelphia serves as an interesting case study for jurisdictional issues. Since state law overrides local policies, Philadelphia faced a blurred line between city and state politics. The Philadelphia Parking Authority (PPA) has worked aggressively to halt transportation network company (TNC) operations by ticketing drivers and impounding cars. The mayor of Philadelphia has no jurisdiction over the PPA because it is a state-chartered agency, and has not openly challenged PPA activity around ride-sharing. However, the Philadelphia City Council passed a resolution supporting ride-sharing and urging statewide action to permit TNCs in Philadelphia. Elsewhere in Pennsylvania, TNCs may now operate legally thanks to a two-year experimental licence recently issued by the state’s Public Utilities Commission.

Washington State law allows municipalities to regulate licensing for taxis and other vehicles, while the state oversees limousines. TNC lobbyists are making a push to change Washington law and give the state jurisdiction over all vehicle licensing, which would provide uniformity across markets.

While regulation in the United States and Canada has generally focused on operational and taxation issues, other countries have targeted the freedom to operate. In the European Union, regulators in the Netherlands, Portugal, France, Spain and Germany have taken action based on existing legal frameworks that resulted in administrative or criminal charges against Uber drivers and management. In response, Uber submitted complaints to the European Commission against Spanish, German, and French court bans for violation of Article 49 (right of establishment) and Article 56 (freedom to provide services) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union. In other countries, such as Denmark, legal decisions are still pending.

Legal actions challenging Uber’s right to operate are not uncommon in Europe with judges targeting both the company and its executives. For example, in France a judge slapped Uber with an €800,000 fine for running the “illegal” UberPOP service, using unlicensed drivers. It also fined two of the company’s senior executives €50,000.
Similarly, a Dutch court banned UberPOP on the grounds that it ran afoul of licensing laws for commercial drivers. Uber is challenging that ruling.37

The Philippines was the first country to regulate Uber on a national basis.38 Uber has urged other countries to use the Philippines’ legislation as a model to create similar nationwide legislation.39 The Philippines law provides nationwide regulations for app-based transport services. It introduced a new type of classification called transportation network vehicle service that allows TNCs such as Uber to operate within the existing regulatory framework.40 The Philippines’ Uber requirements feature several technical requirements including limits on the age of vehicles, inclusion of a GPS system, use of sedans, and clearance requirements for drivers. The rules also establish citizenship and national ownership requirements. All drivers must provide evidence of Filipino citizenship and companies offering the services must demonstrate at least 70 per cent domestic ownership.41

ii. Airbnb

Airbnb offers a digital platform for short-term rentals of private accommodation. Airbnb is not regulated in the vast majority of cities in which it operates. Where it is regulated, most regulation occurs at the municipal level, although some states or provinces have begun to take notice of potential regulatory authority. At the country level, both Iceland and Aruba have pursued national regulation.

The chief anti-Airbnb concern typically focuses on affordable housing, as critics argue that Airbnb rentals make it difficult for full-time residents to find affordable housing in cities such as Berlin, Paris, and Vancouver. Airbnb has faced persistent criticism from city officials in Barcelona and Paris over its impact on local housing markets.42

The European Commission released a report in 2016 urging governments to not ban Airbnb unless it is the last resort.43 The commission concluded that banning short-term lets of apartments “appears difficult to justify” when limits on the maximum number of days that apartments can be rented out would be a more appropriate measure.44

In 2014, Airbnb and the city of Amsterdam entered into a partnership that was the first of its kind in Europe. The municipality only allows residents to rent out their homes for up to sixty days per year,
and customers are supposed to pay a tourist tax via Airbnb (enforcement is questionable as Airbnb would have to share data with the city). Without this regulation, Airbnb would create an incentive for illegal renting with negative consequences for the local residents (higher rents, nuisance, and speculation).

Most Canadian cities have not regulated Airbnb. The only jurisdictions that have passed regulations are the Province of Quebec and two British Columbia towns, Tofino and Penticton. Quebec’s regulations took effect in April 2016. They require the collection of lodging taxes (up to 3.5 per cent), and business registration for those who rent out accommodations on a full-time basis. Violations carry fines that range from $500 to $50,000.

Vancouver has pledged to target properties dedicated to being Airbnb rentals with an “empty-homes tax,” which carries a maximum fine of $10,000 for anyone who evades the applicable charge. It has also proposed a new business-licence system for short-term rentals through websites like Airbnb to deal with “dangerously” low vacancy rates. The new regulations would allow short-term rentals in principal residences that are either owned or rented, but the proposed changes would make daily or weekly rentals illegal in homes that aren’t principal residences or are structures like boats or trailers.

Current regulations that require a minimum thirty-day rental period will be amended to permit short-term rentals.

Taxation is another concern associated with Airbnb. In 2016, the Province of Ontario convinced the company to email hosts in the province to urge them to declare their Airbnb-generated income for income tax purposes. The company also reminded hosts about consumer protection laws and their responsibilities regarding cancellations and refunds.

Some jurisdictions have established legal restrictions on who may rent properties using Airbnb. For example, the city of San Luis Obispo, California, passed a comprehensive ordinance that requires that the dwelling be owner-occupied; owner presence is encouraged but not mandated in the ordinance due to difficulties in enforcing such a requirement. However, to alleviate neighbourhood concerns, the city requires homestay hosts or a “designated responsible party”
to be within a fifteen-minute drive of the property and available via telephone 24-hours a day, seven days a week, while rentals are occurring.  

Some cities have established limits on rentals, including how often people can rent space, how many rentals must occur before the city collects taxes, and how often hosts must rent their space before inspections are required. After a certain number of rentals, the city requires inspections to ensure adherence to applicable building codes.  

The most restrictive approach is a full ban on the service. The State of New York passed an anti-home-sharing law in 2016 that threatens to fine New Yorkers up to $7,500, for advertising their home on sites like Airbnb. While the law effectively makes Airbnb illegal, many properties remain advertised for rent on the platform.

Other cities simply restrict the ability to rent out specific properties. In May 2016, Berlin officials implemented one of the world’s toughest clampdowns on Airbnb. City officials have promised to reject 95 per cent of requests by landlords to rent places on a short-term basis. City officials have received more than 500 legal complaints over the murky provisions of the new law, which were challenged by Wimdu, a German Airbnb competitor.  

While most regulation arises at the municipal level, there are at least two examples of national legislation. Iceland established national rules that limit the right to rent homes for more than ninety consecutive days or to generate revenue that exceeds 1 million Icelandic krona ($12,000). Moreover, permits, including approvals from health and fire departments, are required to operate an Airbnb rental. Airbnb recently signed an agreement with the Aruba government that is said to help “create a framework to allow the Aruba Tourism Authority and Airbnb to address the issue of taxes, host accommodation standards and regulations and ensure that it is in line with Aruba’s tourism policy.”

Sharing economy regulation at the national, provincial/state, and local levels has emerged as a global issue with a myriad of rules and regulations becoming increasingly common. Those rules typically reflect local policy choices as communities grapple with both the benefits and drawbacks of new services that disrupt longstanding business models. Yet just as the markets for services such as taxis and accommodation have been disrupted by Uber and Airbnb, so too are trade agreements disrupting conventional regulatory models
by overtaking policy choices that have traditionally been developed and implemented by local or regional governments. The power of trade agreements to shape digital policy is the subject of section III of this paper.

III. How Trade Agreements Can Shape Digital Policy

Trade agreements and international economic treaties are typically associated with measures designed to enhance trade through tariff reduction. Indeed, for decades trade negotiations were largely premised on increasing the flow of goods across borders by lowering tariffs applied to imports. While tariff reduction remains an important component of many trade deals, newer agreements frequently focus on economic regulation such as intellectual property enforcement, health regulation, and environmental standards. Trade agreements are often a poor place to negotiate these issues, which have traditionally fallen within the purview of international organizations that develop consensus-based treaties with broad stakeholder participation. A fuller examination of emerging treaties such as the TPP and TiSA is contained at section IV of this chapter.

This part examines how trade agreements and global treaties can shape digital policy by considering two treaties: the World Intellectual Property Organization’s (WIPO) Internet treaties and their inclusion of anti-circumvention rules, as well as the Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA), which contained various measures designed to regulate Internet-based providers and activities. In the case of the WIPO Internet treaties, the anti-circumvention rules became firmly entrenched within domestic laws worldwide and had a significant impact on many Internet-based businesses. In the case of ACTA, the treaty has yet to take effect, but the Internet-related provisions have resurfaced in other trade deals.

Given the early-stage development of the sharing economy and the regulations associated with companies such as Uber and Airbnb, the experience with the two treaties provides an early warning on how established organizations can often shape laws well before new entrants have fully developed and therefore hamper domestic regulations, as well as potential competitors and their disruptive business models.
**i. WIPO and Anti-Circumvention Rules**

Since their conclusion in 1996, the World Intellectual Property Organization’s Internet treaties—the WIPO Copyright Treaty (WCT) and WIPO Performances and the Phonograms Treaty (WPPT)—have had a transformative impact on the scope of copyright law, creating what some experts have referred to as “super-copyright” or “para-copyright.” Both treaties feature a broad range of provisions targeting digital copyright issues; however, the most controversial provisions mandate the establishment within ratifying states’ national law of anti-circumvention provisions that provide “adequate legal protection and effective legal measures” against the circumvention of effective technological protection measures.

The promise of technological protection measures (TPMs) was long touted by movie, music, and software industry associations as providing important protections for their products, by using technology to prevent unauthorized access or use. Despite the support for TPMs, many advocates have acknowledged that all TPMs can be defeated. For example, in 2000, the Secure Digital Music Initiative (SDMI) launched a public challenge to encourage the public to test whether it could crack the digital lock system, viewed at the time as unbreakable technological protections. A team of security researchers cracked SDMI with relative ease, confirming the technology community’s view that no system is foolproof.

Given the flawed protection provided by TPMs, supporters of technological protections lobbied for additional legal protections to support them. Although characterized as copyright protection, this layer of legal protection does not address the copying or use of copyrighted work. Instead, it focuses on the protection of the TPM itself, which in turn attempts to ensure that the content distributor, not necessarily the creator or copyright owner, controls how the underlying content is accessed and used.

Both the WCT and WPPT contain anti-circumvention provision requirements. Article 11 of the WCT provides that

Contracting Parties shall provide adequate legal protection and effective legal remedies against the circumvention of effective technological measures that are used by authors in connection with the exercise of their rights under this Treaty or the Berne Convention and that restrict acts, in respect of their works, which are not authorized by the authors concerned or permitted by law.
Similarly, Article 18 of the WPPT provides that

Contracting Parties shall provide adequate legal protection and effective legal remedies against the circumvention of effective technological measures that are used by performers or producers of phonograms in connection with the exercise of their rights under this Treaty and that restrict acts, in respect of their performances or phonograms, which are not authorized by the performers or the producers of phonograms concerned or permitted by law.\(^\text{63}\)

The initial work behind the WIPO Internet treaties began in 1989, with work on model provisions for legislation in the field of copyright.\(^\text{64}\) The interplay between law and technology—which later would come in the form of anti-circumvention legislation—did not start in earnest until December 1994.\(^\text{65}\) The issue did take hold, however, and over the next two years, several committee sessions followed by a WIPO Diplomatic Conference, in December 1996, led to the agreement on the treaties.\(^\text{66}\)

The diplomatic conference in December 1996, which ultimately resulted in the conclusion of the WIPO Internet treaties, featured debate in both the main committee and within the plenary on the anti-circumvention provisions. The starting point for the diplomatic conference was the United States–backed “Basic Proposal” that provided that

(1) Contracting Parties shall make unlawful the importation, manufacture or distribution of protection-defeating devices, or the offer or performance of any service having the same effect, by any person knowing or having reasonable grounds to know that the device or service will be used for, or in the course of, the exercise of rights provided under this Treaty that is not authorized by the rightholder or the law.

(2) Contracting Parties shall provide for appropriate and effective remedies against the unlawful acts referred to in paragraph (1).\(^\text{67}\)

Several countries called for narrowing the scope of the provisions. For example, Jamaica noted that “in the view of her Delegation, the formulation ‘any of the rights covered by the rights under the Treaty’
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was too broad and imprecise and its proposed amendment would not contravene the basic intention of the Article.” The Australian delegation sought to modify the provision to “confine its operations to clear cases of intended use for copyright breaches.” The Norwegian delegation “agreed with those who had proposed narrowing the scope of those provisions, for the main reason that such provisions should not prevent legitimate use of works, for example, private and educational uses, and use of works which had fallen into the public domain.” The German delegation also “joined those Delegations which had considered that the scope of the provisions in question should be narrowed.” Only three delegations—the United States, Columbia, and Hungary—were substantially satisfied with the scope of the proposal.

United States law professor Pam Samuelson chronicles what followed given the rising opposition to the basic proposal in her 1997 law review article, “The U.S. Digital Agenda at WIPO”:

Facing the prospect of little support for the Chairman’s watered-down version of the U.S. White Paper proposal, the U.S. delegation was in the uncomfortable position of trying to find a national delegation willing to introduce a compromise provision brokered by U.S. industry groups that would simply require states to have adequate and effective legal protection against circumvention technologies and services. In the end, such a delegation was found, and the final treaty embodied this provision in article 11.

The compromise position was to adopt the far more ambiguous standard: “to provide adequate legal protection and effective legal remedies.” Not only does this language not explicitly require a ban on the distribution or manufacture of circumvention devices, it does not specifically target both access and copy controls. In fact, the record makes it readily apparent that the intent of the negotiating parties was to provide flexibility to avoid such an outcome. Countries were free to implement stricter anti-circumvention provisions consistent with the basic proposal (as the United States ultimately did), but consensus was reached on the basis of leaving the specific implementation to individual countries with far more flexible mandatory requirements.

While that may have been the intent of the treaty provision, its aftermath has been far different. As one of the primary supporters
of the WIPO Internet treaties, the United States was one of the first to attempt to implement the obligations into national law. Several implementing bills were tabled before the United States Congress. Then Senator (later Attorney General) John Ashcroft introduced the *Digital Copyright Clarification and Technology Education Act of 1997*. Rick Boucher (D-VA9) and Tom Campbell (R-CA15) introduced parallel legislation in the House of Representatives as the *Digital Era Copyright Enhancement Act of 1997*. Neither bill included provisions on anti-circumvention devices.

The Ashcroft and Boucher bills were abandoned, however, after legislation that ultimately led to the *Digital Millennium Copyright Act* (DMCA) gained congressional momentum. Representative Howard Coble introduced what would later become the DMCA with the *WIPO Treaties Implementation Act*. During hearings on the bills, United States government officials acknowledged that the implementing legislation went beyond WIPO Internet treaty requirements. The United States’ chief policy spokesperson and proponent of the DMCA, Assistant Secretary of Commerce and Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks, Bruce A. Lehman, admitted during his congressional testimony that the provisions went beyond the requirements of the treaties. Lehman stated that the administration’s aim was not confined to changing United States law. Rather, it hoped that the United States model would be used to convince others to implement the WIPO Internet treaties.

That approach remains in place today, with the United States the lead proponent of the Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement and the TPP (both discussed below) which include anti-circumvention provisions designed to narrow the flexibility found in the WIPO Internet treaties and provide a model for other countries to follow.

The history of the anti-circumvention legislation is notable because it demonstrates the enormous influence that international agreements can have over domestic legislation. Indeed, there is a great likelihood of unintended consequences when crafting rules before technology and the market have fully developed. In the case of anti-circumvention rules, it meant applying regulations to consumer products and digital services that simply did not exist at the time of treaty negotiations. For sharing economy services that are at an early stage of development, the anti-circumvention rule experience highlights how global rules may ultimately have a significant impact over the future regulatory environment.
ii. ACTA and the Internet

On October 23, 2007, the United States, the European Union, Canada, Japan, and a handful of other countries announced plans to negotiate the ACTA. The behind-the-scenes discussions had apparently been ongoing for several years, leading some countries to believe that a full agreement could be concluded within a year, to coincide with the end of the Bush administration. Few paid much attention, as the agreement itself was shrouded in secrecy. ACTA details slowly began to emerge, however, including revelations that lobby groups had been granted preferential access, the location of various meetings, and troubling details about the agreement itself.

As the public pressure mounted, the talks dragged along with participating countries increasingly defensive about the secrecy and the substance. The agreement was ultimately concluded in 2010—years after the initial target—and some of the most troubling provisions were abandoned. Yet the final agreement still raised serious concerns, both for the way the agreement was concluded as well as for the substance.

When ACTA was formally signed by most participants, in October 2011 in Tokyo, Japan, few would have anticipated that less than a year later, the treaty would face massive public protests and abandonment by leading countries. But with tens of thousands taking to the streets in Europe in the spring of 2012, ACTA became the poster child for secretive, one-sided intellectual property agreements that do not reflect the views and hopes of the broader public. By July 2012, the European Parliament voted overwhelmingly against the agreement, effectively killing ACTA within the EU.

ACTA’s lack of transparency was a consistent source of concern throughout the negotiation process. In December 2007, before formal negotiations began, the United States government asked other participating countries to agree to a confidentiality agreement. The agreement classified all correspondence between ACTA parties as “national security” information on the grounds that it is confidential “foreign government information.”

The lack of transparency throughout the ACTA process eroded public confidence in the entire agreement. While ACTA supporters pointed to secret releases to European Parliament committees, the exclusion of the public from the consultation process bred enormous distrust in the entire agreement. The lack of transparency highlights one of the major problems with negotiating in secret trade agreements that have broad-based implications. The failure to
include experts throughout the negotiation process caused signifi-
cant damage to the substance of the agreement, with numerous legal
concerns as a result. The prospect of replicating similar oversights
due to the lack of public and expert consultation and participation
with emerging agreements such as TiSA could lead to unintended
consequences for sharing economy regulations caught within the
ambit of the agreement.

From a substantive perspective, ACTA raised several concerns
with respect to the expansion of international intellectual property
laws as it applies to the Internet. For example, the emphasis on sec-
ondary liability, which potentially holds third parties liable for the
infringing actions of others, represented a significant shift in inter-
national intellectual property law.

While many countries have codified secondary liability prin-
ciples within their domestic laws, there are relatively few provisions
aimed at secondary liability in international law. Within ACTA,
Article 8 on Injunctions applied to both infringers and third parties
as did Article 12 on Provisional Measures, which can be applied to
third parties. Both Article 8 and Article 12 apply in a civil enforce-
ment context.

The Internet provisions within ACTA also target third parties.
Article 27(2) provided that “each Party’s enforcement procedures shall
apply to infringement of copyright or related rights over digital net-
works, which may include the unlawful use of means of widespread
distribution for infringing purposes.”82 In other words, the potential
liability extends beyond those infringing to those who are seen to
facilitate infringing activity. In fact, the provision could be applied
to peer-to-peer networks, blogging platforms, and other technologies
that facilitate the dissemination of content.

The ACTA also sought to establish universal rules for the
response of Internet service providers to allegations of infringe-
ment on their networks. Article 27(4) on Enforcement in the Digital
Environment, stated that parties “may provide, in accordance with its
laws and regulations, its competent authorities with the authority to
order an online service provider to disclose expeditiously to a right
holder information sufficient to identify a subscriber whose account
was allegedly used for infringement.” The article on the disclosure
of subscriber information is broader than the equivalent provision
in Article 47 of the Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual
Property Rights (TRIPS).83
ACTA sparked a global discussion on intellectual property issues and the optimal balance between privacy and intellectual property rights in the digital environment. Its defeat—only Japan has ratified the agreement—highlights the risk associated with using international trade and treaty negotiations to address complex public policy issues in relative secret without public consultation and transparency. This is particularly true for issues that touch directly on individuals in tangible ways. The risk for sharing economy regulation with services that are both provided and used by millions is heightened where rules are established behind closed doors without adequate public participation. That approach has been typified by agreements such as the TPP, which is further discussed in section IV, on future trade agreements and the sharing economy.

IV. Future Trade Agreements and the Sharing Economy

As the sharing economy continues to grow, it is likely to attract increased attention from local, regional, and national regulators. While individual communities and countries are free to regulate as they see fit, the steady expansion of trade agreements may have a significant impact on domestic regulation. The intersection between local regulations and trade agreements is best illustrated by two trade agreements, each with membership that represents a sizable portion of the global economy: the TPP and the TSA. This part also briefly discusses NAFTA, which is likely to turn to these issues during a forthcoming renegotiation.

i. Trans-Pacific Partnership

The Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), a massive trade agreement that covers nearly 40 per cent of world GDP, wrapped up years of negotiation in 2015. The agreement involves twelve countries, the United States, Canada, Australia, Mexico, Malaysia, Singapore, New Zealand, Vietnam, Brunei, Japan, Peru, and Chile.

Donald Trump’s surprise victory in the United States presidential election resulted in an overhaul of its trade policy, including the immediate end of support for the TPP and a renewed focus on NAFTA. While President Barack Obama held out hope that the TPP could be salvaged during the lame-duck session of Congress that occurs immediately after the election, his administration was quickly forced to concede that the deal had become politically toxic and stood
no chance of passage. Since United States ratification was required for it to take effect, the original TPP is effectively dead. In its place, Japan has led an effort to create TPP11, a slightly modified version of the agreement featuring new implementation rules, minus the United States. As of November 2017, a final agreement on TPP11 had eluded the remaining countries, with Canada leveraging its position as the second-largest economy left in the TPP to extract significant concessions on intellectual property, culture, and the auto sector. The original digital economy provisions remain largely unchanged in the TPP11.

Notwithstanding its political difficulties, the agreement’s provisions provide a roadmap for future efforts to merge trade policy with the digital economy, including sharing economy businesses. The TPP’s impact would be felt in two ways: regulatory pre-emption, which would restrict the ability for regulators to implement their own laws or regulations; and regulatory mandates, which would prescribe specific requirements within domestic rules.

The potential for regulatory pre-emption is best illustrated by the complex array of regulations for service industries in the TPP. Many trade agreements feature obligations to specific service sectors based on commitments from negotiating parties. These are relatively clear and make it easy for businesses to understand the new rules and for governments to identify their regulatory requirements.

The TPP adopts a much different approach, featuring a series of generally applicable restrictions or requirements for services. These include national treatment, most favoured nation status, market access requirements, and restrictions on local presence requirements. These generally applicable conditions apply to all services, unless specifically excluded in the agreement or within annexes applicable to individual countries.

Article 10.3 of the TPP on national treatment provides: “Each Party shall accord to services and service suppliers of another Party treatment no less favourable than that it accords, in like circumstances, to its own services and service suppliers.” As noted above, the services chapter also includes a most favoured nation requirement in Article 10.4: “Each Party shall accord to services and service suppliers of another Party treatment no less favourable than that it accords, in like circumstances, to services and service suppliers of any other Party or a non-Party.”

The effect of these provisions is that countries are required to treat service providers—regardless of which country they come
from—in an equal manner. When combined with a restriction on local presence requirements, regulatory measures for services such as Uber already found in some jurisdictions that target foreign operators would run afoul of the TPP.

These rules are particularly noteworthy within the context of local regulations. The TPP excludes existing local government regulation from the scope of the service requirements in Article 10.7 (i)(a)(iii).\(^88\) This also applies to renewals of existing rules and amendments “to the extent that the amendment does not decrease the conformity of the measure.”\(^89\)

While that may grandfather existing rules, local municipalities would face restrictions on future sharing economy regulations should they further decrease conformity with the obligations. For example, if a municipality does not currently feature a local presence requirement in taxi regulations, instituting a new presence requirement for TNCs could violate the TPP. Similarly, establishing new expensive licensing requirements that restrict the likelihood of Uber drivers entering the market might violate Article 10.8(5) which stipulates that “[e]ach Party shall ensure that any authorisation fee charged by any of its competent authorities is reasonable, transparent and does not, in itself, restrict the supply of the relevant service.”\(^90\)

The issue may be even more pronounced where ride-sharing services are also regulated at the provincial, state, or national level. For example, the Province of British Columbia has the power to regulate Uber\(^91\) and similar services through the Passenger Transportation Act.\(^92\) The province has thus far resisted mounting calls for it to act.\(^93\) The provincial regulations establish requirements related to licensing, safety, inspections, and insurance, and establish the rates that may be charged by anyone operating a vehicle who charges or collects compensation for transporting passengers.\(^94\) Without a broad provincial government exclusion, these rules would presumably be caught by the TPP. The province has identified why it believes it needs to regulate the sector and announced plans for updating the regulatory environment, but should the TPP apply, it could pre-empt the provincial regulatory power given the absence of an exclusion and the difficulty in relying on public policy grounds for non-compliant regulations.\(^95\)

Pre-emption of local regulations is only part of the TPP’s potential impact on sharing services. Services such as Uber and Airbnb rely upon a business model that depends upon open data transfers,
with personal data frequently stored or processed offshore. As noted above, some jurisdictions have begun to consider regulations that would require local storage of data or local presence requirements for sharing economy companies. The TPP seeks to address the issue by mandating open data transfers and restricting the potential use of data localization requirements. These rules benefit cloud-based sharing services but run the risk of restricting the ability of countries (or local and regional governments) from establishing regulations to address consumer concerns regarding their personal information.

For example, data transfer restrictions are a key element of the European approach to privacy, which restricts data transfers to those countries with laws that meet the “adequacy” standard for protection. That approach is becoming increasingly popular, particularly in light of the Snowden revelations about governmental surveillance practices. Several TPP countries, including Malaysia, Singapore, and Chile, are moving toward data transfer restrictions, as are countries such as Brazil and Hong Kong.

Yet the TPP included a restriction on data transfer limitations. Article 14.11 (2) states, “Each Party shall allow the cross-border transfer of information by electronic means, including personal information, when this activity is for the conduct of the business of a covered person.” There are similar restrictions with respect to data localization. Data localization has emerged as an increasingly popular legal method for providing some additional assurances about the privacy protection for personal information. Although heavily criticized by those who fear that it harms the free flow of information, requirements that personal information be stored within the local jurisdiction is an unsurprising reaction to concerns about the lost privacy protections if the data is stored elsewhere. Data localization requirements are popping up around the world with European requirements in countries such as Germany, Russia, and Greece; Asian requirements in Taiwan, Vietnam, and Malaysia; Australian requirements for health records, and Latin America requirements in Brazil. Canada has not been immune to the rules either, with both British Columbia and Nova Scotia creating localization requirements for government data.

Despite the momentum toward data localization as a privacy protection measure, Article 14.13 of the TPP establishes a restriction on legal requirements to do so. “No Party shall require a covered person to use or locate computing facilities in that Party’s
territory as a condition for conducting business in that territory.” This general provision is subject to at least three exceptions. First, government services are excluded. Second, there is an exception for financial services, which has sparked protest from some members of the United States Congress. The exclusion is reportedly due to demands from the United States Treasury, which wanted to retain the right to establish restrictions on financial data flows.

The third exception is cited by supporters of the TPP as evidence that privacy protections are still a possibility. The exception states:

Nothing in this Article shall prevent a Party from adopting or maintaining measures inconsistent with paragraph 2 to achieve a legitimate public policy objective, provided that the measure:

(a) is not applied in a manner which would constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination or a disguised restriction on trade; and

(b) does not impose restrictions on the use or location of computing facilities greater than are required to achieve the objective.

When combined with a 1999 World Trade Organization reference to privacy, the argument is that privacy could be viewed as a legitimate public policy objective and therefore qualify for an exception. The problem is that the historical record overwhelmingly suggests that reliance on this exception is unlikely to succeed. As the advocacy group Public Citizen noted in a study on the general exception language:

the exceptions language being negotiated for the TPP is based on the same construct used in Article XX of the World Trade Organization’s (WTO) General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and Article XIV of the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS). This is alarming, as the GATT and GATS exceptions have only ever been successfully employed to actually defend a challenged measure in one of 44 attempts. That is, the exceptions being negotiated in the TPP would, in fact, not provide effective safeguards for domestic policies.

In other words, the exception is illusory since the requirements are so complex (each aspect must be met) that countries relying on the
exception have failed in forty-three out of forty-four cases. For countries concerned about the weakened privacy protections, the TPP restricts the use of data localization requirements as a remedy just as more and more countries are exploring such rules.

The data transfer and data localization regulations function much like the WIPO Internet treaty approach to anti-circumvention with the establishment of rules that are likely to have long-term consequences for businesses and business models that are at the early stage of development. By subscribing to a specific set of legal requirements, governments may be eliminating the ability to implement new regulations that respond to public concerns. Indeed, some early regulatory responses to sharing services such as Uber and Airbnb have sought to implement data localization or residency requirements.

A similar concern arises with respect to the TPP’s restriction on the ability to require companies to supply access to source code. Article 14.17 (1) states: “No Party shall require the transfer of, or access to, source code of software owned by a person of another Party, as a condition for the import, distribution, sale or use of such software, or of products containing such software, in its territory.” While much of the concern associated with the source code regulation has focused on its security implications, it is conceivable that countries could introduce source code disclosure requirements on sharing economy companies as a mechanism to introduce algorithmic transparency. For example, concerns about discriminatory practices for ride-sharing or accommodation rental services that avoid servicing some neighbourhoods might be addressed through mandated disclosures of the underlying code used to operate the service. The TPP would prohibit such provisions.

There is considerable merit to anti-discrimination provisions that ensure that all businesses are treated equally with respect to regulatory requirements. These provisions could prove enormously important for the purposes of sharing economy regulation given the likelihood that many service providers will be foreign owned and therefore face the prospect of heightened regulation simply by virtue of their ownership or residency status. However, the TPP provisions extend far beyond ensuring equal treatment. The rules within the trade agreement may pre-empt regulation altogether or establish restrictions on regulations that are otherwise preferred by local, regional, or national governments. This points to a likely future clash between trade agreements and sharing economy regulations.
ii. Trade in Services Agreement (TiSA)

The Trade in Services Agreement (TiSA) is a trade agreement currently being negotiated by many of the world’s largest economies, accounting for approximately 70 per cent of the global trade in services. Launched in March 2013, participants include the United States, European Union, Japan, Canada, and many other developed economies. The future of TiSA shares some of the same uncertainties as the TPP in light of the change in the United States administration. As of November 2017, there had been twenty-one rounds of negotiations, with further negotiations on hold. Unlike the TPP, which is now public, the draft text of TiSA remains secret. The only sources of the TiSA text come from several leaks posted on Wikileaks.

Given the lack of official text, it is difficult to fully assess the impact of TiSA provisions. However, the leaked documents published to date point to the prospect of a similar impact as found in the TPP. For example, the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC) published a detailed analysis of leaked negotiating texts of TiSA on October 20, 2016. According to these documents, “TiSA would legally fortify and economically facilitate the operation of the ‘platform economy’—a term (also known as the ‘gig economy’ or ‘sharing economy’) describing the online, on-demand business model of international companies like Uber.”

The leaked version of TiSA also includes data localization and data transfer provisions that are similar to those found in the TPP. The draft article on data transfer provides:

[CA/TW/CO/JP/MX/US propose: No Party may prevent a service supplier of another Party [CO/JP propose: or consumers of those suppliers,] [CA/CO/JP/TW/US propose: from transferring, accessing, processing or storing] information, including personal information, within or outside the Party’s territory, where such activity is carried out in connection with the conduct of the service supplier’s business.

The U.S. has also proposed restrictions on data localization requirements. Article 9 states:

No Party may require a service supplier, as a condition for supplying a service or investing in its territory, to:

a) use computing facilities located in the Party’s territory;
b) use computer processing or storage services supplied from within the Party’s territory; or
c) otherwise store or process data in its territory.\footnote{114}

The data localization provision would severely restrict regulatory efforts on sharing economy companies to retain data within the local jurisdiction.

Concern regarding the TiSA provisions prompted the European Parliament to adopt a resolution in February 2016 containing its recommendations to the European Commission on the TiSA negotiations. The recommendations included

- ensuring that European citizens personal data flow globally in full compliance with the data protection and security rules in force in Europe;
- immediately and formally opposing the US proposals on movement of information;
- ensuring that national security clauses are grounded in appropriate necessity;
- comprehensively prohibiting forced data localisation requirements in order to prevent geoblocking practices and to uphold the principle of open governance of the internet.\footnote{115}

The Parliament’s emphasis on data flows in compliance with European data protection rules points to a likely source of conflict with TiSA rules aimed at eliminating restrictions on data transfers and national data protection rules that depend upon some limitations in order to safeguard user privacy.

As an agreement dedicated to increasing trade in services, TiSA unsurprisingly features provisions aimed at fostering market access, reducing regulatory requirements, and eliminating discriminatory domestic provisions. These are laudable goals, yet the implications of a broad-based trade services agreement on Internet-based companies would be particularly pronounced given the ability to service a global market from a single jurisdiction. For sharing economy businesses, TiSA could usher in an era of limited regulations and requirements for uniform regulatory models across member countries. Such an outcome might enhance the commercial potential of those businesses, but would also necessarily restrict the ability of local jurisdictions to implement their own regulatory solutions.
iii. NAFTA

The election of Donald Trump has placed renewed focus on NAFTA, with the United States having filed a notice of renegotiation, paving the way for talks that commenced in the summer of 2017. The renegotiation involves much more than just a few tweaks, as the Trump administration has emphasized that new NAFTA chapters should be crafted to reflect the digital economy. The emphasis on digital policies foreshadows a new battleground that will have enormous implications for the sharing economy, as NAFTA rules are likely to have a direct impact on how those entities are regulated.

Some of the digital economy policies, including online contract enforcement and consumer protection, should be relatively uncontroversial. More contentious, however, will be rules similar to those found in the TPP regarding data localization and data transfers, the lifeblood of digital sharing economy companies. Data localization has become an increasingly popular policy measure as countries respond to concerns about United States–based surveillance and the subordination of privacy protections for non–United States citizens and residents.

In response to the mounting public concerns, leading technology companies such as Microsoft, Amazon, and Google have established or committed to establish Canadian-based computer server facilities that can offer localization of information. These moves follow on the federal government’s 2016 cloud computing strategy that prioritizes privacy and security concerns by mandating that certain data be stored in Canada. The TPP included restrictions on data localization requirements at the insistence of United States negotiators. Those provisions are likely to resurface during the NAFTA talks and could have an impact on how companies such as Uber and Airbnb conduct their business. For Canadian regulators of sharing economy companies, attempts to establish a domestic presence for regulatory purposes could face restrictions from NAFTA provisions prohibiting data localization requirements.

So too will potential limitations on data transfer restrictions, which mandate the free flow of information on networks across borders. United States Internet companies have been particularly vocal about the need to restrict such rules. Those rules are important to preserve online freedoms in countries that have a history of cracking down on Internet speech but, in the Canadian context, could restrict the ability to establish privacy safeguards. In fact, should the
European Union mandate data transfer restrictions, as many experts expect, Canada could find itself between a proverbial privacy rock and a hard place, with the European Union requiring restrictions and NAFTA prohibiting them. These rules could have a significant impact on domestic regulations on the sharing economy that may restrict data transfers for reasons of privacy or workplace conditions.

V. Conclusion

As the sharing economy continues to grow, the prospect of local, regional, and national regulation is likely to grow. Companies such as Uber and Airbnb have quickly become multi-billion dollar global entities that simultaneously offer new commercial opportunities, consumer choice, and market competition. Sharing economy services are not without their negative impacts, however, leading to controversy and calls for regulation.

Those regulations include fundamental questions of how best to characterize sharing economy businesses such as Uber, the introduction of safety and licensing requirements designed to create a level playing field with incumbent providers, and newly crafted regulations specifically targeting services such as Airbnb.

Individual communities and countries are typically free to regulate as they see fit, yet the steady expansion of trade agreements may have a significant impact on domestic regulation. There is considerable merit to agreements that open markets. Moreover, anti-discrimination provisions that ensure that all businesses are treated equally with respect to regulatory requirements facilitate global commerce on a level playing field. These provisions could prove enormously important for the purposes of sharing economy regulation given the likelihood that many service providers will be foreign owned and therefore face the prospect of heightened regulation simply by virtue of their ownership or residency status. However, trade agreement rules now extend far beyond ensuring equal treatment, potentially pre-empting regulation altogether or establishing restrictions on regulations that are otherwise preferred by local, regional, or national governments. This points to a likely future clash between trade agreements and sharing economy regulations.

This chapter does not advocate for specific regulations for the sharing economy. Rather, it maintains that regulators should be free to act in the public interest, consistent with local values and
policies. There is a need to consider the long-term implications of trade agreements that undermine the regulatory role of local officials by establishing restrictions on future regulatory measures. Public debate and comprehensive analysis is particularly challenging given the secrecy and lack of transparency associated with many current trade negotiations. Looking ahead—whether to TPP11, TiSA, NAFTA, or the myriad of regional trade agreements currently under consideration—greater transparency and inclusion of officials from all levels of government could help avoid the unintended consequences that may come from treaty provisions that lack insight into future directions of the digital economy.
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Should Licence Plate Owners Be Compensated when Uber Comes to Town?

Eran Kaplinsky

I. Introduction

The abstractions of law are basically conservative; they tend to preserve the status quo, to protect property and those who hold it, and to resist innovations of organization or method whether these originate from the private or governmental sector. As often happens during an evolutionary period, the older, vested interests turned to the state for protection against the innovative elements within the industry and sought regulation that would preserve their traditional monopoly.

The sharing economy represents a profound change in the way goods and services are exchanged. New technological platforms help connect consumers with goods and services providers and promote better utilization of assets and fuller realization of economic rights over resources. It is no surprise that the new way of doing things threatens vested interests, in the same way that, as famously described by Harry Miskimin, organizational innovations in the textile industry in sixteenth-century England threatened the traditional guild structures. But history suggests that change is inevitable, even if its timing and direction cannot be anticipated fully; and when change comes, there are winners and losers. It is the latter who are the subject of this chapter. Specifically, do taxi licence owners have a right to compensation when their municipally issued licences are
devalued as a result of local sanctioning of ride-sharing services such as Uber? This chapter argues that no such legal right exists, and while there may be compelling arguments to compensate plate owners, municipalities may lack the statutory authority to provide compensation under existing law. The chapter proceeds as follows: section II provides a broad description of taxi regulations in Canadian cities and the recent and ongoing legalization of ride-sharing. The main point of the section is to demonstrate that the transition to the new system based in the sharing economy is socially desirable overall, but comes largely at the expense of taxi plate owners. Section III examines the case for compensation. While there are powerful arguments in favour of compensation based in equity and efficiency, there is very likely no right to compensation as a matter of Canadian law. Section IV considers how a scheme of compensation might be implemented. As a preliminary matter, there is some question as to the power of municipalities to offer compensation to licence holders, which may require clarification in their enabling legislation. The bulk of the section is dedicated to an assessment of compensation schemes recently implemented by several Australian states, which may provide useful lessons to policymakers in Canada. Section V concludes.

II. From Municipal Regulation to the Sharing Economy

i. Municipal Regulation of Taxis

Local control of taxis began in American cities in the 1920s. As the story goes, regulation came as a direct response to the results of free-for-all, “cut-throat” competition in flooded transportation markets, which resulted in long hours and low wages for drivers, unsafe cars, and dearth of third-party liability insurance. Local ordinances were promulgated to address these problems by implementing licensing requirements, limits on the number of local taxis, and regulated fares, as campaigned for by professional cab associations, as well as safety, service, and insurance standards demanded by consumers. Taxi regulations in Canadian cities were historically driven by the same concerns, and at least until recent reforms, have exhibited the same essential features. Municipal bylaws enabled by provincial legislation set licensing requirements for taxicabs and taxi drivers, and prescribe the terms under which taxi services may be offered. While the details vary across Canadian cities, the bylaws typically require taxicabs to meet municipal safety, insurance, and appearance
standards; taxi drivers to be trained and accredited, and taxi fares to be regulated and metered.

Controlling the number of local taxis is a central feature of municipal regulations. Calgary’s system, challenged before and described by the Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench in 1998 in United Taxi Drivers’ Fellowship of Southern Alberta v. Calgary (City of) is representative. Only a licensed taxi driver operating a licensed taxicab could legally provide a taxi ride in Calgary, but whereas any individual who met the prescribed qualifications could obtain a driver’s licence, the number of taxi licences issued by the city was capped at a number previously set in 1986 by the city’s taxi commission.

Municipal supply management of taxis (or pharmacies or single-family homes for that matter) is premised on the local government’s ability to anticipate demand and set the optimal quotas and fares. The evidence of such ability is, however, to the contrary. David Seymour observed, in 2009, that in more than one prairie city, taxi quotas had remained frozen for significant periods. Saskatoon’s numbers had not changed in twenty-two years, and in Winnipeg they were largely unchanged since 1947. Calgary adhered to a cap imposed twenty-three years earlier, even though the city’s workforce had almost doubled since.

The strict municipal quota system has also the effect of turning taxi licences (referred to sometimes as taxi “plates” or “medallions”; the terms are interchangeable) into very desirable government-created property. Because taxi licences confer an exclusive privilege (strictly speaking, an oligopoly) to engage in remunerative point-to-point transport, which is transferable with very few restrictions, they are openly traded at prices disproportionally higher than nominal licence fees. The best available data on the transfer prices of taxi licences in Canadian cities prior to the emergence of ride-sharing services is based on a 2007 report commissioned by the City of Edmonton. Reported transfer prices were as high as $55,000 in Edmonton, $185,000 in Ottawa, $280,000 in Winnipeg, and $500,000 in Vancouver. More recent newspaper articles cite even higher figures. Further, due to the historical advantages of dispatch booking, taxicabs tend to be affiliated with one of a handful of large local operators, and in most cities taxi plates are concentrated in the hands of powerful operators who own the licences outright, or manage them on behalf of non-driver owners. As a result, most individuals who wish to earn an income as taxi drivers cannot obtain their own taxi
licence and are often forced to rent licences at high premiums and on unfavourable terms. A 2008 report on working conditions of taxi drivers in Toronto noted a great financial strain on drivers, long working hours, low morale, and a feeling of resentment against the industry and city council. Meanwhile, plate owners and agents have been collecting an estimated $30 million annually in rental fees.\textsuperscript{20}

Studies reveal that the quota or plate/medallion system produces a net social loss.\textsuperscript{21} A 1984 staff report by the United States Federal Trade Commission concluded that “[r]estrictions on the total number of firms and vehicles and on minimum fares waste resources and impose a disproportionate burden on low income people. Similarly, there is no economic justification for regulations that restrict shared-ride, dial-a-ride, and jitney service.”\textsuperscript{22} In a study of Metropolitan Toronto, the cartelization of the taxi industry was estimated to reduce consumer surplus by $39.2 million in 1987 alone. Whatever economic advantages the system yielded were concentrated in the hands of a few, while higher social costs were widely dispersed among consumers.\textsuperscript{23} More recently, in 2014, the Economic Regulation Authority of the State of Western Australia modelled the costs and benefits of taxi regulations in Perth and concluded that while there were benefits to maintaining taxi and driver standards, licence number restrictions resulted in a net loss to the public. The study estimated the benefit to taxi plate owners at AUD$27.7 million ($26 million) and to taxi drivers at AUD$4.4 million annually, whereas the cost to the public was between AUD$45.7 to AUD$70.7 million in higher prices and longer waiting times.\textsuperscript{24} The net effect of restricting the supply of taxis was an annual loss of up to AUD$38.6 million.\textsuperscript{25}

The artificial shortages resulting from taxi quotas become evident whenever barriers to entry are removed. In Ireland, the deregulation of taxis in 2000 resulted in a trebling of their numbers in Dublin.\textsuperscript{26} Similarly, Uber’s entry into urban centres has increased the volume of rides for hire and lowered fares, suggesting that previously there was unmet demand for point-to-point transportation and, further, that the regulated price was too high and the existing service inadequate. There may have been periods during which taxis stood idle for lack of business, but that could only indicate that committing a fixed number of vehicles to round-the-clock taxi use is highly inefficient. So is committing private vehicles to full-time personal or domestic use. Ride-sharing services attempt to address both problems.
ii. Ride-Sharing and Its Advantages

Uber is the best known, and at the time of writing, the most successful ride-sharing service. Since its founding in 2009, it has grown to be the world’s largest transportation provider, currently in some 600 cities in eighty countries. The popularity of transportation network companies such as Uber is attributable to the rapid growth of the sharing economy, their efficient business models, and their competitive advantage over regulated operators, but above all, the superiority of their booking technology. By allowing passengers and drivers to match based on an online directory of user experience and global positioning service (GPS) technology, ride-sharing companies reduce search costs and fares, and create a point-to-point transportation market much more reflective of supply and demand.

In lieu of municipal taxi regulations, transportation network companies offer standard contractual terms governing the relationship between the company, its partner drivers, and its consumers, which serve as private regulations. Under Uber’s standard terms, for example, the company grants its partner drivers a private operating licence, which is in effect the right to be listed in Uber’s location-based directory of point-to-point transportation providers. Each partner driver must meet the company’s standards, including liability insurance, vehicle standards, driver’s licensing requirements, and more. The company reserves to itself a fixed percentage from each fare and the right to set each fare, which it collects directly from passengers using its application. As opposed to the fixed regulated rates charged by taxi drivers, Uber’s fares vary in response to demand and supply in real time (allowing, for example, to attract more service providers in peak demand times), and its platform matches drivers and consumers depending on mutual interest.

Uber is the largest, but not the only ride-sharing service. It still enjoys a first-mover advantage due to the recognition of its brand, the popularity of its phone application, and its database of driver and passenger ratings; but it faces competition from existing services such as Lyft and from emerging platforms, such as a new Australian company, Mum’s Taxi, which promises to serve female and child passengers by matching them with female-only driver partners to “provide safer transport for women and children, and help women who are looking for safe and flexible work.” The infrastructure requirements for ride-sharing services are minimal, the barriers to entry relatively low, and the business easy to emulate. Drivers can, and
often do, work for more than one service, where available. In such an environment, ride-sharing services can be expected to compete on multiple fronts, including not only lower fares and commissions but also flexible terms of service to respond to the preferences of drivers and passengers. This is an important point given that Uber’s business models and practices are very much a work in progress and given the allegations made against it from time to time for exploiting consumers and drivers. Some of these concerns can be addressed by labour and employment laws and consumer protection legislation, but competition among ride-sharing providers is more likely to produce terms of service more favourable to drivers and passengers than top-down municipal regulations that dictate every aspect of the service, from the number of vehicles to the cost of the ride.

According to one estimate, “[f]or each dollar spent by consumers, about [USD]$1.60 of consumer surplus is generated. Back-of-the-envelope calculations suggest that the overall consumer surplus generated by the UberX service in the United States in 2015 was [USD]$6.8 billion.”

Ride-sharing may also produce important indirect public benefits. Location- and fare-based matching tends to decrease driving distances and times between rides, make better use of existing fleets, and reduce the number of cars committed to private travel, as well as the amount of urban land devoted to parking. Because the use of vehicles is associated with the externalities of carbon and air pollution, ride-sharing may also improve environmental outcomes. These additional effects have not been fully investigated.

### iii. Ride-Sharing in Canadian Cities

Thirteen Canadian cities in Alberta, Ontario, and Quebec (the list continues to grow) currently allow Uber or other transportation network companies to operate within their boundaries, while progress has been slower elsewhere. The Federal Competition Bureau has called on provincial and municipal regulators “to allow the forces of competition to shape how the industry will move forward [...] and to] re-think existing regulations to provide an even playing field upon which ride providers can compete.” The bureau recommended that taxi regulations be relaxed, and more stringent regulations be imposed on new providers to secure public safety and other legitimate policy objectives. Local policymakers have responded by relaxing licensing requirements and reducing licence fees for taxis on the one hand, and on the other hand, regulating ride-sharing
services by requiring safety inspections for cars, background checks for drivers, and mandatory insurance. In the most recent federal budget, a sales tax on ride-sharing had been announced.

The traditional taxi industry has been disrupted by the introduction of ride-sharing, but has not collapsed entirely. Neither have those Canadian jurisdictions that opened their doors to Uber abolished altogether their old licensing systems. Taxi plates continue to confer a right to engage in a remunerative trade, but this right is no longer exclusive. Most municipalities still limit ride-sharing to pre-arranged rides and allow only taxis to respond to street hails, but to the extent that an Uber ride can substitute for a taxi, quotas have been rendered irrelevant. As a result, taxi plates retain some portion of their value for now, at least until the future of ride-sharing in Canada is settled.

iv. Ride-Sharing’s Losers

Uber’s introduction into Canadian cities was preceded by massive lobbying efforts. These campaigns could be explained as attempts to secure favourable terms of operation and perhaps to enhance the company’s reputation, but are also indicative of the stakes held by the incumbent taxi industry, which engaged openly in heavy protesting and lobbying against ride-sharing. The transition to the sharing economy and the introduction of competition for point-to-point transportation services can create not only winners, but losers also.

Some taxi drivers may be made worse off by the opening up of local markets to ride-sharing services, but others who choose to work for Uber, or one of its competitors, may benefit from greater independence and flexibility, higher hourly wages, and more favourable terms:

one veteran Toronto cabbie driver called Uber his saviour, allowing him to escape the grind of 12-hour shifts in a rented taxi that paid dividends to an absentee plate-holder: “I am no longer charged an astronomical price to drive a taxi […] I can take a day off – take my kid to his hockey practice and my daughter to her after-school activities without the fear of being charged. I have a choice.”

Data from the United States for the years 2009 to 2015 does show that in cities where Uber operates the average hourly earnings of
taxi drivers fell up to 10 per cent relative to cities where it does not, consistent with a decline in the volume of taxi passengers due to competition. But the data also showed an overall growth in point-to-point transportation services, including self-employed and salaried taxi drivers, and increased hourly earnings for self-employed drivers due to their higher capacity utilization. Despite a concern about a displacement by the sharing economy of traditional service jobs, in sum there was “little evidence of adverse impacts on labour market outcomes in point-to-point transportation services.”

There is very limited data on the effect of ride-sharing on the Canadian local government. A decline in the number of taxis and taxi drivers could deprive the municipality of substantial licensing fees, but these would be offset by revenue generated from licensing ride-sharing companies and their partner drivers. Municipal licensing departments will be expected to adapt to new regulatory responsibilities, and powerful municipal taxi commissions will eventually lose their power to set quotas. For example, following its decision to allow ride-sharing services, the City of Toronto created a new vehicle-for-hire group within its business licensing and permitting group, using staff previously employed in taxicab driver training (which is no longer mandated under the city’s changed regulations). The restructuring has not resulted to date in significant changes in the bureaucracy’s resource requirements. The same appears to hold for Edmonton’s vehicle-for-hire licensing department.

The stakeholders who are most likely to be adversely affected by deregulation and competition from ride-sharing are the owners of taxi licences. The prospect of the introduction of ride-sharing in Canadian cities precipitated a sharp decline in taxi licence values. According to source data from the City of Toronto, while rental prices generally held, taxi plate prices began to plummet in 2012—from a peak of $360,000 in September 2012 to an average of $118,235 in 2014. Media reports suggest prices in Edmonton fell from around $200,000 in 2013 to $70,000 in 2016. Taxi plate transfer prices also fell in Ottawa and Calgary. The reported decline in taxi licence prices in Canadian cities where ride-sharing is authorized or expected is consistent with the experience in other countries. In Dublin, for example, licence values fell within two years after the deregulation of the taxi industry in Ireland and the removal of barriers to entry by qualified drivers from £90,000 in 2000 to £13,224. Similarly, recent analysis of data from three American cities (New York City, Chicago,
and Philadelphia) concluded that “the number of Uber drivers in the market is negatively correlated with the price of a taxi medallion, as expected. It is statistically and economically significant; each additional Uber driver reduces the price of a taxi medallion by [USD]$22 to [USD]$45.”

III. The Case for Compensating Taxi Plate Holders

i. Is There a Normative Case for Compensation?

The financial losses incurred by taxi plate owners due to competition from ride-sharing companies pose a policy choice dilemma: Should those losses be compensated or ignored? This question engages a broader concern about the social impact of the sharing economy. A prima facie case for compensation can be made on normative grounds of economic efficiency and fairness.

Louis Kaplow has argued that government assurance of compensation or other relief to private actors negatively affected by welfare-enhancing policy changes will encourage those actors to invest excessively in reliance on existing regulations. In his view, private actors should not presume that regulatory regimes are immutable and should anticipate and prepare for regulatory uncertainty as they do for uncertainty in the market. In contrast, other scholars argue that a requirement of compensation is conducive to welfare-enhancing policymaking. A change in policy is socially desirable, other things being equal, if it produces overall gain. However, in the absence of an ex-ante commitment to compensation (as a matter of law or general policy), there is a risk that policymakers might disregard the costs of proposed regulations and consider only the benefits to the public, the same way a private manufacturer making a production decision might disregard the social cost of pollution. A general rule requiring compensation to those adversely affected by regulation forces regulators to internalize the costs of their decisions and encourages efficient policy. Suppose, for example, that in one city there are 1,000 plate owners and that the new policies under consideration would cause each of those licences to be devalued by $30,000. The new policies should only be adopted if the sum of their benefits is greater than $30 million. (To put this number in context, according to Statistics Canada, in the twelve months before October 2016, ride-sharing services collected $241 million in Canada.) One of the purposes of compensation would be to deter policymakers
from proceeding with the changes unless they are prepared to pay that amount. However, Quinn and Trebilcock have pointed out that because the benefits of regulatory transition are rarely captured in full by policymakers (in the case of taxicab and ride-sharing reforms, the benefits are largely captured by consumers and ride-sharing companies), a compensation requirement is not certain to promote cost-benefit analysis and efficient outcomes.

Another allocative function of compensation is to facilitate socially desirable public initiatives. Stakeholders who stand to lose from proposed policies, but who are nevertheless assured of compensation, have a smaller incentive to engage in political lobbying efforts to stop them. On the other hand, the promise of compensation may encourage rent-seeking over eligibility for compensation as well as its amount, but the cost of these may be comparatively small given the lower stakes.

It might be argued that in cities where the transition from traditional taxi regulations to a new system offering the advantages of the sharing economy has been found already to be in the public interest, adopting a policy of compensation will not improve efficiency. Compensation cannot incentivize local officials after they have made their policy decisions (councils who previously voted to legalize ride-sharing may reverse course, but may then be required to compensate ride-sharing interests instead), or reverse the wasteful expenditures and delays already incurred in the course of the political battle over ride-sharing. But a commitment to compensation can improve decision-making by municipalities still contemplating a transition, and more importantly, by every municipality that may consider other policy changes involving the sharing economy in the future. It is less clear whether or not compensation can facilitate regulatory transition in the future: an offer of compensation on the heels of massive political pressure may encourage more of the same.

One final economic consideration is what Frank Michelman called “settlement costs,” which includes the cost of identifying the victims of regulation, putting a dollar value on the harms they sustain, and providing them with compensation. Because taxi licences are registered with the municipality and must be renewed annually, the class of eligible claimants is readily ascertainable. Assessing the harm and providing compensation according to some formula should be straightforward.
A different set of arguments in support of compensation relates to the distribution of regulatory benefits and burdens. Government action that focuses disproportionate regulatory burdens on particular individuals or groups is inconsistent with societal notions of justice and fairness. A policy of compensation provides some assurance against such hardships being endured, without unduly restraining government from carrying out its objectives. The ride-sharing reforms generate sizable benefits to consumers, but also to the transportation network companies and their drivers—largely at the expense of taxi plate owners. This redistribution of benefits is ancillary to the purpose of improving point-to-point transportation markets, rather than the impetus for the reforms, so compensating the losers would not frustrate a public purpose.

Whether compensation is required as a matter of fairness in any particular instance may turn on the extent of the harm, the degree to which the political interests of the claimants are adequately represented, the extent and legitimacy of reliance on existing policies, and how the entitlement which is to be protected by compensation was acquired. Two general observations can be made about taxi licence plate holders as a group. The first is that they are in no way an under-represented constituency deserving of special protection, but rather constitute a well-organized and traditionally effective municipal lobby. The second is that whatever one might think of the existing licence system, current plate owners cannot be said to have acquired them unjustly. But other generalizations about plate owners should be made with caution, and the cogency of the claims will vary depending on the circumstances. The most sympathetic case would be the holder of a taxi licence acquired not too long before the advent of ride-sharing, to whom the licence is both a primary source of income and an investment for retirement, very likely an immigrant to Canada. To an individual in such circumstances, the devaluation of the licence may constitute significant, even catastrophic, economic hardship. This sentiment was expressed before the Legislative Assembly of Western Australia in a debate over the compensation previously offered to taxi plate owners by the government:

This motion is all about treating small business people and small investors fairly. Taxi plate owners are often drivers, but, in any event, taxi plate owners are generally small business people. They have often invested their life savings and are
often people from migrant communities who have arrived in Australia and used all their savings—often all their families’ and extended families’ savings—to invest in a business that, up until now, has been regulated and competitors have been unlawful. That approach to taxis that has now been in place for time immemorial has meant that the value of a taxi plate has been significant and that people invested on the basis of the existing law as it stood. These taxi plate investors have relied upon the law in their investment decisions [...]. It is a matter of fairness how these investors—these people—are treated based upon the situation that now exists.\(^{65}\)

In contrast, a less sympathetic case would be that of a taxi-plate baron who has made a fortune by accumulating licences and renting them out to drivers. Two arguments for limiting compensation can be made in this case. The first is that claimants in this category are better able to protect themselves against catastrophic economic injury by diversifying their investments. The second is that the regulatory risk inherent in the quota system tends to be reflected in the premiums that licences command in the market. Simply put, allowing plate owners to enjoy excessive rents over a long period of time, coupled with full compensation when the monopoly is removed, would amount to double-dipping. One way of addressing these differences without sacrificing the interest of those most likely to be affected the hardest (albeit at the expense of economic efficiency) is to set a cap on the number of licences for which compensation is provided.

Once a policy of compensating plate owners is adopted, there is the matter of who should fund it. The compensation could be funded from general revenues, or from charges levied on the beneficiaries of the regulation. The latter policy is more equitable in aligning more closely the costs of transition with the benefits, and reduces the incentives of special interest groups to lobby for policies that benefit them at the expense of other groups or of the public. One obvious way to shift the cost of ride-sharing reforms to the beneficiaries is to compensate plate owners out of a fund collected from ride-sharing passengers and transportation network companies. Whoever bears the economic incidence of compensation would depend on relative market power. In localities where a single operator such as Uber faces no competition, the cost of compensation will be shifted to
passengers, whereas in localities with healthy competition, the operators can be expected to shoulder them.

**ii. Do Taxi Plate Owners Have a Legal Right to Compensation?**

Are taxi licence holders entitled, as a matter of law, to compensation for municipal regulations accommodating ride-sharing? As the following analysis suggests, the answer is not entirely straightforward, but more than likely negative. The question has not yet come before the Canadian courts, but has recently been dealt with in the United States.

In 2016, the Federal Court of Appeals (Seventh Circuit) held in *Joe Sanfelippo Cabs, Inc v Milwaukee (City of)* that the repeal of a local restriction on the number of taxi permits issued by the defendant did not constitute a “taking” within the meaning of the Fifth Amendment to the United States constitution. Judge Richard Posner accepted that the taxi permits issued to the plaintiffs were “property,” but reasoned that property can take many forms and, in this case, consisted of nothing more than the (transferable) right to operate a taxicab in the city. Importantly, the taxi permits did not confer on the plaintiffs a property right “to be an oligopolist [and] to exclude others from operating taxis.” Moreover, the former ordinance which provided that no further taxi permits be issued by the city gave the plaintiffs no guarantee that it would remain in effect indefinitely. In consequence, no property of the plaintiffs was “taken.” Judge Posner, an avowed proponent of free enterprise, added:

> [u]ndoubtedly by freeing up entry into the taxi business the new ordinance will reduce the revenues of individual taxicab companies; that is simply the normal consequence of replacing a cartelized with a competitive market. But the plaintiffs exaggerate when they predict ruination for themselves. Buses and subways and livery services and other taxi substitutes have not destroyed the taxi business; nor has Uber or Lyft or the private automobile or for that matter the bicycle. Taxicabs will not go the way of the horse and buggy—at least for some time.

Comparisons to American takings jurisprudence must be tempered with caution. As Cromwell J.A. (as he then was) emphasized in *Mariner Real Estate Ltd v Nova Scotia (AG)*, an American court is tasked with deciding the constitutional validity of an uncompensated regulatory action, whereas the mandate of a Canadian court
is limited to determining whether compensation is required as a matter of statutory interpretation. The questions are “fundamentally different.” Indeed, in the absence of constitutional protection of private property, the Canadian jurisprudence has recognized a right to compensation only in two categories of cases. First, compensation is payable where it is expressly provided in, or can be implied from, the statute authorizing the exercise of regulatory powers. Second, compensation is payable, in the absence of contrary intention, where the exercise of regulatory powers amounts to a \textit{de facto} expropriation of property. Neither ground for compensation is likely to be made out by taxi plate owners.

The proprietary status of taxi licences in Canada may not be completely settled, but the courts have recognized that taxi licences may be regarded as property in specific contexts: for example, for the purpose of division of marital property pursuant to provincial family law or for the purpose of personal property security registration and bankruptcy proceedings. A plain reading of the taxi bylaws in several major Canadian cities may suggest that the licences are not property. Edmonton’s \textit{Vehicles for Hire Bylaw}, for example, states that, “[e]very licence issued pursuant to this bylaw […] does not confer any property rights and remains at all times the sole property of the City,” and similar provisions appear in the bylaws of Toronto, Ottawa, Vancouver, and Calgary. However, the rights conferred by a taxi licence are both valuable and transferable qualities often described as hallmarks of property. In Re Foster, the court summarized the relevant authorities as follows:

[w]hat this case law reveals is a tension between the commercial reality that licences, like any commodity in restricted supply, have a value and may be traded, and the legal impact of the legislator’s desire to maintain, in varying degrees, control over the industry in question. Where the control is absolute and unfettered, no property interest exists even though there is a market […] where there is a market and a practical, historical assurance of renewal, the licensee has a right akin to a chose in action, and hence property […]. It is obvious from all the cases that the regulatory framework is a decisive factor.

In \textit{Surdell-Kennedy Taxi Ltd v Surrey (City of)}, local taxi companies challenged the city’s decision to issue additional taxi licences and
allocate them by way of a public auction. The city relied on its corporate powers pursuant to the provisions in section 176 of the B.C. Local Government Act, “to acquire […] and dispose of […] personal property or other property, and any interest or right in or with respect to that property [on] any terms and conditions it considers appropriate.” The court followed Re Foster in holding that a taxi licence becomes intangible personal property in the hands of the licensee, and becomes then capable of being transferred or encumbered (but not before it is issued, so section 176 did not apply).

Assuming that municipally issued taxi plates can be regarded as private property, the traditional position in Canada is that any right to compensation for expropriation or regulation of private property must invariably be founded in statute. The rule was first stated by the Privy Council in a case involving injurious affection to land, but remains the starting point in any discussion concerning compensation for regulation. The courts, while reluctant to recognize a common law right to compensation are prepared, in principle, to infer a statutory right to compensation in appropriate circumstances, even where it is not provided expressly. For example, it is a recognized rule of construction that “unless the words of the statute clearly so demand, a statute is not to be construed so as to take away the property of a subject without compensation.” This principle was applied by the Supreme Court of Canada in Manitoba Fisheries v R. There, pursuant to federal legislation, a government monopoly to export freshwater fish was given to a Crown corporation, effectively putting the long-established plaintiff out of business. The court held that the effect of the legislative scheme was to acquire the plaintiff’s business goodwill, and insofar as nothing in the legislation authorized such a taking without compensation, the plaintiff was entitled to compensation.

Nevertheless, the Canadian courts have resisted extending the principles upon which compensation may be founded beyond the ruling in Manitoba Fisheries. On the contrary, subsequent case law interpreted the right to compensation quite narrowly. The rule of construction requiring compensation barring clear demonstration of opposite intention has been held inapplicable in circumstances where the owner’s rights were extinguished, but the government did not acquire title to the property in question, although it is a plausible and arguably the better rule. In addition, the judicial standard for constructive expropriation is notoriously difficult to meet. Under
that test, a de facto expropriation entitling the owner to compensation (unless expropriation without compensation is expressly authorized) requires both an acquisition of a beneficial interest in the property or flowing from it, and a removal of all reasonable uses of the property.\textsuperscript{96} Some of the most stringent regulations and restrictions would not ordinarily pass this test: as long as some reasonable private use is left to the owner, or as long as no interest is acquired by the public authority, then no compensation is payable, even if the property is rendered worthless.\textsuperscript{97}

In light of this discussion, it is doubtful that municipal bylaws sanctioning ride-sharing would give rise to a right to compensation to incumbent taxi plate owners for the devaluation of their property. Such bylaws, like the repeal of the permit freeze in \textit{Joe Sanfelippo Cabs Inc},\textsuperscript{98} and unlike the legislation in \textit{Manitoba Fisheries},\textsuperscript{99} do not deprive the licence holders of any of their rights or affect their usage, and do not therefore constitute an actual or constructive taking of property. Moreover, although provincial legislation could easily specifically authorize compensation, none of the enabling statutes under which taxi and livery regulations are adopted currently authorize compensation expressly, or imply that compensation is intended, for licence quota changes or for any acts short of revoking licence holder’s rights.

Doctrinal restrictions on the power of municipalities further militate against an implied right to compensation. Municipal councils are prohibited from ceding, bargaining away, or otherwise fettering their legislative powers unless authorized to do so by the legislature. Thus, a direct promise to enact, or maintain, or refrain from enacting a bylaw is illegal on its face.\textsuperscript{100} In \textit{Pacific National Investments Ltd v Victoria (City of)}, the Supreme Court of Canada held that the enabling legislation did not give the municipality an implied power to enter into a bargain with a private developer that would implicitly guarantee the developer compensation in case of a future rezoning of the developer’s lands in exchange for the developer’s contribution of public amenities. The majority of the court reasoned that such an obligation on the part of the city would constitute an indirect fetter of council’s legislative powers.\textsuperscript{101} Justice LeBel, for the majority, expressed skepticism at the notion of “an implication of an implication [which] begins to tax the imagination.”\textsuperscript{102} The dissenting opinion was prepared to recognize an implied right to compensation on the grounds that the arrangement would otherwise be “contrary
to business sense and to all obligations of fairness.” The majority’s reasoning would hinder a claim by taxi licence holders for an implied right to compensation, and in the absence of corresponding contributions by plate owners, the claim would fail even under the dissent’s business sense test.

IV. Compensating Taxi Licence Holders

As the preceding section shows, an argument for compensation for private losses occasioned by regulatory changes to facilitate the sharing economy can be made on policy grounds of efficiency and equity. A commitment to compensation can curtail lobbying and promote welfare enhancing reforms and in spreading the costs of transition, compensation is consistent with notions of fairness where there is no particular reason to let the losses lie. Compensation to taxi plate owners, whose economic interests are seriously jeopardized by municipal sanctioning of ride-sharing, represents an important test case and should be considered in light of the above arguments. As it is unlikely that taxi licence holders can establish a legal right to compensation before the courts, it is up to policymakers to enable and design a compensation scheme that can appropriately account for the local effects of regulatory transition on the industry and the factors which may affect the merits of any given claim, as well as a source of funding for any compensation.

i. Do Municipalities Have the Power to Compensate?

On May 3, 2016, the Toronto City Council directed the executive director of the Municipal Licensing and Standards Committee to report on the feasibility of establishing a transition fund for taxicab plate owners whose “investments have been negatively impacted by new market entrants.” In the absence of specific authority in their enabling legislation, the power of Canadian municipalities to extend assistance to taxi licence owners is not clear. In several provinces, the legislation expressly prohibits councils from extending direct financial assistance to any person or business beyond what is ordinarily offered to other ratepayers or inhabitants. The Municipal Act of Ontario still contains such a prohibition as does the Community Charter of British Columbia and the Municipal Government Act of Nova Scotia. Section 82 of the City of Toronto Act provides that “the City shall not assist directly or indirectly any manufacturing
business or other industrial or commercial enterprise through the granting of bonuses for that purpose.”

The historic purpose of “anti-bonusing” provisions was to restrain municipalities from jeopardizing their financial positions by competing for business. None of the cases involving allegations of bonusing dealt with an attempt by a council to mitigate the adverse impact of its own policies. In addition, although the rule against bonusing is still in the books, many of the rules restricting municipalities have been abandoned, and a broad and purposive approach to the interpretation of enabling legislation has been embraced.

In recent decisions, anti-bonusing provisions have been construed in light of this approach. For example, in Friends of Lansdowne Inc v Ottawa (City of), the Court of Appeal held that the Ontario provision only prohibits the granting of an “obvious advantage or undue benefit [which] on the spectrum of benefits, […] falls closer to providing a party with an unmerited windfall.” Arguably this definition would preclude a municipality from extending transition relief to affected plate owners. Judicial guidance or legislative changes may be required to clarify such a power.

ii. Compensation Schemes in Australia

Local policymakers might draw useful lessons from the Australian experience with compensation schemes. As in Canada, Australia’s taxi industry has been shaken up by competition from transportation network companies offering ride-sharing services. Most Australian states have moved to regulate sharing and to reform the commercial point-to-point transportation sector. Regulatory and licensing requirements for traditional taxis have been relaxed to even the playing field, and only taxis are still permitted to provide hail services. Taxi licence values have plummeted, and the governments of several of the states have announced or implemented transition assistance, including partial compensation for plate owners. Unlike in Canada, the taxi industry is not regulated at the local or metropolitan level, but by state law.

Taxi licence prices in Sydney, New South Wales, had slumped by the end of 2015 to AUD$220,000 from an average of AUD$425,000 four years earlier, in part due to the issuance of additional licences by the authorities, and in part due to ride-sharing. In June 2016, the New South Wales government passed the Point to Point Transport (Taxis and Hire Vehicles) Act, which provides a single regulatory framework for
taxi services and ride-sharing. The Act explicitly provides that no compensation is payable by the state as a consequence of the enactment, its operation, or any statement or conduct related to it. At the same time, the Act provided for regulations to establish transitional assistance funds for eligible taxi licence holders. Under these regulations, AUD$20,000 was payable to each holder of one taxi licence and AUD$40,000 was payable to each holder of two or more licences. Provisions have been made for additional transition assistance, but these have not yet been implemented. Additionally, a small fund has been established for business advisory services, to help the taxi and hire car industries adapt to the point-to-point transport industry reforms. The government plans to introduce a AUD$1 surcharge on all trips booked by a taxi or ride-sharing company.

The government of Victoria announced comprehensive reforms to the taxi and ride-sharing industry in August 2016. Metropolitan Melbourne licence prices had dropped from about AUD$376,000 in 2012–13 to AUD$159,000 in 2015–16, and no transfers have been recorded after October 2016. The government announced a support package for taxi and hire-car licence holders. An AUD$50 million “fairness fund” was established to assist eligible taxi licence holders who were experiencing significant financial hardship as a result of the proposed reforms, including a loss of income, significant difficulty in meeting ongoing debt obligations related to the licence, or a lack of available funds to meet financial commitments. In addition, the government said that it will provide transition assistance payments to taxi licence holders in the amount of AUD$100,000 for the first licence, and up to AUD$50,000 for each additional licence up to a total of four licenses for each licence holder. Finally, the government plans to introduce a universal AUD$2 levy per ride on all taxi and ride-sharing trips. The levy will replace annual licence fees and will support existing licence holders.

Queensland had legalized ride-sharing in September 2016, although Uber had been operating in Brisbane since 2014. Taxi licence prices were worth over AUD$500,000 in 2014 according to industry data, but fell sharply in the following year. The Queensland government approved an industry assistance package that offered transitional assistance to eligible licence holders in the amount of AUD$20,000 for one taxi licence and AUD$40,000 for two or more licences. The assistance was recently enlarged by a further AUD$9,000 for a licence holder/operator, and AUD$4,500 for each
licence held but not operated, up to ten payments in total. The government has similarly announced a “Hardship Fund” and funding for business advice to assist taxi and limousine businesses to adapt to the new regulatory framework.

The government of Western Australia established a “Transition Adjustment Assistance Grant” to eligible taxi plate owners in metropolitan Perth in the amount of AUD$20,000 for each multi-purpose taxi plate and AUD$6,000 for each restricted plate, with no maximum. The transition assistance program under development includes a “Hardship Fund” for owners suffering severe financial hardship as a direct consequence of industry reforms, and innovation funding administered through the Small Business Development Corporation to assist taxi plate owners and lessees to adjust and transition their business models was previously announced.

The government of South Australia, where ride-sharing was legalized in July 2016, has also announced an assistance program that will offer AUD$30,000 per taxi licence, with no maximum, and AUD$50 per week for a maximum of eleven months for lessees of taxi licences. In contrast, no compensation or other assistance has been announced by the governments of Tasmania, which legalized ride-sharing in late 2016, or the Australian Capital Territory, where ride-sharing was legalized in late 2015. The latter intends to reassess its policies in two years, when the effect of industry reforms on taxi licence values would be known.

Several features of the above schemes stand out. First, the implementation of compensation (and the regulation of point-to-point transportation) is carried out by state government pursuant to primary legislation, which removes any question of vires. Second, efficiency concerns provide a weak explanation for the schemes: the decision to offer compensation (or not) in each state was taken after the reforms had been decided, and no basis for the sum provided has been offered; at any rate, the amounts do not correspond to the actual losses. Third, the cap on the number of licences for which compensation is available in some states provides more protection to owner-operators and small investors than to holders of multiple licences. This is consistent with the fairness concerns outlined earlier.
V. Conclusion

The technological developments of the sharing economy have thrown into question existing business models and regulatory arrangements. In Canada, the introduction of ride-sharing exposed a taxi industry whose time has passed, resistant to innovation and propped up by local regulations that serve taxi plate owners at the expense of the public. For the most part, the regulation of ride-sharing shifts the focus of government supervision away from market supply and demand, and to the enforcement of safety and quality standards. It is clearly not the deal the taxicab drivers asked for a century ago. But the responsibility of local government is to the public at large. Nevertheless, the government, which is responsible for putting in place a dysfunctional system, should consider compensating the adversely affected by the transition to the new regulatory framework. A policy of compensating the losers is fairer and makes for better public decisions by encouraging governments to consider the welfare implications of regulations.

There are sound arguments against compensating taxi plate owners for a devaluation of their licences. For years, many have reaped windfall profits at the expense of their passengers and some of their drivers. Moreover, licence values already reflect the regulatory risk of reliance on existing entitlement. Finally, it is difficult to disentangle the effects of regulation from those of technological changes and market changes in general. Yet, letting the losses lie will inflict ruinous harm on individual plate owners who are at fault for nothing more than investing poorly.

Canadian law does not establish a legal right to compensation for the effects of regulatory changes generally or for the devaluation of taxi licences specifically, but policymakers can follow the Australian example in recognizing the case for compensation and other forms of assistance. Compensation schemes should be devised to reflect the losses as closely as possible and the differences in circumstances between different plate owners. This will require careful study of local markets.
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CHAPTER IX

Competition Law and Policy Issues in the Sharing Economy

Francesco Ducci

I. Introduction

What are the main challenges that the sharing economy phenomenon poses for competition law and policy? Despite its positive role in providing market access for a number of small providers and enabling innovative ways of offering goods and services, the emergence of sharing economy platforms has raised competition law concerns, largely related to the fear that this phenomenon may enable new forms of anti-competitive conduct and create conditions for possible abuses of market power. Emerging case law and evidence pertaining to the increasing levels of concentration and market shares possessed by dominant sharing economy platforms seem to corroborate these fears, and would appear to suggest a potential need for stronger competition law enforcement, or potentially an ad hoc approach given the specificities of sharing economy markets.

This chapter offers a contribution to the many legal puzzles raised by the sharing economy phenomenon, by providing a perspective on the scope of competition law and policy. Various policy reports have been published on the regulatory issues raised by the sharing economy. The German Competition Authority report, for instance, in discussing specific controversies related to the phenomenon, examines the need to create a level playing field between traditional and new service providers, problems of asymmetric information and negative externalities, distinctions between commercial
and private suppliers, taxation, employment policy aspects, and market concentration. Similarly, the United States Federal Trade Commission (FTC) report concerning the sharing economy discusses various regulatory issues, including market power, the role of trust mechanisms, privacy, and collection of applicable taxes.

In this chapter, I conduct my analysis within the narrower framework of market power, in order to evaluate possible needs for regulatory interventions through competition law and economic regulation. The goal of my study, rather than providing a comprehensive analysis of possible competition law issues, is to single out and identify whether there is anything specific to the sharing economy with regard to addressing possible issues of market power, in order to evaluate possible novel competition policy implications that emerge from this phenomenon, and in order to provide a guiding light for emerging competition law issues.

In my view, although the emergence of the sharing economy raises a plethora of competition law questions, there is nothing specific to the sharing economy as a phenomenon in and of itself. On the one hand, the central competition policy questions that are likely to emerge in this context, in particular those related to abuse of dominance and monopolization, find their source in the emergence of the platform model of intermediation in markets characterized by two-sided network externalities. However, as I show in this chapter, these questions are not unique to the sharing economy. The lessons emerging from the growing literature on two-sided markets, together with the role of big data in competition policy and the possible anticompetitive issues raised by algorithms, offer important insights about the role of technology in shaping contemporary competition policy. However, these strands of scholarship reflect much broader economic and technological transformations in the nature of today’s markets, which apply within and beyond the sharing economy framework. On the other hand, other competition law questions have also emerged as a result of the controversial legal and policy issues regarding the nature of work. Although some of these issues have been framed in terms of competition law, they should in fact be considered from the perspective of other areas of law, in particular labour law. To illustrate this point, I use the case of Uber and the ongoing price-fixing investigation against the ride-sharing platform to demonstrate that no unique competition law issues emerge in the sharing economy context. I further suggest that some of the issues
that have been framed in terms of competition law should instead be framed from the perspective of more appropriate areas of law.

The roadmap for the chapter is as follows. It starts by defining the sharing economy and delineating in greater detail the characteristics of sharing economy markets. The chapter then analyzes the specific form of market intermediation that prevails in this context, in order to highlight some of the challenges faced by competition law and the potential role of alternative regulatory instruments to tackle issues of market power in two-sided markets. The chapter then shows the complex interconnections between employment issues and competition law concerns raised by the emergence of these new business models, by analyzing some recent investigations in the taxi and ride-sharing industry. The chapter concludes that, although the interplay of the predominant platform business model and the unsolved nature of work in the sharing economy appear to validate the idea that there are sharing-economy-specific concerns about market power, there is nothing substantially novel from a competition law and policy perspective.

II. Key Characteristics of Sharing Economy Markets

The success of the sharing economy is based on technologies that enable unused or underutilized assets to be turned into productive resources, and significantly reduce the transaction costs of matching those underused assets to those willing to pay or employ such assets. By creating new ways of providing goods and services and spurring innovation into existing ones, the sharing economy radically changes the conditions of consumption, with goods and services increasingly offered to consumers "on demand" and ownership being replaced by access to or rental of shared assets. Economic activity also drastically changes the conditions of supply, with firms organized as platforms rather than as centralized hierarchies and the emergence of hybrid forms of employment characterized by flexible labour, with contract work and micro-entrepreneurship replacing full-time employment.

Although the scope, nature, and normative implications of the sharing economy and its implications for regulators are not fully clear, the economic impact of the sharing economy is significant and growing at a rapid pace. According to a 2015 report by PricewaterhouseCoopers, "five key sharing sectors—travel, car sharing, finance, staffing, and music and video streaming—have
the potential to increase global revenues from roughly $15 billion today to around $335 billion by 2025.\footnote{Airbnb for instance, has now more than 50,000 guests per night, has served over 50 million guests since it was founded in 2008, and has a market capitalization of well over $20 billion.} \footnote{Uber “operates in more than 250 cities and as of February 2015 was valued $41.2 billion.”} The growth rate of the sharing economy and its impact on transportation, hospitality, media, and many other sectors has profound legal and policy implications, ranging from employment law, tax law, privacy, anti-discrimination, consumer safety, and sectoral regulation. For instance, the application of labour standards becomes problematic when trying to classify platform users as either employees or individual contractors, or in attempting to identify the role of the platform as simply an enabler of exchange or as a more centralized unit controlling the behaviour of its users—hence, carrying liability for the activities they help coordinate. Similarly, the data-intensive nature of platforms raises complex issues of privacy and data portability. Anti-discrimination and accessibility concerns also emerge when platforms operate in regulated sectors, such as transportation or hospitality, and can escape specific regulatory requirements for providing services that incumbents have to comply with. Such legal questions and, more generally, the scope, form, and timeliness of regulation for the sharing economy are at the heart of the struggles that many legal systems face in dealing with technological change in market dynamics.

The literature on the sharing economy emerging from disparate fields, including sociology, economics, or more policy-oriented reports, does not provide a clear-cut definition on the sharing economy, which sometimes include terms such as “collaborative consumption,” “peer-to-peer exchange,” or “access-based consumption.”\footnote{For the purposes of this chapter, I use the following definition of the sharing economy, composed of two necessary but distinct elements: (1) specific developments in market design allow for the creation of thick, liquid, and safe markets\footnote{for direct exchange between independent providers and consumers, where the intermediary serves the role of a matchmaking platform among independent providers and consumers; and (2) there are specific assets owned by private individuals that are not utilized at full capacity, and the owners are willing to put these personal assets to professional use, making them available to third parties through a platform. This definition}
excludes non-commercial or non-profit forms of sharing or pure business-to-consumer models—where the intermediary is more a reseller than a platform—and concentrates on consumer-to-consumer, or peer-to-peer type of exchanges intermediated by a platform. As I discuss in greater detail below, most of the central competition law and policy questions in the sharing economy are related to the emergence of platforms as the prevalent form of intermediation in markets that have been labelled as “two-sided” in industrial organization literature, in particular the winner-take-all dynamic that characterizes these markets.

Original concerns about market power that led to the enactment of the Anti-Combines Act in Canada in 1889 and the Sherman Act in the United States in 1890 were the results of significant technological and economic transformations. The call for public intervention to correct market imperfections, which resulted in the proliferation of competition law regimes around the world, was driven by fears of abuses of economic power by big corporations that emerged due to advances in telecommunication and transportation technologies and the development of capital markets in the nineteenth century. In a similar way, today’s technological transformations that have given rise to the sharing economy, and online platforms more generally, raise the issue of how to design competition law rules to tackle possible anti-competitive conduct enabled by these novel technological changes, whether such conduct takes the form of collusion among competitors, anti-competitive mergers, or abuse of dominance. There are a plethora of these challenges relevant to the sharing economy: When can a sharing economy platform facilitate collusion among its members, perhaps through its pricing algorithms? What are the strategies that dominant platforms can adopt to exclude competitors? How should the emerging possibility of perfect or behavioural price discrimination be treated? To what extent are network effects a barrier to entry for competitors? What is the impact of big data on competition law, particularly regarding merger policy for platforms?

At a general level, the relationship between competition policy and the sharing economy is inherently ambiguous. On the one hand, sharing economy platforms increase competitive conditions in the provision of various services, by allowing small service providers with low fixed costs to access a previously unavailable market. On the other hand, the problem of market power appears ubiquitous in the sharing economy, because many of these markets are dominated
by one or a few platforms. It is important to note that, under competition law, a high level of concentration or market power is not a problem in itself. However, the current level of concentration in many platform markets, including sharing economy platforms, has raised legitimate concerns that some form of regulatory intervention may soon be needed to deal with dominance in these winner-take-all markets. This problem has recently been noted even among the more conservative schools of antitrust.\textsuperscript{17}

The following section will examine in greater detail how the evaluation of the central competition law questions—the existence of market power in a given relevant market, the emergence of possible forms of anti-competitive conduct, and the best policy tools to deal with these concerns—ultimately revolve around the centrality of the predominant platform business model of intermediation. In doing so, it will highlight how the emergence of platform markets represents, at the same time, a much broader phenomenon for which the policy implications exceed the sharing economy and apply in many other two-sided markets, including, among others emphasized in the literature, advertising-based media, online search, and payment card networks.\textsuperscript{18} After analyzing some of the legal and economic issues that emerge in two-sided markets and the possible anti-competitive concerns that may be relevant in the sharing economy context, the subsequent section will consider the ways in which the distinguishing feature of the sharing economy related to the marketization of private underutilized assets and the resulting unclear nature of work have created the arguably mistaken perception that novel competition law issues (at the intersection with employment law) have emerged in the sharing economy sphere. Using the ongoing price-fixing investigations against Uber in the United States as an example, this chapter seeks to demonstrate how these questions reflect controversies that are ultimately more pertinent to the problematic classification of work in the sharing economy, rather than substantial or standalone antitrust issues, and should therefore be framed as issues of labour law rather than competition law.

III. Competition Law Issues in the Sharing Economy

Most of the sharing economy is based on a business model whereby firms act as matchmakers operating through platforms that connect different types of users willing to interact with each other.\textsuperscript{19} Uber,
for instance, connects passengers and drivers in a similar way that Airbnb connects homeowners and guests. This business model thrives in the sharing economy but is also predominant in other sectors of the economy and has entailed a critical transformation of the nature of the firm.

Markets operated by platforms have been labelled “two-sided markets” in industrial economics literature and have increasingly drawn the attention of economists, legal scholars and policy makers. Roughly speaking, in economic terms, the key feature of these markets is that different user groups with interrelated demand match through a platform that exploits indirect network externalities. Usually, network externalities are thought of as the extra value that one user of a good or service creates for the other people using it. The value of owning a telephone, for example, depends on the number of other people also owning one. These are defined as direct network effects because they entail within-group effects. In the case of platforms, the network effects are also indirect, whereby the value for one group of users depends on the presence of another distinct group of users that join the platform. For instance, a taxi and ride-sharing platform connects drivers and passengers. Unlike the telephone network example, the value of joining the platform for drivers mostly depends on the number of passengers that also join the platform, and vice versa. Users on one side of the market care about the number and type of users on the other side, and the platform acts as a catalyst enabling a match among different user groups that would not otherwise be able to interact.

Although the presence of a specific user group affects the utility of the other group, individual users do not take this cross-market effect into account when making a decision to join or use a specific platform. The role of the platform is to internalize these indirect network externalities in order to enhance the chances of matches across users on different sides of the platform. Such intermediaries achieve this result by setting a skewed price structure that takes into account not only the elasticity of demand and the cost of serving each side, but also the externalities that each side creates for the other. As a result, pricing in two-sided markets often entail subsidizing one side and charging more to the other side.

The literature on two-sided markets is also connected with older literature on the theory of the firm and vertical integration. In 1937, Ronald H. Coase argued that the boundaries of the firm are
determined by the relative transaction costs of organizing economic activity, either through markets and the pricing system or within the hierarchy of the firm. The economic theory of two-sided markets is related to the question of firm structures because platforms blur the traditional boundaries between markets and hierarchies and enable a new form of intermediation, where the typical make-or-buy decision of vertical integration becomes “enable or employ” in the context of two-sided intermediaries. The latter dichotomy involves a preference for contractual relationships between buyers and sellers, to which the two-sided intermediary is not a party, but merely an enabler of such contractual relationships.

To be sure, two-sided markets are not a new economic phenomenon. The village market maker, in some sense, is itself an older example of a two-sided matchmaker between buyers and sellers. What is new about today’s phenomenon is that modern information and communication technologies have exponentially scaled up the viability and efficiency of the multi-sided platform business model, which thrives especially in the online world. As a result, firms can have incentives to transform themselves from hierarchical organizations (directly controlling transactions with customers) into simple enablers of exchanges and transactions among users.

Not only is the two-sidedness of markets not new, but it is also not an intrinsic technological feature of specific markets. More specifically, it is possible to identify a spectrum of intermediation forms, ranging from pure platforms to input suppliers, resellers, and vertically integrated organizations. Through the design of their contracts, firms can choose to adopt one model or another, with a view to specific trade-offs.

Nor is the choice of a business model fixed. A firm may start as a single-sided intermediary, preferring to be a reseller in order to avoid the initial chicken-and-egg problem of balancing demand from different sides, and once successfully established, switch to a platform model in order to attract third parties to trade directly with buyers via the firm’s marketplace. Amazon, for instance, started as a reseller of books and then introduced a platform marketplace for certain products, enabling third-party sellers to trade directly with consumers on its website, thereby maintaining two coexisting business models. How and why intermediaries make decisions to adopt specific business models, or why intermediaries decide to integrate with one of their sides, are important policy questions that have
implications both for competition law and the future of the sharing economy phenomenon.

These market dynamics and trade-offs among different firm structures, which at a high level connect back to Coase’s theory of the firm, apply to the sharing economy as well. First, there are often significant direct and indirect network externalities at play in sharing economy platforms, such as in the case of ride-sharing services where the number of drivers increases the value of the platform for passengers, and vice versa. Second, a platform usually faces the “enable or employ” question when deciding whether to employ providers directly or allow them to be independent contractors based on specific trade-offs. Third, platforms can locate themselves along a spectrum of centralization and decentralization, with the possibility of heterogeneous platform design. For instance, although Uber argues that drivers are independent service providers, it nevertheless exerts significant control over them, imposing specific requirements, rating standards, and pricing. A platform like Airbnb, however, delegates much more control to its users on either side. One of the reasons for this difference is that Uber offers a relatively homogenous service and creates a market for quick on-demand rides, which requires some degree of centralization and coordination to ensure rapid availability of rides and transactions. That is why, among other things, platforms like Uber set prices centrally instead of delegating pricing decisions to individual drivers. In contrast, Airbnb offers a service that has a much higher level of product heterogeneity and that allows for greater delays between requests and offers of supply. Both of these elements suggest the desirability of a higher level of delegation to users over price and other aspects of the transaction. The choice of centralization within a platform is ultimately a trade-off between keeping transaction costs low and using information efficiently to ensure individual product choice. Lastly, the choice of a business model is not fixed. This point is important because in the future one might witness a fundamental shift away from the sharing economy paradigm towards a more centralized and ownership-oriented model.

i. Legal and Economic Issues in Two-Sided Markets

The economic literature on two-sided markets has identified some central fallacies that can arise when two-sided platforms are examined under the lens of traditional one-sided markets. These fallacies are for the most part associated with the different pricing strategies
adopted in two-sided markets, and with the complexities of defining the relevant market when multiple user groups are affiliated with a platform. With regard to pricing, Julian Wright, for instance, notes that an efficient price structure in two-sided markets does not have to reflect the relative cost of serving each side in isolation. As a result, a high price-cost margin does not necessarily indicate market power, and a price below marginal cost cannot in itself indicate predation. Similarly, an increase in competition will not necessarily result in more efficient or balanced price structures. As a result of these characteristics, legal treatment of various practices in two-sided markets has shifted from illegality per se, to full-blown rule of reason in various countries. This literature on two-sided markets has been central, for instance, to the regulatory and antitrust investigations into payment card networks, and the role of the interchange fees charged to merchants for credit card transactions.

Regarding market definition, there are technical issues associated with the two-sided nature of a market. Questions have been raised in the literature as to how many markets should be defined in competition law cases—a broad platform market or individual markets for each side—in order to take into account the interlinks and feedback effects between each group of users. Although market definition is just a tool, it is a central step of the analysis that can affect the finding of market power. A broad market definition would make it harder to establish the presence of market power, compared to an analysis that defines a separate market for each side of a two-sided market and then looks at the feedback effects between each of these markets. Similarly, the choice of how to define the market affects the scope of possible countervailing efficiencies. Efficiencies are usually taken into account only when they arise within the boundaries of the relevant market as defined in each individual case. However, because of the “waterbed effect” at play between the sides of two-sided markets, it may be the case that a narrow market definition that focuses only on one side of the market could overlook the countervailing efficiencies that occur on the other side of a two-sided market.

Beyond these important technical issues in applying competition law tools in two-sided markets, this literature is also related to other strands of research that examine the increasing importance of algorithms and big data for competition policy. For instance, recent scholarship has identified possible risks of collusion and price-fixing through the use of algorithms, which can create new opportunities
for anti-competitive conduct. A pricing algorithm can either become an instrument for collusion, both among platforms and among members of the same platform, or a mechanism that, by enhancing market transparency, can enable new forms of tacit collusion without the presence of any anti-competitive agreements.

The importance of big data also has important implications for competition policy in platform markets. As noted recently by The Economist, “a century ago, the resource in question was oil. Now similar concerns are being raised by the giants that deal in data, the oil of the digital era.” Data creates additional network effects that make a dominant platform’s position hard to challenge. One of Uber’s advantages, for instance, can be partially attributed to its ownership of the biggest pool of data about driver and passenger supply and demand for on-demand ride services. These interconnected strands of legal and economic literature, although still at early stages of research, may have significant implications for the sharing economy and raise possible issues of market power and anti-competitive conduct.

ii. Possible Anti-Competitive Concerns in the Sharing Economy

From a more structural perspective, the central issue that emerges from the two-sided nature of these sharing economy markets is likely to be the question of dominance. Due to network effects and the aggregation of data, most markets tend to be oligopolistic or characterized by a single dominant platform, raising concerns about the possible presence of significant barriers to entry and fears of potential abuse of market power by dominant incumbents to exclude competitors.

The dilemma of dominance in platform markets, including in the sharing economy context, is that there seems to often be a natural tendency towards market concentration. This occurs as a result of various forms of network externalities, which can be direct (among users of the same kind) or indirect (between different users on each side of the market), and as a result of the accumulation of data. Concentration may also be fostered by increasing returns to scale, when platforms have high fixed costs and low variable costs. At the same time, there are countervailing forces that can reduce the tendency toward market concentration, including congestion externalities, differentiation among platforms, and the possibility of users using multiple platforms. The extent of concentration will vary depending on the specific characteristics of each individual market,
and different policy tools can be adopted to deal with possible abuses of market power and concerns over excessive concentration.

One way to approach dominance is to intervene *ex-post* to punish specific behaviours that are deemed to be anti-competitive. Major concerns of abuse of dominance that can be expected to appear in the sharing economy include attempts by dominant platforms to artificially increase user barriers and costs of switching to other competing platforms; attempts to reduce multi-homing, for example, through exclusive contracts; or attempts to leverage monopoly power from one market to another through tying and bundling.

A different and more prophylactic approach is to prevent the creation of dominance *ex-ante* with tighter merger policies. In analyzing the effects of such mergers, the two-sided nature of the market and the importance of data aggregation play important roles that can be overlooked when viewed through a traditional competition law lens. Usually, competition authorities scrutinize the possible effects of a proposed merger on price and look for possible efficiencies and synergies that are created by the merger. When platforms are merging, this assessment is further complicated by multiple factors. For example, higher prices on one side may lead to lower prices on the other side of the market, requiring an assessment of the welfare effects on each side of the market. Moreover, additional utility due to the aggregation of network externalities in a single platform could outweigh the negative effects of a price increase post-merger, even in the absence of efficiency gains. This additional utility may play an important role in assessing a proposed merger even if price increases are possible. Furthermore, aggregation of data may encourage mergers between firms that are competing in different markets, potentially escaping competition law scrutiny. Taking fears of excessive market concentration seriously requires careful consideration of these kind of issues when scrutinizing mergers among platforms.

A third and more structural policy approach to the issue of market power and dominance is economic regulation. In markets characterized by network externalities, such as markets characterized by economies of scale, trying to induce more competition through the application of competition law may be neither feasible nor desirable. This conclusion suggests a different perspective on the possibility of dealing with market power *ex-ante* through economic regulation, treating a dominant platform as an essential facility or a natural monopoly. This policy option, rather than trying to induce
more competition among platforms, would accept a single platform provider as the most efficient market outcome, while also requiring a form of public utility regulation of prices and non-discriminatory access to the platform to deal with possible abuses of market power. As David S. Evans notes, a two-sided market can be considered a natural monopoly under certain conditions. In particular, this can be the case when there are no significant dis-economies of scale on the cost side, no congestion effects on the demand side, and homogenous consumers on both sides, so that it would not be optimal to have differentiated platforms. In such a case, as long as possible dis-economies of scale in cost do not outweigh the benefits of consolidating demand, it would be optimal to have a single platform serving the entire market. Glen Weyl and Alexander White, for instance, argue that the main problem in platform markets can often be one of over-fragmentation, and argue that regulation rather than competition law may be the best policy tool to address market power in these winner-take-all markets.

In sum, the competition law issues that are likely to be central in the sharing economy are those that emerge from the growing importance of two-sided markets, coupled with possible new anti-competitive concerns created by algorithms and the increasing importance of big data for competition law and policy, in particular with regard to issues of abuse of dominance. As will be discussed in the next section, the sharing economy adds an additional layer of complexity to these issues, as a result of the marketization of private underutilized assets, but this additional element does not create specific competition law concerns. Rather, it reflects policy questions that are only tangential to competition law, which should instead be seen through the lenses of more appropriate areas of law.

IV. Regulatory Concerns and the Nature of Work in the Sharing Economy

The regulatory issues that have emerged in the sharing economy are rooted in the fact that private individuals provide access to their own underutilized assets. For example, the problem of asymmetric information is exacerbated at one level by the fact that providers of services in the sharing economy are not professionals, but more often part-time providers without the necessary training, licensing, or legal requirements that are usually imposed on the professional provision
of services. The use of reviews and online ratings is a mechanism of self-regulation implemented by platforms to solve such pervasive information asymmetries. In this regard, there are various debates as to whether these tools are sufficient to solve consumer protection and safety concerns.44

I believe that there is a need for a balanced approach that recognizes the important role of public regulatory intervention to complement these self-regulatory mechanisms. On the one hand, the success of many sharing economy platforms proves that these self-regulatory systems have worked relatively well. On the other hand, ratings and reviews have shortcomings and must be complemented by public regulation. Similarly, problems of negative externalities can emerge, such as accidents resulting from unsafe driving or unsafe vehicles. Such negative externalities are exacerbated by the fact that providers may not have certifications or commercial forms of insurance. Non-customers lack contractual relationships with the platforms and cannot rely on contracts to shape a platform’s behaviour.45 Again, a balanced approach, combining platform mechanisms with publicly imposed requirements, appears to be the best policy approach, as suggested by the United States FTC report.46 Such an approach should include imposing insurance requirements to close possible gaps that can result in serious negative externalities.

In addition to these market failures, the marketization of private assets also raises the important question of the characterization of work in the sharing economy. This question highlights the critical tension between purported forms of micro-entrepreneurship and forms of direct and full-time employment. In the taxi industry, for instance, the novelty created by the sharing economy phenomenon is that any individual with a car can become, in an easy way, a part-time taxi driver. On the one hand, the fact that individuals are the owners of the key assets and have control of when and how to provide the services gives rise to a dynamic where each individual provider may appear to be an independent service provider. On the other hand, ride-sharing platforms often exert substantial control over these independent providers, to the point where they may appear more like platform employees than independent contractors. The classification of workers in the sharing economy has been challenged in various courts around the world. For instance, in the United Kingdom47 and in California48 court decisions have concluded that drivers should be considered as employees, while in other American states drivers...
have been classified as independent contractors. In other countries, including Canada, the resolution of this question still remains uncertain. Recently, the advocate general of the Court of Justice of the European Union held, in a recent reference for a preliminary ruling, that Uber drivers do not pursue an autonomous activity that is independent of the platform. The advocate general concluded that Uber could not be regarded as a mere intermediary between drivers and passengers, because it controlled economically important aspects of the transport service, which amounts to the organization and management of a comprehensive system for on-demand urban transport.

These doubts about the nature of work in the sharing economy have raised puzzling questions at the intersection of competition and employment law, where different legal characterizations of work have appeared to substantially affect the scope of competition law in the sharing economy and possibly raise novel competition law issues. This is clearly reflected in *Meyer v Kalanick*, an ongoing American price-fixing investigation against Uber’s pricing policies. In this case, it appears that classifying drivers in one way may create the conditions for certain competition law claims to emerge, while if drivers are characterized in another way, this automatically appears to negate the possibility for the same claim to arise, even when the competitive conditions are the same under each legal classification.

In particular, *Meyer v Kalanick* revolves around the claim that Uber is illegally colluding with drivers in violation of section 1 of the *Sherman Act*, by controlling the prices of car rides through Uber’s pricing algorithm and for fixing price surcharges. If it is accepted that Uber does not employ drivers, the allegation goes, independent drivers should compete, among other things, on prices to obtain passengers. However, under this perspective, the central pricing algorithm reduces price competition and enables a form of collusion and price-fixing orchestrated by the platform and the drivers. Uber faces both a claim for horizontal price-fixing conspiracy between Uber drivers themselves and vertical conspiracy between the platform and drivers.

The challenging questions raised by this price-fixing case lie at the heart of the sharing economy business model, because in a hypothetical counterfactual situation, where Uber directly employed drivers, a price-fixing claim would simply be not possible. Competition law doctrines have recognized that coordination within a firm is necessary, while coordination among firms, except in specific cases,
is treated as per se illegal. Whereas the coordination of employees is required for the efficient operation of a firm, coordination among firms reduces price competition to the detriment of consumers and social welfare. In the case of Uber, a different classification of drivers can shift the boundaries of the firm, raising the possibility of a competition law claim in the case of independent drivers. In such a case, the allegation is that centrally set prices create the possibility of price-fixing, since independent drivers would be expected to compete on price. But are there valid grounds to advance a competition law claim against such a price mechanism, solely based on the classification of drivers under different labour law standards? I argue that such concerns are the result of unsolved legal questions about the nature of work in the sharing economy, and are in fact only tangentially relevant to substantial competition law issues.

In my view, given the characteristics of this market, a centralized price mechanism is necessary to properly organize supply and demand of rides in real time. A narrower concern may be raised on the basis of the fact that Uber has a stake in how much drivers earn (increasing fares also increases Uber’s profits, as a result of the percentage taken from drivers). In response to such concerns, however, rather than eliminating centralized pricing or requiring drivers to set their own prices, an alternative would be to impose on Uber a different mechanism for obtaining revenue from drivers. This would be a much narrower and well-defined claim. Regardless of whether drivers are considered employees or independent contractors, a form of centralized pricing is not only necessary, but efficient, and the answer regarding possible price-fixing cannot depend on a formal classification of work, when the competitive conditions remain unchanged in each scenario.

Regarding the possible legal characterization of the issues underlying *Meyer v Kalanick*, competition law doctrines have the necessary tools to analyze such price-fixing allegations. As for horizontal conspiracy, the court could characterize the contractual relationships as a “hub-and-spoke” agreement. A hub-and-spoke arrangement refers to a scenario where an entity at one level of the market structure (the hub) coordinates an agreement among competitors at a different level upstream or downstream (the spokes). *United States v Apple Inc* is an important recent precedent dealing with hub-and-spoke agreements. In that case, Apple orchestrated a conspiracy among six publishers to enter the e-book market, where Amazon
had been the leader since 2009. The business strategy adopted by Amazon was to sell at a discount price of $9.99 certain new releases and bestsellers (the “loss-leader pricing strategy”) and to distribute e-books under a wholesale model. Publishers were reluctant to see the e-book market expand, because that would negatively affect both the sale of hardcover books and the viability of brick-and-mortar stores, and because they were concerned that consumers would become accustomed to such low prices. Since publishers perceived that each of them, individually, would not be able to force Amazon to change its pricing strategy, they saw an opportunity in Apple’s desire to enter the e-book market. Apple, aware of these concerns, proposed a strategy to the publishers in the form of contractual conditions which included the establishment of an agency model and “Most-Favoured-Nation” (MFN) clauses. Such conditions effectively allowed publishers to impose the agency model on Amazon and other retailers as well. If Amazon continued selling e-books for $9.99, publishers were, in practice, forced to set the same price for books sold on the iBookstore. However, the entry of Apple into the e-book market increased the bargaining power of publishers vis-à-vis Amazon and allowed them to impose an agency model on Amazon, ultimately resulting in higher e-book prices. The court found that these vertical agreements with Apple were used to facilitate horizontal collusion among publishers, and that this arrangement entailed a per se violation of section 1 of the Sherman Act.

As noted by other commentators, in the case of Uber, there is a parallel dynamic in that the platform is accused of orchestrating price-fixing among drivers by making use of its pricing algorithm that drivers must accept when joining the platform, which results in an increase in the price of fares. There are many difficulties in characterizing Uber’s pricing as a per se illegal horizontal price-fixing conspiracy. First, as it was explained before, cooperation within a single economic entity is generally allowed under competition law, which does not consider wholly unilateral conduct to be illegal. However, the claim goes to the heart of Uber’s business model, because Uber’s claim that drivers are not employees makes this argument unavailable. Second, there must be evidence of an agreement or tacit coordination facilitated by the platform, which may be inferred from the fact that drivers accept the terms and conditions imposed by the platform, although it is unclear whether this would suffice to classify the price mechanism as a per se illegal
price-fixing agreement. Third, the price mechanism may escape per se liability for efficiency reasons under the logic of *Broadcast Music Inc v Columbia Broadcasting System Inc*\(^{56}\) or be characterized as an ancillary restraint.\(^2\) In this decision, copyright holders agreed to offer a blanket licence by pooling together their copyrights. The agreement was not considered price-fixing because the defendants had created something new that created pro-competitive efficiencies, despite its *prima facie* resemblance to per se illegal horizontal collusion. Similarly, the ancillary doctrine can exempt certain agreements that are ancillary to a lawful agreement.

Under the alternative rule of reason analysis of vertical conspiracy, the negative effects of reduced price competition among drivers are balanced against the benefits resulting from centralized pricing. The plaintiff must first establish anti-competitive effects. If the plaintiff establishes the likelihood of such effects, the burden shifts to the defendant to offer pro-competitive justifications. Then, the burden shifts back to the plaintiff to show that the anti-competitive effects outweigh the pro-competitive effects. There are various pro-competitive explanations that can play in favour of Uber’s algorithm,\(^58\) including price predictability, reduced transaction costs for users, and increased exploitation of network externalities, based on the fact that unrestricted price competition among drivers may drive down the price of fares in the short run to the extent that it would be less attractive for drivers to join the platform. This, in turn, would also reduce the value for consumers using the platform.

In sum, although the Uber case raises intriguing questions, from a legal perspective, the dynamics at play in this case are within the reach of well-established competition law doctrines. The claim of price-fixing appears to be an attack on the specific model and classification of work adopted by Uber, rather than a concern about collusion per se. In my view, a claim regarding the way prices are centrally set by the platform is misguided, to the extent that it focuses too broadly on the polar options between centrally set prices versus decentralized price competition among drivers. The issue would be more precise if it focused on how Uber extracts revenue from drivers within a centralized pricing system. Ultimately, the case appears to be concerned more with the controversial classification of workers adopted by Uber than with competition law, and it would be preferable to approach these issues from the perspective of more appropriate areas of law.
V. Conclusion

In evaluating the possible broad competition policy concerns at play in the sharing economy, I have identified the following central elements. First, there are important issues raised by the likely two-sided nature of sharing economy markets. The literature on two-sided markets has important implications for how to apply competition law tools in possible scenarios of collusion, abuse of dominance, and mergers when a market is two-sided or multi-sided. Moreover, the importance of big data and the role of algorithms in these markets, issues that have been recognized in the scholarship as increasingly relevant, raise additional questions and challenges for the future enforcement of competition policy. These, arguably, are the central competition law concerns raised by the sharing economy, in particular those related to the tendencies of such markets toward concentration and dominance. However, the policy implications emerging from this body of literature are not specific to the sharing economy, but apply more broadly to markets with two-sided characteristics.

Second, in the sharing economy there are additional issues arising from the fact that private individuals use their underutilized assets for professional purposes, which raises the question of whether service providers should be considered independent contractors or employees of the platform. This characterization of work is the source of the many central regulatory problems related to possible market failures in the sharing economy, such as asymmetric information and negative externalities. However, as far as competition law is concerned, I have attempted to show that the controversial nature of work does not raise in itself new paradigmatic problems for the application of competition law.

There is arguably a third, more speculative, concern, which is related to the possibility of vertical integration and a more radical shift away from the sharing economy model itself. In fact, it is often assumed that sharing economy platforms own the means of connection across decentralized users without providing, themselves, goods or services. However, it is not clear at all that this has to be the case in the future, and it is not unlikely that platforms may soon have incentives to fully or partially integrate with one of their sides. Imagine, for instance, that Uber or another dominant taxi and ride-sharing platform, after establishing itself as the dominant player in the market, introduces self-driving cars. By directly providing the driving
service, the platform will cease to be a platform and will become more like a traditional taxi company, owning significant physical assets used to sell a specific service to end customers. Certainly, the competitive dynamics would then look very different from what they are today. As recognized by the United States FTC report concerning the sharing economy, by changing the nature of competitive dynamics, possible forms of vertical integration may add additional layers of complexity regarding market power and the scope of competition law and policy in the sharing economy. However, it is hard to speculate about the future of this phenomenon—which, in many regards, is still at its early stages.

In conclusion, the sharing economy raises many challenging legal and policy questions. This chapter attempts to provide a competition law perspective on some of these issues by offering a glimpse into the complexities behind the evaluation of market power and the anti-competitive concerns that are likely to emerge in a context characterized by disruptive innovation, new business models, and unique market dynamics. As argued in the chapter, these complexities are, however, not unique to the sharing economy. On the contrary, they represent broader phenomena that have implications for competition policy both within the sharing economy context and beyond. These issues can become subtler in this context, given the complex interplay between competition law issues and other legal concerns, but questions raised by complex puzzles, such as the controversial nature of work in the sharing economy, should be addressed from the standpoint of more appropriate areas of law, rather than competition law and policy.
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PART V

REGULATING LABOUR
Page left blank intentionally
I. Introduction

1.0 ... the digitization of the economy is like a stopwatch, ticking off the seconds in the race to innovation. By the time a few experts become familiar with one issue, a brand new system is in place. And woe to those with no smartphone or apps, no plans to ride-share or have dinner at a stranger’s home, and no way to find a plumber at 8:00 p.m., at the lowest possible rates. As young people eagerly rush to meet this new, wide-open universe head on, their parents feel like they’ve missed the bus, while their grandparents have simply stayed home.

And where does the law fit in? Its role is to govern society with general, permanent, acceptable rules, known to all. Should it leap ahead and strain to answer all the questions these new tools raise, at the risk of contradicting itself? Or should it take its time and seek a broader perspective? It might make intuitive sense for legislators to sit back and reflect and let judges resolve the specific cases that come before them. But French law has been swept up in the frenzy of digital communication, and only a few years in, we already find ourselves with a sufficiently consistent “digital law” to justify publishing legal encyclopaedia\textsuperscript{2} and specialized law journals\textsuperscript{3}. Although this area of the law is diffuse, and its enactment has in many cases been disorderly, it has nevertheless inserted itself into numerous
branches of French and European law, particularly in commercial law, tax law, consumer law, and—since August 2016—labour law.

The Université de Sherbrooke has created an opportunity for joint reflection on the “sharing economy,” a small planet in this new digital universe. The remarks presented here are supplemental, limited as they are to a consideration of the legal status of digital workers. Many economists and sociologists in particular have predicted that the collaborative economy sounds a death knell for salaried employment but French scholarly commentary on labour law has so far paid little attention to the issue.

This universe has its own language—circular economy, sharing economy, social and solidarity economy, collaborative economy, service economy—that needs to be decoded if we are to properly understand the new realities. All these terms express the need for societal change felt by their users. To varying degrees, they refer to human labour, and the practices they describe all came into being before the large-scale development of the digital platforms that are now their primary means of deployment. The original model based on the sharing of goods and services had altruistic and not-for-profit ambitions. Wikipedia is a prime example. That model, however, failed to take into account the capitalist propensity to seize on opportunities for financial gain. The societal impact of these new forms of consumption has been magnified as a result of digitization, first through peer-to-peer networks, then through digital platforms acting as intermediaries between those who offer and those who seek goods or services. The “platform economy” is the newest term in the lexicon of economic forms and Uber has emerged as its emblematic company.

Of course, the altruistic, interdependent, and volunteer spirit that was there at the beginning is still present in the way many of these platforms operate. The ones that interest us here, however, are those that promise a way to obtain work performed for remuneration. The rapid success of platforms of this type is due in large part to their flexibility and low-cost positioning. In these days of high unemployment in France, many workers see them as opportunities for new sources of income.

The Uber platform, established in more than 600 cities in eighty countries, has revealed to everyone a new way of working, which has caught on worldwide. But this tree conceals a forest. In addition to taxi drivers, even less visible service providers with even
fewer protections can be hired through crowdsourcing, opening up a new global labour market and sparking large-scale competition among workers. This ultra-flexible job market is the world created by TaskRabbit, Mechanical Turk, OpenWork, and other gig providers for so-called self-employed workers.

Should this work be regulated? If so, how? The answer depends on the country. In countries where informal work dominates, digital platforms might present an opportunity to regulate. But in countries like France, where tax and social welfare regimes are supported in large part by salaried work, informal work is unacceptable because it undercuts the social system as a whole and leaves some of the often very vulnerable working population without protection.

Under French law, digital platforms are defined as “Businesses, whatever their place of establishment, that connect persons remotely by electronic means for the purpose of the sale of a good, the provision of a service, or the exchange or sharing of a good or service.” The definition is sufficiently broad to include all situations, paid or not, involving these platforms. But the fact that the provision appears in the Code général des impôts (General Income Tax Code) in a section concerning the income generated by intermediary activities reveals the economic significance of the phenomenon and the source of income it represents.

This definition is repeated in the French Code du travail (Labour Code), in provisions dealing with “self-employed workers who, to perform their professional activities, use one or more platforms connecting persons by electronic means as defined in article 242 bis of the Code général des impôts.”

These are the workers that interest us here: those who perform remunerated work obtained via platforms that operate for profit. The three main participants here are the worker, his or her “customer,” and the platform that connected them. In most cases, there is nothing new about the work being performed, and the same operation could probably take place without the platform. However, only digital platforms have the scope to make this work truly profitable. Their greatest innovation is their capacity to disseminate information broadly and connect people easily through smartphones. That is their main difference from traditional classified ads.

From the perspective of labour law, which we take here, these new forms of work prompt us to consider the characterization of the relationship and status of the participants. Is the worker a salaried
employee? That would presuppose an employment contract between the worker, who is easy to identify, and the employer, who is much less so. Indeed, most large platforms describe themselves as intermediaries and reject the label of employer, even as they define the terms under which the work is to be performed. And the workers, for their part, are often self-employed and therefore benefit from little protection, despite their heavy economic dependence on the platforms that give them work.

This paper seeks to understand the highly disruptive nature of this new labour relations model and consider potential solutions to this disruption by undertaking a review of labour law from three main perspectives: the performance of the work, the workers, and the employer/platform. The roots of the Code du travail are in industrial legislation, and the protections it offers were forged in that historical context, although it has of course evolved significantly since then, through both legislation and court rulings. We hope that, by examining the notion of work as understood by the law and considering the notions of worker and employer as defined by labour law, we may achieve a better understanding of the protections these new digital workers need.

II. Work as Understood by the Law

As Professor Cyril Wolmark states, it is pointless to seek a definition of work in books on the subject of labour law.\textsuperscript{17} The law understands work only through its result or through the activity it denotes and the contracts that regulate it. It is not the activity itself that is the important thing; the way it is performed is what matters.\textsuperscript{18}

Labour law, with its much-vaunted protective virtues, applies only to subordinate workers, and classifying gig economy workers as self-employed therefore deprives them of its protection. Finding new protections to ensure that these workers are treated decently requires a broader definition of false self-employment.

Indeed, work itself must be defined,\textsuperscript{19} given that our interest here is work as a human activity, or the performance of labour. But any human activity can be characterized as work. The same person can be a computer engineer toiling for a company during the week and a volunteer lifeguard for the Red Cross on Sundays. Some people are professional soccer players, while others are amateurs. The only way to distinguish work from a hobby is remuneration.
Collaborative platforms further muddle the already vague borders. Some rely on unpaid contributions for specialized tasks that were once remunerated. Wikipedia, for example, has established itself as a recognized encyclopedia worldwide thanks to volunteer contributors, pushing out Encyclopædia Universalis, whose authors were paid for their expertise. Other platforms are moving the other way, transforming unpaid services—such as driving, having people over for dinner, babysitting the neighbour’s children, or sorting photographs—into paid services. These activities, traditionally seen as unpaid friendly behaviour or mutual assistance, now take place on a larger scale thanks to the power of the algorithm and platform marketing. The long-distance car sharing service BlaBlaCar costs more than hitchhiking, and since it involves cost-sharing, drivers benefit by saving the money they would spend if they drove solo. Similarly, Airbnb, VizEat, and VoulezVousDiner are transforming friendly, unpaid hosting into new jobs. And the list goes on.

Often, these approaches have many initial charms, their limitations and deficiencies becoming apparent only later. The platforms, for example, provide none of the protections available under labour law. For indeed, although labour law may not define its own subject matter, it still protects workers, takes care of their health, limits the number of hours they have to work, imposes mandatory breaks, requires a minimum wage, and organizes to defend the collective interests of workers, in exchange for the employer’s managerial prerogatives. This is the quid pro quo born of industrial legislation, a model first strongly challenged by the service industries and today threatened with extinction by the digital industries. Platforms, which present themselves as nothing more than intermediaries, seem to allow parties to set the conditions of the performance themselves in an apparent return to individual autonomy of the will. Some of them, however, impose very high requirements on the service provider.

Since the late twentieth century, numerous books and reports have delved into this “new labour question,” seeking a broader understanding of this type of work that would accommodate systems to protect workers. Protections should cover every type of work, since all individuals will potentially have different jobs over the course of their lives. In addition to salaried employment, the protections should cover domestic work, professional training, different employment statuses, and periods of lower employment, among other things. French law currently shows signs of such a reckoning: so-called
portable rights allow salaried employees to preserve their right to continued vocational training throughout their lives, among other things. However, while there might be progress, it affects salaried employees only and does not resolve the major problems facing precarious workers, who are the ones taking on the often poorly paid piecework available through collaborative commercial platforms.

Labour law has become the law governing employment, “understood as the totality of the guarantees surrounding salaried activity,” and it is precisely these guarantees that unsalaried digital workers lack. Thus, the question remains: How can all activities be taken into account in the creation of a status that guarantees the same rights to decent work for all?

The answer probably lies in recognizing the fundamental rights of all workers, without distinction according to status. In the summer of 2015, two French authors published a small book listing fifty fundamental principles and rights of workers. The labour minister would have liked to include these principles in the preamble to the labour code, but the French Parliament demurred. Labour law scholars have also been harsh, criticizing the book for addressing the subject of salaried workers only marginally. Nevertheless, the principles might still serve as a starting point for defining minimum rights for all workers, whatever their status, including those who are “false self-employed.”

But in a context where human activity is dematerialized, thus permitting competition among Mechanical Turks worldwide, another gap has appeared between non-relocatable proximity services and intellectual services that cannot be dematerialized. States govern the labour market only as far as their territory extends. The International Labour Organization (ILO), for its part, has been promoting the fundamental rights of workers globally for decades and is currently reconsidering non-standard work; however, it lacks the jurisdiction to limit the large-scale social dumping created by these digital platforms on a worldwide scale. Uber has simply revealed an upheaval in the world of work arising from a simultaneous decrease in industrial labour, an increase in service industry jobs, digitization, and digital intermediation. The verb “to uberize” has entered the lexicon of more than one language, and its definition illustrates the difficulty of pinning down the activity it describes.

Platform work presents a radical challenge to labour relations as they developed in law throughout the twentieth century.
Designed to respond to the needs of industry, labour law relies on a very concrete reality of that era: the unity of location, time, and action. The masses of workers, moving away from rural labour, had to be disciplined to follow regular schedules, no matter the weather, and to work together towards the same goal (assembly lines, mining, or other types of extraction).\textsuperscript{28} Orders were given by the boss, supervised by the foreman, and performed by the worker within a specific time frame. But this harmonious unity has been fractured by digitization. Now, nothing is material: orders can be given from the other side of the planet; the foreman has ceded way to the consumer who supervises and evaluates the worker; and the algorithm generates an alert, determining payment, reward, or sanction. This new model revives piecework, unpredictable salaries, and \textit{non-standard} or informal employment.\textsuperscript{29}

Since long before the current tripartite employment relationship existed, the law has been responding to labour developments. Over the course of a century, the salaried worker class expanded to encompass service professionals and intellectual workers, leading to court decisions in France and elsewhere in Europe adapting the application of the law to take these new situations into account.\textsuperscript{30}

However different things might appear today, at the heart of labour relations still remain human beings—workers—who are treated differently by the law depending on the legal form of their work.

\section*{III. Digital Platform Workers: Dependently Self-Employed}

Now that our area of inquiry has been limited to platform work performed with a view to earning financial income, we must consider the legal characterization of the employment relationship in these circumstances. Under the law, each legal category has a legal effect. We must determine whether platform workers truly constitute a new category of worker that requires its own new regime or whether aspects of the traditional categories still underlie the new working methods.

The answers will of course be nuanced and often depend on the actual conditions in which the activity is performed. A few people have already staked out a specific employment status somewhere between salaried employees and self-employed workers\textsuperscript{31} to be known as “collaborative workers.”\textsuperscript{32} But challenges to the salaried
status began before digital platforms appeared, and reflection on “the new faces of subordination” concerns much broader changes in labour that have taken place in the post-industrial era.

Our task is therefore to consider the various employment statuses that might be used to characterize these new forms of labour.

i. Subordinate Workers?

Today, in a time of slashers and the multiple jobs encouraged by so many platforms, it can be useful to recall that the industrial labour force grew out of the pluriactivity of rural people looking to supplement their income at the factory, and out of the flexibility of labour at home. It took some time before subordination, a characteristic of employment contracts today, became the norm. The French Revolution was informed more by the belief in freedom of enterprise and the freedom to work than in the work of servitude.

The 1804 Code civil devoted only two articles to what was then referred to as “louage de services” (lease of personal service) and the contrasting “louage d’ouvrage” (contract for services). In the first case, the object of the contract is the person’s performance of the work, while in the second it is the product of such work. In a rural France, with few industrial workers, this notion found its origin in the ancien droit—in the pre-Revolutionary French law inspired by Roman law.

There is nothing enviable in the position of someone leasing the performance of their work. The differences between a labourer and a slave are remuneration and a limit on the number of hours worked, yet in each case the work is done on another’s orders and thus requires the alienation of a part of the worker’s freedom. Those contrasting definitions of work is still where the line is drawn today between employees (travailleurs dépendants), who perform work under an employment contract, and self-employed workers (travailleurs indépendants), who are described as independent and undertake to deliver a product under a contract for services.

In the early twentieth century, the legal characterization of an employment contract was the subject of important scholarly debate against the backdrop of cautious court decisions. Was the employment contract defined by economic dependence, or by the relationship of subordination it described?

In a landmark judgment rendered on July 6, 1931, the Cour de Cassation found that
the legal condition of workers in relation to the persons for whom they work cannot be determined by the economic weakness or dependence of the said workers and cannot arise solely from the contract between the parties; the status of employee necessarily implies the existence of a legal relationship of subordination of worker to employer.\textsuperscript{38}

Since then, this legal relationship of subordination has been the test of an employment contract. Discussion on this point has never ceased, however, and every once in a while the issue of economic dependence reappears as an undercurrent in certain judgments.

The appeal of the employment contract certainly cannot be explained by a desire on the part of a majority of French citizens to obey and submit to others. But in the late nineteenth century, the laws protecting first labourers and then employees started attracting a large number of workers that continued to grow along with the number of laws providing protections, such as access to social insurance, a guaranteed minimum wage, dignified working conditions, stronger systems of representation, protections against dismissal, and unemployment benefits. This legislation made it possible for wage earners to evolve toward a type of salaried employee status. The subordination imposed in exchange has been circumscribed by labour law, which has developed alongside this work performed under a special contract, which, in its standard form, has an indefinite term and stipulates that the employment is full-time.\textsuperscript{39}

In addition to rights directly related to working conditions, we must also take into account the structure of society that has taken shape around this activity and become so entrenched that we now speak of a society of salaried workers.\textsuperscript{40} In France, it is estimated that over 85 per cent of the working population is “salaried.”\textsuperscript{41} Social and tax contributions are collected primarily from wages. Thus, the welfare state is based on salaried workers, and any innovation that calls this system into question is perceived as a threat. This is, of course, the case with platform-generated work.

In all industrialized and developing countries, as well as in the European Union (EU), the relationship of subordination is an identifying feature of employment contracts. Although EU law refers the definition of labour relations back to the member States, the European Court of Justice (ECJ) has ruled on the contours of this relationship, resulting in contrasting judgments. The European
definition of an employment contract also has a legal subordina-
tion requirement, but when faced both with the transformation in
employment and a need to establish a broader spectrum of protective
employment standards, Europe has broadened the characterization,
sometimes taking a pragmatic position to ensure that the protective
standards achieve their purpose. Although the French labour code still does not define the
employment contract, the case law has developed a definition, in two
leading cases in particular. In 1996, it was decided that

the relationship of subordination is characterized by the perform-
ance of work under the authority of an employer who has the
power to give orders and directives, to control its performance,
and to sanction breaches by the subordinate; and that work for
an organized service may be an indication of a relationship of
subordination when the employer unilaterally determines the
conditions of performance of the work.

Then, in 2000, it was determined that

the existence of an employment relationship does not depend
on either the will expressed by the parties or the name they give
to their agreement, but on the actual conditions in which the
workers’ activities are performed.

The remark from the judgment rendered on December 19, 2000, is of
particular interest to us here. The case concerned a taxi driver (this
was before Uber, but things were already moving in that direction)
who leased his vehicle from a specialized business with which he
had entered a contract to “lease a car for use as a taxi.” The contract
was breached, and the driver brought an action before the labour
division of the Conseil des Prud’hommes demanding that it be
recharacterized as a contract of employment. The courts hearing
the merits declined jurisdiction, but the Cour de Cassation quashed
the appeal judgment on the basis of the interpretation quoted above.

That judgment is far removed from the former article 1134 of
the Code civil. It is pragmatic, leaving little room for the will of the
parties. The name or characterization of the contract (lease, contract
of enterprise, contract for professional services) initially agreed upon
is of no importance in light of the reality of the facts related before
the judge. This point should be emphasized here, as this is the jurisprudential analysis that will probably make it possible for French judges to redefine the contracts of some digital platform workers as employment contracts, as certain American and English judges, as well as the Chinese authorities, have done. This pragmatism reflects the attention that judges pay to the economic weakness of one of the parties to a contract of successive performance. Although the Cour de Cassation did not ignore the requirement of a legal relationship of subordination, it analyzed the situation of dependence of the driver vis-à-vis his lessee, who not only took care of the car, but also handled the administrative responsibilities and social security declarations in the place of the driver. The financial consideration requested by the lessor was such that the driver had to work long hours, ultimately for low pay. This situation is identical to Uber drivers and pizza delivery drivers.

It should not be assumed, however, that all currently self-employed taxi drivers operating via digital platforms can easily have their contract of self-employment redefined as an employment contract. After the judgment in 2000, many have tried, but outcomes are uncertain. The analysis of the relationship of subordination has been narrowed again, and drivers have to prove the authority of direction of the work provider (in this case the lessor) directly over the work, not just over the vehicle, if they want the contract recharacterized.

As for Uber drivers, the relationship of subordination should not be difficult to prove, given the numerous requirements the company imposes, which go beyond what a mere intermediary can demand, including car choice, dress code, logo display, and, especially, a compulsory system of remuneration. The subordination is evident merely in the details from Uber UK contracts remarked upon by the English judge in the case referred to above. Uber exerts constant control through digital devices, smartphones, including geotracking, and, above all, the systematic customer ratings on the platform. Its authority to discipline is evident in the right it reserves to terminate the contract by simply disconnecting the driver in the event of poor ratings or a breach of obligations.

It is clear, however, that the full-time employment contract of indeterminate duration established by industrial legislation is not suitable to the type of work at issue here. The small number of actions brought before the courts in France seeking a recharacterization of
such contracts seems to indicate that the workers themselves do not want to enter into a contract that is essentially defined by legal subordination. Requalifying contracts by reshaping the facts is not a tenable solution in the long term.

But does that mean that platform workers are self-employed?

**ii. Self-Employed Workers?**

Since the end of the twentieth century, self-employment (*travail indépendant*) seems to have caught the wind in its sails, thanks to both certain legislative trends and the younger generations—even though studies have shown no increased numbers in this type of work.\(^{51}\)

Indeed, self-employed is the status chosen by most digital platform workers, and this is the reason the statute enacted on August 8, 2016, included special provisions.

The notion of self-employment refers to a legal status of independence in opposition to a worker bound by contract to an employer to whom obedience is owed. This independence, however, does not resolve the inherent problem of the economic dependence of the worker. A person who derives income through work by selling either the performance of a service or the product of that performance is in a state of economic dependence vis-à-vis the person who orders the work. While labour law has created a protected status, it is limited to its field of application, which comprises essentially private-sector wage-earning employees. The legislature vacillates between strengthening these protections and encouraging an exodus from the ranks of salaried employees. For the last thirty years, the economic dependence of self-employed workers and the autonomy of salaried employees have inspired numerous proposals for reform that have done more to complicate labour law than to simplify it. For the time being, then, workers who are not in a legal relationship of subordination are independent and therefore self-employed. This binary vision of the legal categories explains the contortions on the part of the legislator and then judges, as we have seen, to categorize workers whose independence is established as salaried employees.\(^{52}\)

Unlike other European countries, France has not created an intermediate status. Germany, Italy, and Spain have established a special status for “dependent self-employment”\(^{53}\) that more or less recognizes the status of employee for self-employed workers with one main client (that is, representing more than 50 per cent of their activity). This status lets these workers benefit from certain rights
and protections, although not all labour law protections apply to them. However, while these categories might appear attractive, they are apparently rarely used, and Italy has even eliminated this “quasi-employee” status.

In France, as early as 1994, a presumption of unsalaried status for workers entered in the business, trade, or commercial agent registries or registered with social agencies was added to the first articles of the *Code du travail*. The presumption could be rebutted if the worker had proof of a “permanent legal relationship of subordination” vis-à-vis a client. Reflecting political changes, the provision was amended on numerous occasions. Today, its equivalent can be found in article L. 8221-6 of the *Code du travail*, in a section on illegal work.

All these provisions, whether they recognize a special status or require workers to prove their dependence on an exclusive client, are ill-suited to digital platform workers, who are often registered on several platforms to be sure they get enough work. It bears noting that exclusivity clauses, such as those originally in Uber’s contracts, have tended to disappear as the number of court sanctions have increased.

Self-employed workers therefore must be registered and declared as merchants, artisans, or commercial agents in accordance with the rules for each status, failing which they commit the offence of “travail dissimulé par dissimulation d’activité” (concealed work by the concealment of paid employment). This offence, punishable by three years imprisonment and a €45,000 ($68,500) fine, is committed when a worker has not met the formal requirements referred to above or has failed to make the mandatory declarations to social agencies before starting to work.

The provisions directly concern collaborative economy workers. Any income they earn through an activity obtained via a platform will be characterized as “concealed work” unless they can prove that the income is merely a reimbursement of costs (for example, BlaBlaCar ride-sharing) or that the platform conducts itself as the main client.

Since August 2016, the groundwork has been laid in the French labour code for “the social responsibility of platforms” through the recognition of workers’ collective rights, the right to unionize, and the right to collective action. The recognition of the freedom of association and the rights to collective action might be essential, but it is
in fact nothing more than declarative. As fundamental rights, they are recognized for all workers under the French constitution and numerous international agreements; France, for example, has ratified the fundamental ILO Conventions, the *European Convention on Human Rights* and the *European Social Charter*. Nevertheless, it is interesting, at least symbolically, that the labour code has now recognized a new legal category of worker. Platform workers have also formed unions and sparked far-reaching social movements. Led by Uber drivers, among others, they have demonstrated their capacity to regain their collective strength by defending workers.59

Collective bargaining can also sometimes place salaried employees and self-employed workers on an equal footing when their situations are the same. The European Court of Justice applied competition law when ruling on the validity of a collective agreement that favoured setting identical minimum fees for replacement workers (in this case orchestra musicians), whether hired as self-employed workers or employees (ECJ 4 December 2014, C-413/13, FNV Kunsten). The court, continuing to see self-employed workers as “enterprises,” did not move away from the European definition of worker, which essentially presupposes a relationship of subordination. Nonetheless, it saved the provision in the agreement by proposing the label “false self-employed” for these workers when they are under the legal subordination of the client. Thus, the ECJ’s judgment was attenuated: although the collective agreement provision submitted to the judges was saved, the social dialogue regarding the fate of self-employed workers was not acknowledged, even though their status is often more precarious than that of salaried employees. Such a recognition would have protected employees from social dumping, which represents a danger to everyone, since the growing number of self-employed workers can incite competition potentially leading to lower salaries and decreased employee benefits.

The trend pushing workers towards new forms of self-employment preceded the development of digital platforms. Specific regulations have appeared gradually, supported by a political will to encourage the development of “auto-enterprises,” an individual incorporated status available to self-employed workers. More recent protective measures also tend to take “career paths” into account, establishing a certain portability of rights.
iii. Auto-Entrepreneurs?

Unlike subordinate work, self-employment can be exercised under many statuses, including: artisan, merchant, and professional. These statuses are defined by other fields of law, primarily commercial law and business law. Beyond labour law considerations, considerable differences between these statuses can be identified in their respective social protection regimes. Self-employed workers cannot claim the same rights as employees, and this situation is prejudicial to those self-employed workers who are economically dependent, who have several clients, and whose situation is often very precarious.

Freedom of enterprise, enshrined in the French constitution, allows anyone to start his or her own business. For years, the French legislature has encouraged this type of activity, seeing it as a remedy to de-industrialization and mass unemployment. In this spirit, the “modernization of the economy” statute enacted on August 4, 2009, established a simplified social and taxation regime for self-employed workers with low sales revenue, known as the “auto-entrepreneur” regime. Since January 1, 2009, it has been available to natural persons who create or already own an individual business to perform a principal or supplementary commercial activity, either artisanal or professional (with some exceptions), if this individual business meets the conditions of the micro-enterprise tax regime and chooses to operate under a VAT exemption. On January 1, 2016, auto-entreprises became known as micro-enterprises, but the regime remained the same. It is not a special legal status, contrary to what is often believed because of the rapid development of the mechanism, but a regime that simplifies the processes, declarations, and burdens related to social security and income tax. It is intended for self-employed workers with sales revenue below €82,200 or whose income as service providers is below €32,900.

Workers who wish to benefit from this regime must register with the chamber of commerce and industry, the directory of trade workers and artisans, or, if they are professionals, the URSSAF (the organization that collects social contributions). As early as 2010 there were more than 660,000 workers registered, and by the end of 2015 there were over one million, three-quarters of whom say they would not have launched their own business without this regime. The auto-entrepreneur regime is chosen by 54 per cent of all those starting out as self-employed workers. However, while “traditional”
Self-employed workers earned an average of €3,110 a month in 2012, auto-entrepreneurs earned only €450 on average.

The ease of registering for the auto-entrepreneur regime, which can be done online, helps explain its early popularity as well as the fact that nearly half of those registered are economically inactive. Auto-entrepreneurs often operate multiple businesses (38 per cent) or are unemployed and in retraining (28 per cent).

The regime would thus appear to be suitable for digital platform workers, who have similar profiles. And in fact it is the regime recommended (if not required) by a certain number of platforms (Deliveroo, Uber, and the like). In this way, the platforms take advantage of the presumption of unsalaried status set out in article L 8221-6 of the Code du travail, which a priori protects them from the possibility of the contract being characterized as an employment contract since the workers are registered as merchants or artisans. These workers, however, are in extremely precarious situations because they lack a protected status. Their working conditions, working hours, workplace health and safety, time off, holidays, and the provision and loss of work are neither guaranteed nor protected. They fall outside both administrative controls and the jurisdiction of the labour tribunals (Conseils de Prud’hommes).

But then again, the courts have oversight, and they sanction those who defraud the auto-entrepreneur regime. For example, in 2009, a training company breached a contract with its teachers and then immediately proposed rehiring them as auto-entrepreneurs. The Cour de Cassation upheld the decisions on the merits, which had recharacterized the situation as an employment contract. The action had been brought by URSSAF, since the rate of contribution for self-employed workers who pay on their own is lower than that of salaried employees, whose contributions are shared by the employers and employees.

Digital workers’ rights can be protected by the reinterpretation of labour law based on a new labour relations model, as certain official reports have recognized:

Beyond the traditional definition of salaried work, which remains relevant to the vast majority of them, the new forms of work taking place outside the salaried realm suggest it would be appropriate to consider broadening the notion based on new indicators emerging from an economic rather than a legal
economic assessment. Thus, much like the Department of Labour under the Obama Administration, France must reflect on how court rulings on the characterization of salaried employees can be modernized. Such an evolution, which could be based on broader criteria (the degree of autonomy at work, who decides matters of remuneration, the exclusivity of the worker’s services, etc.), will make it possible to characterize the worker’s status as either salaried or, on the contrary, self-employed (in its generic sense). 66

Many parties, including the European Commission (EC), also urge the recognition of a legal relationship under labour law and protections for digital workers. However, in the view of the EC, the collaborative economy is first and foremost an economic opportunity, and hampering the development of the platforms, which it sees as potential sources of employment, should not be risked by enacting overly restrictive legislation. Thus, for the EC, while worker protections are necessary, they must be flexible and safe enough to ensure the development of these new activities 67.

While the new labour relations model being created through digital platforms requires us to reconsider the two pillars of the employment relationship—work and the status of the person performing it—its true innovation resides in the establishment of a tripartite relationship. The legal characterization of the platform in that relationship, however, remains to be determined.

IV. Platform/Intermediary/Employer

We have now come to the truly innovative aspect of the “sharing economy.” What makes digitization possible is the nearly unlimited range at which information—in this case, job offers and applications—can be disseminated. The broader the dissemination, the greater the likelihood of a balance between “sharing” and “economy.” Dissemination is ensured via digital platforms, which have taken the place of traditional advertisers.

The term “platform” entered the lexicon with the arrival of Web 3.0. Until then, people were more likely to refer to communities, networks, hosts, or operators. 68 Once beyond the sales and information stage, the term was established in response to the rise of intermediation between various actors. It has since been set down in various
legal provisions, to the point where the term “digital platform law” has become accepted. The EC states, “‘Online platform’ refers to an undertaking operating in two- (or multi-)sided markets, which uses the Internet to enable interactions between two or more distinct but interdependent groups of users so as to generate value for at least one of the groups.” In France, these platforms are defined not only in the general income tax code referred to above but also the consumer code. But not all platforms operate according to the same model: “The ‘platform’ galaxy is populated by various participants. We are now in the realm of ‘platform capitalism’ but the contrast between participants is so pronounced that its maps have yet to be drawn.”

The primary characteristic of platforms is their mission of intermediation, which leads to two consequences of direct interest to us here: their self-proclaimed lack of accountability, and their violation of existing regulations and organizational forms. Uber and Airbnb are prime examples. Since they do not define themselves as a taxi company and a hotel company, they do not, in their view, have to comply with the obligations incumbent on operators in those industries in place all over the world. The activities they took on were antiquated or outmoded, and they have created a new global model for consumption, the success of which is based on ease of access, new lifestyles, and very competitive prices made possible by their refusal to take on industry obligations. As a result, entire industries (taxi, hotel) have been destabilized. Long subjected to demanding regulations, these industries have found themselves battling “lawless pirates” who feel entitled to set up business in the same industry without following the rules. In response, a new type of regulation has begun to emerge, particularly in the service sector we are interested in here, seeking to both protect consumers and maintain public order.

Digital platforms always present themselves as mere intermediaries, but their legal status remains to be clarified. Indeed, the very term “intermediary” evokes numerous and varied legal characterizations. As this discussion is limited to the entities that connect workers and customers with one another, it will touch on the characterizations of platforms under commercial law and labour law. Are they brokers or mandataries? A medium for posting job offers, or a way to obtain illegal temporary work?
i. The Contractual Relationship Between Workers and Online Service Platforms

As we have seen, if a platform worker is not a salaried employee (which they rarely are), there is a presumption that he or she is a self-employed merchant or artisan. In such a case, the platform must be considered a provider, mandatory (agent) or broker. A cluster of contracts is created between the various providers. One is a general contract between the platform and the worker for the performance of a service, entered into when the worker registers on the platform as a driver, host, cook, housecleaner, and the like, depending on the platform’s specialization. The worker undertakes to perform the service promised by the platform, which in turn undertakes to register the provider in its pool and to forward any requests to the worker that correspond to the offer given.

At the same time, another general contract is formed with the customer, who requests a service, when he or she signs up on the smartphone app. This second contract is a kind of subscription allowing access to the service available only to subscribers. It falls under the purview of consumer law and the new “duty of loyalty” incumbent on platforms under the statute enacted on October 7, 2016. This principle of loyalty applies only to the relationship between the business operators and consumers, however, and not that between the workers who provide the services. This is regrettable for those workers in a position of weakness vis-à-vis the platform.

Entering into these contracts requires nothing more than a single click on the “I agree” or “I accept the general user conditions” button. Rarely does anyone, whether provider or customer, read the entire contract. Besides, more often than not these contracts are illegible, contain contradictions, and incorporate by reference other documents that can be accessed only through a hyperlink.

The work itself is performed the same way, whether the platform connects the worker and the customer through the smartphone app or the website. This operation can take various legal forms, giving rise to equally diverse legal characterizations. Some platforms do no more than connect the parties, allowing them free rein to negotiate financial terms and performance. In such cases, the platform is indeed a “mere intermediary,” comparable to traditional advertisers but with the possibility of endless classified ads. In other cases, the platform is involved in the formation of the contract for services, and the characterization of the contract becomes
much more elusive. When payment for the service is made via the platform—which then forwards the fee after having taken its commission off the top—the operation takes place through a network of mandates conferred by the parties via their initial contracts. When the platform sets the conditions of performance, the chances that the contract will be recharacterized as a contract of employment become more likely.

The ability of the customer to choose the worker who performs the service can also vary. In the Uber, Deliveroo, and other taxi or delivery service models, the client has no choice at all, and the platform decides on the basis of proximity. Human intervention in that decision is virtually non-existent; the app’s algorithm ensures the service is rendered as quickly as possible. The *intuitu personae* character of the relationship between the worker and customer is weak, and the customer pays a flat rate set by the platform. In contrast, in other models, the platform connects the offer of service and the request, giving customers broad leeway in their choice of who will perform it. This latter type of contract is the model for professional or amateur hotels (Booking and Airbnb), as well as OpenWork and other crowdsourcing platforms based on competitive systems.

Platforms become more involved in the relationships between the performer of services and the customer by acting as dispute arbitrator for the parties. In the event of a user complaint, platforms reserve the right to hold back some or all of the service fee. These contracts, which their creators define as *sui generis*, contain clauses that are similar from one country to the next and handily ignore specific local legal requirements. Of course, these requirements are only made known after the platform sets up business, when the consumers’ needs or desires make them necessary and entail the reform of national laws to accommodate this type of UCO (unidentified contractual object). Only then are the contracts subjected to judicial review, with varying outcomes for the platforms.

**ii. Legal Risks for the Platforms**

Legal risks are numerous and vary according to the subject of the dispute. The major international platforms know this and do not hesitate to legally optimize their operations. Uber, for example, set up its headquarters in the Netherlands and its customer service relations in Morocco. Legal optimization is pursued essentially for tax reasons, but also to save on labour costs.
From the perspective of labour law, a distinction can be drawn on the basis of the activity offered. Platforms like Airbnb, which offer essentially the enjoyment of a good (lodging), though the lodger does provide some personal services (hotel services), are not at much risk as they traditionally fall under the framework of business law. In contrast, services providing human activities (taxi service, delivery, cooking, housecleaning, babysitting, and so on), whether or not the type of work is generally regulated, are profoundly affected by the systems of platform intermediation operating outside of any legal framework. Often these activities are performed by workers who, like nineteenth-century labourers, have only their hands to live by—or to be more precise, have only their smartphones and cars or bikes to make a living.

The taxi industry appears to have been the most affected by digital platform intermediation. Accordingly, the French legislator intervened on December 29, 2016, enacting a single statute to cover all providers of this service, including digital intermediaries. Heetch and UberPOP are the platforms that managed to operate with the greatest degree of deregulation. Both connect non-professional drivers using their own cars with customers seeking cheap transportation. This low-cost system is of course possible because the business assumed no tax or social contribution burdens whatsoever. Admittedly, as these platforms emphasized in France, they gave unemployed people a means of gainful employment, and Heetch, which operated only between 8:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m., argued that it did not engage in unfair competition, focusing as it did on trips to the suburbs that were served very little by taxis and not at all by public transit. Nevertheless, the fact remains that their services were not provided as volunteer activities and could therefore be characterized as illegal work. The liability of the platforms remained to be established.

Following a court ruling against UberPOP, Heetch and its directors were found guilty by the Tribunal Correctionnel de Paris on March 2, 2017. After nearly 1,500 taxi drivers had filed complaints, the company was prosecuted for organizing an illegal system connecting customers with persons transporting others for remuneration, complicity in the illegal exercise of the taxi profession, and misleading business practices. The court upheld all the charges, finding that the platform was responsible because the system could only work through the platform and that the price it suggested was
generally the one customers paid, due to the strong incentives to do so provided by the platform itself. The company was ordered to pay a €200,000 fine, its directors were fined €10,000 each, and €500,000 was ordered in compensation for the plaintiffs.

In addition to criminal convictions applicable in respect of any type of informally exercised work that tends to evade various laws and regulations, platforms must also take into account the specific rules of labour law. Articles L. 8221-5 and following of the Code du travail define concealed work by the concealment of paid employment, an offence punishable by three years’ imprisonment and a €45,000 fine. It takes place when an employer fails to file the proper declarations to social agencies, make required social contributions, or issue pay slips to its employees. The sanctions are imposed solely as a consequence of the relationships under an employment contract, once again indicating the importance of the characterization of the contract and the consequences of judicial recharacterization. If the judge finds that the platform conducted itself as an actual employer (direction, control, and discipline of employees), he or she will recharacterize the relationship and impose both civil and criminal sanctions.

Having created a new social relationship model without concerning themselves with national laws in any way, digital platforms now find themselves in a position of great legal insecurity. And yet, though they are responsible for the situation they are now in, they have also revealed the public appetite for these new types of relationships. It has therefore become necessary to enact new, suitable, and balanced legislation, applicable to everyone.

iii. What Status for Digital Intermediary Service Platforms?

In any work undertaken on this subject, two words constantly reappear: transition and disruption. In legal terms, transition is ensured by adapting existing solutions to new ways of operating. As for disruption, the term is as new as the model to which it applies.

The labour law solution so far adopted—that is, the recharacterization of the relationship as an employment contract giving rise to compensation—is neither satisfactory nor suitable. Aside from the fact it can only be imposed after the fact and even then only rarely, it also inadequately protects workers, who are often precarious and whose numbers continue to grow. Platforms must be held accountable and bear obligations similar to those the legislator imposed first on
industrial employers and then eventually on all employers, creating what we know today as labour law.

French labour law is already well acquainted with a number of forms of labour intermediation. One avenue that has already been attempted is business and employment cooperatives that define workers as salaried entrepreneurs. Another possibility is the temporary work option. Once again, however, the French legislator has intervened, as this new labour relations model represents a threat due to its similarity with slavery or at least servitude (lease of a person to perform work at the pleasure of the lessor). Very strict legislation circumscribes this type of work in France, and breaches are punished criminally as illegal subcontracting. These provisions might be adapted, and the legislator might be inspired to circumscribe the activities of the many platforms, but for the moment, in a situation of high unemployment, it is easier to encourage the development of the platforms than to protect workers. Indeed, this attitude is evident all over Europe. The EC is urging its member states to deregulate more and more professions and to open themselves up to these innovations, in the hopes of encouraging economic recovery. But this approach seems to ignore the fate of workers, who often have to work twice as many hours as salaried employees do and earn no more than minimum wage.

With the statute enacted on August 8, 2016, France opted to legislatively compel the “social accountability of platforms.” Like any corporate social responsibility, this is a minimum obligation that depends greatly on the goodwill of the platforms. Although the legislature has not abandoned the salaried work/self-employed work dichotomy, it has included a title in the Code du travail explicitly dealing with self-employed workers using electronic remote connection platforms. These provisions apply to self-employed workers who, for the purpose of exercising their professional activity, use one or more electronic remote connection platforms as defined in article 242 bis of the Code général des impôts (General Income Tax Code). That provision contemplates enterprises, regardless of their place of business, who use electronic means to remotely connect persons with a view to the sale of a good, the provision of a service, or the exchange or sharing of a good or service, and states that they are required to provide, upon each transaction, candid, clear, and transparent information regarding the tax and social obligations incumbent on persons who use them as intermediaries to carry out commercial transactions.
Platforms have few obligations. The Code du travail does provide that, “when a platform determines the characteristics of the performance of service or of the good sold and sets its price, that platform bears a social responsibility towards the workers concerned.” This responsibility consists in contributing to workplace accident insurance and ensuring workers’ rights to occupational training as soon as the service provider achieves a certain level of sales revenue via the platform.

This recent reform gives rise to two observations. On the one hand, the workers concerned are excluded from the application of the Code du travail, which can only be seen as regrettable. On the other, platforms that until very recently operated entirely outside the realm of labour law are now starting to bear some obligations. As the Projet pour un autre Code du travail suggests, however, a solution that would offer more protection might have included these digital workers within an expanded definition of the employment contract.

Labour law was conceived and built for an industrial society exploiting a large and stationary labour force that it wanted to supervise and discipline. It is now time to rewrite the labour code for the twenty-first century, so that it may govern all forms of subordinate or autonomous work performed for others and safeguard the social rights of workers, whether their work is defined by the performance of a service or by the result of such a performance.

The task before us now remains: the creation and establishment of social law that protects digital platforms workers.

Notes
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I. Introduction

From a neoliberal economic perspective, the emergence of new digital technologies portends the possibility of an economic revolution, in which there will be greater human freedom and a democratization of economic opportunity. Digitally enabled workers will transform themselves into micro-entrepreneurs, able to work for themselves “whenever they want from any location and at whatever level of intensity needed to achieve their desired standard of living.” Of course, there is also recognition that this bright future will not be decided by technology alone. Even for the most technological utopian, human liberation is not merely an app away, and there is recognition that other institutional and policy changes are required for the emancipatory potential of the platform economy to be unlocked. But it is seen as possible within what Arun Sundararajan, a leading sharing economy optimist, calls “crowd-based capitalism.”

For others, the impact of the platform economy is much darker. The title of Steven Hill’s book succinctly encapsulates this perspective: *Raw Deal: How the “Uber Economy” and Runaway Capitalism are Screwing American Workers*. Here the emphasis is on the ways in which these platforms are shifting uncertainty and risks onto workers who lack employment security and face a shredded safety net in hyper-competitive, globalized labour markets.
On the surface there seems to be a common agreement that capitalism is central to understanding the operation of the platform economy and its implications for the workforce, yet neither Sundararajan nor Hill actually make capitalism and the social relations of production central to their analytic framework. Thus, one goal of this chapter is to put capitalism at the centre of the analysis, drawing on Nick Srnicek’s recent book, *Platform Capitalism*. In doing
so, there is a need to recognize that capitalism is not a static system operating uniformly over time and space, but rather takes very different forms. The debate about the varieties of capitalism draws on this insight, but focuses on the political framework within which capitalism functions and the extent to which it is embedded in particular institutional arrangements. The concern here is more focused on the inner workings of capitalist regimes of accumulation. In particular, this chapter inquires into and seeks to account for the distinct ways that workers are subsumed into platform capitalism.

A second goal is to use this refined political economy framework to place Uber and the taxi industry in historical perspective. As we shall see, taxi capitalisms have been made, unmade, and remade several times over the past hundred years in response to changing technology law, and resistance to these changes by workers and segments of capital which shape both law and technology. Using Toronto as a case study, this chapter examines the rise of Uber and its platform technology in the context of the broader history of taxi capitalisms.

II. Theoretical Starting Points

Although Sundararajan titled his book The Sharing Economy, he recognizes this is a misnomer, since there is actually very little sharing that takes place in the world of the platform economy. Rather, the so-called sharing economy is dominated by technologically facilitated commercial exchanges, and in recognition of this reality Sundararajan’s preferred term is “crowd-based capitalism.” As I draw on Nick Srnicek’s work, I prefer the term “platform capitalism,” but regardless of the adjective used to describe the kind of capitalism that exists, it is important in the first instance not to lose sight of the analytical significance of its capitalist character. In particular, venture capitalists fuel the platform economy, seeking to increase their private fortunes by finding new ways of extracting value from socially produced wealth. Platforms are digital infrastructures that enable individuals and groups to interact and are thus intermediaries. What makes them capitalist is that these infrastructures are privately owned and operated to extract profits by becoming the ground on which transactions take place. Users must pay quasi-monopoly rents to access the platform while the platform itself is uniquely positioned...
to collect data provided by its users, which is then commodified and sold to other profit-seeking businesses.2

The identification of the platform as a vehicle for capitalist accumulation, however, only begins the analysis, and here is where the adjectives come in. What kind of capitalism does the platform produce? A good place to begin this discussion is with Sundararajan’s subtitle, The End of Employment and the Rise of Crowd-Based Capitalism. This juxtaposition might seem paradoxical at first glance, since capitalism has long been associated with the primacy of waged work as the mechanism through which capitalists extract surplus value from labour. But Sundararajan is not a Marxist, and neither sees his claim as paradoxical nor as requiring an explanation of what makes crowd-based capitalism capitalist. However, he does describe the elements of crowd-based capitalism as being market-based, providing greater opportunities to more fully deploy assets, and to source labour and capital from decentralized crowds. He also describes it as blurring the lines between the personal and professional by commercializing activities that used to be considered personal, and as blurring the lines between fully employed and casual labour, between independent and dependent employment, and between work and leisure.10

This combination of characteristics seems to describe a decentralized market economy in which the lifeworld is pervasively commodified and in which labour is seemingly provided on a spot market finely tuned to meet ever-shifting demand. What is missing, however, are several structural features of capitalism that differentiate it from a simple trading economy. First, there is no recognition that underlying capitalism is a particular structure of property and class relations in which the means of production are substantially owned by a small minority of the population while the majority are dependent on their labour in order to survive.13 Second, there is no recognition that capitalism is driven by the relentless pursuit of profits and expansion. Economic value in capitalism is not generated by simple exchange but in the ability of capital to extract profits from socially produced wealth through relations of domination and exploitation. If crowd-based capitalism was a world in which the predominant social relation of production was between relatively equal, truly independent, property-owning commodity and service producers, it would not be capitalist because it would not have a capitalist property and class structure.12
We will return to a discussion of Uber later, but the evidence seems pretty clear that the predominant structure of the platform economy does not resemble a world of truly independent commodity/service producers selling directly to consumers through platform-mediated transactions, but rather one in which workers are subordinated to platform enterprises bent on maximizing profits and expanding to become dominant players, if not monopolists, in their markets. For example, leaving open the question of whether Uber drivers are legally employees or not, what is clear is that they are not economically independent in any meaningful way, but rather exist in a subordinated relation with Uber, a privately held company with a valuation estimated to be over $60 billion. This is the underlying reality that motivates Uber drivers to act collectively to redress what they perceive to be their domination and exploitation in that relation.13

So even if Sundararajan does not satisfactorily explain how capitalism works in the platform economy, the question is centrally important, not just theoretically, but also practically. Platform capitalism fits within a larger political economic transformation that has seen the decline of the standard employment relationship central to the post–World War II era of welfare-state capitalism and the growth of precarious work, including own-account self-employment and temporary work, associated with the rise of neoliberal capitalist formations.14

This is not to deny that technological change plays a significant role in the evolution of capitalism. Marx was acutely attentive to the “constant revolutionizing of the instruments of production” that was endemic to capitalism, but he did not consider technology in isolation. Rather, he was concerned with the way that technology revolutionized “relations of production and with them the whole relations of society.”15 It was the first industrial revolution that was Marx’s primary focus, and in Capital he famously described the process by which capitalist relations of production supplanted simple commodity production by freeing workers from ownership of the means of production, making them “free” to sell their labour as rights-bearing individuals to the equally rights-bearing owners of capital. He then followed these personae into the factory—the hidden abode of production—where the capitalist, having purchased the workers’ capacity to work, extracted surplus value by his control over the labour process. Thus the wage relation came to be seen as the paradigmatic mode of labour exploitation in Marxist theory.
However, as Wallace Clement reminds us, pockets of commodity production continued in areas such as fishing and farming, so the process of proletarianization was never complete. But even where simple commodity production continued, it was not hived off from the capitalist economy, but rather became linked to it in various ways that also produced economic domination and exploitation. For example, commodity producers retained possession and formal ownership of the means of production, but once market exchange ceased to be predominantly within integrated local economies, they increasingly became tied to and dependent upon capitalist firms to acquire necessary inputs (including financing) and to transport, store, and sell the outputs of commodity production. As a result, capital gained real economic control over commodity producers and with that the ability to extract surplus from their efforts. Indeed, as Jairus Banaji has demonstrated, historically, capitalism is compatible with a wide variety of modes of labour exploitation that may co-exist at any particular conjuncture. Moreover, as we shall see in the case of Uber, the lines between proletarianization and other modes of labour exploitation, such as petty commodity production, are not always clear in social reality, which opens up space to argue about their legal characterization as well.

Clement also examined the question of the determinants of the mode of labour exploitation. When does capital proletarianize workers from whom it extracts surplus value directly or leave them as dependent commodity producers from whom it extracts surplus value indirectly through commercial transactions? Focusing on farming and fishing, he pointed to the ways capital benefited by retaining dependent commodity production, including a reduction in its exposure to risks of nature, elimination of the cost of investment in the first stages of production, and lower labour supervision costs.

Clement’s Marxist analysis can be connected with and supplemented by Coase’s theory of the firm, which asks when firms will make (that is, manufacture with its own employees) rather than buy. In a world of zero transaction costs there would be no firms and no employment, because there would be no benefit from managing (which always has a cost) compared to costless contracting. However, in the real world, where transaction costs are endemic at some level, firms will form and employees will be hired where the costs of making and managing are less than the cost of negotiating contracts. These decisions will be significantly affected by technology. For
example, where technological developments allowed productivity to be enhanced through capital-intensive investments in machinery and a refined division of labour, individualized dependent commodity production was replaced by proletarianized social labour coordinated by capital in factory settings. For Marx, writing in the third quarter of the nineteenth century, the factory was the paradigmatic site of the hidden abode of production where the capitalist extracted surplus labour from the proletarianized worker. Dependent commodity production seemed to be destined for the dustbin of history. As a result, theorizing about the social relations of production in dependent commodity production was relatively uncommon.

However, the shift from buying to making was never complete and, as Rubery and Wilkinson demonstrate, there is no economic law dictating that the movement from dependent commodity production to factorization will always be in one direction. Looking specifically at outwork, they identified a number of factors that interact to shape the decision whether to produce in-house or outsource. These include the type of technology available, the potential for fragmenting the production process, the role of capital-intensive investment, the cost of labour supervision, and the avoidance of collective action and legal regulation, among others.20

David Weil has also approached this issue through his exploration of the phenomenon of fissuring, which involves once integrated lead businesses choosing not to make things themselves but to shift the production of goods and services outside the firm to smaller businesses through outsourcing, franchising, and supply chains. As a result, employment is also shifted outside lead firms and into smaller business, which in turn may seek to shift work out to so-called independent contractors or “micro-entrepreneurs.” Technological change is a significant factor that makes fissuring both feasible and attractive. “Over the past three decades, it has become far less expensive to contract with other organizations—or create new organizational forms—to undertake activities that […] alter[...] the calculus of what should be done inside or outside enterprise boundaries.”21 Again it is important to remember that it is not just technology that drives fissuring, but rather it is the drive for profit maximization that leads firms to adopt and adapt technology for that purpose.

To the extent that Marxist theory is centred on the paradigm of extracting surplus value through employment in the hidden abode of the factory, it now faces the challenge of analyzing the new relations
of production and modes of labour exploitation that are becoming prominent features of twenty-first-century capitalist economies. Various theorists are beginning to take up this task. A collection of essays edited by van der Linden and Roth challenges the theoretical centrality of proletarianized wage work and calls for an examination of the “extraordinary multiplicity and multifacetedness of the constellations of exploitation” that coexist, including self-employment. Steffen Böhm and Chris Land argue that there is a need to prize open, new, hidden abodes of production outside of employment to incorporate new sites of value production. Finally, Ursula Huws, a pioneer in theorizing the implications of cybernetics for capitalist development, has explored the question of how enterprises generate profit in the digital age. She makes the useful distinction between labour that is performed directly for a capitalist employer by a worker who is dependent on her or his labour for subsistence (workers whom she dubs “inside the knot”—the classic proletariat) and groups that she characterizes as being less directly involved in capitalist social relations, including people engaged in petty commodity production, trade or small-scale rent, groups that she says have been given a new lease on life by the Internet. Being less directly involved, however, does not translate into being outside capitalist relations of production, and so Huws points to the need to specify and analyze these relations, including the process of generating profits by rent or trade rather than commodity production. For example, she suggests that online employment agencies and car-sharing services may be thought of as profiting from rent rather than commodity production, but such a claim requires close scrutiny of the actual relations between these platforms and the workers who use them. Her larger point, however, remains valid; we need to think about the ways capitalism operates “outside the knot.”

The identification of different modes of labour exploitation is the first step, but does not end the discussion, because one mode is not necessarily preferable to another. We must also take the next step and explore and assess the extent of domination and exploitation that exists within these relations. A number of factors are likely to be influential, including the extent to which laws effectively limit workers’ market vulnerabilities or facilitate (or obstruct) their ability to act collectively to protect their interests. Then, within the spaces available for collective action, there is the question of the forms collective action takes (for example, unions or cooperatives) and their
success. More generally, the broader political economic context sets the conditions within which laws are enacted and enforced, collective action occurs, and capital exercises power.

With this in mind, we turn to a historical exploration of taxicab capitalisms and the social relations of production that characterized them through a case study of Toronto. However, one final theoretical clarification is necessary. It may seem odd, perhaps, to speak of taxi capitalisms as if they were distinct forms of capitalism on the same order as, say, liberal market capitalism or welfare-state capitalism. That is not the intention. Rather, the discussion of taxi capitalisms recognizes that the taxi industry operates within a larger capitalist social formation, but also understands that different sectors of capitalist industry are organized according to the distinctive technologies, market structures, regulatory arrangements, and worker resistance they experience. The historical account that follows aims to elaborate on these distinctive features without losing sight of the larger capitalist environment in which they operate.

III. Taxi Capitalisms Before Uber

i. Taxi Capitalism 1.0: Standard Capitalism and the Standard Employment Relation
The history of the taxicab industry and the impact of technological change logically should begin with the horse-drawn trade of the nineteenth century and the impact of the automobile, but there is too little Canadian research for this to be feasible, so the chapter begins with the motorized taxi trade dating from the second decade of the twentieth century. Initially, the cost of entry was high. Motor cars were a luxury item affordable by few, and municipal regulations required cabs to have special features which made them more expensive than standard cars. Since cruising the streets looking for fares was not an efficient way of doing business, taxis depended on cabstands and telephone dispatch systems. Cabstands in prime locations often operated as private concessions, for which hefty fees were charged, and telephone dispatch required the installation of call boxes around the city, where drivers could wait for assignments, also requiring a significant investment. Another cost was taximeters, favoured by some segments of the public and by some owners as a means to protect themselves against petty fraud by drivers.
As a result of the high cost of entry, the trade was initially dominated by larger fleet owners who hired drivers as employees in the classic, or what I will call “standard capitalist,” mode of production. Yet despite the hopes of early investors that high entry costs would produce an oligopolistic industry structure in which quasi-monopoly profits could be extracted, independent operators soon found ways into the industry, increasing competition and reducing profits. For example, even by 1910, thirty-six automobile dealerships and other companies in Winnipeg leased taxis to drivers who competed for business with the taxi fleets. The involvement of these companies also marked an early attempt by rentiers to profit from the taxi industry by selling services to those directly involved in producing taxi services.

The nature of the work also did not favour direct management of a large labour force, as there was little scope for extracting more surplus value by a refined division of mass labour. As well, because cab drivers worked alone and were geographically dispersed across the city, employers had difficulty exercising a high level of managerial control and intensifying the labour process. Beyond phone systems, significant economies of scale were simply not available.

Finally, the existing regulatory regime also did not create barriers to entry. Older municipal regulations, dating back to the horse-drawn trade, required licences, but there was no limit on their number, and fees were not particularly high. Rules governed other matters such as fare structures and driver behaviour, but none of this strongly favoured large taxi fleets over small ones or independent operators.

For all these reasons, taxi capitalism 1.0 failed to thrive, even without significant collective resistance by employee drivers.

**ii. Taxi Capitalism 2.0: Unregulated Petty Commodity/Service Production**

Conditions for fleet owners worsened in the 1920s and 1930s as the cost of entering the business dropped. The growth of the mass-production auto industry and the increase in real wages during the 1920s made car ownership more affordable, and municipalities failed to enforce vehicle regulations, allowing less specialized cars to operate as taxis. Public taxi stands in some cities replaced or provided an alternative to private concessions, and taxi driver and cab owner licences remained readily available at low cost. In Toronto,
for example, the number of taxi driver licences issued annually increased from 1,043 in 1921 to 2,009 in 1929, while the number of owner licences issued grew from 541 to 1,313 over the same period. By 1931, there was only one fleet with more than fifty licensed cabs, and fleets with ten or more cars accounted for only about a third of the trade. Small fleets with fewer than ten cars comprised about a quarter of the trade, while individual owner-operators made up the other 40 per cent. Finally, in some cities taxi brokers entered the field, providing a bundle of services to taxi owners, including advertising, a garage, and telephone dispatching, further reducing the economies of scale that favoured larger fleets. As a result, petty commodity/service production came to dominate the industry.

iii. Taxi Capitalism 3.0: Regulated Petty Commodity Production
The triumph of petty production, however, did not bring prosperity to its participants. As one observer of the highly competitive cab business in London, England, commented at the turn of the century, “It is a poor man’s industry.” This was the case in Canada too, particularly after the onset of the Great Depression in 1929, which not only reduced demand for taxi services but also triggered an increase in the number of operators as unemployed workers tried their hand at earning an income by driving a cab. Cab fares dropped and operators and drivers struggled to make a living. In Toronto, an Advisory Committee on Taxicabs was struck in 1931 and in its 1932 report found that “the business is badly overcrowded” and the earnings of most drivers “meagre.” Although there was some variation between different industry sectors, the report found that drivers typically worked about twelve hours a day, six days a week and earned about $17 a week, less than the wage of a general labourer. In Montreal in 1934, it was estimated that both drivers and owner-operators of a single cab took home about $13.50 a week.

The advisory committee was also highly critical of the emerging role of rentier capital in the industry. As noted earlier, taxi brokerages were formed to sell taxi owners a bundle of services, including dispatch. They have not been the subject of much research, so there are still unanswered questions, but it seems that, initially, some brokerages were created as cooperatives by small fleet owners to take advantage of economies of scale. By the early 1930s, however, most brokerages were businesses in their own right, selling services to industry participants who did not have an ownership stake in the
brokerage. The advisory committee was particularly critical of the role of these rentier brokerages, finding “that in a great many cases cab brokers have conducted their businesses in an irresponsible manner and largely at the expense of the cab owners whom they have induced to subscribe to their service.” The committee recommended that brokers should be licensed and that licences should only be issued to persons who were licensed cab owners.

Another avenue for rentier capitalists to profit from the taxi industry was through cab leasing, a phenomenon that first appeared a decade earlier but that expanded in the 1920s. The advisory committee explained how it operated. A private company would buy a number of inexpensive cars and would then lease a car to a driver for one year, with payments made daily. The driver purchased fuel from the leasing company and paid for repairs, which were done at the company’s garage. The company might also provide telephone dispatch services. If the driver lived up to the terms of the contract, the driver would obtain title to the car at the end of the year. Taxi leasing became more attractive as the Depression deepened because it provided unemployed workers without capital an opportunity to get into the business, but the advisory committee found that they fared poorly. “As far as financial results are concerned, however, the real and only beneficiaries have been the companies disposing of automobiles.” It proposed to eliminate the practice by requiring that owners or their employers operate all cabs. Rentier capitalism was not welcome in the industry or, at the very least, the limited opportunities to profit from selling services to operators were to be hoarded for industry insiders.

Driver resistance to poor working conditions took a variety of forms. In a few instances, employed drivers tried to unionize, but Canadian labour law during this period did not compel employers to recognize and bargain with unions, so it was a tough slog. As well, in a depressed industry where profits were hard to generate, there were severe limits on what drivers could gain through collective bargaining, although there were some successes. In 1936, 500 Montreal taxi drivers, joined by 873 licensed cab owners, struck to secure reduced brokerage fees. The city intervened and a committee was created to address the drivers’ and owners’ concerns. In 1938, 720 members of the Toronto taxi drivers’ local of the Teamsters struck against sixty-three taxi companies, demanding union recognition, a minimum weekly wage, overtime after ten hours, and
other improvements. The strike was substantially successful, and its terms were extended to the entire industry under the *Industrial Standards Act*. The following year, the union struck again and made further gains.40

Drivers also worked with local labour councils to protect workers’ interests when municipal taxi regulations were being considered.41 However, it was not just taxi drivers who acted collectively; the chief players in municipal taxi regulation were associations of taxi owners, whose demands included restrictions on entry, rate regulation, mandatory meters, tougher vehicle standards, and a requirement that brokers be cab owners. The politics of regulation were complicated as different segments of the industry formed into different associations to represent their distinct interests.42 There is no detailed account of how these politics unfolded in Toronto after the 1932 report but, like in most North American cities, taxi regulation restricted entry, regulated fares, and limited rentier capital’s access to the industry.40

**iv. Taxi Capitalism 4.0: Medallion Capitalism**

The intent of the new taxi licensing bylaws was to create a regulated regime of owner-operator petty commodity/service production. The adoption of a quota on licences (commonly known as the medallion system) restricted entry, enabling licence holders to gain an economic rent that otherwise would have been dissipated by competition, and the restrictions on dispatchers aimed to keep these rents in the hands of those directly providing taxi services. Moreover, because taxi licences were widely dispersed among small firms and individual owner-operators, municipal regulators anticipated that the rents would be widely shared. Finally, price regulation protected customers against licence holders taking undue advantage of limits on competition. However, the regulations also permitted medallion owners to treat their licences as alienable private property that its owner could sell, lease, or devise,44 and this paved the way for the creation of a different mode of taxicab capitalism, which I have dubbed “medallion capitalism.”

We can begin the story of the development of medallion capitalism by examining the industry’s evolving social relations of production. Under the medallion system, employment in the taxi industry initially increased as workers seeking to become taxi drivers could not easily obtain a licence and go into business for themselves. For
many, the only option was to become an employee of a licence holder, who needed additional drivers to keep the car on the road as many hours as possible to maximize the revenue the licence produced. Since many drivers faced the prospect of remaining employees for several years until a medallion became available for purchase, they had a greater interest in engaging in collective action to improve their terms and conditions. More generally, there was a high level of labour militancy at the end of the war, as returning veterans and workers generally sought to share in the post-war prosperity and have a collective voice in workplace decision-making. The adoption of the Wagner Act model of collective bargaining in Canada at the end of the war facilitated this desire through an administrative regime of compulsory union recognition, coupled with a duty to bargain in good faith.

Although the labour legislation embraced a highly fragmented model of enterprise bargaining, taxi unions in Toronto not only managed to organize drivers but also to bargain on a broader basis. For example, in the late 1940s, Teamsters Local 488 bargained with the Federal Association of Taxi Cab Operators on behalf of 800 drivers employed by the association’s forty members and with the Diamond Taxi Cab Association on behalf of 300 drivers employed by its members. As a result, taxi unions were successful in securing improved terms and conditions for drivers.

As the union pressed for contract improvements in the early 1950s, medallion owners took steps to end employment in the taxi industry. Instead of hiring drivers as employees, medallion owners adopted a leasing system in which drivers leased the car on either a long- or short-term basis, typically including dispatching services. Drivers who rented taxis either paid a percentage of the fares to the owner or, more commonly, paid a fixed fee and kept the fares, but were responsible for fuel. In part by push and perhaps in part by pull (the lure of being independent), the leasing system became so widespread that employment virtually disappeared and Local 488 collapsed.

A second development that produced and shaped medallion capitalism was the departure of owner-operators, the intended beneficiaries of regulated petty commodity/service production, from the industry. Driving a cab is hard work, involving long hours, and so owner-operators often looked for exit strategies. As the value of licences went up, some owner-operators cashed out, sometimes
selling their medallions to drivers who replaced them as owner-operators, but often selling medallions to small fleet owners looking to expand their operations. Each medallion that went to a fleet owner reduced the number of owner-operators, and the movement was largely in one direction. Another exit strategy for owner-operators was to retain ownership of the medallion as an income-generating asset. In this scenario, medallion operators stopped driving and became full-time rentiers by leasing it to other drivers or fleet owners. Often the owner hired an agent to manage the medallion on the owner’s behalf. In fact, as we shall see, the use of agents became quite widespread. The overall result of this process was that not only did the great majority of medallion owners become rentiers but also a second layer of rentiers became interposed between the medallion owner and the driver.

A third change in the relations of production involved the growing role of taxi associations providing dispatch services. The development of radio displaced telephone dispatching and new economies of scale became available. Diamond Taxi was typical. It was formed after the war by ten small fleet owners who collectively operated 200 cars. By 1957, the number of medallions associated with the dispatch increased to 410. Diamond Taxi operated as a branded fleet with all of its associated taxis painted in the same colours and carrying rooftop signs, so that to the customer it would appear that Diamond Taxi was a single branded business. Diamond also developed corporate accounts, which provided a valuable and important source of fares at a time when credit card usage was not as widespread as it is today.

If these associations (or brokerages, as they came to be known) remained cooperatives providing services to their members, they would have been a barrier against, rather than an entry for, rentier capitalism. However, they became incorporated for-profit businesses that provided dispatching and other services to medallion owners and lessees who did not have ownership shares in the brokerage. This created another layer of rentier capitalism, characterized by unequal power relations between the brokerages and the remaining owner-operators of single vehicles who contracted for their services.

The structure and operation of the industry in the early 1990s was described in detail in two Ontario Labour Relations Board (OLRB) decisions from that period. There were about 3,500 cab licences in Toronto, half of which were held by an owner-
one medallion. The other half were held by about 600 individuals or corporations that owned multiple licences. As well, there were 7,000 licensed drivers who were not medallion owners. However, as we noted, some medallion owners, including single owners, were not drivers but rather leased out their medallions to another individual who operated the vehicle or appointed an agent, typically a principal of a brokerage, to manage the medallion on their behalf.

The largest brokerage at the time was Diamond, which had 299 associates who collectively owned or leased 605 medallions. Of these, 248 associates owned or leased a single medallion, while the remaining fifty-one associates owned or leased 357 medallions. Only a small number of associates ran ten or more medallions with Diamond, the largest associate having thirty-nine. Diamond was governed by a nine-member board of directors, almost all of whom were associates of the brokerage, and was managed by a president and vice-president. Although Diamond itself did not own any cabs, the president and vice-president acted as designated agents for owners of 173 medallions, giving them control of more than a quarter of the licensed vehicles operating under the Diamond banner. Other brokerages had different structures, but the OLRB noted there were often personal, commercial, or family connections between the larger associates who effectively controlled the brokerages. As a result, medallion capitalism created opportunities for both rentier capitalists and an increasing concentration of ownership and control of medallions.

Under these conditions, there were two principal groups from whom profits could be extracted: drivers who rented cars by the shift, and owner-operators who either owned or leased a single medallion—and both groups organized to resist what they perceived to be their exploitation. Initially, owner-operators and drivers were concerned with the disciplinary actions of the licensing authority, but by the 1960s they increasingly focused on their relationship with the brokerages and/or the multiple medallion owners. Access to protective employment law and collective bargaining, however, was impeded by their designation as self-employed, with little prospect of successfully challenging that status.

Operating from an industrial pluralist perspective, in 1965 Professor Harry Arthurs recognized the unfairness of depriving economically vulnerable individuals access to industrial citizenship to redress unequal power relations, regardless of whether that vulnerability was created by the employment relationship or through
commercial contracts. He proposed that the law should recognize a category of “dependent contractors” who would be given access to the collective bargaining regime and specifically identified “taxicab operators” as a group that fit this category.\(^{49}\) Arthurs’ article opened a conceptual crack in the door to employee status, but it took years of struggle by taxi drivers and owner-operators to get through it.\(^{51}\)

Drivers unsuccessfully attempted to unionize on several occasions in the 1960s. In the early 1970s, the Canada Labour Congress chartered the Toronto Union of Taxi Employees as a direct local, and by 1972 it had 500 members. Efforts to claim coverage under the recently enacted *Employment Standards Act*\(^{52}\) (ESA) failed when a court ruled that drivers were not employees, and talk of expanding the Act’s coverage in the Ministry of Labour came to naught. However, in 1975 the Ontario government amended the *Labour Relations Act* (LRA) to include a dependent contractor provision, which gave employment status to a person who

\[
\text{whether or not employed under a contract of employment, and whether or not furnishing his own tools, vehicles […] performs work or services for another person for compensation […] on such terms and conditions that he is in a position of economic dependence upon, and under an obligation to perform duties for, that person more closely resembling the relationship of an employee than that of an independent contractor.}\(^{53}\)
\]

No similar provision was added to the ESA at the time or has been to this day.

The dependent contractor provision clearly did not make all people in unequal economic relations employees. For example, if taxi drivers entered into fuel supply contracts with companies in an oligopolistic supply industry, the law would not transform them into fuel supply company employees simply because of unequal power relations and economic dependency. Exploitive relations of production in purely rentier capitalism were outside the scope of the law. So if all brokerages did was sell taxi drivers dispatch and related services, they could successfully argue that this did not create a dependent contractor relationship for the purposes of the law, even if the taxi brokerages were able to extract value from the labour of the rental drivers and owner-operators.
However, the relationship between brokers and drivers went beyond merely selling dispatch and related services. Taxi brokerages were branded businesses selling a product to the public, and to build and maintain their goodwill they were driven to impose contractual obligations on members and drivers in order to provide a more-or-less standardized product and to ensure reasonably prompt service. As well, the brokerages needed to prevent drivers from gaming or cheating the dispatch. The first goal was achieved primarily by requiring that associates’ vehicles have common colours and signs, and be kept clean. As well, drivers were subject to dress and behaviour codes, with disciplinary measures available if the rules were violated. The provision of prompt service and the prevention of gaming required the exercise of managerial controls related to the use of the dispatch service, such as prohibitions on booking into an area when not in it or while engaged in transporting a passenger or parcel, and prohibitions on rejecting or failing to respond promptly to a fare offered by the dispatch. These rules were enforced by a system of sanctions.

These elements of control made it possible to argue that as a matter of law taxi drivers were dependent contractors of the dispatches, not merely the purchasers of dispatch services. This is not the place to delve into a detailed analysis of the complex legal test of who is an employee or dependent contractor, but it will be helpful to look at the organizational and legal complexity that Toronto taxi unions faced when they attempted to organize the industry in the 1990s.

Although in the first case, the OLRB rejected a claim by owner-operators that they were dependent contractors employed by brokerages, organizing drives continued, reflecting workers’ widespread dissatisfaction with how they were being incorporated into Medallion capitalism. Eventually, one case was successful. The fight to unionize in Toronto was an extended one. The Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union (RWDSU) conducted an extensive organizing drive among drivers and individual owner-operators associated with nine different brokerages in the early 1990s, eventually filing simultaneous applications for certification, identifying the brokers as the employers. Votes were held and the ballot boxes were sealed pending a determination of whether the workers were dependent contractors under the LRA. After a careful examination
of the operation of the brokerages, the OLRB found that drivers and owner-operators regularly and consistently derive a substantial portion of their income from a single entity which exercises detailed control over the performance of their work by means of an elaborate system of written or unwritten rules and disciplinary responses which effectively penalize anyone failing to meet its standards [...].

The board noted that although drivers could opt to work outside the dispatch system, “economic pressures substantially limit the exercise of those freedoms.” It also recognized that while owner-operators were at liberty to change brokers, their freedom was no greater than the freedom of employees to change employers, a freedom that merely shifted their dependency from one broker to another, but did not alter the basic condition of dependency.

Having been found to be dependent contractors and therefore employees under the LRA, the ballot boxes were opened, and in 1993 the union was certified as the bargaining agent for the drivers and owner-operators of three of Toronto’s largest brokerages: Diamond, Co-op, and Metro. Negotiations took place in 1994 but were unsuccessful, and the workers went on strike in August. After three weeks of demonstrations and protest, leading to unfair labour practice claims and criminal charges, the parties agreed to have outstanding issues resolved by arbitration. Part of the problem in negotiations was that some of the issues that needed to be resolved related directly to the rental and shift fees that associates charged drivers, a matter not governed by the brokerages’ rules. To address this problem, the union applied to have the members of the brokerage who owned or leased more than one medallion declared related employers to force them to the bargaining table.

The arbitration was held before the related employer application was heard, but to defend their interests, the association representing the small fleet owners associated with the brokerages sought to intervene. Although the arbitrator denied the fleet owners intervenor status, his award, issued in December 1994, identified them as parties to the agreement along with the union and the brokerages. However, the arbitrator refused to include a provision in the two-year agreement regarding the rental and licensing fees charged by the associates.
Hearings on the union’s related employer application began in 1995. Ironically, although the associates previously sought to be represented in the arbitration proceedings, they now opposed the related employer application, presumably to avoid having their fees become subject to future collective negotiations. To determine whether the associates and the brokers were related employers, the OLRB had to consider whether they were carrying on associated activities under common control and direction. The board recognized that the fundamental goal of the related employer provision was to make collective bargaining viable in the face of organizational arrangements that fragmented the employer function, a situation that David Weil has since popularized as “fissuring.”

Based on an extensive analysis of the relationship between the brokerages and their associates, the board found a high degree of functional integration, such that the drivers were dependent contractors of both and that there was common control and direction. The brokerages exercised control over the associates through the associates’ dependency on their services, as well as through the brokerages’ control over the associates’ drivers, while the associates were found to exercise a degree of influence over the brokers, particularly the larger fleet owners who were often involved in running the brokerage. In the result, board found the brokerages and their associates to be related employers, and arrangements were made for them to be represented in future bargaining.

That future was short-lived. The parties managed to negotiate a second collective agreement but could not resolve the issue of rental and lease fees, a matter that was vital to the determination of compensation for drivers and owner-operators who leased but did not own a plate. As a result, by the end of the decade, the union collapsed, and collective bargaining and representation disappeared, a victim of the fragmented structure of the Toronto taxi industry and the unequal power relations it produced.

The failure of taxi drivers and owner-operators to achieve industrial citizenship meant these workers were unable to gain a reasonable share of the rents produced by medallion capitalism. Instead, these were being captured by the various rentiers. A 1998 task force report found numerous problems in the taxi industry, including the fact that transferability allowed absentee ownership of medallions, which produced a layer of middlemen. Concerns were raised that the structure contributed to “deplorable working
conditions,” exacerbated by the redistribution of fare-box revenues to non-driving agents, lessees, and owners. In an effort to lessen the role of rentier capital in the Toronto taxi industry, two key changes were made to the bylaw in 1999 that aimed to get medallions back into the hand of drivers and recreate a regime of regulated petty commodity production. The first froze the number of medallions and placed limits on their transferability, while the second created a new “Ambassador” licence that could only be held by a full-time licensed driver who was prohibited from hiring another driver and/or transferring the licence in any way.

A preliminary report prepared for an industry review in 2012 found that these changes were partially successful in achieving their goal. Ambassador licences did create a new group of owner-operators who had higher incomes than shift drivers, although many resented the restrictions on their ability to hire drivers or lease the vehicle. Standard licences, however, were not getting back into the hands of drivers because owners found various ways to evade the transferability restrictions imposed in the bylaw. They had a strong incentive to do so as the market value of standard licences was skyrocketing from about $80,000 in 1998 to $210,000 in 2011. The final report, issued in 2014, found that two-thirds of the nearly 3,500 standard taxi licences were managed by agents and that the top twenty-seven agents managed 1,113 medallions. Despite the reforms, rentier capital retained a large place in the industry.

To complete the transformation from medallion capitalism to regulated petty commodity production, Toronto would have to move more aggressively to decommodify standard taxi licences and get them into the hands of drivers, and to retain restrictions on supply. Here is where Uber comes into the story.

v. Taxi Capitalism 5.0: Platform Capitalism Uber Style
Uber is commonly referred to as a ride-sharing company and as such part of the sharing economy, but Uber drivers no more share their cars with passengers than traditional taxi drivers do; they both sell a transportation service. Of course human interactions inevitably occur in these jointly occupied spaces and pleasant ones enhance the quality of the experience for the customer and add exchange value for the seller. In fact, many workers, including taxi and Uber drivers, may be required to perform affective labour as part of their jobs,
whether for their own protection or to satisfy employer demands, obtain high ratings from customers or earn tips, where tipping is permitted. The transactional context of these “sharing” interactions makes it impossible to know whether one is experiencing authentic sociality or merely witnessing a good performance, and perhaps as consumers we don’t really care.

A somewhat more accurate way to describe Uber is that it is a transportation network company that provides intellectual property (a computer platform) to connect passengers with drivers who are paid by the passenger to transport them from one location to another. However, from a consumer perspective, Uber is functionally no different than a taxi dispatch service. If I want a taxi, I telephone a dispatch (say, Diamond Taxi), which uses its technology to locate a driver in its network who is sent to pick me up and drive me to where I want to go, for which I pay a fare to the driver. If I want an Uber, I use my Uber app, which is a technology that locates a driver in Uber’s network who is sent to pick me up and drive me to where I want to go, for which I pay a fare through my app. I may prefer Uber to taxi dispatch services because the app is cool and easier to use than making a phone call and paying the driver myself, or because Ubers arrive more promptly or are less expensive, but the service is nonetheless functionally equivalent to a taxi dispatch. They even use the same technology to transport the passenger—a car.

We will return briefly to the question of the legal characterization of Uber, but first we want to look underneath the hood, so to speak, at its social relations of production. At one level Uber might be characterized as a rentier capitalist selling a dispatch service to individual commodity producers, arguably much as like traditional taxi dispatch services claim. On that reading, drivers with cars are just micro-entrepreneurs using their own labour and means of production to sell transportation services to the public. The Uber app is merely a software platform that enables Uber drivers to reach that public, just as telephone and radio dispatch services enabled traditional taxi drivers to connect with customers. Like radio dispatchers, Uber owns no cars and has no drivers on its payroll. The technology is different, but the functional relation between Uber and its drivers and radio dispatchers and their drivers is nearly identical.

To stop there, however, would be to miss what happens beneath the surface. Uber does more than simply sell dispatch services to drivers. Just like taxi dispatches, it is also a brand and, therefore,
is driven to impose additional obligations on its drivers to protect the brand by ensuring that certain service standards are met and that its network operates efficiently. Of course there are differences between brands. Taxi dispatches enhance their brands’ visibility by requiring cars to be painted in its colours and to have rooftop signs, while Uber prefers to operate with a look more akin to a black car service, without identifying signs, but there is nothing fundamentally important about this difference.

To achieve its goals of maintaining standards and efficiency, Uber exercises considerable control over its drivers. Although Uber drivers are not required to book onto the service, once they do, they are governed by Uber’s rules. For example, when a fare is offered to a driver, the driver has a very limited time to accept. If the driver does not respond in time, the fare is offered to another driver. Drivers who decline too many trips may be forcibly logged off the app for a period of time. The driver and the vehicle must meet quality standards set by Uber and are subject to customer reviews after each trip, with poor reviews potentially resulting in deactivation. These controls sound remarkably similar to those imposed by traditional dispatches, which complicates Uber’s claim that functionally it is merely a rentier capitalist selling digitialized dispatch services to drivers. Moreover, it is precisely these kinds of functional controls that make both traditional dispatches and Uber vulnerable to being legally classified the employer of the drivers in its network. Indeed, there is a rash of claims being brought by Uber drivers seeking employee status, whether for the purposes of collective representation or to gain the protection of minimum employment standards, as well as growing legal academic commentary on whether Uber employees are or should be considered employees.

The argument that from a consumer and a driver point of view Uber is functionally a dispatch that operates much along the same lines as traditional taxi dispatches, however, does not lead to the conclusion that it is a medallion capitalist. To the contrary, Uber has disrupted medallion capitalism in a very important way: it operates without medallion capital and therefore threatens to destroy medallion capitalism. Uber recruits drivers who may not be licensed as taxi drivers and, more importantly, who do not own or lease a taxi licence. As a result, it bypasses municipal taxi regulation and, if it is successful, taxi licences will cease to have either a use or an exchange value or, at the very least, that value will be substantially
diminished. In short, Uber’s major innovation is less a technological than a legal one.

The avoidance of taxi regulation has important consequences for relations of production in the Uber model. In medallion capitalism, relations of production are complex and multilayered. Dispatches sell services to medallion owners who in turn rent licensed vehicles to drivers directly or through agents. Uber provides dispatch services directly to owner-operators, thus cutting out medallion owners and their agents. There are no intermediary rentiers between Uber and the driver.

Whether Uber’s bold evasion of existing taxi regulations succeeds will depend on the regulators’ response. In North America, this will be a municipal decision. Toronto’s new bylaw, which came into effect on July 15, 2016, legalized and lightly regulated Uber’s business model, while modifying standard taxi regulation by formally terminating its attempt to (re)create an owner-operator model. Limits on the number of taxi licences remain, but Ambassador licences were rolled over into standard licences and limits on the accumulation of licences by a single owner were ended. It remains to be seen how these changes will impact the future of medallion capitalism, but even if Uber’s success comes at its expense, it will not be the end of taxi capitalism. Rather, we will have a new model of capitalism: platform-facilitated petty commodity production by subordinated workers. On one level, there will be thousands of so-called micro-entrepreneurs selling taxi services through the Uber platform, but on another Uber drivers will be engaged in a dependent relationship characterized by unequal power relations that enable Uber to extract profit from their labour and petty capital.

This dependency and inequality is not only a general characteristic of capitalist relations of production, but takes a specific form in platform capitalism. Platforms are likely to be oligopolistic in their structure. This is because, to be successful, Uber or other platforms must develop both sides of the market in the sense that they need to assemble large pools of sellers (drivers) and buyers (riders). Network effects play an important role here. The more numerous the users, the more valuable the platform becomes for both the users and the platform owner. According to Srnicek, “this generates a cycle whereby more users beget more users, which leads to platforms having a natural tendency towards monopolisation.” As a result, being there first has a significant advantage, especially when the dominant player
is also heavily capitalized and can lock in its initial advantage by subsidizing rides when necessary to keep competitors at bay. Indeed, many observers argue that Uber’s ambition, and the condition for its long-term success, is to establish itself as an unregulated monopoly provider. A related feature of platform-facilitated petty commodity production is that unlike earlier versions, which pitted drivers against local petty capitalists, here drivers face a heavily capitalized global corporation that has the wherewithal to withstand short-term losses as well as unmatched resources to lobby government.

Uber’s market power gives it the upper hand with its drivers, the petty service providers. As a price maker, Uber sets the fare structure and then takes a commission. It therefore exercises considerable control over what drivers can realistically earn. Since its launch, Uber has cut fares, increased its commission from 20 per cent to 25 per cent and tacked on a $1 safety fee. Uber drivers are using their own cars and bear the cost of gas, maintenance, insurance, and car depreciation. Although comparisons are not straightforward, one analyst estimates that Uber drivers make no more than taxi drivers. Not surprisingly, researchers find that Uber drivers consistently complain about low income. Indeed, Uber drivers in numerous jurisdictions have alleged they are making less than the minimum wage. As well, Uber’s claim that its drivers enjoy freedom and flexibility has been contradicted by the experience of its drivers.

The combination of blind passenger acceptance with low minimum fares and the algorithmic determination of surge pricing reveal, respectively, how little control Uber drivers have over critical aspects of their work and how much control Uber has over the labor of its users (drivers).

Finally, Uber’s platform technology gives it a level of surveillance and managerial control that was impossibly costly for traditional taxi brokerages.

It is not surprising that Uber drivers have resisted what they perceive to be their exploitation in the same ways that other workers have historically. Indeed, because the relation between drivers and Uber is more direct and unmediated by other layers of rentier capital than is the case in medallion capitalism, the obstacles to securing labour and employment rights may be somewhat reduced. Uber drivers have sought to be declared employees entitled to the protection
of employment standards and eligible for unemployment insurance, workers’ compensation, and other benefits for which employers must make contributions. Many of these claims are still being litigated, but there have been some successes, including a decision in England, in 2016, by an employment tribunal that was scathing in its rejection of Uber’s arguments.

Any organization [...] resorting in its documentation to fictions, twisted language and even brand new terminology, merits, we think, a degree of scepticism. It seems to us that the Respondents’ general case and the written terms on which they rely do not correspond with the practical reality. The notion that Uber in London is a mosaic of 30,000 small businesses linked by a common ‘platform’ is to our minds faintly ridiculous.26

In New York, Uber drivers have been ruled eligible for unemployment payments and workers’ compensation coverage. There is also a major class-action lawsuit claiming that Uber has misclassified thousands of drivers in California and Massachusetts, depriving them of minimum wages and hours of work protections.28

Workers are also seeking to form unions in some locations. In New York, the Amalgamated Transit Union collected close to 14,000 signed union cards from Uber and Lyft drivers, but in order to avoid the issue of employee status under the National Labor Relations Act, union officials applied to the Taxi and Limousine Commission to hold an election.29 The organizing drive occurred after Uber attempted to head off unionization by entering into an agreement with the Independent Drivers Guild, an organization affiliated with the International Association of Machinists, to represent its drivers in appeals of de-activations and in meetings with Uber, but without any authority to negotiate terms and conditions of employment or to strike.30

It is too early to tell whether Uber drivers in platform-enabled petty commodity production will gain the protection of labour and employment law and whether, if they do, Uber will find ways to re-transform taxi capitalism to enable it to operate without having the obligations of an employer. The important point for our purposes is that to talk sensibly about the future of platform capitalism in the taxi industry we must not only recognize that it is capitalist, but
also understand the relations of production behind the app and the conflicts they generate.

IV. Conclusion

Platform capitalism Uber-style is not the end of taxi capitalism history. Changes in technology are part of the story, but so too is law and resistance. Indeed it is fair to say that the development of taxi capitalism is driven by their interactions. Medallion capitalism was made possible by law, but the law was a response to the actions of drivers and owner-operators unable to make a living in a regime of unregulated petty commodity production. The development and spread of a new technology, radio dispatching, provided an opportunity for rentier capitalism to gain a foothold in the industry, but medallion capitalism was also shaped by the conflict between drivers and dispatches and small fleet owners over how the value produced under medallion capitalism would be divided. In order to avoid collective bargaining and keep more of the value for themselves, dispatches and fleet owners ended employment and turned drivers into contractors. When labour law eventually changed to address this reality, drivers renewed their efforts to unionize as dependent contractors, but were ultimately defeated by the fissured relations in the industry.

Uber has introduced a new technology and created an unmediated relation between itself and its drivers, whom it too treats as self-employed micro-entrepreneurs. Yet here too law and resistance play an important role in shaping taxi capitalism Uber-style. Uber’s boldest innovation is its legal claim that it is not subject to existing taxi regulation. Taxi regulation is being remade city by city, largely with the aim of creating a level playing field for both branches of the industry. At the same time, Uber is facing resistance from its drivers who seek to retain more of the value they produce through collective bargaining and employment law. It remains to be seen whether they will succeed and, if they do, how Uber will respond. It is already investing heavily in the development of driverless cars, which would lead to a new model of capitalism or, perhaps, post-capitalism.

My argument is not that medallion capitalism is preferable to platform capitalism Uber-style. Under either form of taxi capitalism, the drivers who perform the work experience domination and exploitation. So, while technological change may open up possibilities
for transformation, as long as the technology is deployed for the purposes of maximizing profits for the benefit of its owners, its emancipatory potential is unlikely to be realized. Capitalism is not a platform on which a sharing economy can be built.
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CHAPTER XII

Making Sense of the Public Discourse on Airbnb and Labour: What about Labour Rights?

Sabrina Tremblay-Huet

I. Introduction

Popular sharing economy platforms, such as Airbnb, have been a frequent focus of public attention in recent years. Much of this attention has been driven by the numerous regulation challenges facing these platforms, either present ones through ongoing litigation, or prospective ones, through legislation drafting by governments. The media addresses evident legal issues, such as the fact that short-term rental laws are circumvented, as in the case of Quebec, or the new regulations to curb illegal actions. These issues speak the loudest, as they are immediate or imminent. What is lost, or what might be lost, in terms of the labour rights of workers, doesn’t appear as urgent an issue. Opinion pieces, among others, have touched on this issue, alerting the reader to unsuspected problems appearing through the cracks of the bright portrait painted by the platforms. It doesn’t appear, however, that labour rights are a central part of the public discourse on the sharing economy. What can be gained (for hosts, drivers, consumers, and others), rather than what can be lost, seems to receive much more attention. “Public discourse” is understood for the purposes of this chapter as being mainly constituted of media accounts on Airbnb, including news reports, opinion columns, and analytic journalism. It is understood as the information and analyses presented to the general population about Airbnb, rather than aimed at a specific audience such as academia.
The Airbnb platform will be used as a case study, along with its corollary, the traditional hotel industry, to explore the attention given to labour rights concerns in the context of a neoliberal era. This chapter is concerned with the question: Why aren't labour rights of hotel workers and of Airbnb host an important part of the Airbnb conversation? Furthermore, why aren't the labour rights of these two groups of workers addressed concomitantly, as a dependency relation can be traced between them? To contextualize the topic, the labour rights of workers in the tourist accommodation sector in Canada are presented. The acquired labour rights of hotel workers of Quebec are used as an example. The labour rights issues facing the hotel industry in Canada are also addressed, in order to consider a more holistic framing of their labour situation. The restricted labour rights and the extended duties of self-employed workers are then described, using once more the example of Quebec, considering that Airbnb hosts are usually acting under self-employment laws, in the context of this province's current worker statuses, and when declaring their hosting activities as an income source for income tax purposes. This characterization of self-employment is used as an example of the ways in which a worker loses labour rights protections afforded to workers under an employee status, acknowledging that not all Airbnb hosts can be, or are, characterized as such.

Next, this chapter is concerned with discerning how the discourse about Airbnb is framed regarding labour. This contribution draws on the public discourse, using only publicly available sources in Canada and the United States. I identify two groups of themes emerging from this discourse—freedom and monetization, and empowerment and accountability for oneself. I also argue that there is a missing connection: that of Airbnb and the labour rights (and eventually, right to labour) of workers in the hotel industry.

How do we make sense of this public discourse, from a perspective critical of the minimal presence of labour rights? I propose that this can be accomplished through a theoretical framing from Michel Foucault’s *The Birth of Biopolitics: Lectures at the Collège de France, 1978–79* and Wendy Brown’s *Undoing the Demos—Neoliberalism’s Stealth Revolution* on neoliberal rationality. Their main arguments are presented, followed by a conceptualization of labour within a neoliberal governing rationality. The themes that emerged from the public discourse on Airbnb and labour are then revisited, using the theoretical framework offered by Foucault’s and Brown’s...
contributions. Deconstructing dominant themes to discern implicit assumptions allows for an uncovering of the preponderant logic at work. Organizing thoughts within the framework of a theoretical approach allows for a more concerted voicing of concerns and avenues for further reflection. Such concerns and avenues are offered as concluding thoughts.

II. The Context of Labour Rights in the Tourist Accommodation Sector in Canada

i. Hotel Industry in Canada: Acquired Rights and Current Labour Rights Issues

This section addresses the labour rights of workers in the hotel industry who are considered employees, using the context of Quebec law as an example. An employee, according to the Act Respecting Labour Standards,

means a person who works for an employer and who is entitled to a wage; this word also includes a worker who is a party to a contract, under which he or she

i. undertakes to perform specified work for a person within the scope and in accordance with the methods and means determined by that person;

ii. undertakes to furnish, for the carrying out of the contract, the material, equipment, raw materials or merchandise chosen by that person and to use them in the manner indicated by him or her; and

iii. keeps, as remuneration, the amount remaining to him or her from the sum he has received in conformity with the contract, after deducting the expenses entailed in the performance of that contract.

The Act Respecting Labour Standards applies to employees. The Act’s Chapter IV, “Labour Standards,” provides numerous labour rights. They concern wages, hours of work, statutory general holidays and non-working days with pay, annual leave with pay, rest periods, absences owing to sickness, an organ or tissue donation for transplant, an accident or a criminal offence, family or parental leave and absences, psychological harassment, termination of employment or layoff, and collective dismissal, retirement, and other
miscellaneous provisions. Numerous hotel employees are unionized, providing additional labour protections to the ones provided by the Act Respecting Labour Standards, such standards being of public order. The Quebec hotel industry has even been termed a “model of solidarity” by a left-wing publication.

Obviously, even within the context of being under the protection of the Act Respecting Labour Standards or another provincial labour act, there are many labour rights issues facing hotel industry workers. For example, the president of the board of directors of the Quebec Hotel Association (Association hôtellerie Québec) recently co-signed an opinion piece in La Presse opposing a minimum wage of $15 per hour. Recently as well, unionized workers from the Pur Hotel, in Quebec City, were locked out by their employer, which according to a union leader “came out of nowhere,” as negotiations were going well. The employees responded with a vote overwhelmingly in favour of an unlimited general strike. A few months before, eleven hotels in Montreal and Quebec City declared a one-day strike, mainly on grounds related to wages as well as vacation and severance pay. Furthermore, as Chris Schenk demonstrates in the context of the hotel industry, “even unionized, full-time employees, successful in securing contractual gains in wages, benefits, and working conditions, are vulnerable to precarious employment, partly because of their occupational context and income level, and especially in the face of unpredictable events.”

The hotel industry in Canada also employs a significant number of temporary foreign workers. In March 2016, the Hotel Association of Canada (HAC) applauded “The Honourable MaryAnne Mihychuk, Minister of Employment, Workforce Development and Labour for recognizing the seasonal nature of the lodging industry and authorizing tourism businesses temporary foreign workers for up to a six month period.” The HAC has spoken about the industry’s need for temporary foreign workers in the recent past, as it “is facing a nationwide labour shortage crisis.” In the hotel industry, “back jobs,” accomplished by workers who do not normally interact directly with guests, are largely held by immigrant women. Temporary foreign workers, nonetheless, are protected under the relevant provincial labour and employment laws.

The Canadian Temporary Foreign Worker Program (TFWP) has, of course, received its fair share of criticisms, a prominent critique being the fact that “precarious employment, unfree labour relations
and precarious legal status are actively produced by employers and the state and negotiated by workers not as distinct ‘categories,’ but as interrelated conditions of labour market participation.”

The spectrum of exploitation sometimes even leads to cases of human trafficking. Under the program, workers are tied to a unique employer, and it does not automatically lead to permanent resident status or to citizenship. In June 2016, Minister Mihychuk announced that she is “temporarily freezing at current levels the cap on the proportion of an employer’s workforce that can consist of low-wage temporary foreign workers,” citing the fact that the “program needs to change.”

**ii. Airbnb in Canada: Self-Employed Status and the Example of Quebec**

Airbnb hosts are not employees of Airbnb; hosts earn money directly from their clients (guests) and decide when they are to work and when their space is available. (These decisions, of course, are to be considered in the context of the pressures within the Airbnb market.) They determine the terms of this host-guest relation, as concerns house rules, for example. Under the Quebec Act Respecting Labour Standards, Airbnb hosts cannot be considered employees, as they do not work for a person. They are, in the context of this profit-making activity, self-employed workers, or “independent” workers. Therefore, the Act Respecting Labour Standards does not apply to them, and they thus do not benefit from its standards. Additionally, self-employed workers in Quebec must bear numerous costs for which employees are exempted, such as for statutory holidays they wish to take as a vacation, for many public social welfare programs, including the Quebec Pension Plan and the provincial occupational safety and health coverage, as well as for other health-related insurances, such as dental care. Already in 2006, before the rise of the “sharing economy,” it was noted that “[t]he contemporary Canadian labour force is characterized by an expansion of self-employment.”

Perhaps this is not an evident problem at the moment when one thinks of Airbnb. If hosts do not operate an Airbnb business full-time, or if they own numerous properties and are thus financially secure, the issue doesn’t appear relevant. However, Airbnb is profiting enormously from these hosts, as the mediating platform between them and their guests. Furthermore, Airbnb’s continuous expansion could suggest that more hosts will be assuming this function full time. Also, interestingly, the *San Francisco Chronicle* published
a study it undertook that shows that “Airbnb had 4,798 properties listed in the city. Almost two-thirds—2,984—were entire houses or apartments.” An article published in Money magazine pointed out that this finding “pokes holes in Airbnb’s ‘folksy’ argument that the vast majority of its hosts are simply small-time ‘home sharers’ who earn a few dollars here and there by occasionally renting out a spare room.” This is an even more serious cause for concern, in terms of the preservation of acquired labour rights, considering that Airbnb is expanding its services to “Trips,” a service allowing tourists to book tours or similar activities with locals that would not be available otherwise. Eventually, Airbnb will collect 20 per cent of the costs of such services, while not offering hosts the labour protections offered by an employee status.

III. How Is the Public Discourse on Airbnb and Labour Framed in Canada and the United States?

This chapter is concerned with the potential loss of previously acquired labour rights for Airbnb hosts. As this labour force increases, are labour rights a serious part of the conversation on Airbnb? How is this labour characterized? Even if one of the premises of this chapter is that labour, indeed, isn’t usually a central part of the public discourse on Airbnb, it sometimes is. And this type of labour deserves a more significant place within this conversation, considering the significance of such work occurring outside of the traditional employee/employer relation for which labour law affords important labour rights to workers. This is the case when labour issues themselves constitute a news event. For example, advanced negotiations between Airbnb and the United States–based Service Employees International Union have recently taken place, but have failed. If this agreement had been adopted, Airbnb would have encouraged hosts to hire unionized workers and pay them $15 per hour or more. Airbnb also reportedly approached another important union in the industry, Unite Here, which rejected the possibility of such an agreement. This garnered media attention in popular outlets, such as The Guardian, as well as in other, alternative ones.

In any case, the arguments in this chapter imply that Airbnb hosts are indeed engaged in labour. This is mentioned because it can elude us, when hosting is presented as a side occupation, or
when it is presented using testimonials from hosts, stating: “Airbnb has brought the world to me. We sit around on my patio, and [guests] describe their lives,” and when ads for the company state that it “strengthens our communities.” Arguably, for platforms such as Uber (for which work is accomplished in a public space), the recognition of labour as an essential part of participating in the sharing economy hasn’t been an issue. This use of public space is consistent with one of the most important contributions of feminist theory concerning the public/private divide and the devaluation of interest in the private sphere, where labour, paid and unpaid, is accomplished. As Naomi Schoenbaum remarks,

Even though she acknowledges that this is not “entirely new or unique to the sharing economy,” the magnitude of this emerging sector “presents challenges for legal regulation and the goals of sex equality.”

Hosting through Airbnb is not the same as hosting relatives or other people in your personal networks, nor is it like sharing your couch or a room in your home to strangers free of charge through platforms such as Couchsurfing. Hosts are service providers and guests are clients. A portrayal of two Airbnb hosts in a New York Times article illustrates this point, when one is quoted as saying that “[h]osting on Airbnb wasn’t a choice. It was decided for me,” while the other woman portrayed is also “a host out of necessity,” due to financial constraints related to the job market.

How is the public discourse on Airbnb and labour framed, using the examples of Canada and the United States? I identify two pairs of themes that stand out in the public discourse on Airbnb and references made to labour within it. The positive themes of freedom and empowerment are often coupled with, for the former, monetization, and for the latter, accountability for oneself. Their associated themes can be portrayed as positive as well; but also negatively in the framework of a critique of neoliberalism. Each pair of themes will be revisited in the following section, through a deconstruction
using the neoliberal governing rationality critique from Foucault and Brown. I end this section with thoughts on how there seems to be a missing connection between the labour of the hotel industry workers and Airbnb hosts, even though they constitute two major groups of workers in the accommodation industry.

i. Freedom and Monetization
Freedom is a value that is used by many to characterize Airbnb, presenting engagement with Airbnb as freedom from a desk job, financial freedom, freedom to dispose of one’s property, freedom from state regulation, or even freedom of speech. “I like my freedom,” says a woman whose income is provided solely by the labour she accomplishes in the framework of numerous sharing economy platforms, portrayed by a New York Times article.\(^{57}\) A Forbes article quoted a study revealing that persons “who take advantage of ‘free agent’ contractual gigs, ‘choose this workstyle for the freedom, flexibility, and entrepreneurial empowerment they experience with this independent approach to work and life.’”\(^{58}\) Airbnb is presented as a way to live a dream life characterized by freedom, described in websites, guides, and books with titles such as Portable Bed & Breakfast: Empower Your Freedom Lifestyle With Airbnb.\(^{59}\)

The promise of financial freedom is also the topic of numerous publications, such as Overnight Success: Achieve Financial Freedom Through Airbnb.\(^{60}\) Freedom is furthermore associated with disposing freely of property. This was the case, for example, when the governor of Arizona signed a bill to prevent localities from banning platforms such as Airbnb, which was presented as being “about property owners regaining some small measure of freedom.”\(^{61}\) Freedom is understood as freedom from illegitimate state regulation, as this headline from ABC News in New Orleans makes clear: “City Begins to Consider More Freedom for Short-Term Rentals.”\(^{62}\) In Montreal, new regulations have been portrayed as “discouraging entrepreneurship” and “imposing obstacles on people’s initiatives and who benefit from the new technologies”\(^{63}\) [author’s translation].

Even freedom of speech is becoming a significant element of the public discourse on Airbnb, as legal challenges on such grounds are emerging in places such as Anaheim (California),\(^{64}\) New York City,\(^{65}\) and San Francisco.\(^{66}\) An article in the Los Angeles Times explains the logic behind such allegations, stating that
[t]he lawsuit says the regulation violates constitutional rights to free speech and equal protection under the law as well as the 1996 Communications Decency Act, which prohibits states and local jurisdictions from holding Internet platforms liable for content created by users of the websites.

The lawsuit also says that the ordinance “will have an impermissible chilling effect on speech” because Airbnb won’t know which listings are lawful and which are not and therefore will have to stop publishing all listings from Anaheim.[62]

Freedom from having a boss, from imposed schedules, and the like also means, however, that a subsistence revenue must come from other sources than employment. This usually means being responsible for optimally monetizing one’s own labour, in the form of production or services. “Monetization” is another term frequently used to describe the opportunity offered by Airbnb. Indeed, it is used on the Airbnb website itself as a sort of slogan: “[a]nd with world-class customer service and a growing community of users, Airbnb is the easiest way for people to monetize their extra space and showcase it to an audience of millions.”[68]

Here as well, websites, guides, and books abound, with titles such as Practical Guide on How to Turn Your House Into a Money Making Machine: Achieve Financial Security Today.[69] Monetizing hobbies and homes is celebrated. “[T]he most successful businesspeople simply devise a means to monetize what they enjoy doing most,” says an article about Airbnb co-founder Nate Blecharczyk.[70] “[Airbnb is] a great way for people to monetize their most valuable asset, which tends to be their home,” the company’s country manager for Canada is quoted as saying in a Globe and Mail article.[71] A Bloomberg article is ironically titled “The Sharing Economy: Monetize Your Life.”[72] A New York Times opinion piece about Airbnb claims “dead capital” is a “problem,” the term meaning “potentially productive assets owned by ordinary people who could use them if they could only find a way.”[73]

What is freedom without monetization, after all, in a capitalist society?

**ii. Empowerment and Accountability for Oneself**

Another strong association made with Airbnb is entrepreneurship, and with that, empowerment. Here too, books abound, with titles
like *The Airbnb Entrepreneur: How to Earn Big Profits, Even if You Don’t Own a Property*\(^24\) and *The Airbnb Expert’s Playbook: Secrets to Making Six-Figures as a Rentalpreneur*\(^25\).

Airbnb itself uses the term “empower” frequently. Headlines such as “Airbnb Unveils Expansive Suite of Personalized Tools to Empower Hosts”\(^26\) or “New Airbnb Partnership Empowers Rural Indian Women”\(^27\) grace the company’s website. On last year’s International Women’s Day, Airbnb published a blog post titled “Celebrating and Empowering Women Around the World.”\(^28\) It stated that

[w]omen are some of the most avid and adventurous travelers, and the warmest and most hospitable hosts and guides. Today, 55 percent of our hosts are women, and the income they earn helps with everything from sending their kids to school, to living independent lifestyles, to letting them pursue their passions.\(^29\)

I will leave the gender analysis of essentialism to another time and place.\(^30\)

“People generally know what’s best for them, or at least they know better than government regulators. The peer-to-peer economy helps them get what they want, faster, cheaper and more efficiently,” claims an opinion piece in the *Chicago Tribune*.\(^31\) Independence is a key component of the promotion of the “sharing” economy consumers. We would (should) thus be seeking to empower ourselves independently in the face of undue state regulation.

Empowerment, especially when accomplished through entrepreneurial endeavours, can also have as a corollary accountability for oneself, which is not present to the same degree in the context of being employed. In the case of Airbnb, *Fortune Magazine* coined the following headline to express the company’s business strategy: “Making a business out of not being responsible.”\(^32\)

The host is the one assuming the risks, not Airbnb. A contributing editor to *The Nation* magazine comments with irony about the public message on the sharing economy:

[The sharing economy] sees us all as micro-entrepreneurs fending for ourselves in a hostile world. [...] Can’t afford a place to live while attending grad school? Take a two-bedroom
apartment and rent one room out. You may lack health insurance, sick days and a pension plan, but you’re in control.\textsuperscript{85}

The Airbnb host is accountable for his or herself in the case of any changing life circumstances or fork in the road that he or she may encounter, such as pregnancy or disability.

Moreover, Airbnb is not necessarily about making money to afford additional luxuries. For example, in the case of Vancouver, Airbnb released a report stating that “more than half of the people who rent out their homes do so to afford their cost of living.”\textsuperscript{84} Airbnb’s “Fast Facts” webpage informs us that “52\% of hosts are moderate to low income” and that “48\% of host income is used to pay for regular household expenses like rent and groceries.”\textsuperscript{85} While these statistics are presented as a promotion of the help Airbnb is offering society, this perspective implicitly accepts the fact that a vast number of people cannot afford to subsist while taking part in the traditional employed labour force. Indeed, many people are enticed into Airbnb hosting because of mortgage debt they cannot afford to pay.\textsuperscript{86} A recent start-up, Loftium, even offers to pay for the down payment to buy a house, in exchange for one to three years of renting a room on Airbnb, save for eight days at the discretion of the new homeowners, and sharing the profits with the company.\textsuperscript{87} Perhaps we are to question the structure creating such precariousness, rather than patching the holes with another form of precarious work. I argue that this structure is underpinned by the logic of neoliberalism, which will be deconstructed in section IV.

\textbf{iii. The Missing Connection: Airbnb and Labour Rights (and Right to Labour) in the Hotel Industry}

The precarious labour situation of many workers in both categories is prevalent. Indeed, this might not be so evident in the context of Airbnb hosts, whom we might think of as people who own property and are thus in a comfortable financial situation; however, the high percentage of persons who use this income for basic needs, as presented above, tells us otherwise. The labour rights issues of hotel industry workers presented above also paint a picture of, although not generalized, potentially prevalent labour precariousness. The situation can be even more complex when it is considered that Airbnb hosts might also be workers in the hotel industry at the same time, or that Airbnb hosts might contract with management companies to
complete hosting-related tasks such as communication with guests or cleaning. In the latter case, hotel-room attendants might then also provide cleaning services for an Airbnb host, for example.

It appears, though, that the connection is rarely made between the labour situations of hotel industry workers and Airbnb hosts. Of course, their situations are not comparable. But the rise of Airbnb could come to mean that the “low-skilled” hotel industry workers experience a right-to-labour situation, especially in the cases where they do not themselves have extra space to rent on Airbnb.

IV. Making Sense of the Discourse: Foucault’s Neoliberalism and Brown’s Economization of the Individual

Wendy Brown, a professor of political science at UC Berkeley, delivered a sharp critique of neoliberalism and its threat to democracy in *Undoing the Demos—Neoliberalism’s Stealth Revolution*. Its relevancy for making sense of the discourse on Airbnb and labour emanates both from the fact that Airbnb is coined as participating in the “democratization of services,” and from the fact that the themes highlighted above, frequently used in the public discourse on the platform, can also be considered as pillars of neoliberalism. Her critique is based on Foucault’s conceptualization of neoliberalism in *The Birth of Biopolitics: Lectures at the Collège de France, 1978–79*. Accordingly, Foucault’s contribution will be briefly reviewed before Brown’s work is presented in more detail, and applied to the themes of Airbnb and labour, identified above as a frame of reference for making sense of the public discourse on the topic.

i. The Main Arguments on Neoliberal Rationality from Michel Foucault’s *The Birth of Biopolitics* and Wendy Brown’s *Undoing the Demos*

Foucault delivered lectures at the Collège de France in Paris from 1971–84, and transcripts of his talks are collected in *The Birth of Biopolitics*. He speaks at length of neoliberalism, distinguishing between the German form and the American form, a distinction that will not be maintained for the purposes of this chapter. For Foucault, neoliberalism is not a revitalization of forms of liberalism from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries; rather, it is concerned with “whether a market economy can in fact serve as the principle, form, and model for a state which, because of its defects, is mistrusted by everyone on both the right and the left, for one reason
or another.” In opposition with liberalism, “[t]he problem of neoliberalism is rather how the overall exercise of political power can be modeled on the principles of a market economy.” Furthermore, Foucault identifies “a shift from exchange to competition in the principle of the market,” from liberalism to neoliberalism. Rather than constituting an equal relationship, free exchange is typically associated with inequality. Competition is neither evident nor natural; it operates under a formal structure, and as such, “[n]eoliberalism should not therefore be identified with laissez-faire, but rather with permanent vigilance, activity, and intervention.”

Foucault also addresses what he considers to be the neoliberal conception of unemployment:

[w]hat is to be saved, first of all and above all, is the stability of prices [rather than full employment]. Price stability will in fact allow, subsequently no doubt, both the maintenance of purchasing power and the existence of a higher level of employment than in an unemployment crisis […]. As, I think it was Röpke said, what is an unemployed person? […] He is a worker in transit between an unprofitable activity and a more profitable activity.

Foucault observes an “essential epistemological transformation” within neoliberal analyses, which he explains in the context of labour:

[The] problem of bringing labor back into the field of economic analysis is not one of asking about the price of labor, or what it produces technically, or what is the value added by labor. The fundamental, essential problem […] is how the person who works uses the means available to him.

What a neoliberal society wants of humans “is not the man of exchange or man the consumer; he is the man of enterprise and production.” This being the case, “there is a privileged connection between a society oriented towards the form of the enterprise […] and a society in which the most important public service is the judicial institution,” as more disputes necessitating legal arbitration are likely to emerge.

Brown builds on Foucault’s neoliberal governing rationality, in *Undoing the Demos*, to argue that neoliberalism not only dominates the economic sphere, but also all other social spheres. Therefore,
neoliberalism is formulated somewhat differently and focuses on different deleterious effects. In contrast with an understanding of neoliberalism as a set of state policies, a phase of capitalism, or an ideology that set loose the market to restore profitability for a capitalist class, I join Michel Foucault and others in conceiving neoliberalism as an order of normative reason that, when it becomes ascendant, takes shape as a governing rationality extending a specific formulation of economic values, practices, and metrics to every dimension of human life.

In this governing rationality, humans are “homo oeconomicus.” Brown brings this concept further than Foucault. Foucault conceived of it as meaning that humans are “driven by interest,” while Brown argues that “this subject is so profoundly integrated into and hence subordinated to the supervening goal of macro-economic growth that its own well-being is easily sacrificed to these larger purposes.” As such, “market values are crowding out all others.”

An extended logic of neoliberal governing rationality comes to mean that “[r]eversing the liberal formulation in which a free market is defined and supervised by the state, […] the state should be defined and supervised by the market.” Or, in the words of Foucault: “[o]ne must govern for the market, rather than because of the market.” Airbnb imposed on the state the regulation of its activities, as they were novel and disruptive. Heated public debates arose concerning the shape that such regulations should take, but at the end of the day, a significant proportion of them do not prohibit Airbnb from existing; they frame how it can exist, as it is considered an inevitable market force.

“Contemporary neoliberalism is unthinkable without governance,” Brown states. Airbnb’s constant negotiations with governments to secure regulations that allow it to maintain its activities in different cities resonate with Brown’s description of governance, and with how we can conceive of Airbnb’s societal power:

[g]overnance replaces hierarchical, top-down mandates and enforcement with horizontal networks of invested stakeholders pursuing a common end. And governance replaces “command and control” with negotiation and persuasion. Effective governors create incentives for desired outcomes and negotiate over goals, even those that public action is to serve.
The role of law in a neoliberal governing rationality is again taken further than Foucault by Brown, as “law becomes a medium for disseminating neoliberal rationality beyond the economy, including to constitutive elements of democratic life.”

Coming back to the fact that Airbnb is often presented as a form of democratization, it is interesting to take note of Brown’s words in *Undoing the Demos*’ epilogue: “[a]bove all, no doubt, neoliberal rationality has been extremely effective in identifying capitalism with democracy.”

### ii. Labour in a Neoliberal Governing Rationality

Brown paints a dark picture for the future of labour within a neoliberal governing rationality:

> When everything is capital, labour disappears as a category, as does its collective form, class, taking with it the analytical basis for alienation, exploitation, and association among laborers.

> [Therefore,] [a]s capitals, every subject is rendered as entrepreneurial, no matter how small, impoverished, or without resources, and every aspect of human existence is produced as an entrepreneurial one.

This can be understood as the basis of a logic of turning hobbies into jobs; this is not to propose that one cannot and should not enjoy his or her work, but rather to state that there might be an underlying pressure to monetize time spent on hobbies as to not waste this time, or a constant lure to monetize them rather than be satisfied with enjoying them. The same can be true about Airbnb; guest rooms should not be considered as exclusively for welcoming a relative or friend, but rather as possible avenues for monetization of our private space. It almost appears as if one should ask themselves: why not turn this private space into a monetization avenue? If one’s home is conceptualized as capital waiting to be monetized, then indeed a shift is operated between seeing labour as being accomplished outside of one’s private resting space, to extracting value from capital at every turn in a normalized manner.

In this entrepreneurial, competition-driven environment, how do labour rights fit in? Harry Arthurs observes the following:
LAW AND THE "SHARING ECONOMY"

(b) by widening the gulf and shifting the numerical balance between workers still protected by labour law and those who are not, it [the rise of non-standard employment] may also have contributed to a new political dynamic in which have-not workers acquiesce in or support efforts to strip the haves of their advantages.114

As concerns Airbnb hosts, are we questioning who has access to extra space to monetize in the first place, or are we only concerned with sustaining a “healthy” competition between the Airbnb market and the traditional hotel market? Are we questioning the labour rights of Airbnb hosts, or are we only concerned with eschewing regulations that restrict their possibilities of accomplishing their hosting?

iii. Questioning the Themes Emerging from the Public Discourse on Airbnb and Labour

The four themes that I have identified as emerging from the public discourse on Airbnb and labour can all be presented as positive. On the other hand, freedom and empowerment are also sometimes deconstructed as illusions, and monetization and accountability for oneself are sometimes criticized for their negative societal effects. Here, I revisit the four themes using as a theoretical framework Brown’s critic of neoliberalism, and necessarily in this context, that of Foucault as the underlying basis. The objective is to make sense of a public discourse that does not seem to take labour rights issues into serious consideration. In associating the themes with neoliberalism, and in positing neoliberalism as our current governing rationality, I seek to frame the underlying logic of the discourse and its coherency, to offer a more solid interpretation of why the public concentrates on certain issues and not others. The analyses emanating from the deconstruction of the four discourse themes seek to explore how we have cast, in a normalized manner, Airbnb labour as outside of the sphere of “traditional labour,” the sphere within which labour rights have been acquired, under this neoliberal governing rationality.

1. Freedom and Monetization Revisited

In a neoliberal governing rationality, Brown proposes that freedom becomes associated with freedom of markets; one is free within the constraints of market rationality. Therefore, inequality characterizes
this freedom, rather than equality being protected through the rule of law. As stated above, neoliberalism is not about state non-intervention; it is about state intervention to optimize markets. As such, this “order [is] replete with contradiction and disavowal, structuring markets it claims to liberate from structure, intensely governing subjects it claims to free from government, strengthening and retasking states it claims to abjure.”

The language of freedom, borrowed from liberalism, is still in high use by neoliberal tenants (“free markets, free counties, free men”), but this would be the “central ruse” of this governing rationality. Indeed,

[s]ubjects, liberated for the pursuit of their own enhancement of human capital, emancipated from all concerns with and regulation by the social, the political, the common, or the collective, are inserted into the norms and imperatives of market conduct and integrated into the purposes of the firm, industry, region, nation, or postnational constellation to which their survival is tethered.

Brown’s words tie well with the aforementioned article on Nate Blecharczyk titled “Airbnb Co-Founder: Make Money Off Your Hobbies,” when she states that “human capital is constrained to self-invest in ways that contribute to its appreciation or at least prevent its depreciation; […] [this includes organizing its] leisure practices in value-enhancing ways,” blurring the lines between personal hobbies and jobs, between the private and the work space.

In the context of free speech, Brown also addresses this through the eyes of a neoliberal governing rationality, which “supplants democratic political deliberation and voices with a formulation of speech as capital and free speech as an unhindered capital right.” Airbnb is seeking relief from strict regulations of the activities of its hosts on such a basis through its legal challenges related to freedom of speech provisions. It is seeking to be freed from constraints on its profits; many hosts support these actions in order to be free to monetize their space under the auspices of Airbnb, which is market-rather than state-driven.

Are Airbnb hosts truly finding freedom, from a schedule, from financial constraints, from regulation? After all, hosts are dependent on a guest wishing to secure a booking at a precise moment. Hosts
are dependent on their pleasantness as hosts and the attractiveness of their space in competitive terms in order to monetize it to the point of freedom from financial worries, considering the additional financial burden of self-employment. Hosts are dependent on Airbnb as a platform, which makes some of the most impactful rules, such as the percentage it takes on each booking. Therefore, are hosts truly freed from potentially oppressive regulation, when Airbnb negotiates lenient regulations with governments?

Monetization is also key in the neoliberal project, but it is extended to the concept of economization. As such, monetization is to be understood in a greater context of economization of all the elements constituting social life, sometimes with the help of state regulation; it can thus also be linked to the lure of monetizing everything, but also to applying the “model of the market” to all spheres, even those that are not “monetizable.” Brown gives the example of dating, quoting the manner in which online dating sites promote their services as helping one “maximiz[e] return on investment of affect, not only time and money.” Therefore, “both persons and states are expected to comport themselves in ways that maximize their capital value in the present and enhance their future value.” This gives true meaning to the term “governing rationality,” as we are restricted, consciously or not, to thinking within this logic.

Orly Lobel, writing on the gig economy, states that “[l]eisure becomes work, work becomes leisure, socialization turns costly, and people price every interaction according to market value.” When Airbnb is promoted as providing hosts with the pleasure of having conversations with people from around the world on one’s own patio, thus promoting meaningful engagements with guests as part of an optimized hosting labour act, does this not also promote the economization of friendship? Being especially friendly, in this case, can lead to better ratings on the host’s profile. Moreover, Airbnb can also lead to monetizing one’s attractiveness, in the context of hosts posting their pictures, or of guests posting theirs, waiting to be approved for a cheaper room on Airbnb than can be found in a hotel in the surrounding area. This leads to obvious problems, such as discrimination based on racialized physical features, which, of course, is prohibited in the hotel industry; but in the context of Airbnb, it is a free market, after all, and one can pick and choose. This was documented in a 2015 study, which proposed that the identity of guests not be revealed; however, “Airbnb, a standard-bearer of
the so-called sharing economy, has argued forcefully that anonymity is incompatible with building trust between users.”[126] This past September, Airbnb reacted with a new community commitment, as well as a nondiscrimination policy that users must accept.[127] Brown argues that neoliberal governance, namely, “devolv[es] authority, decision making, and the implementation of policies and norms of conduct.”[128] Are Airbnb’s regulations enough to curb discrimination, in a context of competition? Or, is there really just one guideline for all others—that of a “free” market?

2. Empowerment and Accountability for Oneself, Revisited

Empowerment, as discussed above, is often associated with entrepreneurship in the Airbnb context, or self-employment in general. Brown argues that beyond traditionally conceptualized entrepreneurship, under a neoliberal governing rationality, we seek “investors” in all spheres:

[w]hether through social medial “followers,” “likes,” and “retweets,” through rankings and ratings for every activity and domain, […] the pursuit of education, training, leisure, reproduction, consumption, and more are increasingly configured as strategic decisions and practices related to enhancing the self’s future value.[129]

Through Airbnb, are we empowering ourselves through the gamble that using this platform will give us more value than could be achieved through employment, in a context where competition is the name of the game, rather than equal opportunity?

Or, put differently, are the contours and limits of empowerment constricted within the governing rationality? Perhaps this helps us interpret how so many workers are moving towards “empowering” their labour through sharing economy platforms, seemingly oblivious to the labour rights they might be leaving behind.

Accountability for oneself thus appears central within a neoliberal governing rationality. Seeing that society in a competition framework is not characterized by equality, but rather is constituted of “a market formulation of winners and losers,”[130] one must take it upon himself or herself to not be a “loser.” As such, “even as we are tasked with being responsible for ourselves in a competitive world
of other human capitals, insofar as we are human capital for firms or states concerned with their own competitive positioning, we have no guarantee of security, protection, or even survival.\textsuperscript{131} Hosts are human capital for Airbnb; the company does not offer any guarantees such as those stated above, even as it secures millions of dollars from manoeuvring its competitiveness in the accommodation industry, while hosts are accomplishing the substantial labour.

Brown argues that we are willing to sacrifice for the greater macroeconomic goal.\textsuperscript{132} Following this argument, is it that we “understand” that the economy cannot offer costly labour rights to everyone, and thus self-employed workers must pay their due? Brown proposes that “bad citizenship” is namely characterized by workers that are “lazy consumers of benefits.”\textsuperscript{133} After all, we are “to become […] responsible self-investor[s] and self-provider[s].”\textsuperscript{134}

If we economize everything, then when are we accomplishing labour? How can we displace labour rights to such a context? How do we reconcile these rights with the logic of competition, in which inequality is naturalized?

Surely, many consumers feel advantaged by using Airbnb and do not question labour rights issues. But the fact is that many of these same consumers are susceptible to being at the receiving end of labour rights losses. This can occur whether they are workers in the hotel industry and face a downward pressure on labour rights through competition with Airbnb; if they decide to become Airbnb hosts themselves, perhaps even quitting their employee job in order to do so; or these losses can simply occur through our shifting conception of labour rights in the furtherance of the neoliberal governing rationality.

V. Conclusion

Resistance initiatives to the adverse effects of the so-called sharing economy are certainly emerging. A proposal gaining ground is that of a guaranteed basic income for all workers. This would contribute to levelling power relations for workers in the sharing economy.\textsuperscript{135} As for financing this idea, well, “[h]ad they [Silicon Valley technology companies] paid more taxes, there would probably be less economic inequality to grapple with now in the first place.”\textsuperscript{136}

What might the future of labour rights look like if neoliberal rationality is to be consolidated and expanded? In the case
of Airbnb, the discussion must be tied to one on subordination, prevalent in tourism studies. The carefree mindset often accompanying leisure tourism can potentially contribute to complicity in reproducing existing social subordinations, or in participating in subordination practices inherent to the guest-host relationship. Gender, racial, and class subordinations can thus be reinforced through the attitudes and behaviours of tourists. This is largely documented in the cases of practices of sexualisation of tourism promotion, or of insisting on the exoticism of locals in the context of this promotion. Similar reflections are possible concerning labour rights and Airbnb. Do tourists feel accountable for the labour rights situation of their Airbnb hosts, or of the hotel industry workers, for that matter, or do they feel that this is a national issue that they are not a part of? As in any tourism relation, playing the “game” of a market mindset, a strategy can be to concentrate on the power of the “guest,” the consumer, and his or her awareness of national social issues.
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